The Soundstream digital card=
the record that doesn't go round

Martinu on record
•
Decisions and Auditions
Gold on Pickups
Speakers reviewed
Faglkner on recording

The Ditton 110, like the Ditton 100 and all the new Ditton range
is aproduct of Celestion's famous laser interferometry programme. Speakers with an amazing purity of sound.
Speakers that bring out the best in hi-fi.
Celestion International Ltd, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, England. Tel: 0473 73131
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The AudioFile, the digital record
that doesn't go round described by
Danish engineer Jens Hansen in
this issue, only exists in prototype
form in Soundstream's Salt Lake 66
City laboratories. Art Editor John
Gash and photographer Roger
Phillips therefore concocted a
three-dimensional artist's impression for the cover this month.
However, for the sake of historical
accuracy— after all, HFN/RR is the
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John Atkinson talks to Jack
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20th century composers.
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J.S. BACH
Italian Concerto, etc ( Egorov)

ELGAR
Songs for chorus, etc ( Boult)

93

Piano Sonata ( Shelley)

Metamorphosis-Dance/Romanza
(Welsh/Atherton)

93

RAVEL
Orchestral works ( Haitink)

HANDEL
Water Music/Fireworks
(Stokowski) '

93

HINDEMITH
Konzertmusik ( Bernstein)

93

GOEHR
87

BAX
Piano Sonata 2, etc ( Binns)

89

BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto 5
(Rubinstein/Leinsdorf)
Mass in C ( Guest)

83

BENGUEREL
Concerto for Percussion ( Fink)

89

BRAHMS
Symphony 3(
Reiner)"'
Symphony 3/Haydn Variations
(Kertesz)'

89

HONEGGER
Rugby/Pastorale d'été/Pacific
231 ( Bernstein)*
JANACEK
Piano music ( Klansky)
KODALY

BRIDGE
Sextet/Phantasie ( Hanson
Quartet, et al)

89

Summer Evening/Concerto for
Orchestra ( Kodaly)

BRITTEN

89

LEHAR
Land of Smiles ( Donath,
et al/Boskovsky)

Prince of Pagodas dances/Folk
songs ( English/Measham)
CLEMENTI
Piano Sonatas, etc ( McCabe)

91

LORTZING
The Poacher ( Mathis, et al/Klee)

CRUSELL
Clarinet Concertos 1 & 3
(King/Francis)

93

LISZT
Piano Concerto 1 (Ousset)

91

85

DEBUSSy
Rhapsodies for saxophone/
clarinet ( Rascher/Drucker/
Bernstein)
Songs (Souzay/Baldwin)

85
87
87
87

DVORAK
Symphony 2 ( Kertesz)
Symphony 7 ( Paita)
Symphony 9( Stokowski)
Carnival Overture etc ( Kertesz) °

89

87

BARTOK
Concerto for Orchestra
(Bernstein)

91

91

MOZART
Symphonies 31 & 33
(Harnoncourt)
Piano Concertos 9 & 17
(Serkin/Abbado)
OFFENBACH
Die Banditen ( Künneke,
et al/Steinberg)

91

ORFF
Carmina Burana ( Handford)

93

Symphony 3/The Rock ( Previn)

RACHMANINOV

93

SACCHINI
String Quartets ( Academica
Quartet)
SAINT-SAENS
Christmas Oratorio, etc
(Cambreling)
Piano Concerto 2 (Ousset)

95
95
95
95

SCHUBERT
Symphony 9 ( Steinberg) t
Piano Trio in B-flat (Borodin Trio)
Lieder on Record ( 1898-1952) e
Winterreise (Tear/Ledger)

95
97

SCHUMANN
Symphonies 1-4, etc ( Muti)
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SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphony 5 ( Haitink)
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STRAUSS ( Josef)
Dragonfly/Pearls of Love
(Rothstein)
Aquarellen ( Boskovsky)
TCHAIKOVSKY
Violin Concerto
(Oistrakh/Ormandy)'"
The Seasons ( Artymiw)

VIERNE
101 Organ Symphony 2 ( Patrick)
Vocal
101
101
101
101
101

ENGLISH MADRIGALS
(Tallis Scholars)
ART OF NICOLA) GEDDA
41 items)
PORTRAIT OF EMMA KIRKBY'
RECORD OF SINGERS
— Parts 1, 2, & Supplement
SUTHERLAND / PAVAROTTI
DUETS

Orchestral/Instrumen(al
103 BEAUTIFUL MUSIC BOX
(20 composers) "
103 BRITISH CELLO & PIANO
(Bax/Bridge/Grainger)
103 EAST GREETS EAST
SMETANA
(Ravi Shankar, et al)
Ma Vlast ( Smetacek)
103 ENCORE WITH CANTILENA
Piano works ( Novotny)
(8 composers)
The Kiss ( Depoltova, et al/Vajnar) 103 GREAT MARCHES
)10 composers)
SOLER
105 LATE 18th CENTURY WIND
Requiem for solo percussion
(Fink)
MUSIC ( Fiala/Kromer/
Triebensee)
STRADELLA
105 ART OF SVIATOSLAV RICHTER
(4 composers)
San Giovanni Battista ( Schlick,
et al/Muller-Bruhl)
105 SAXOPHONE CONCERTOS
(4 composers)
STRAUSS (Johann II)
1
05 TRIO SONATAS
Waltzes, Galops, Polkas, etc
(C.P.E.
Bach/j.C. Bach/Goldberg)
(Rothstein)
1
05 YO YO MA — CELLO PIECES
New Year's Concert ( Boskovsky) °
(6 composers)
SIBELIUS
Violin Concerto
(Oistrakh/Ormandy)

J Michell P---Ngreering Lb
2 THEOBALD STREET, BOREHAMWOOD, HERTS, ENGLAND.

01-953 0771

GYRODEC

ABERDEEN Telemech Audit),
Southampton, Hants 04215-2827

2 3-29

Marischal St, Aberdeen, Scotland 0224-28817
GLASGOW The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent St, Glasgow,
Scotland, 041-221-2527
CHANDLERS
FORD Hampshire Audio, 8-12 Hursley Rd, Chandlers Ford,

Gants
Hill, Ilford,
Essex.
01-518-0915
LONDON
Audio
T, 190 West
End
Lane NW6 01-794-7848
OXFORD
Absolute
Sound
& Video, 19 Old
High St,
Headington
Oxon.
0865-65961

Subjective Audio, 2-4 Camden
HighA.T.
St, London
NW1 01-387-8281
ILFORD
Labs, 442-444
Cranbrook Rd,

Audio,
Si Fishergate,
Preston,
LanesBerks.
0772-53057
RADLETT Radlett Audio Consultants, 141 Watling St, Radlett, Herts. 09276-3773
READING PRESTON
Reading HiNorman
Fi Centre,
6Harris
Arcade, Friar
St, Reading
0734- 585463
NORWICH The Audio File, 44-48 Magdalin St, Norwich 0603-614448
LEICESTER Audition Hi Fi Studio, 147 Hinckley Rd, Forest East Tel 0533-393607
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244-256 STATION ROAD ADM ESTONE, SURREY
TEL WEYBRIDGE ( 0932) 54522 3 4 5 51 753. 437.69

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
MONDAY -- SUNDAY 9.00 -6.00
MARANTZ
AMPLIFIERS

PM3I 0 (2> 25W).

.

mewl

£79.90
£95.00
£125.90
£179.00

PM420 (2040W). .
PAA5200C (2.55W). • •
PtA750 (2N60W).....
TUNERS
ST3201.

CASSETTE DECKS

£59.90
£54.90
£84.90
£119.90
£119.90

.

ST4501.
ST5201
ST521L
CASSETTE DECKS

£86.00
£59.90

£95.00

£119.90
£124.90
£1 3480
£179.90

SD420
SD3510
SD5010
RECEIVERS
SR-2201(2 20W)
SR-320L (21130W)
SR-520 (2040W).

um
£109
. £ 145

•
TURNTABLES

TT 1200 CT
TT 2200 CT
TT 4200 CT

. .. .......... £ 9110

RECEIVERS

MOM. .
96.06

£49.90

£es.e3

£229.90
EQUALISERS

£74.90
£89.90
£114.90

SYSTEMS

TURNTAELES
E84.90
£159.90
)(ROT
£235.00
P1310
£54.90
5020
£59.90
P030
.
£79.90
GRAPHIC EQUALISER
SES
£ 59.90
SEEI
£ 149.90
ROI
£8980
SYSTEMS
IS-220 ( Um): IS- 222 (
Black). R3031:05514 5010
GX-S2.
0350 5068 £40 me.
15-330 (Uwe). IS-333 ( B)a(k) 98061)5591 ,P4)20.G X.
303
£249.90
0410 SO« (90 extra
10.550 ( Sign
(
15180k): A505 T505L 055m P.
0180X.S1
£25410
S310 Sig. £35 Wks
10.770 ( SIlver): IS-777 ( Black) 470717071. 077F P.
030 100.505
£319.50
5510 Spice fig extra
10.990 ( Save):
(
Slack) : A909 1109l, D-990 P.
L50 ,0)(909
£559.90
S710 Spice £ 120 sere
092221V • •

czas.so

le-nea

SYSTEM 400
PM3IDST310LSD220 TT 1200 CT (102509 VR 400
U319.90

SYSTEM 420
PM420 ,ST320L.S0320.1T 221 CT VR 400

FWD. Bauch Limited
49 Thecbald Street. Boreham Wood 1-6-rIforœl-tre WID6 4R2
Telephone 01-953 0091 Telex 27502

RA820 (2K25W)
RA840 (2.40W)
RA860 (2.80W)
1441010(2.70W)
TUNERS

TURNTABLES
RP820

RE840
RF860

£74.90
£99.90
C149.90
£99.90
(59.90
£99 90
£124 90

CASSETTE DEC4S

RD820
140840
90880

EQUALISERS
.

£74 90
£99.90
£124.90
£49 90
£79.90
£84.90
£59.90
£79.90

SANSUI
AMPLIFIERS
450912030W) .
A707 (2050W) ...
»09 (2070W).
AU022 (235W).
AUD33 (
2 .50W)

TUNERS

£50.99
£94.90
£114.90
P.O.A.
5.0.A.
£9.90
£19.90
£104.90
£94.90
£99.90

T505(1,
1707L
T909L
T77
TUS33L

JVC

£349.00

ROTEL
AMPLIFIERS

971920
RT840
RTB60

£4.90
£119.90
£109.90

Jesse

SPEAKERS
H0250 ( 40W)
HD400 (60W)
1.0300 ( 300W)
EC) 10(3
EO 20G

£44.90
£14.90
£119.90
£121.90
£150.90
£195.00
£229.00

D77F
D77R
0991)
13370
0570
07701

A-1(10
A-K20
A-030
A4(40
A-000
A-055
A.)(77

(2k 30W)
(2.35W)
(2050W)
(2c 60W(
(20 75W)
(2883W)
(2c 100W)

AMPLIFIERS

TUNERS

T-KIOL
T-1420L
T-X3OL
T-055
90.010
KO-020
KO-030
10-040
KO050
KO- D55
0060
0077
D099
R-KIOL (
28 35W)
94201. ( 21135W)
144(401. (21150W)
R.X60 (2K85W)
R.X80 (2k80W)
PC-31.
PCSI.

£54 90
£72.90
£91.90
£118.90
£102.90
£214.90
£318.90
£54.80
£81.90
£111.90
£150.90

CASSETTE DECKS

£64.90
£81.90
£108.90
£126.90
£149.90
£169.90
£183.90
£289.90
£384.90

RECEIVERS
£99.90
£144.90
£175.90
. £ 199.90
£277.90
COMP() SYSTEM

£220.00
SYSTEMS
0- RIO
RLIOLLAIO.KDDICNLKG042S4OW Spks £275.00
G•101
AK1OTXIOL LAIOKODEGLKG042 S4OW Sphs £319.00
G-202
AK201K2OL LA3I '((002011.1(0344W.......£300.60
SS6 Spks £ 50 extra

CARTRIDGE SALE

A step closer to perfection

Rogers
BRITISH ei+:;" HIGH FIDELITY

ROGERS Studiolloudspeaker On comparing the Studio 1against the
(Quad) ESL for descriptive purposes, using only good and mostly wellknown sources, the differences were mare often than not small...Another
British success, and I
am very happy to recommend it
TREVOR ATTWELL
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW. AUGUST 1981
It is an exceptional performer by ' Choice' standards.. It offers awide and
smooth response, ahigh power capacity and dynamic range, plus alevel of
colouration and neutrality in the genuine monitor class'.
BEST BUY - MARTIN COLLOMS. HI-FI CHOKE NO, 26 LOUDSPEAKERS, DECEMBER 1981
Other Rogers products available are:- LS3/5A loudspeaker A100 amplifier
1100 FM tuner A75 IR amplifier T75 FM tuner.

Rogers
BRITISH MR HIGH-FIDELITY

310 Commonside East,
Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1HX

¿P&P 7» extral
AUDIO TEC'-INICA
AT 3100XE
AT 3.200XE
AT 3011E
ATTIE
AT 32E
AT 33E

£22.00
£24.00
£35.00
f.39.00
MAIO
£96.00
£15.00
£23.50 I

LM20
LM30
CONCORD 10
CONCORD 20
CONCORD 30
VMSIO II
VMS20 II
VMS30 II .

£33.50 I
£51.50)

St3901S
00900

NAGAOKA
MP IC)
MPII
MP15
MP20.
A4P30
MP50

LM10.

ORTOFON

SUPEX

£11 50
£13.50
£18 50
£26.50
£18.00
£24.50
£30.00
£15.90
£23.50
£29.90
£110.00
£11800

OPEN SUNDAYS 9.00-6.00
TEL: WEYBRIDGE (0932) 54522/3/4/5, 51753, 43769
MAIL ORDER ÇOUPON
To: COSMIC RADIO, 244-258 Station Rd, Addlestone, Surrey
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD number
(Securicor delivery MOO per item)
(Delivery chav
rge for more than one item, please phone for special rates)
Name
Address

Telephone: 01-640 2172
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"Those who can
appreciate the benefits
of Mass Damping in
turntable design,
want, but cannot
afford to buy the
Nakamichi TX1000
at £5,000 should
consider the
acquisition of the
Jean- Francois le Tallec
at lesser cost"
PP TER WEST
DONNING TON AUDIO

"The Jean Francoise le Tallec
TRES EXPENSIVE!
— is it worth £759?
— Could it be as good as aTrio LO7D?
—Would I
be better with asuspended
sub- chassis system?
— Is it pretty or is it ugly?
—Will it beat Linn?
— Is it really that heavy?
— Will it feed back?
— Shall Iwait for compact disc?
—Where can Ihear it in comparisson
with the best decks available?
AT THE NEW BESPOKE SHOP
145A Buxton Road
Heaviley
Stockport
Cheshire."
ALBERT HENSHAW
BESPOKE AUDIO

16 Swan Street,
Kingsclere, Newbury,
Berks. RG15 8PJ
Tel: ( 0635) 297479

thefferzeeafA,
t/oea

Imported/distributed by Gotham Audio, 12, Gwendoline Ave, London E13. Tel: 01-471 1512
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NAD 3020 Amplifier

"One of the fine amplifiers of
our time. Certainly its
distortion, noise and other
electrical characteristics
could hardly be improved
upon"
STEREO REVIEW
Conservatively rated at 20 watts
per channel with stability down
to 2ohms. Distortion less than
0.02%.

Celestion Ditton 100 Speakers

NAD 3020 Amplifier

Boston Acoustics A40 Speakers

"The Boston Acoustics A40
excelled"
WHAT HI- Fl

HI- z1 FOR PLEASURE
The amazing Ditton 100 offers
performance plus — due largely
to Celestion's unique laser
vibrational research.

"The NAD 3020 represents
an outstanding design, both
in terms of value for money
as well as its generally high
measured laboratory
achievements, these well
above its price range"

"It does reach hi-fi
standards ... highly
recommeoded"

Compact 2- way bookshelf
speaker with 61
2 in acoustic/
suspension woofer and 3/
4in
dome tweeter.

HI- 11NEWS

NAD 5025 Turntable

"The best value for money
... in the test"

NAD 4020A AM/FM Tuner
Dual CS505 Turntable

WHAT HI- Fl
The NAD 5025 is asemiautomatic belt drive turntable
with synchronous motor and a
solid 5mm rubber mat.

Price

Dual CS505 Turntable

Bos

"Offers asound quality in
terms of detail and dynamic
range that few equal, let alone
better!"
POPULAR HI- Fl

"The Boston Acoustics A40
deserves arecommendation"

"The Dual CS505 — excellent
value"
WHAT HI- Fl

£232 Complete

on

Semi-automatic belt- drive
turntable with vario pulley.

Acoustics A40 Speakers

"The NAD 4020A... very
best sound quality possible
for under f100"

POPULAR HI- Fl

Price

£375 Complete

KEF Reference Series
Model 103.2 Speakers

"The scene-stealer in
this test is the REF
103.2"

PODULAR HI- Fl

PRACTICAL HI- Fl

NAD 3150 Amplifier

Latest NAD Amplifier
offering greater power
and flexibility

NAD 3020 Amplifier

"I only hope that more
manufacturers follow NAD's
example and would
recommend the NAD 3020 to
anyone"
POPULAR HI-FI
NAD 4020A AM/FM Tuner

"Remarkably just as good as
its amplifier in sound
quality"
MUSIC & VIDEO

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck

"The flatness of the response
at Dolby level was amongst
the best ever seen for any
recorder at any price"

AUDIO MAGAZINE
An advanced cassette deck
featuring Dolby Cas well as
Dolby Bplus ahost of advanced
features.

Price

£534 Complete

NAD 4150 Tuner

Ariston RD80 Turntable

Incorporating revolutionary
SCHOTZ Tuner Technology

"The RD80 has come out
well in virtually every
respect"
HI- Fl CHOICE

Best Buy

With Linn Basik Arm including
Cartridge

Price £991 Complete

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck
HI- Fl CHOICE

NAD 6040A Cassette Deck

"Performance comparable
to some decks selling at
much higher prices"
THE AUDIO MAGAZINE
Metal cassette deck with new
Dolby HX headroom extension
circuit.
£119.00

NAD 6150C Cassette Deck

"It offers aperformance and
sound quality not bettered at
the price...NAD have done it

.,„,„..

again"

HI- Fl ANSWERS
Features Dolby C, also Dolby B
for high compatibility with prerecorded cassettes.
£199.00

NAD 5025 Turntable

"Must be accredited with a
strong recommendation"

"The NAD
3020 has no
competitor
anywhere near
the price and
can be strongly
recommended"
HI-FI ANSWERS
NAD 3020 Amplifier

"The NAD
4020... the
very best
sound quality
possible for
under f1.00"
POPULAR HI-FI

"The flatness
of the
response
at Dolby level
was amongst
the best
ever seen"

PRACTICAL HI- Fl
Semi- automatic turntablewith
solid 5mm rubber mat.
£59.00

NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

"Cannot be bettered at the
price"
HI-FI ANSWERS
The 1020 is an audiophile-quality
pre amp.
£69.00

AUDIO MAGAZINE

Conservatively rated at 20 watts
per channel with stability down to
2ohms. Distortion less than
0.02%. NAD soft clipping
increases useful output by
eliminating high level harshness.

NAD 4020A AM/FM Tuner

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck

Incorporates latest technology
including adual-gate MOSFET
front end tuning system for agood
combination of sensitivity and
resistance to overload.

Incorporates ahost of advanced
features including Dolby C, Dolby
B, direct loading with click- locked
soft touch buttons and review/cue
functions.

£98.50

£98.50

£159.00

EFFI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi fi

NAD 2140 Power Amplifier

"Represents exceptional
value"
HI- Fl NEWS

Delivers more than twice its rated
power with musical waveforms.
£135.00

Latest Developments
from NA
Brilliant New NAD 3150 Amplifier

The NAD 3150 integrated amplifier is
the ideal choicefor the music lover
who needs amore powerful or flexible
amplifier than the world-famous NAD
3020. It continues the NAD tradition
of combining genuinely useful
innovation with exceptional
price/performance value. The 3150 is
twice as powerful as the 3020 when
operated in stereo, and six times as
powerful when switched to the
bridged mode and used with a
companion power amplifier for stereo.
In addition the 3150 contains a
variety of circuit features that
contribute to its outstanding
operating flexibility and highly
musical sound quality.
The 3150's phono preamplifier stage
is anew design that uses two superlow-noise matched FETs and six

bipolar transistors in each channel.
The very wide dynamic range of this
preamp will accommodate all digitally
mastered recordings with room to
spare. Precise infrasonic filtering is
included to eliminate contamination of
the sound due to turntable rumble,
record warps, tonearm/stylus
resonances, vibration and acoustic
feedback, in order to provide the
cleanest possible handling of signals
within the audible range and to
prevent unwanted woofer-cone
excursions that cause intermodulat ion
distortion and muddy bass.
Aspecial bass equalization circuit
provides up to 12dB of boost below
55Hz in order to flatten and extend
the useful bass response of most
closed-box loudspeaker systems an
extra octave below their usual lower

NAD 4150 Tuner
incorporating
revolutionary SCHOTZ
Tuner Technology

Aseries of important engineering
advances (FETs, crystal and ceramic
I.F. filters, integrated-circuit I.F. stages,
and the PLL multiplex stereo decoder
chip) raised the performance of FM
tuners dramatically during the late
19605, but during the past decade most
advances in tuner design have involved
convenience features (e.g. digital
tuning) rather than fundamental
improvements in sonic performance. In
terms of the parameters that limit a

tuner's performance in normal use ( its
sensitivity and its resistance to
multipath interference) the last ten
years have brought no fundamental
advance in FM tuner design — until
now.
The NAD 4150 is the first stereo tuner
featuring the new Schotz Variable
Bandwidth PLL Detector, apatented
phase- locked-loop FM detector circuit
whose frequency bandwidth
automatically varies with signal

limit. Atypical bookshelf speaker
which rolls off below 50Hz will have
strong output to below 25Hz when
used with the NAD 3150, providing
the sort of authentic bass " feel" that
might otherwise require acostly
separate subwoofer system.
'Like all NAD amplifiers, the 3150 is
designed to drive real loudspeaker
impedances as well as the 8-ohm test
resistor used for laboratory tests.
What this means in practice is that in
addition to ;producing the high voltage
levels required for ahigh power
rating, the amplifier circuit is also
capable of producing much higher
output currents than-conventional
amplifiers can.
NAD's trademarked Soft Clipping
circuit gently limits the waveform
when the amplifier is driven beyond

its maximum power rating. By
preventing the output transistors
from being driven fully into
saturation, the Soft Gipping
dramatically reduces the harshness
that is normally heard When an
amplifier is overdriven, so that with
the 3150 the sound remains
subjectively dean even at very high
peak sound levels.
If still more output power is needed, a
bridging switch immediately converts
the 3150 stereo amplifier into a
monophonic amp conservatively rated
at 125 watts, and aseparate
companion NAD power amplifier (also
bridged) can be used for the second
stereo channel.

strength and signal quality in order to
optimise reception. It dramatically
improves performance in these two key
areas.
Sensitivity. The Schotz detector
expands the tuner's sensitivity beyond
the generally accepted theoretical limit,.
reaching 1.0 microvolt into 300 ohms or
0.5 uV into 75 ohms, effectively
doubling the number of stations that
can be received.

circuits and instantly recalled at the
push of abutton. And whether you tune
by using the five memory presets or by
using the manual Scan controls, each
station is tuned perfectly with no
possibility of drift or distortion due to
tuning error.

Capture ratio. The Schotz detector
substantially improves the tuner's
resistance to multipath interference,
which depends on its ability to
"capture" the desired signal and reject
slightly weaker reflected signals. With
medium-to- strong signal levels the
capture ratio of the 4150 is so low that
it is difficult to measure. And while the
capture ratio of conventional tuner
circuits becomes substantially worse
with weak signals, it remains below
1.2 dB in the 4150 even at very low signal
levels, allowing many more stereo
broadcasts tote received without
distortion. Thanks to these advances,
stations that are unacceptably noisy
and distorted with the best
conventional tuners become clean and
quiet with the NAD 4150.
Genuine digital tuning. Digital
frequency- synthesis tuning is amajor
advance in both tuning accuracy and
convenience of use, and the NAD 4150
has it. Five FM and five AM stations can
easily be stored in the tuner's memory

Min MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

£189.00

Low-distortion PLL multiplex decoder. A
selected PLL multiplex IC is used to
obtain clean stable stereo with
maximum stereo separation and very
low noise.
Quiet AM tuning. AM radio is hardly in
the same fidelity class as FM, therefore
costly AM circuitrywill seldom pay off in
increased listening pleasure. But the
NAD 4150 employs anew integratedcircuit section that was especially
developed for use in digital tuners yet
adds little to the tuner's cost. It is
surprisingly sensitive, and its
exceptional freedom from noise and
static makes it pleasant to listen to.
The 4150 tuner represents the kind of
value that has made NAD famous. It is
moderately priced, yet in the two key
areas that most often limit atuner's
performance in everyday use — input
sensitivity and rejection of multipath
interference — the 4150 outperforms
every other tuner regardless of price.
And.the convenience and ease of using
its digital tuning circuits must be
experienced to be appreciated fully.

£159.00

HiFi Markets offer personal
attention and expert advice
Dual
"The CS505 offers
asound quality in
terms of detail and
dynamic range that
few equal, let alone
better!"
POPULAR HI- Fl

Nakamichi

Nakamichi BX-2 — incomparable ' Nakamichi' sound at
al amazing low price

Dual CS505
Turntable
Semi- automatic belt-driven
with vario pulley. Gimbal
mounted straight pickup
arm. Dynamic balance.

£79.95

Ariston
'RECOMMENDED
"The RD80 has
come out well in
virtually every
respect"
HI- Fl CHOICE

performance ot both the record and
playback functions without
compromising the performance of
either. The playback equalizer
features aunique loss-compensation
system that ensures perfect EQ
characteristics, and Nakamichi 's
Double- NF circuit achieves
exceptionally low distortion in the lowfrequency range. The BX-2 also
features Dolby Band C noise
reduction, memory play and rec mute
functions.
£239.00

Nakamichi BX-2
One of Nakamichi's latest cassette
decks, the BX-2 is a2- head machine
offering simplified features, functions
and operation while providing
'Nakamichi' performance
reproduction. Anew microcomputer
controlled mechanism offers smooth,
gentle tape handling and silent
operation precision. Anew
record/playback head has been
specifically designed for this deck
withemphasis on achieving optimum

Ariston RD80
Turntable
Two speed synchronous
motor. Two piece fully
machined concave platter
with record clamp.Precision
made single point bearing.
With Linn Basik tonearm.

£235.00
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PM310 Amplifier
This highly rated slimline
amplifier is now available at HiFi
Markets. Power output is 25
watts RMS per channel.
Features include LED power
meters, 6dB/OCT low filter, 41
step detented volume control.

£69.00

ST310 AM/FM Tuner
The ST310 is the matching
slimline tuner to the PM310
amplifier. Features include
1.0eN sensitivity, LED signal
strength indicator, FM muting,
stereo/mono, pilot frequency
rejection circuit.

£69.00

Nakamichi LX- 3
Among 2- head cassette recorders, the
LX-3is unsurpassed. A4- bit
microprocessor controls the transport,
while amaster fader simplifies
recording. 50dB LED peak level
meters, 4-digit LED tape counter.

£299.00

Nakamichi LX-5

Nakamichi ZX-7

Discrete 3- head technology enables
precision azimuth alignment and
optimum performance. fulircoprocessorcontrofled transport ana novel master
fader add extra convenience. Treated
chassisand asymmetrical dual-capstan
transport reduce flutter and
modulation noise.

£60.00

Discrete 3-nead system for optimum
performance with independent record,
playback and erase heads and separate
Dolby- NR processors for recording and
playback.
£539.00

hIFI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Please note: not all Hi-F1
Markets branches are
Appointed Nakamichi
Centres. Please check
before travelling.

HiFi Markets experts audition hundreds of HiFi components each year in order to select the best quality HiFi at the
best value prices for our customers. In the light of our experience, HiFi Markets unhesitatingly recommend Yamaha.
This company has along history of manufacturing fine quality musical instruments and the unparalleled knowledge
they have gained has been used to good effect nproducing arange of Hi Fi which gives superb musical reproduction.

Yamaha A-460 Amplifier
35 watts per channel with THD less
than 0.015%. Super low noise
phono equalizer, continuously
variable loudness control.

£99.00
Yamaha T-460 AM/FM Tuner
Optical balance tuning, switchable
FM-AM muting/mono, tracking type

Yamaha A-560 Amplifier
The A-560 is an amplifier that goes far
beyond ordinary performance. It
provides adynamic 55 watts per
channel with an extremely low
0.015% THD figure due to an
advanced DC configuration amplifier,
and alow noise phono equalizer gives
ruler flat response as well as clean,
high- definition phono reproduction.
And the A-560 is full of precision
control and convenience features: a
continuously variable loudness
control for precise tonal balancing,
direct MC cartridge input capability, a

pilot canceller, low impedance AM
loop antenna.

Yamaha A-760 Amplifier

Yamaha T-760 AM/FM Tuner

(

Auto- search tuning, 10- station preset
tuning, unique '' Station Lock" system.

*

Dolby Banti C noise reduction, full IC
logic, feather- touch control panel,
automatic tape selection, 2- motor
transport, metal tape compatibility.

Incorporating Yamaha's Zero
Distortion Rule which sets new
standards in audio power
amplification purity by totally
eliminating amplifier- introduced
distortion in the final power stage.
Impressive 80 watts per channel with
incredibly low 0.01% THD.

Dolby Band C noise reduction, lowimpedance pure Sendust head, full IC
logic, feather- touch control panel.

£119.00

£199.00

£149.00

£85.00
Yamaha K-300 Cassette Deck

£143.013
Yamaha K-500 Cassette Deck

rec out selector, centre defeat tone
controls, abuilt-in subsonic filter and
ahigh filter switch that add up to
incredible versatility.

£139.00
Matching Tuner T-560
Also available is the T-560 AM/FM
Tuner with optical balance tuning,
6- LED dual function meter, recording
calibration signal, switchable FM-AM
muting/mono mode, low impedance
AM loop antenna.

£107.00
Yamaha P-200 Turntable
Belt drive turntable. DC servo motor,
automatic return and cut. VM-type
cartridge supplied.

Yamaha C-50 Preamplifier

Yamaha M-50 Power Amplifier

New linear transfer circuit for
minimal distortion, extended rolloff
equalizer, 4- gang volume control,
independent MC/MM equalizer amps,
direct MC phono input provides pure
phono signal path, disc direct
function.

ZDR power amplification, new linear
transfer bias circuit. " X" power
supply, all direct-coeled circuitry,
[IR speaker level controls for two sets
of speakers, dual range 20- LED peak
power meters with switchable peak
hold.

£249.00

£305.00

"A very
good

£69.00

standard
of sound"

Yamaha P-300 Turntable

HI Fl
ANSWERS

Direct drive turntable. FG servo
control, automatic return and cut.
VM-type cartridge supplied.

£89.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

Yamaha NS- 1000M Speakers
3- way speaker system, beryllium
dome tweeter and midrange drivers,
tangential edge suspension,
midrange and tweeter level controls,
acoustic suspension design, unique
acoustic equalizers.

£620.00

per pair

Please note: notall
Markets branches are
Appointed Yamaha Centres.
Please check before
travelling.

Instant Credit Available at
all HiFi Markets Branches
Li

The Tape Counter

NAD 9200

TDK

"in our view is the
best cartridge at
this price we have
heard to date"
POPULAR HI-FI

DC 60
DC120
DC180
ADC60
ADC120
ODC60
ODC90
SAC60
SAXC60
SAXC90

Hunt EDA

Mega Cable

Carbon Fibre Brush
The Carbon Fibre filaments in Hunt EDA
brushes are electrically conductive and
fully discharge the static freeing the
dust and grit particles in the record
grooves. High density Hunt EDA
brushes present up to 1,000 fine
filaments to each groove. The long
filaments flex rapidly and follow
intimately the contours of the grooves,
dislodging and picking up the dust and
grit particles. The brushes cari be easily
and thoroughly cleaned, preventing the
transference of dust to other records.

Qbadson Fibs itr'ust,

£6.95

NAD Mat

£9.95

Nagaoka
Cartridges

The new high performance Nagaoka MP
Series cartridges use the most up to
date materials including apermalloy
oscillator having ahigh magnetic
permeability and asamarium cobalt
magnet, having ahigh magnetic energy.

From

£7.90

200 strand Mega Cable from Hi Fi
Markets is the best speaker cable
available. Providing the best link
between the amplifier and speakers
,neither adding or taking away anything
from the true music.
From

Record Sweep Arm

£7.95

Stylus Balance and
Deck Levelling Aid

£4.50

The NAD Mat is afull 5millimetres thick, has
asmooth lower surface which makes uniform
contact with the entire platter area, and is
made of acarefully selected soft-rubber
compound with optimum density and pliancy
for efficient absorption of most audiofrequency vibrations. With the NAD Mat
installed, the stylus/groove interface comes
much closer to the ideal vibration-free
environment.

Rolling Cleaners

£0.69
MET MA60 £ 1.85
£ 1.25
MET MA90 £2.69
f2.99
Demag £8.75
£0.99
Clean £0.89
£ 1.79
DC90 triple pack
£ 1.09
£2.46•
£1.55
ADC90 double pack
£1.23
£2.28*
£ 1.45
SAC90 double pack
£ 1.99*

Sony
£1.09
UDXLIIC 90 £1.49* CH FC60 £0.56* AHF C90
UDC 46 £0.79
£1.39* CHF C90 £0.75• Alpha C60
UDC 60 £0.95
£1.15
XLISC 60
£1.79* CHF C120 £0.99
UDC 90 £ 1.09•
Alpha C90
£1.59
XLISC 90
£1.03
£1.55
UDC120 £1.79•
XLIISC 60
BHF C60
£0.69 * FeCr C60
£1.35
£1.99* BHF C90 £0.85• FeCr C90
UDXLIC 60 £ 1.29
XLIISC 90
UCXS C60
£1.56
UDXLIC 90 £ 1.65
Met MXC 60 £2.69
BHF C120 £1.12
UCXS C90
£2.14
UDXLIIC 60 £ 1.35
Met MXC 90 £3.65
AHF C60
KM
Prices shown apply only when 10 or more cassettes are purchased - cash sales only

£19.50

Aspecial new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft and
slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It is soft
enough to adapt itself to the precise
shape of the groove. As the degree of
'tackiness' is always exactly right, the
finest particles right at the bottom of
the groove are picked up as well as the
surface dust.

•Promotion Price while stocks last

Maxell

Frequency response: 15Hz -20KHz
± 2dB. Channel separation: 24dB at
1KHz, 15dB at 10KHz. .0003M. X
.0007in diasa elliptical stylus.

MP10 £ 13.95 MP20 £36.95
MP11 £ 15.95 MP30 £45.90
MP15 £31.00 MP50 £73.90

'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

70p per metre

Mayware
Hi Fi Markets offer the Mayware MkIV
pick-up arm and moving coil cartridge,
acombination which was recently the
subject of an excellent review in
'Gramophone'. The Mayware pick-up

arm is silicone damped with inverted
hardened steel pin pivoting on
jewelled bearing. The cartridge has a
nude low mass super- polished
diamond 'Vital' stylus for low noise and
best high frequency tracking ability.

£148.50 complete

Original Master Recordings
Special pressed recordings of popular, rock,
folk and classical music. 50 titles to choose
from including: 'Abbey Road' The Beatles,
'Darkside of the Moon' Pink Floyd, 'The
Gambler' Kenny Rogers, Ravel ' Bolero' BPO,
'The Planets' LPO, Tchaikovsky ' 1812' LSO,
'Ziggy Stardust' David Bowie.

Single Album £ 14.50
Double Album £22.00

Sennheiser
Our best
selling
headphones
HD4004
HD40
HD420
HD414
HD420
HD430
HD230

£ 10.99
£ 12.99
£ 16.99
£29.99
£35.99
£49.99
£ 69.99
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PRACTICAL HI-FI

KEF Coda II

Boston
Acoustics
A40

AR18s

Celestion
SL6

Wharfedale
Laser 80

The KEF Coda II
is a2-way bookshelf
speaker with lin
soft dome tweeter
and Bin long throw
woofer. A special
low frequency
loading technique
which has been
developed by KEF
results in extended
low frequency
response and
greater power
handling capacity
than one would
expect from a
speaker of this
size.

Hi Fi Markets are
pleased to bring you
the Boston Acoustics
A40, acompact 2-way
bookshelf speaker
which has won much
critical acclaim. We
can strongly
recommend this
speaker as one of the
most cost-effective
designs available
anywhere. The A40
which features a
61
/ in acoustic2
suspension woofer
and 1
/ in dome
4
tweeter, delivers
exceptional
performance at avery
low price.

The AR18s is a
bookshelf type
acoustic suspension,
2- way speaker with
drive units in a
vertical array. The
important advantage
of the acoustic
suspension principle
is that it packs
exceptional bass
performance and
accuracy into a
relatively small
enclosure — one of
the reasons that
makes the AR18s one
of the most popular
speakers available.

The Celestion SL6
has been designed
with acomplete
understanding of the
vibration of all the
drive units, which
operate with
complementary
behaviour mounted
in acabinet
conceived as part of a
complete system. The
resulting accuracy,
transparency and
resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.

The Laser 80
incorporates a
ferrofluid low
modulus polyamide
domed tweeter,
giving excellent
damping
characteristics to the
treble unit. The
midrange drivers
feature mineral filled
homopolymer cones
as well as the
revolutionary laser
holography principle.
The aluminium voice
coil ensures adequate
power handling.

Coda II
Cantor II
Caprice II
Carlton II

£89.00
£119.00
£149.00
£239.00

A40

£99.00

AR 18s
AR8s
AR 28s
AR 925

£89.00
£69.00
£139.00
£299.00

SL6
Ditton 100
Ditton 110
Ditton 130
Ditton 150
Ditton 200

The place where people care about hi-fi

£269.00
£75.00
£99.00
£129.00
£159.00
£209.00

Laser 20
Laser40
Laser60
Laser80
Laser 100

£39.95
£49.95
£64.95
£79.95
£99.95
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HiFi Markets Optional
Extended Warranty
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Ortofon Cartridges
Do you value your record collection?
If so, then it's important that you invest in aquality hi-fi
cartridge.
It is the cartridge that makes the first and only contact
with the record eroove ;
translating the undulations in the
groove into music.
Apoor cartridge, or one which is worn or damaged — can
not only spoil the music, it can also ruin avaluable record
collection.
Ortofon is one of the world's leading manufacturers of hifi cartridges and the only company in the world to also
produce the record cutterheads.
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Choose 5years
peace of mind at
HiFi Markets

Hi FI Markets with 170 branches throughout the U.K. is
Britain's largest specialist Hi Fi retailer. Now, in addition to
offering the greatest choice of equipment at very competitive
prices, we give you the option of extending your guarantee to
five years covering parts and labour. For asingle modest
payment you are protected against repair bills and can enjoy
complete peace of mind for five years. Your local HiFi Markets
will be pleased to give you full details of this highly beneficial
scheme.

How much will this cover cost?
The table below shows the total, once only, premium payable
depending on the product covered.

Product

Ortofon's advanced
technology and design can be
seen in the Concorde STD
cartridge, an integrated
magnetic cartridge weighing
15 grams. It is designed to
plug into all tone arms with

standard sockets. Like all
Ortofon magnetic cartridges
is uses the famous VMS
(Variable Magnetic Shunt)
principle, and incorporates
an Elliptical diamond.

£19.90

Ortofon TM Series

Ortofon also produce aspecial ranee of cartridges for
Technics SL turntables with their linear tracking tone arms.
Three magnetic models plus one Moving Coil cartridge are
available.
TM 10

TM 20M

£12.90
TM 30M

£28.50
TMC 200

Premium

Televisions
Monochrome
Colour
Teletext
Hi Fi
Racking System
Component System*
MusicCentre
Amplifier
Tuner
Turntable
Tuner/Amplifier
Tape Deck

17.50
32.00
32.00
27.00
27.00
26.00
16.50
16.50
17.50
18.50
17.50

HiFi Markets Instant
Credit Card

Product

Premium

Pair of Sp_ea kers
Radios/Cassettes
Citizens Band Radio
In-CarEntertainment
Clock Radio
TransistorRadio
Radio/Cassette Plªyer
StereoRadioCassette
Videos
Video Recorder
VideoCamera

14.00
16.00
16.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
17.50
81.00
39.00

*Separates bought together
to form acomplete system
including speakers

illIl M,UtK1'I'S
Now you can obtain instant
credit at any of the 170 Hi Fi
Market Stores throughout
the UK. Just decide how
much you wish to pay after
deposit each month (any
amount between £ 8and £ 50) and you can have credit of up to
24 times your monthly repayment. For example, amonthly
repayment of £ 10 will give you acredit limit of £ 240. Interest
of 21
/ % of the balance outstanding will be charged to your
4
account at the end of each month. APR 30.6%. The interest
rate may be varied from time to time. With aHi Fi Market
Instant Credit Card you buy at today's prices, enjoying you hifi while you're paying for it.
Delivery
Any equipment purchased from Hi Fi Markets can be
delivered. Ring your nearest branch for details.

Guarantee

£55.00

10 00

All products sold by Hi Fi Markets are fully guaranteed and
offered with full after sales service.

HIM MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

HiFi Markets-the largest
specialist hi-fi retailer in the country
LONDON
Manor Park El2
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London E17
7Central Parade, Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
4High Street, Waltham$tow.
Tel: 01-520 4121
London NI
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01-837 4416
London N7
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London N13
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01-882 5888
London NW6
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-3286666
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
17 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7731
48 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
In-Store at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7383
231 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 3459
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W3
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SE 1
No 1Cathedral Street, London Bridge.
Tel: 01-403 2255/3088
23 York Road. Tel: 01-928 6842
London SE
38 Widmore Road, Bromley.
Tel: 01-464 2260
London SE13
68 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SEI8
162 Powis Street. Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
13 St. John's Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
56-58 Sycamore Road. Tel: 02403 3819
Aylesbury
146 High Street. Tel: 0296 31020
Barking (Essex)
7Station Parade. Tel: 01-594 3626
Barnsley
40-42 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0226 5549
Bath
11 Southgate. Tel: 0225 64120/64371
Bedford
76 Bedford Road, Kempston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Birkenhead
11 St. Werburgh Square, Grange Precinct.
Tel: 051-647 5626
Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
Bolton
156/158 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Boston (Lincs)
9Wide Bargate. Tel: 0205 62454
Bournemouth
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
254 Old Christchurch Road.
Tel: 0202 291524
Bradford
15-17 North Parade. Tel: 0274 391166
Brighton
57a North Road. Tel: 0273 26629
Brighton & Hove
136-138 Portland Road. Tel: 0273 723399
Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Tel: 0272 428248
Burnley
41 Briercliffe Road. Tel: 0282 22260
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240

Canter bury
Kettering
21 The Burgate. Te4: 0227 65315
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Castleford (Yorks)
Kingston upon Thames
64 & 85 Bea ncroft Road.
3Eden Walk Precinct. Tel: 01-546 8974
Tel: 0977 553066
Lancaster
Chandlers Ford (Hampshire)
84 Penny Street. Tel: 0524 39657
8-12 Hursley Road_ Tel: 04215 2827
Leeds
Chatham (Kent)
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Tel: 0532 449075
Chelmsford
10 St. Michaels Road, Headingley.
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593 / 64393
Tel: 0532 789374
Cheltenham
Leicester
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Chesham (Bucks)
Lincoln
117 High Street. Tel: 0494 786494
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Chester
Liverpool
24 St. Michaels Square, Grosvenor Precinct. 401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-7336859
Tel: 0244 21568
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898
Chesterfield
Loughton (Essex)
135 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0246 34923
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Chichester (Sussex)
Lowestoft
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
44 London Road North. Tel: 0502 3742
Christchurch (
Dorset)
Luton
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
49 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27758
Cirencester
Manchester
34 Castle Street. Tel: 0285 4756
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
Cokhester
Tel: 061 747 5181
14-16 Culver Street West. rdl: 0206 48101
Middlesbrough
Congleton
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
64 Lawton Street Tel: 02602 5649
Newbury
Coventry
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Tel: 0203 454949
33 Handysides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
Crewe
New Malden
106 Victoria Street. Tel: 0270 211091
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
Croydon
Northampton
89 London Road. Tel: 01-686 1343
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
352 354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Norwich
Tel:01-654 1231 / 2040
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833
Derby
Nottingham
12 Osmaston Road. The Spot.
120-122 Alfreton Road. Tel: 0602 786919
Tel:0332 380385
Oxford
Devizes (Wiltshire)
256 Banbury Road
17 The Brittox. Tel: 03806127
Tel: 0865 530721511767
Dorking (Surrey)
19 Old High Street, Headingtan.
23 South Street. Tel: 0306 882897
Tel: 0865 65961
Duestable
Peterborough
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
Eastbourne
27 Long Causeway. Tel: 0733 51007
32 Grove Road. Tel: 0323 27362
Plymouth
East Grinstead
90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Poole
Edgware ( Middlesex)
55 North Road, Parkstone.
8High Street. Tel: 01-951 0590
Tel: 0202 742706
Egham (Surrey)
Portsmouth
14 Station Road. Tel: 0784 35036
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Enfield (Middlesex)
Preston
191 Chase Side. Tel: 01-363 7981
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Exeter
Reading
145 Sidwell Street. Tel: 0392 72814
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
32 South Road. Tel: 0392 37888
Rochdale
Gateshead (Tyne & Wear"
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Romford
Gillingham (Dorset)
38 North Street. Tel: 0708 268403
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Rotherham
Gloucester
2Westgate. Tel: 0709 70666
13-15 Worcester Street.
St. Helens
Tel: 0452 23051120518
54 Bridge Street. Tel: 0744 28417'
Grantham
Salisbury
85 Westgate. Tel: 0476 66301
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Grimsby
Sevenoaks (Kent)
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472 43539
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Harlow, Essex
Sheffield (Totley)
2Westgate. Tel: 0279 26155
172 Baslow Road. Tel: 0742 360295
Harpenden
Shrewsbury
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Harrogate
Slough
&Cheltenham Parade. Tel: 0423 61735
5Old Crown Buildings, Windsor Road.
Harrow (Middlesex)
Tel: 0753 37021
340 Station Road. Tel: 01-8638690
Southampton
Hastings
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
3Marine Court, St Leonards on Sea.
Southend
Tel: 0424 442975
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Haywards Heath (Sussex)
Tel: 0702 79150
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333
Stamford
High Wycombe
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 07802128
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Stockport
Hitchin
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-480 4872
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 4537
Stoke-on-Trent
Huddersfield
51/53 Piccadilly, Hanley.
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668
Tel: 0782 265010
Hull
Sunderland
1Mill Street, Prospect Centre.
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 57578
Tel: 0482 29240
Ilford
Swindon
91-92 Commercial Road.
442444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 0793 28383
Tel: 01-5180915
Ipswich
Taunton
87 Norwich Road. Tel: 0473 217217
2Crown Walk, High Street Tel: 0823 51682

Trowbridge ( Wiltshire)
18c Bradley Road. Tel: 02214 66441
Tunbridge Wells
67 Grosvenor Road. Tel: 0892 21069
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
Walsall
Tudor House, Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Warrington
106 Bridge Street. Tel: 0925 36215
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Weston Super Mare
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423
Wilmslow
5Swan Street. Tel: 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931
Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
13 Kings Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel:06462 4078
Swansea
31 Oxford Street. Tel: 0792 54747
Tredegar
88 Commercial Street.
Tel: 049525 228812218
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Ayr
115 High Street, Central Arcade.
Tel: 0292 264124
Edinburgh
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Falkirk
44 Cow-Wynd. Tel: 0324 29011
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Busby Road, Clar kston.
Tel: 041-638 8252
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Fountain Centre, College Sheet.
Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel: 0001-979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437
55 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel: 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735
Ità•ClIMMIO

Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the Hi Fi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 16/11/82) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%

111•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

HAVE YOU NEVER WONDERED
HOW MUCH BETTER
YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM MIGHT SOUND
IF IT USED
A NAGAOKA CARTRIDGE?
Ask your nearest Nagaoka stockist to
demonstrate the difference.
Nagaoka MP Cartridges from around
f14 to around £ 9.

se»

II OSAWAs

twieveager

NAGAOKA NIP
CARTRIDGES
Read what the Press has said

Please send me afree copy of your What the
papers say' leaflet and alist of stockists.
Name
Address

Exclusive Distributor for UK:1 Osawa and Co. (UK) Ltd,
10 Forge Court, Reading Road, Yateley, Camberley, GU17 7RX.
Telephone: 0252 879121
Exclusive Distributor for the Republic of Ireland: Noel Cloney,
Leinster Mews, 154 Leinster Road, Rathmines, Dublin 6.
Telephone: Dublin 961316

Paras t
at® Wash Brush (Replacement Brush
for Manual Parastat) £ 2.55
Packs containing replacement parts are
-eadily available ,

New Formula Parostatik e
Antistatic Fluid
/ oz 46p loa 63p 2
1

11111111111111111111111111

PARASTAT WASH BRUSH

Manual Parastat®
£8.77

Distilled
Water
Dispenser
54p

Parostatik ®
Disc Preener ® £ 1.74
Hi- Fi Parastat® £6.81

Dust Bug ®
£2.97

iV
RECORD CLEANERS OF
RELIABILITY AND DISTINCTION
As the undisputed leader in record
maintenance equipment our family of record
care products has maintained its reputation
for efficiency over 28 years. Improvements
made by research and development have
insured the continuity of our high standard.
As amatter of interest we still receive
requests for parts to fit our original Dust Bugs
manufactured in the mid-50's. Replacement
parts are available for all our items. Penny for

penny Watts provide unbeatable value.
Our unique range is designed to be used in a
humid condition in conjunction with New
Formula Parostatik Fluid. This relaxes any
static on the record and ensures the efficient
removal of dirt and microparticles of dust from
the grooves and surface. Used as directed it
cannot leave any kind of film or deposit in the
record groove other than amolecular trace of
no physical significance.

Cecil EWatts Ltd., Darby House,
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury-on•Thamei,83252 or Chertsey 61465
Telex: 21879 or 25247 (Attention " WATTS")

All prices include 15% VAT. Available from all good hi-fi
stores and record shops or in case of difficulty order direct
adding IQ% to cover postage and packing ( minimum P&P 35p)
UK only.

Please send me the following items.

Name
Address

L

D illustrated leaflet and full price list.
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Ienclose cheque / PO value £
(please do not send,postage stamps).
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ay it again S mt."

just somebody else's oljinion! It is imperative
that yak' formulaté your own.
At Spperli we believe in playing you the widest selection of hi fi at prices that will be
music to your ears!
Soi don't be fooled! Drop in at Superfi, because when it conies to buying hi fi the
fundamental rules apply, just listen!

I

O

NOTTINGHAM 15 MARKET STREET 412137/8
LEEDS 34-36 QUEEN VICTORIA ST 449075
DERBY 6 THE STRAND, SADLERGATE 361384

1

Tandy's New
Linear-Trackin
Turntable

ireW They Are Cut.
Microprocessor-Controlled
For Zero Tracking Error.
Tandy's finest-ever turntable, the direct-drive
Realistic LAB-2000, uses a tiny, built-in
computer to monitor and control its low- mass
tonearm. This means the stylus is always
tracking at the correct ancle, so you get
superior sound and reduced wear for longer
record life. The microprocessor also gives you
simple, error-proof operation. You simply
press soft-touch buttons to nove the arm - at
slow or fast speed- to any point on the disc
Select totally automatic play or continuous
repeat of one disc. With the LAB-2000, you
never touch the torearm. Out-front LEDs
indicate operating modes at a glance. An
electronic pitch control and countersunk neon
strobe make it easy to get absolutely accurate
33 1/
3 and 45 RPM speeds. It all adds up to
sonic precision and preservat;on of your
valuable records. But don't take our word for it.

Bring your most demanding disc and test-play
the LAB-2000 today. We know you'll be
impressed, especially when you cons der that
the state-of -trie-art LAB-2000 comes ready to
use with ahinged dust cover and a Realistic/
Audio Techrica dual- magnet cartridge. Only
£169.95.
r

ffl

ffl IMIM

MM

Send For Your FREE
I1982/83 Tandy Catalogue
Tandy Corporation ( Branch UK),
Tameway Tower, Bridge Street,
1" Walsall, West Midlands. WS1 *ILA.

IName

IAddress

IPostcode

OVER 290 STORES AND DEALERSHIPS NATIONWIDE

Tel:

HFN2

Known as Radio Shack In the USA

Prices may vary at individual stores

Check your phone book for the Tandy Store or Dealer nearest you s
.
erá lam Offers subject to availability
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BUY
THE
FLAG
We stock —
Datum

Ariston * A.R.*Ackroyd* Creek* Crimson

* Diesis* Elite* Exposure* Goldring * Harbeth

Heybrook
Myst

Best buys this Xmas from
our shelves of best-sellers!

* Hunt EDA

* Michell Focus

Quantum

* Questar

* Logic * Mordaunt Short *

* Pink Triangle * Q.E.D. * Quad
* Rogers

Syrinx * Tannoy

* S.M.E. * Sugden

*

* Wharfedale

If you believe, as we do, that British is Best, our agencies

in our

Hi-Fi
onnecirms
c

51 BECKENHAM ROAD
BECKENHAM, KENT
TEL: 01-658 3450

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD
ACCEPTED INSTANT
CREDIT AVAILABLE TO
QUALIFYING CUSTOM.

HOURS 10am to 6pm Tuesday to Saturday
CLOSED Monday • Lunch 1.30-2.15.

CO
7'

c
it3

Spendor

_C.

Demonstrations either in store (no appointment needed) or
" Single Speaker" DEM Studio By Appointment only
(midweek) or Saturdays (
No appointment needed)

of
=
in

Sony

CI)

•

reeera

Audio Equipment currently available

Sennheiser

speak for themselves. We have on display, and on
demonstration, what we consider to be the finest BRITISH
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FREE DELIVERY•FREE DELIVER Mil
ey)
AMPLIFIERS
JVC
SL6
AX30
£97.95
Dean
AX40
£127.95 . Alto
£149 95
Technics
SUV3
£109.95
SUV5
£129.95
SUV7K
£189.95
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
AD3800
£269.95
Akai
CS- F14
£99.90
GX-F31
£159.90
JVC
KDD10
£69.95
K0055
£179.95
Technics
RSM216
£85.95
RSM226
£104.95
RSM228X
£128-.95
RS1V1255X
£169.95
LOUDSPEAKERS ( Per Pr.)
Akroyd
7L
£79.95
14L
£89.95
B & W
DM22
Celes Nish
Dillon 100
£65.95

KEF
Coda and Cantor

Mordaunt-Short
Carnival 3 Festival 3
MS20
Akai

SYSTEMS

PRO S12
PRO S22
'Technics
Z25
Z45

£399:90
£469.90
£359.95

TURNTABLES
Dual
•
CS5I35
Technics
SLE121
£68.95
S1020
£82.95 •
SLID 30
.£89.95
$15
£109.95
SL6
£139.95
SLDL1
£149.95
el Therms
TD1f36
TD 147

Whether you buy by mail or in person, you'll find
we've got everything you want at the price you want in
Hi Fi, Audio and Video - all backed up with the

Loudspeaker drive unit damage is a problem that some of you must
have experienced in the past and those that have, will be aware of the
cost and inconvenience involved.
Modern day amplifiers with their higher powers and " direct coupled"
designs make such damage more likely now, than say 15 years ago.
The PROTECH SP150 represents the first opportunity to obtain an
add-on device to safeguard your valuable speakers against such damage.
The PROTECH SP150 is a stereo ELECTRONIC speaker protection

professional advice and experience you'd expect from
people with the best part of 20 years' experience in the
business. You can order by phone or post the coupon
below for instant attention. For personal shoppers most
equipment is on comparator demonstration. Prices are
correct at time of going to press and include VAT.
Chew & Osborne, 148 High Street, Epping, Essen
Make

Name

excessive transients.

SP 150sc: £ 42.50
Please contact your local QED dealer or write to us directly at the
address shown below.

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS

LIMITED

Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate. Shield Road. Ashford. Middx. Tel: Ashford 46236

20

or charge my

credit card account

Address

Prices

Model

Cheque PO enclosed for f

device which offers comprehensive protection from D.C. voltages,
excessive high frequency content, gradual voice coil heating and

SP 150 : £ 35.50

Please supply

tnature

,Ph

)ee,

CHU Chew& Osborne

148 High Street, Epping, Essex.

Tel: ( 0378) 74242

26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex.

Tel: ( 0799) 23728

THE NAME BEHIND THE GREAT NAMES
111
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Oil art
After adecade of exploring the sonic properties of the human living space, we are proud to introduce
the finest listening instruments AR has ever built. The AR 9LS and 98LS. Two speaker systems designed
to deliver optimum sound within the natural acoustics of areal room with real furnishings—not just in a
scientific test chamber. We c211 this Space-contoured Sound.
To contour sound to typical indoor spaces, both systems feature our revolutionary Dual-Dome n'
mid-highrange driver, which eliminates crossover interference and provides totally coherent dispersion.
In the 9LS, we've designed aBass Contour Chamber coupled with adown-firing woofer to deliver
deep linear bass response. When you hear it, you'll know why Acoustic Research is more than our name.

RI Hear what you've been missing.

ir TELEDYNE ACCUS-1C RESEARCH
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High Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstabie, Bedfordshire LU5 SQL 0582-603151.
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Advertisement
Ithink it's one of the best
turntables there is, but that's
just myopinion.Ifirmlybelieve
that when it comes to buying
hi-fi there's only one opinion
that really matters: and that's
yours.
When you come into my
shop I'll expect you to make
all the decisions. But if that
sounds alittle daunting, don't
worry.
Just come in with your
ears open and your common sense in
gear. You may not even need your wallet,
no-one here is desperate for asale.
(And just to make sure- none of my
staff is on any kind of commission.)
If you do buy something, it will be
because you chose it yourself. We won't
tell you what to buy but we will try and
make it as easy as possible for you to make
the right decisions.
There are three demonstration rooms
where you can compare the very best
audio equipment there is.
For instance, you've read all about the
Sondek. Here's your chance to see if it's
all trite. Test it out against any of the other
turntables we stock.
One of our party pieces is to put the
£10 Basik cartridge in the Ittok arm and
compare it with the £207 Asak cartridge in
the standard Basik LW
The result proves to us that the arm is

"I don't advise anyone to
buy the Linn Sondek"
Howard Popeck SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
more important than the cartridge- but
see what you think.
Having listened to everything you
might decide to buy nothing. Well that's
fine by us.
You'll have learned alot, and we'll have
enjoyed doing the demonstration.
If you buy a turntable other than the
Sondek you'll know why. And if you do
buy the Sondek you'll know you bought
it because, in your opinion it sounded
the best.
After you've made your decision, our
job isn't finished. Not only do we insist on
delivering and installing every Linn we
sell, but we won't leave you until it sounds
exactly right.
And you won't get a more expert
installation from anyone else.
If you do have any problems, call us.
We'll be back as soon as we can.
If you change your mind about your

choice of equipment, don't worry, it's
happened before. One satisfied customer
tried 8pairs of speakers in as many weeks
before he found the ones he wanted.
All this service comes completely free
of charge, for the simple reason that Idon't
give discounts.
If I've whetted your appetite, pop in for
achat. But be warned, you may think you've
come to the wrong place.
Since the equipment we sell is
designed to be listened to not watched,
there's adistinct lack of it in the reception.
(Some of our neighbours still think we're
afirm of architects.)
But please, if you want ademonstration,
write or ring for an appointment. We're at
2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1,
telephone (01) 387 8281.
I'd value your opinion on the way we do
things. After all, that's why Icalled the
place ! Subjective' Audio.

What's firm,
upright, and resists
vibrational effects?
THE

STAND
Celestion have done it again.
They have isolated the problem,
researched it and produced the
optimum solution.
The SL6 Stand, the most
elegant and effective
loudspeaker support system
ever produced.
Ideal for SL6 and any other
loudspeaker of suitable size.
Available in black and natural
walnut at around £35 a pair.

Yes it's true, anew speaker cable
from QED with half the insertion
loss of even QED 79 strand.
We wish to make it quite clear
that C38 does NOT replace
QED 79 strand, but merely
provides for the lowest possible
insertion loss. This is particularly
important where the speaker
cable lengths are in excess of
8 metres/channel.

C38 TERMINATION
ACCESSO RIES
4mm Plugs ( pack of four)
Cable Terminators ( Pair)
D.I.N. Adaptors ( pair)

£3.20
£2.85
£3.50

Actual size:
22.5mm x4mm
Price: £ 1.48/metre
(colour: BROWN only)

ED

CZ
AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit 11 Ashford Industrial Estate. Shield Road. Ashford. Middx Tel: Ashford 46236

CELESTION
INTERNATIONAL
Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P3 8JP. Tel. 0473 73131
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Vol 27
AUDIO FEATURES
Acoustics and the Car ( Mapp)
53/7
Against the Wall ( Kirkman)
29/8
Ambisonics - The Spatial Way Ahead? ( Attewell)
53/9
Amplifiers & Accuracy ( Lesurn
54/12
Audio Report from Montreux and Paris,An ( Messenger)49/5
Bell Labs Story. The ( Fool
21/2,53/3,50/4
Blumlein vs Omni ( Fox)
43/12
Butterworth Connection, The ( Harms)
57/11
Cassette Tape ( Hansen)
57/1,45/2
Cassette Versus Disc ( McKenzie)
46/1.49/2
Chicago Consumer Electronics Show (Atkinson) 37/9,47/10
Compact Disc Again ¡
Atkinson)
27/11
dbx 'Z' Problem, The (
Mitchell)
37/1
Direct Metal Disc, The (
Col(oms)
18/9
Dusseldorf 1982 ( Atkinson)
23/11
Father of the Stereophone, John Koss (Atkinson)
32/11
HiFi at the Rocks ( Messenger)
19/7 •
Hi Fi for 1982: The British New Year Shows ( Prakel) 59/4
Last Harrogate Show? The ( Messenger/Humphreys/
Atkinson)
35/11
Logic of it. The ( Jeanes)
22/7
Matter of Coincidence, A ( Moseley)
59/12
Music by Numbers
1- Digital Equalization of the Listening Room ( Mapp) 34/5
2 - AR's Adaptive Digital Signal Processor (Atkinson) 37/5
3 - Compact Disc Analysis ( Atkinson)
44/5
4 - A Digital Overview ( Lagadec)
55/5
NAD - The man behind the designs ( Messenger)
23/8
One Man's Meat...(Hurnphreys(
37/11
Parisian Spring Portfolio. A (Atkinson)
15/6
Pitch,DynamicRangeandtheGrasshopper (Crowhurst)51/6
Technics 12 ( Go(d)
24/8
Tonearms and the Twist ( Leamonl
40/4
Turntable for Eccentrics, A ( McKenzie)
25/4
Turntable Newton Would Have Built. The (Jacques) 57/3
Unwanted Speaker Effect, The ( Moir & Hands)
40/10
Walker. Peter (Crabbe & Atkinson)
48/7
Which Response is Best? ( Moir)
22/6
Winter Consumer Electronics Show ( Jacques)
63/4
Why The Delay ,( Hoslong ,
37/3

MUSICAL

FEATURES

Allegri String Quartet ( Keener)
55/4
63/5
Artyrniw, Lydia ( Humphreys)
Baker, Dame Janet ( Elpheel
53/8
Brown. lona ( Keener)
47/8
Callas, Maria ( Elphee)
69/12
44/7
Handley, Vernon ( Humphreys)
Haydn on Record. Joseph ( Branscombe)
69/4
Hollywood Quartet, The ( Potter)
72/12
How Should It Go? ( Keefe)
57/8,69/9.56/10
Lloyd, Robert ( Seckerson)
61/2
60/9
Mackerras, Sir Charles (Seckerson)
Mahler, Gustav: The Later Symphonies (Seckerson) esti
Manuel de Fella and theSpenishTradition ( Dommen) 68/5
Medici String Quartet ( Seckerson)
69/3
Music for Wind Instruments ( Potter)
70/2
1982 Audio Awards ( Humphreys)
37/7
Ousset, Cecile ( Keener)
83/10
Petri, Michele (Atkinson)
79/11
Ricci, Ruggiero ( Keener)
77/12
Sarbu, Eugene ( Seckerson)
63/9
Scott Strachan and Leonard Friedman ( Humphreys) 71/11
Stravinsky. Igor ( 18824971) ( Humphreys)
45/6
Symphonies of Sibelius. The ( Seckerson)
78/10
Tennstedt, Klaus ( Seckerson)
55/6
Sir William Walton at Eighty ( Hammond)
63/3
Zoltan Kodaly and Karol Szymanowski ( Dorm-nee) 74/11

CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES
49/3
Cheap Rear Channels IDavIsl
68/11
Deccavolt DIY Speaker ( Lyle.)
59/10
Distortion Meter, A ( Linsley Hood)
Getting Further Behind (Humphreys)
44/3
Headphone Listening Enhancer. A (Pentotal
30/8
64/11
Meister II DIY Speaker (Hughes/Goymer)
Novel Tone Control Circuit, A ( Bingham)
41/1
OOPS - APower SupplyPhase-Wangle ( Humphreys) 29/2
Positive Disc Clamping (
Stiles)
72/10
Quick Crowbar, A (
Duncan)
29/6
Relay Delay, A ( Linsley Hood)
32/6
Versatile Synthesised Tone Control, A ( Bingham)
64/12

MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES
Index l'or 1981
Readershep Survey - 1982

19/1
19/5

EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
ADC Astrion pickup cartgdge ( Gold)
101/4
ADC MC1.5 pickup cartridge ( Gold)
101/4
AKG 340 headphones ( Moir 8, Hands)
101/2
Alpine/Alpage ALSO cassette deck ( Killick)
123/12
AR4J3S loudspeaker ( Attewell)
83/6
AR Adaptive Digital Signal Processor (Atkinson)
37/5
A&R Cambridge C200 preamp & SA200 power amp
(Colloms)
45/12
Armstrong 732 pre/730 power amp ( Colloms)
29/7.21/9
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ASC 6002 open- reel recorder (Colloms)
82/8
Audio Technica Point Iheadphones ( Moir & Hands) 103/2
Audio Technica Point 5headphones ( Moir& Hands) 103/2
Audio Technica ATH-7 headphones ( Moir & Hands) 104/2
Amex PC-6GR cassette deck ) Killick)
125/12
Aurex ST- S80 tuner ( King)
95/5
Beyer DT- 550 headphones (
Moir & Hands)
104/2
88,0 Beocord 9000 cassette deck ( McKenzie)
29/4
Bose 601 Series II loudspeaker (Attewell)
154/11
Bose in-car system ( Atkinson)
85/7
Carver M-400A power amp (Colloms)
25/1
Carver C- ISonic Holography preamp (Colloms)
30/1
Castle Pembroke loudspeaker (Attewel))
151/11
Celef LC1 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
84/6
Celestion SL6 loudspeaker (Anew)))
37/2
Clarion in-car system ( Atkinson/keywood)
79/7
Crimson Elektrik 510/530 amplifier ( King)
101/5
dbx 20/20 equaliser/analyser ( Mapp)
97/3.96/4
Denon DL305 cartridge (Colloms)
23/9
Dual CV1450 amplifier ( King)
97/1
Dual CT1450 tuner ( King)
98/1
Dynavector DV17D cartridge (Colloms)
23/9
Dynavector DV50A pickup cartridge (Gold)
101/4
Elite AACP555 pickup cartridge ( Gold)
101/4
Fidelity Research MC201 pickup cartridge (Gold)
101/4
Fidelity Research MC202 cartridge (Collants)
23/9
Grundig SV2000 smolder ( Gold/Keywood)
84/8
Grundig 512000 tuner ( Gold/Keywood)
85/8
Grundig CF5500-2 cassette deck ( Gold/Keywood)
85/8
Hailer DH- 110/112 control unit ( King/Humphreys) 48/11
Hitachi FT5500 tuner ( McKenzie)
27/5
Hitachi DE-57 cassette deck (Jones)
113/9
Howland West C)S100 Mk2 headphones ( Moir & Hands)
104/2
IAS LAB 810 loudspeaker (Attewell)
85/6
IMF Compact Monitor CM3 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
86/6
Inkel AD20 amplifier ( King)
101/5
95/5
)nkel TDIO tuner ( King)
115/10
JBL L150A loudspeaker (Gold/Moir)
113/9
JVC 00-5 cassette deck (Jones)
98/1
JVC AX- 7amp ( King)
99/1
JVC TX-6L tuner ( King)
103/3
JVC DD-9cassette deck ( Kil(ick)
105/2
JVC H-505 headphones ( Moir 8, Hands)
105/2
JVC H-707 headphones ( Moir & Hands)
97/6
Keesonic K701A loudspeaker )Attewell)
88/6
KEF Carlton II loudspeaker (Attewell)
23/9
Kiseki Blue cartridge ) Colloms(
23/9
Koetsu Black cartridge (Co(loms)
Koss PRO 4X headphones ( Moir & Hands)
105/2
Linn Asak DC- 2100K cartridge ( Col(orns)
23/9
Lux 'Avance' Z502/501 pre/power amp combination
42/8
(Keywood)
95/5
Luxman T-115 tuner ( King)
101/5
Luxman L-116 amplifier ( King)
78/7
lawman in-ear system (Atkinson/Keywood)
117/12
Marantz PM520DC amplifier ( King)
81,7
Maranta in-car system ( Atkinson)
105,3
Meant: SD3030 cassette deck ( Kil(ick)
113/9
Maranta SD1030 cassette deck (Jones)
39/6
Michell GyroDec turntable (Colloms)
29/3
Mission 777 power amplifier (Colloms)
35 ,3
Mission 776 preamp (Colloms)
Mission 774 toneerm (Colloms)
42,6
Mission 773HC cartridge ( Col(oms)
23,9
Mitsubishi in-car system (Atkinson ,Keywood)
77.7
Monitor Audio MA66 loudspeaker (Attewell)
156/11
Mordeunt-Short Pageant 3loudspeaker (Moment
•
157.11
Musical Fidelity The Preamp' ( Prake),Colloms)
43,11
NAD 1020 Preamp. 2140 power amp ( Keywood)
42,8
NAD 3020 amplifier (
King)
121 12
Nakarnichi LX- 5cassette deck ( Killick)
126.12
Optonica RI- 7070 cassette deck ( Ka(ie)
107,3
Onofon MC200 pickup cartridge ( Gold)
101.4
Philips Black Tulip Micro system (Gold,Keywoocl)
86.8
Philips N5581 cassette deck (Gold,Keywood)
87/8
Pickering XLV7500S pickup cartridge ( Gold)
101.4
Pioneer AS amplifier ( King)
101 1
Pioneer F9 tuner ( King)
102,1
Pioneer PC-70MC pickup cartridge ( Gold)
101, 4
Pioneer SE-M10 headphones ( Moir & Hands)
107 2
Pioneer in-car system (
Atkinson)
94,7
OLN 1loudspeaker (Gold/Moir)
115.10
Quad FM4 tuner ( McKenzie)
23 ,5
Renee 8710 Mk Icassette deck ( McKenzie)
34 ,4
Rogers MCP100 es-cheadamp ( King)
101,5
Rogers A100 amplifier ( King)
101 5
Rogers 1100 tuner ( King)
95.5
Rotel RA-820 amplifier ( King)
115.12
Sansui AU- D5 amplifier ( King)
103,1
Sane.. TU S5 tuner ( King)
103.1
Sansui SE-9equaliser/analyser ( Meet)
95,3
Sansui SS-L5 headphones ( Moir & Hands)
107,2
Sansui AU- D22 amplifier ( King)
119.12
Sennheiser HD-400 headphones ( Moir & Hands)
107,2
Sennheiser HD-420 headphones ( Moir & Fiends)
108,2
Shure V15V cartridge ( Colloms)
23,9
19,10
Sony PCM-F1 digital recorder (Colloms)
Sony ' Esprit' TAE-900 ',rearm/TAN-900 power
amplifier (Colloms)
33 ,10
Sony TA-AX5 amplifier ( King)
169.1
Sony ST-JX5 tuner ( King)
107,1
Sony MDR-47 headphones ( Moir & Hands)
108 ,2
Sony MDR-80 headphones ( Moir 8, Hands)
108/2
Sony TCI010 cassette deck ( Killick)
129,12
Stand & Deliver SD063 speaker stand ( Jean's)
115,3
Stax SR- Lambda headphones (
Moir & Hands)
110,2
Tannoy Venus loudspeaker ( Attewell)
152/11
Teac C-3RX cassette deck ( Killick)
110,3
Technics BAH-01 headphones ( Moir & Hands)
110/2
Technics ST-S8 tuner ( McKenzie)
25/5
Technics RS- M230 cassette deck (
Jones)
113/9
Technics RS-M275X cassette deck (
Killick)
127/12
Trio KT- 1000 tuner ( King)
95/5
Trio KA1000 amplifier ( King)
101/5
Trio L- 08m prearnp/L-08c power amplifier ( Colloms)
Uher M-car system (Atkinson,Keywooal
Vellernan Programmable Timer (Williamson)

80,7
147,11

Visonik David 4000 loudspeaker (Atkinson)
Walker CJ55 turntable ( Colloms)
Wharhadee TSR 108.2 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
Zenn MCZ-7 cartridge (Colloms)

GOLD

ON... SUBJECTIVE REPORTS
BY ALVIN GOLD

ADC XLM Ill pmkup cartridge

80,7
41 /6
89 ,6
23/9

98/2
loudspeaker
92/4
MAR Cambridge 121 tuner
Audio Technica AT3100XE & AT3200XE pickup
80/6
cartridges
91/5
Audio Technica AT1120 pickup cartridge
91/5
Audio Technica AT637 stylus cleaner
120/10
Audio Technica AT32 pickup cartridge
92/4
Amex ST-S80 tuner
80/8
El&O 1700 turntable
112/12
B&O 9000 cassette deck
109/9
B&W LM1 loudspeaker
109/9
Celestion 110 loudspeaker
96/12. 109/9
Celestion SL6 loudspeaker
96/2
Dean Alto loudspeaker
92/3
OHM preamp
91/5
Fidelity Research FR641x pickup arm
80/6
Goldring moving-coil (prototype) pickup cartridge
80/6
Goldring G920IGC pickup cartridge
96/2
Griffin Omega II loudspeaker
91/5
Hellas pickup arm
96/2
KEF Coda loudspeaker
96/2
Koss Kossf ire 210 loudspeaker
80/6
Linn Asak pickup cartridge
109,9
Linn Sara loudspeaker
148/11
Maranta PM5 amplifier
Maranta ST5201. tuner
92/4
92/3
Maranta Ma-5power amp
92/3
Maranta PM310 amplifier
91/5
Maxell AE320 record cleaner
148/11
Musical Fidelity The Preamp'
80/8
NAD 5025 turntable
92/3, 148/11
NAD 3020 amplifier
92/4
NAD 4020A tuner
80/6
Nagaoka MP11 pickup cartridge
112,12
Nakamichi Z)<-7 cassette deck
92,4
Pioneer TX-410L tuner
92/4
Rogers 1100 tuner
148/11
Rote) RA-820 amplifier
92/3
Sansui AU-033 amplifier
80/8
Sansui XR-07 turntable
120,10
Shure V15V pickup cartridge
91/5
Syrinx PU2 Gold pickup arm
80/8
Thorens 10166 turntable
92/3
Trio KA80 amplifier
92 ,4
Trio KT-130 tuner

SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS PAUL MESSENGER
ADC Astrion pickup cartridge
ADC MC1.5 pickup cartridge
ADC XLM,111 pickup cartridge
Adcorn CrOSScoil XC pickup cartridge
Akroyd 14L loudspeaker
Akroyd 7L loudspeaker
AR ADSP
Arnoldi Matrix loudspeaker
B&O prototype moving-coil pickup cartridge
Carver M400a power amp
Castle Pembroke loudspeaker
Celestion SL6 loudspeaker
Grundig 7400 colour television
Hunt-EDA record brush
Maranta CD- 333 Compact Disc player
Monitor Audio MA83 loudspeaker
Mordaunt Short MS20 loudspeaker
Ortofon MC200 pickup cartridge
Pickering XLV7500S pickup cartridge
01811 loudspeaker
Rote) 145820 amplifier
Shure V15V pickup cartridge
Sony ICF2001 portable radio
Sony TC-CMAA cassette deck
Sony Walkman Pro
Technics SL5 turntable
Technics SL7 turntable

43,3
35/2
43/3
43/3
cie,a
25,7
43 ,5
33.8
35 ,2
45,1
33/8
45/1
29/10
21/6
53/12
33/8
29,10
43/3
35,2
'49/4
61/11
43/5
43/3
21/6
46/8
29/10
61/11

RECORD REVIEWS
Cassette Monitor
Classical Issues

86 4. / 6 8 10.3 11
77,1, 77/2, 75/3. 7314. 72/5, 63/5,
58/7, 65/8, 81/9, 85/10, 87/11, 87/12
Deja Vu ( reissues)
91/1, 91/2, 8913, 85/4, 85/5,
74/6, 66/7, 74/8, 97/9, 106/10, 102/11, 103/12
Jazz ( Hyde')
96/1, 94/2, 91/3 89/4, 87/5, 78/13, 71/7,
79/8, 103/9, 111/10, 109/11, 109/12
Records of the Month
77/1, 77/2, 75/3, 73/4, 72/5,
63/6, 59/7, 66/8, 81/9, 85/10, 87,11, 87/12
Rock ( Dallar)
93/1, 95/2, 90/3, 91/4, 86/5, 77/6.
69/7, 78/8, 101/9, 109/10, 106/11, 107/12
Popular ( Argent)
89/5, 79/6, 73/7, 75/8, 105/9,
113,10, 107.11, 111/12

REGULAR ITEMS
American Letter

37 1, 57 3, 63 4, 51 6, 37
47 ,10, 37
Audio Patents ( Fool
55. 1, 45,2. 47,3, 37/4, 53
13,6, 35/7. 21,8, 51,9, 25/10, 51,11, 51

9,
12
5.
12

Book Reviews

65.4. 33/5, 27,7, 88,8, 47,9,
67/10, 57/12
all, 41/3, 35 ,5,
72/7, 71,9, 29/11
Crossword Puzzle Solutions
25,2, 23/4, 13/6,
21/8, 17/10, 35/12
Editorial Comment
21,1. 17/2, 25/3, 19/4, 17/5
9/6, 13/7, 15/8, 15/9, 15/10, 17/11, 31/12
FM Radio (McKenzie)
35/1. 27/2, 51/3, 43/4, 41/5.
35,6, 43/7, 35/8, 75/9, 67/10, 77111, 81/12
Gramophile
73/2, 71/3, 67/4, 71.5, 57/6, 63/8, 77/9,
77/10, 81/11, 75/12
Interviews
61/2. 69,3, 55/4, 63/5 55/6, 44/7, 47/8,
60/9, 47,83/10, 71 & 79/11, 72/12
Letters
72,1, 31,2, 39/3, 44/4, 59/5, 18/6, 26/7,
59/8, 48/9, 45/10, 83/11, 41/12
Looking Back Meaner))
63/1, 65/2, 67/3, 57/4, 67/5,
77.6. 47/7, 51/8, 73/9
Music on Record
66,1, 70/2, 63/3, 69/4, 68/5, 45/6,
45/7, 53/8, 78,10, 74,11, 69/12
News
23/1, 18/2, 27/3, 21/4, 21/5, 10/6, 15/7, 17/8,
16/9, 17/10, 19/11, 33/12
Positive Feedback
6:9/2, 60/3, 27/4, 81/6, 21/7, 53/11
Quality Monitor
66/2, 58/6, 73,9,83/12
Readers' Problems
60/6, 81/8, 104/9
Soundings (Aldous)
75/1, 28/2, 60/3. 42/4,47/5.
27/6, 27/7, 27/8, 107/9, 53/10, 67/11, 67/12

Crossword Puzzle ( Taggart) )
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2BASH<
The performance of a
cartridge is determined by
the pickup arm.
The cartridge cannot
transcribe minute modulations
accurately in the record
groove if the arm is rattling
about or deflecting, due to
structural weakness or
bearing inaccuracies through
much larger amplitudes.
Simple if you think about it!
We do. That's why we
have produced the LVX tone
arm — aBasik arm which can
exploit the performance
potential of awide range of
cartridges.
Your local Linn dealer will
be happy to arrange an
audition of the LVX to let you
compare it with arms of
similar or higher price.

Linn Products Ltd. Sondek Division,
235 Drakemire Drive, GLASGOW G45 9SZ.
Tel: 041-634 0371(10 lines) Telex: 77301.
ANS. BK. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck.
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ambience surrounding the listener, with
Ambisonics still on the foothills of its
development, has to be sacrificed, but that
can't be sufficient to explain the
discrepancy between theory and
observation.
There are, in fact, anumber of
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be marked for the attention of 'Crossover', who will reply in
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our Readers' Problems feature, unless otherwise instructed.
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ITHAS OFTEN been said that anyone
Icommenting regularly on hi-fi should
making every effort to experience as much
I
ive music as possible, to keep their
comments referenced to earth, as it were.
Everyone has his or her set of expectations
on which to base value judgements, but
that set must be clearly defined if
communication of those judgements is to
succeed. As James Boyk points out in his
article this month ( p.45), the lack of an
appropriate frame of reference can lead to
such bizarre findings as those of Edison's
I
isteners who could not distinguish
between reality and acylinder recording!
The need for acontext in which to place
subjective evaluations was brought home
forcibly by two concerts experienced just
before putting pen to paper. One featured
an amateur orchestra, the Mid-Sussex
Si nfonia, performing Borodin and
Beethoven, whilst the other was the RFH
presentation of Prokofiev's massive
cantata Alexander Nevsky from what is
probably the finest London orchestra at the
moment the Philharmonia. (That was the
concert regrettably —?— interrupted by
demonstrators intent upon reminding the
audience that Russian violence, as
enshrined and romanticised in the Nevsky
myth, still thrives outside the cosy world of
the concert platform.) Despite the contrast
between the two events, the live sound
quality at both, if examined critically, bore
no relation to anything experienced from
hi-fi. If the standard of hi-fi is so good,
when examined on its own terms, then
why does it signally fail to come anywhere
near the real thing? (That is, of course, if
the real thing is not itself attempting to
sound like asecond-rate hi-fi — as with
Barry Fox's horror stories starting on
p.57).
If accepted wisdom is to be believed,
then sound reproduction technology has
reached aplateau in its development
where it really seems to be impossible to
distinguish between live and recorded
sound. Of course, no-one actually puts it
I
ike that, but if, as would appear to be case,
there is unshakeable evidence that, with
every relevant parameter, present-day
performance is at least as adequate as it
need be, then surely the end- result of such
convergent proof is asound quality
indistinguishable from reality?
Regular concert-going reveals the
absurdity of that last statement, but what
has been overlooked to make it so?
Obviously, height information and the
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Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFIVIRR are
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each covered by
two binders (January-June and July-December, while 1983

assumptions made concerning hi-fi
performance limits which, if looked at
more closely, may not be valid.
Traditionally, such assumptions as those
concerning necessary bandwidth, dynamic
range, phase response, inaudible levels of
distortion, and loudness, are taken as fact,
any would-be doubter having the burden
of proof of invalidity thrust upon him. But
what if this were to be turned upsidedown? Take LF response: instead of ablind
acceptance of the 20Hz limit, why not ask
the question that if real- life sound has a
spectrum with components extending near
to DC — or even DC, if there's afan going
— why don't we need to reproduce the
lower end of that spectrum? Or take
perceived loudness: if the true
instantaneous peak level of live orchestral
sound can approach 120dB, then why is it
OK to accept both severe compression of
those peaks when recording, and apeak
level perhaps 20dB lower on replay? When
sitting in asuitable seat, one can
experience live such discrimination of
directional information that its absence
with nearly all loudspeàker systems is
acutely disturbing. And why, if real- life
sound has perfect phase behaviour and
transient wavefronts reach one's ear in
coherent form, should that be thought
irrelevant to reproduced sound? ( Peter
Walker once almost proved to me that it
was irrelevant, but then he does produce a
speaker that can reproduce pulses almost
exactly!)
The underlying reason for the existence
of such assumptions is that without them it
becomes very difficult to design the
harcKvare. The limits are practical ones, but
it must then be clear that the designer has
to make achoice concerning their relative
importance. At the end of last month's
leader, Iemphasised this magazine's policy
of recognition of freedom of choice and
that can be expanded as an awareness that
fundamentally; any one balance of
compromises has no overall superiority
over any other; for the individual yes, but
not for everyone when considered as a
whole. Ignore the LF extension and the
dynamic range but go for broke elsewhere
and you have the Quad ESL-63; sacrifice
accurate tonal and spatial rendition but
preserve the dynamics and LF performance
and you have the lsobarik — neither gives
the whole story, neither is correct, but both
are equally valid compromises.
Compromise must be the name of the hifi game, but one area where it becomes
harder to justify is when quality of build
and reliability suffer in the race to produce
equipment, records and tapes with price as
the overriding factor. More on that vexing
topic next month.
John Atkinson
will require one binder. Price £.50. each (post paid). For
earlier years, please ask for aquotation.
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of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA
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HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index.
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Dyavector
Ortofon migrate
With Tannoy having flown frorr,
the Harman nest not so long ago,
news comes of the migration of
another well-known bird from
that distributor. From September
30, 1982 Ortofon will no longer be
sheltering under the protection of
Harman (Audio) UK, having after
afive year association developed
sufficient commercial vigour to
patrol the UK cartridge sector on
their own wings. They can be
contacted now at Ortofon Ltd,
Denmark House, Tavistock Industrial Estate, Ruscombe, Twyford,
Berks RG10 9NJ. Tel: 0734 343621.
That, though, would seem to
leave Harman without the capability to play records, though they still
have the remaining components:
turntables ( namely Trio), amps
(Trio
and
Harman
Kardon);
speakers (JBL) and cassette decks
(Teac and H- K). But if we look at
the next news item we shall see
that...

British Empire
The Empire cartridge brand name,
no mere fledging either, is also one
which has seen not a little of the
world, and a bit more of the UK.
Earlier this year ownership of the
Empire Scientific Corporation
shuttled over from the US to
Switzerland when the company
was acquired by Benz Micro A.G.
(no connection with a current
HFAURR contributor of those
same initials) who specialises in
producing styli and cantilevers for
cartridges. The UK too has seen
past changes of distributorship of
Empire cartridges, but the other
news is that it has finally come to
roost with . . . (you guessed it)
Harman (Audio) UK. So now
Harman have a line of cartridges
to replace the departing Ortofons
and we are likely to see the Empire
name writ larger than it has been
for some time.
Hi-fi masterminds, though, will
already be awa re that what Empire
cannot at present Supply Harman
with is a prestigious range of
exotic
plumaged
moving-coil
cartridges, so if anyone out there
has aline to sell, it may be worth
your while ( especially if you are a
bona fide Tottenham Hotspur
supporter) to get in touch with the
Marketing
Manager,
Harman
(Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street,
Slough, Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753
76911. Enquiries after Empire
cartridges should be directed
roughly as the crow flies in that
direction too.

Spendor service
Barnard Electronics has been
appointed by Spendor Loudspeakers as London Service Agent
for their products; they will be
stocking all the necessary special
calibrated and selected drive units
for the repair and overhaul of
Spendor Loudspeakers to the
makers' original specification. For
further
information,
contact
Barnard Electronics at 82 Pentire
Road, London E17. Tel: 01-531
8705.
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DV10X3 signifies the mark III
version of Dynavector's cheapest
moving-coil cartridge, which has
just been released in the UK.
Several features distinguish it
from eerier 10X models: ashorter
cantilever which nods in the
direction of the tiny gemstone
cantilevers of the Karat series; a
seven stranded silver suspension
wire said to give temperature
independent damping to the
generator; first use of a samarium/cobalt magnet in the 10X;
reduced body weight from 9.5gms
to 4.8gms; and higher output too.
The nominal output level for 1kHz
5cm/s groove modulation is now
2.5mV, compared to the 10X2
output of 2.3mV and the original
10X output of 1.8mV — 47k ohm
high level disc input working
obviates step-up requirements.
Specified compliance is 12c.u.
indicating the use of medium
mass arms, in line with current
trends in arms in the UK.
Amazingly ( Iquote Dynavector's
press release, but it will stand on
its own if true anywary) the price
of this new 10X models remains
the same as that of previous
marks for the fourth year running
— £68.25 inc. VAT.
Dynavector Systems have also
announced a variant of their
remarkable-looking DV505 tonearm.
This is the new DV501 selling for
£299 inc. VAT, and it follows the
split- inertia design of the established model. The new arm
includes an arm lift (which the
older model doesn't) and a
redesigned sub-arm, but dispenses
with the dynamic balance feature of
the DV505. It too is heavy, weighing
over two pounds (960gms) which, if
you use a sprung subshassis
turntable, is reason to be slightly
wary of it — consult your deck
manufacturer to see if his product
will accommodate this big Japanese boy. It also requires a
minimum of 55mm space below
the level of the armboard for
clearance of the arm pillar. If the
cap seems like it will fit etc, you
can get further details from
Dynavector Systems UK Ltd, 14
Wyndham Road, Kingston, Surrey
KT2 5JS. Tel: 01-549 7645.

AES president
For the first time in the 30 year
history of the Audio Engineering
Society, an Englishman has been
elected to the office of President.
Following a poll of its 10,000
members world-wide our own
Raymond E. Cooke OBE will take
over the Presidency for the year
1983-84. Raymond Cooke will be
well known to readers as MD and
founder of speaker manufacturers
KEF Electronics, Maidstone, Kent.
He has served the British section
of the Society for many years, and
has been a member of the AES
since 1956. HFIV/RR would like to
congratulate Raymond Cooke on
his new appointment.

Tensai move

Low-end company Tensai ( UK)
Ltd. have moved; their new address is Roda House, Wolverton
Road,
Great
Linford,
Milton
Keynes, Bucks. Tel: 0908 614033.

Goodmans Graduate -- and LS3/5a!

Goodmans recently unveiled two
Of the two speakers it is the
new loudspeakers which should smaller but costlier Graduate Alpha
see their name linked with the latest which attracts special attention. The
in loudspeaker design for sometime Graduate itself conforms to what is
to come. Called the Graduate and known in AES papers as '3rd order
the Graduate Alpha and priced at quasi- Butterworth bass loading' (a
£520 and £660 incVAT respectively, form of reflex enclosure), but the
they are in arather different league Alpha treads new technical ground
from Goodman's bread and butter with a type of bass loading which
lines of'budget systems, although hasn't been seen before ( it is, of
neither • could really be said to course, patented) that Goodmans
pander to caviar and champagne call Active Pressure Neutralisation
users only (or should that be (APN). Insofar as it places asecond
cocaine these days?)
bass unit behind the front one in
The new models corne at atime close, sealed communication it
of resurgent activity for Goodmans, resembles the system promoted in
the company having put behind recent years by Linn Products'
itself the financial crisis of some two loudspeakers. But the differences
years ago which necessitated im- are crucial: first, the subsidiary bass
porting a line of Danish made unit is a different one to the front
speakers — a situation akin to unit; second, the communicating
carrying coals to Newcastle. With chamber houses a pressure senthat crisis averted, Goodmans MD sing device which feeds back a
Terry Bennett could afford the correction signal to the rear driver
luxury of turning his attention to the via a power amplifier when the
small-scale
but
great-publicity pressuce in the chamber deviates
'specialist' end of the speaker from ' normal'. This 'active' system
market (
le, you and us). One result means that the bass resonance
has been that Goodmans have frequency of the loudspeaker
successfully negotiated the Licence system remains virtually that of the
to manufacture the BBC-designec front unit when measured in free
LS3/5A mini-monitor. You will re- air. ( By comparison, the Linn techcall that two of the licensees, RAM nique can be shown by some
and Audiomaster, went to the wall elementary calculations to be
asa result of the recession, leaving capable of a system resonance
Rogers and Spendor. Another below the free air resonant fremove was to produce in-house a quency of the front driver given an
no-compromise speaker to fly the approprite
enclosure
volume,
Goodmans flag, which is how the although this is not actually the case
Graduates will be unfurled.
in thew Isobarik and Sara loudBrain-child of designer John speakers). For the Graduate Alpha
Shelton (and possibly named after this is claimed to be approximately
him — de profundis University of 35Hz.
Southampton's Institute of Sound
A demonstration that Goodmans
and Vibration Research — the laid on at the behest of intrigued
elephant memoried among you journalists ( Linn LP12/SME III/ADC
will recall he was so accredited in an ZLM and Naim amplifier) to illusHFN/RR article he co-authored of trate the principle using preFebruary 1980 titled 'Improving production samples of the speakers
performance with a laser'), the showed the Alpha to have an
Graduates employ newly-designed extended low frequency response
drive units. These are respectively a of pleasing purity, and which
200mm long-throw bass unit with contrasted with that of the Graduate
die-cast chassis, Cobex material in being subjectively better damped
diaphragm, and Hitachi- licensed and musically more integrated with
pleated cone surround; a doped the upper spectrum — though it
paper pulp coned 1
10mm mid- must be said again that these were
range; and a soft-domed 25mm not actual production specimens.
tweeter which uses ferrofluid for
Other specifications for the
efficient cooling, and for which Ispeakers show a degree of
understand Goodmans see great commonality: impedance 4ohms;
potential.
Integration
in
both sensitivity a lower than average
models is achieved using 2nd order 84dB for 1watt at 1m; and RMS
crossover networks ( air-cored power handling of 130 watts. Size of
chokes, etc), and both are built on the
Graduate
is 70x27x40cm
the 'stiff philosophy, though there (hxwxd) and of the Graduate Alpha
is nothing funereal about the 56x27x34cm, both not including the
appearance of their walnut-finished stands. Incidentally, both models
cabinets and contiguous plinths. are designed for use away from
Medium density Medite is used room boundaries. Further details
with internal cross-bracing supplied on these new Goodmans products
by the panels which make up the from Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd,
internal separate mid unit end°. Downley Road, Havant, Hampshire.
sure.
Tel: 0705 486344.
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IIFN/RRAnnual
and Year Book
The HiFi News & Record Review
Annual and Yearbook will be
on the bookstalls a couple of
weeks before you get to read this
note, so go back to your newsagents tomorrow and demand a
copy! This year's issue, a bargain
at £ 1.75, differs substantially from
its predecessors. Rather than
merely providing a repository for
reprinted equipment reviews, we
have enlisted the services of the redoubtable David Prakel to edit and
put together a package which we
hope you will find a lot more
useful, considering how many of
last year's issues you must already
have lost.
He has taken a selection of
equipment reviews, no less than
87 at the last count, giving priority
to the most interesting and
popular models, checking for
current availability, and then
cutting away any disposable fat.
Having saved a few pages this
way, he has taken 12 months'
Classical Record Reviews — 1000
releases in all aftercareful deletion
surgery— and given abare- bones
summary of our findings, collated
with Quality Monitor updates, in a
new 29 page section. With this
invaluable ready reckoner under
your arm, you'll no longer have to
lug those binders full of magazines
round the record shops on Saturday mornings!
Having cleared up all the little
bits of paper covering the carpet,
David P. then launched himself
into a number of features which
puta little moreflesh on the abovementioned skeleton. First, he took
ayear's worth of show reports to
extract a page Show Roundup;
then he put together an overview
of the developments in Digital and
the Analogue response; finally he
compiled a list of his favourite
classical recordings, on both

technical and musical grounds, to
provide aguideto abasic Classical
Library. We have also included
that invaluable ' regular' to cut out
and staple onto the ' phone book,
the Audio Index, an up-to-date
listing of all active UK hi-fi manufacturers and distributors ( up-todate, that is, when we went to
press in November).

Subs Stay Down

TV Sound Tuner

Zen and the art of ?
Anyone who has been stuck in the
office with our esteemed editor
after a heavy business lunch will
know that HFN/RR speaks with
some authority when discussing
snails. But a speaker of the same
name, spotted in Milan by one of
our fifth columnists, has us floundering in awe, breathless in anticipation, and wondering who has
been spreading false rumours that
Italians have style and know how
to design things.
This ltal of International Hi Fi is
he brainchild of one Lorenzo Zen
(who maybe should have stuck to

Linn re-arm

Linn Products have recently introduced a black version of their
LVIIIttok tonearm. This they say is
an optional finish version, and its
performance is identical to the
standard silver finish. Retail price
for the black LVII is £290.95 inc
VAT ( the standard arm is £253
inc). We have heard of at least one
person on the hi-fi scene who has
expressed delight at the prospect
of his own sample being mistaken
for one of the rare development
Despite the recent small cover models that Paul Messenger
price rise, the special reduced
described in HFN/RR back in
price Subscription Offer instituted August 1981, while there could be
in September is to keep to its
others. We, however, await the
bargain rate. This is amere £ 11.30 arrival of a black finish turntable
UK post paid so we have have now top plate ( date unknown).
absorbed most of the postal costs,
Linn also inform us, so we can
and the remainder wouldn't pay
inform you as much for clarificafor the shoe leather you use tion as for news, if you see one,
picking it up every month...
that a12ih version of the Ittok is in
Just to see whether anybody's existence. Developed by Linn to
still reading, we'll give you alittle assist with their Aloi Records
late Christmas present. Any subs
project, it could be of interest to
forms ( with money) received in the every audiophile equipped with
post between the publication date
his own cutting lathe. If you
of this issue ( Dec 17) and the day want one it'll cost you £402.50 inc
we come back from the New Year VAT. HFN/RR regrets that it is
Holiday ( 3Jan ' 83) will qualifyfor a unable to publish DIY articles on
free copy of the MOST DESIRABLE
how to modify the Linn LP12
NEW HFN/RR ANNUAL/YEAR- player to accommodate this new
BOOK (
postal franking dates will
arm. Linn Products remain at 235
be accepted if legible). We might Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45
even send out afew copies of last 9SZ. Tel: 041-634 0371.
year's Annual if we can find any
lying around, to those ( Scots etc)
who ( in the editor's opinion) tried
but failed to meet the deadline for There has remained a small but
Festive reasons.
steady interest in tuners which
Overseas readers need not produce asound channel from the
resort to turbocharging their broadcast TV signal to feed to ahiracing pigeons to meet this dead- fi to get the best possible sound to
line. We'll extend the offer until the accompany the picture. A new
end of February ' cos we can't be model from Kingsbrook Marketing
bothered to figure out the inverse aims to do that and more, as it
of the GPO's post early for Xmas incorporates width circuitry to
dates. Rest assured that postal give a phoney stereo effect and
orders from Patagonia will be
National Semiconductors' DNR
accorded
the
respect
they single-ended
noise
reduction.
deserve. ( Overseas rates £ 15.50 This uses asignal level dependent
surface, £37-40 Ai r). See su bs form
sliding low-pass filter to minimise
on p. 128.
the annoyance of HF noise at low

customising Ducatis). According
to aspokesman it is in response to
our spy's observation that he
couldn't really recall ever hearing
anything quite so dreadful. Our
agent was then handed promotional material of great cost and
kitsch: the gold on black leaflets
were bound by astrip of the same
real wood used for the instrument
itself. And there was alittle box, of
the same wood, useful for storing
dominoes when not in use,
containing
a small,
inedible,
albino ceramic snail...

Monitor Speaker
Three new sub-£200 speakers
have emerged from Monitor
Audio following designer Robin
Marshall's move there after the
demise of Audiomaster. Smallest
of the three at £99.99 a pair inc is
the R252, a sealed box design of
average efficiency which couples
a 200mm paper cone bass/mid
unit with a 19mm SEAS dome
tweeter. The largest of the three,
the R352, uses the same units
(though the bass/mid has alarger
magnet) in areflex cabinet of slim
proportions, and sells for £ 150 inc
VAT. Sensitivity of this model is
claimed to be ahigh 91dB for 2.83V
input, aresult achieved without recourse to low voice coil resistance
or an elevated midrange response.
The designer indicates he was
aiming for aspeaker which would
adequately
preserve
dynamic
range when used with
low
powered amps like the NAD 3020.
Stands are available for the R352
priced £35 per pair. Finally —
somewhat illogically— the R152 is
the most expensive of the trio at
£185 per pair and the middle one in
size. Of average sensitivity it utilises
a plastic- coned bass/mid driver
and ABA with a 25mm SEAS
tweeter in adesign aimed at lower
coloration. The R152s also have an
optional extra stand priced £35 for
two.
A brief listen to the R352 showed
they had a clear and airy sound
with an essentially neutral balance
and an even bass, and a relative
freedom from boxiness compared
to other speakers around this price
— just the kind of sound which
signals apotential winner. Further
information about all of these
speakers from Monitor Audio Ltd,
347Z
Cherry
Hinton
Road,
Cambridge CBI 4DJ. Tel: 0223
242898.

levels. It is also claimed to include
a video tuning front-end superior
to ' anything available to the
consumer in any TV or video unit',
using a SAW' ( Surface Acoustic
VVave) filter. The TV1000 should be
available for under £ 100 inc. VAT, Jensen in-car audio equipment is
and for those without a separate to become available in the UK
hi-fi system who presumably through TEK Marketing. Though
aren't reading this as there is no virtually unknown over here,
need for them to buy HFN/RR Jensen are avery big noise in ICE
there is a receiver version avail- in the US, and are especially noted
able with an integral 2x13Vv for their range of co-axial 2- and 3output.
Both
units
are way car speakers. These and the
manufactured by Lever ( Audio) receivers and tape players will be
here
primarily
through
Ltd, acompany who hitherto have sold
specialised in loudspeaker manu- specialist fitters/dealers to ensure
facture for other brands. Details their optimal installation.
The hi-fi news nugget in this
from Kingsbrook Marketing Co.
Ltd, 29 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes, item of information is that Jensen
Milton Keynes, Bucks MK12 6HR. own the Discwasher Corporation,
with their interests in analogue
Tel: 0908 826456.
disc reproduction. TEK Marketing
already handle the European sales
of Discwasher audio care products,
Moves are afoot to restructure the so it will be interesting to see if the
business basis for the distribution introduction of the Jensen name
of Shure cartridges in the UK, will be followed by renewed
though at the time of writing a exertions for and on behalf of the
public announcement is still analogue record/replay system.
awaited. There have been some
Meanwhile if you are interested
retirements from senior positions, in fitting out your car with a high
but the operation itself, based in quality audio system you should
Maidstone, will not be affected in get in contact with your nearest
any way in the immediate foresee- Jensen dealer via TEK Marketing,
able future. More details next Burrel Road, St Ives, Huntingdon,
month?
Cambs PE17 4LS. Tel: 0480 62225.

Jensen ICE

Shure
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MERIDIAN

Practical HiFi l Dec'82

"Preamps ... playa truly vital role in high fidelity reproduction, and can
alter the fundamental qualities of a music reproducing system"
comments David Prakel in his Dec'82 preamplifier review in Practical
HiFi.
The comparison of seven preamplifiers, including Mission, Musical
Fidelity and Sony Esprit concludes that the new Meridian 101B is
"a clear winner from an outstanding field".
Meridian's new 101B replaces the 101.1t has an entirely new mother
board, new components and grounding arrangements. 101s may be
upgraded to 101B spec at the factory.
Write fora reprint of David Prakel's review, or visit your Meridian dealer
for a demonstration of how the 101B can improve the sound of your
music system.

AERIDIAN DEALER LIST
berdeen
shf ord
ath
sidtord
.Mast
•verley
irmingham
elton
ciurnemouth

Holburn Hi Fi
0224 25713
Photocratt Iii Fi
0233 24441
Paul Green Hi Fi
0225 316197
Bedford Audio
0234 854133
Lyric Hi Fi
0232 681296
Simply Hi Fi
0482 882696
Fiveways Hi Fi
021 455 0667
Cleartone Hi Fi
0204 31423
Russ Andrews
02016 70307
Hi Fi Consultant
radford
Ericks of Bradford
0274 309266
righton
Brighton Hi Fi
0273 695776
Jeffries Hi Fi
0273 609431
sistot
Radford Hi Fi
0272 428247
Ambridge
Cam Audio
0223 60442
University Audio
0223 354237
:ardift
Audio Excellence
0222 28565
:asttetord
Eric Wiley
0977 553066
:handlers Ford Hampshire Audio
04215 65232
:heltenham
Absolute Sound
0242 583 960
roydon
Spaldings
01 654 1231
:erby
Active Audio
0332 38 0385
evises
LJ Rutter
0380 2268
,
ublin
Noel Cloney Audio
0001 961316
Consultants
undee
Elena Mae
0382 27592
astbourne
Jeffries Hi Fi
0323 31336
dinburgh
Gramophone
031 225 9535
Hi Fi Corner
031 556 7901
sham
South East Audio
0784 35036
coter
Gulliford House
0626 863604
alkirk
Hi Fi Corner
0324 29011
i
ants Hill
A. T. Labs
01 518 0915
ia tes he ad
Lintone Audio
0632 774167
ilasgord
The Music Room
041 221 2527
It. Yarmouth
Martins Electrical
0493 55044
luildford
Unilet Hi Fi
0483 575134
lanley
Purkiss Hi Fidelity
0782 265 010
terror,
KJ Leisure Sound
01 863 8690
luddersfield
Huddersfield Hi Fi
0484 44668
lull
Simply Hi Fi
0482 29240
luntingdon
Stephenson Audio
0480 59910
nverness
Nairn Music
0463 220440
aswich
Rayleigh Hi Fi
0449 721398
;ings Lynn
Martins Electrical
0553 61683
ancaster
Practical Hi Fi
0524 39657
incoln
Critic's Choice
0522 38718
iverpool
W.A.Brady & Sons
051 733 6859
ondon NW6
Audio T
01 794 7848
SE1 3
Billy vee
01 318 5755
Nt
Grahams Electrical 01 837 4412
W1
KJ Leisure Sound
01 486 8263
VI1
REW Video Products 01 637 2624
SE1
Sound Organisation 01 403 3088
NW1
Subjective Audio
01 387 8281
NW6
Studio 99
01 624 8855
SW7
Unilet Hi Fi
01 589 2586
.o ugh bor ough Sound Advice
0509 218254
.y min
Chris Brooks
092575 2311
flanchester
Eulipion Audio
061 225 4448
lew Malden
Unilet Hi Fi
01 942 9567/8
lerdquay
Kernow Audio
063 73 6380
lerthampton
Listen- Inn
0604 37871
lorwich
Martins Electronic
0603 27010
iottingham
Nick Dakin
0602 783862
)xford
Absolute Sound
0865 65961
Horns of Oxford
0865 511241
Westwood & Mason 0865 47783
1eterborouch
Sound Sense
0733 41755
ladlett
Radlett Audio
092766497
layleigh
Rayleigh Hi Fi
0268 779762
lochdale
Cleartone Hi Fi
0706 524652
ialisbury
Salisbury Hi Fi
0722 29438
iheffield
Audio Centre
0742 737893
irdindon
Absolute Sound
0793 38222
'onbridge
Tonbridge Hi Fi
0732 366767
Jxbridge
KJ Leisure Sound
0895 33474
Walsall
Ray Charles Audio
0922 612382
Warwick
JCV Organisation Ltd 0926 493796
Watford
K.J.Leisure Sound
0923 45250
Windsor
Radford Hi Fi
07535 56931
Wolverhampton Midland Iii Fi
0902 771774

New Helius
Tonearm designers Helius caused
astir with their first model, which
appeared just over a year ago.
They haven't been idle since then,
as thei rnew Orion arm should
now be available. With a
philosophy

merit of a
unipivot ie, all the reactions in its bearing are rotational
and not vibrational ( if designed
properly).' By arranging this, the
bearing acts an 'epicentre for
which can energy dissipation', all masses
be loosely summed up and moments of inertia acting
as 'taking the tone out of tonearm', around this point. Hmm...
the Orion embodies agreat deal of
The design aim concerning the
research into the minimising of low frequency resonance has
resonances ie, the careful study of been to arrange for differing effechow the energy from the stylus/ tive masses in lateral and vertical
groove encounter is dissipated planes, to give abroad, low Q, peak
within the mechanical structure of for 45 0 and lateral information —
the arm. Ideally, of course, one wanted music signal — but
would require that this surplus provide rejection of LF verticalenergy be resistively converted only information — warps. For
into heat, but any reactive inter- further details, contact Helius at 11
action
will
result
in
the Falstaff Way, Hartford, Huntingintroduction of resonant color- don, Cambs PE18 7SY. Tel: 0480
ations. Information concerning 59037. In the meantime, let it be
the bearing is scanty, but Helius' said that one of the HFN/RR team
intention has been to create a (JA) was suitably impressed with
'neutral axis running between the the sound he heard originating
dynamic centre of the cantilever from the Orion in prototype form
and the master bearing' and it is at the Dusseldorf show last
said to 'take advantage of the one August.

Perchance to dream
There is a story, worthy of Juan
Luis Borges, which is related about
acertain US amplifier manufacturer
and which runs as follows:
Many centuries ago, so it is
said, there lived a race of people
somewhere
in
the
Western
hemisphere that were far advanced
from their peers. Like the Incas or
Atlantis, fact has intermingled with
fiction and no clear picture is known
of who and what they were. All
that remains today is some
popularised mythology and afew
artifacts. This civilization was
supposed to possess unlimited
power and the ability to materialise
out of thier own id. From this small
historical remnant they take their
name: Krell.
Who or what Krell were, we
shall never really know, but we

Please send me areprint and
aMeridian Brochure
Name
Address

Please include details of your existing
system if possible
HFN 1/83

Please send to
BOOTH ROYO STUART LIMITED
13 Clifton Road. Huntingdon.
Cambridgeshire
Tel. ( 0480) 57339 Telex 32577 ( ME RIDN)
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have received some information
from Absolute Sounds about their
latest audio electronics range seen
in Harrogate in the summer. This
range of specialist audiophile
equipment comprises apreamplifier and three power amps. The
pre-amp, called the PAM- 1, costs
£1,700; the KSA-50 power amp
(50W stereo into 8ohms) £ 1,250,
the KSA-100 ( 100W stereo) £1,993,
and the KMA-200 (200W mono)
£2,500. All of them are built on a
premise of no compromise as to
prices, to size, or to practicality.
The power amplifiers are configured to work in class-A mode to
their full rated output, obviating
both the crossover distortion of
class- B and the ' changeover' distortion of class-AB types. (A recent
AES paper indicates how on music
program the dynamic changeover
of the bias conditions of these types
of output circuit produces a
characteristic form of distortion

Following the success of the Technics LP-sized turntables, Hitachi
have introduced such a model
into their range. The HTL 870 uses
a linear tracking arm, fitted with
a
moving-magnet • cartridge,
together with a version of
Hitachi's ' Unitorque' direct-drive
motor, which has the coil windings so arranged as to eliminate
'cogging'. The record is placed on
the platter, the lid closed, and
from then on, once the 'start'
button is pressed, the HTL-70
does it all, estimating the record
size, lowering the pickup onto the
lead-in groove, and turning off at
the end. There is also arepeat key
which enables either just one
track to be repeated, or the whole
side of the LP. Price will be around
£199.
Hitachi
have
also
announced
a
new
microprocessor controlled three- head
cassette deck, the DE-66 at £229.
This incorporates both Dolby- B
and -C and has a useful digital
elapsed time indicator as well as
the usual auto functions.
which is at its highest at medium
power levels).
The amps are specified too as
doubling their output power with
halving of load impedance. Fan
cooling deals with spurious heat
production, while on the power
supply side the stereo power
amps maintain complete channel
independence, with 80,000µF of
reservoir capacitance on left and
right. No protection circuitry is
used, safety being the domain of
line fuses and a thermal cut-out.
Signal circuitry has been designed
with a view to the minimal processing necessary, and overall
feedback has been kept to below
15dB.
The PAM- 1 is designed with a
similar view to minimal processing
and independance of channels: the
preamp in fact comprises two
separate preamps laid side by
side in the same case. The highest
quality components are used
(each transistor gets beta-curved
and matched), with PSU boasting
28,000p1 on each side. Switchable
moving-coil, magnet, and high level
inputs are provided (choice of three
input impedances on m-c). A
special feature — and one which
many people will appreciate — is
aspecial RCA phono jack which is
supplied with the preamp for use
with any phono plug which makes
the ground connection before
the hot line. The fascia of the PAM- 1
is machined to extremely high
tolerances and the legend characters are engraved and then goldfilled.
These electronics are of course
high end products of Krell Industries of Bridgeport, Connecticut,
and are being handled in this
country by the indefatigable Ricardo
Franassovici ot Absolute Sounds,
42 Parkside, London SW19. Tel:
01-947 5047. They can be heard
also at Brady's in Liverpool and
Unilet, New Malden. Four dealers
are to be appointed shortly.
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But hurry! This offer ends Dec 24th
et, • a

Right now if you go to
Just in time for Christmas.
Laskys you can afford the very
There's bound to be something
best in hi-fi. Because Interest
Free Credit* means you can bu you've had your eye on at
what you're after straight away.y Laskys. And with Christmas
coming up and Interest Free
There's no waiting around. All
Credit > available why not treat
you do is put down the 10%
deposit and spread the balance yourself. Whether it's for you
or your family, it'll add alot to
over nine equal monthly payfamily entertainment.
ments. And no interest to pay.
Alternatively you can take
advantage of Interest Free
Credit to buy accessories like
headphones, or speaker stands
or anew car stereo cassette.
Provided that your
purchase or purchases come to
more than £250 in total,
everything at Laskys is available
on Interest Free Credit:

,
r

g\t
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LASK
UNIQUE
YS
includes:
• 14-day exchange period
• 2year free guarantee
• 5year option guarantee
for one modest payment
• service by our own
network of specialist
engineers

All the top names in hi-fi
are at Laskys - JVC, Sony,
Pioneer, Hitachi, Sansui,
Thorens, Quad, Mission, Akai,
Aiwa, Toshiba, Technics,
Wharfedale, Celestion, Goodmans and many, many more!

NOW OPEN: BRIGHTON,GLOUCESTER,NEWCASTLE
LONDON & HOME COUNTIES
7/9 Queensviayt W2 01-229642S
(also open Sunday 11 -7pm)
42 Tottenham Court Roadt WI 01-636084S
257 Tottenham Court Road. WI 01-6372231
471/473 Oxford Streett WI 01-493 4623
382 Edgware Road, W2 01-723 4194
152 Fleet Street, EC2 01-353 2833

GOLDERS GREEN Golders Green Road, NW11
01-458 4654
BROMLEYt 22 Market Square 01-464 7829
KINGSTONf Eden Street 0I -546 1271
LUTONt 192 Arndale Centre 0582 38302
SLOUGHf Queensmere Centre 0753 2440 I
CROYDON Whitgift Centre 01-681 3027
READ1NGf I18/9 Friars St. 0734 595 459

RICHMOND Hill Street 0I
948 1441
ROMFORD South Street 0708-20218
WATFOFtD Charter Place 0923 47488
SOUTHERN ENGLAND
BRIGHTONt 151-2 Western Road 0273 725625
BRISTOLf 16/20 Penn Street 0272 20421
CHATHAM 8The Pentagon 0634 407 I
04
COLCHESTER I
3Trinity Square 0206 62636

OPEI4S 18th DEC)

GLOUCESTERf 25 Eastgate Street 0452 22675
MA1DSTONEf 79/
81
Week Street 0622 678165
SOUTHEND 205/206 Churchill West 0702 612241
MIDLANDS AND NORTH
BIRMINGHAMt 19/21 Corporation Street
021-6326303
CHESTERf 7The Forum 0244 317667

Sansui A909 Integrated Amplifier
70 Watts per channel, min RMS Both
channels driven into 8ohms, 20-20kHz with
no more than 0.05% total harmonic
distortion. LED/CH power display, twotape monitors and subsonic filter. Frequency
reponse 5-60,000 Hz.

Technics SA323L Stereo Receiver
Special features include quartz synthesiser
digital tuning, 14 pre-sets ( 7FM and 7MW/
LW), auto- scan tuning, LW frequency shift
switch, normal/narrow IF selector. Rated
output 35 watts per channel into 8ohms
from 20Hz — 20000Hz with not more than
0.007% THD.

Technics SL-6 Direct Drive
Automatic Turntable
Small in size (equivalent to 20 stacked
albums) yet big in versatility. Random
access programming capability lets
you exercise choice of bands and
sequence. tracking tonearm
and integrated rotor- platter
design for totally stable
operation. Specifications
include: Wow and flutter
0025 VV.R.M.S.

B&W DM I4
Speaker (
left)
Floor standing speaker; suitable
for amplifiers having apower output of
I
5W or greater. There is no upper limit
because of the Audio Powered Overload Circuit action.
Three vertical in- brie drive units. A frequency response of 80Hz
to 20kHz ± 2dB.
Dimensions:567mm x256mm x295mm deep.

Aiwa AD- 3800 Cassette Deck
High-performance features of this 3-head
machine include microcomputerised
DATA. ( Digital Automatic Tape
Adaptation) system and new Dolby C Noise
Reduction system. Dual motor transport
with exclusive Tension Stabilized Dual
Capstan lowers wow and flutter to an
insignificant 0.025% (VV.R.M.S.)

JVC KD-W7 Double Transport
Cassette Deck
A one-of- a- kind cassette deck with two
electronically- linked tape transports.
Permits dubbing at normal or double speed,
continuous play between two decks, also
tape/mike and line/mike mixing capability.
Features include Synchro Start' and fulllogic tape controls for touch operation.

B&W DM I0Speaker (
right)
Bookshelf speaker su;table for amplifiers having apower output of
between10 and 75W. Two vertical in- line drive units. A frequency
response of 75Hz to 20kHz ± 3dB.
Dimensions: 485mm x250mm x235mm deep.
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starts Dec 28th

Christmas
Shopping Hours

The Retail Divisan of The Lcadbroke Group

From 13th December all branches
of Laskys will be open from
9am to 7pm.

The Horne Entertainment Specialists
LIVERPOOLf 33 Dale Street 051-236 2828
MANCHESTERt 12/14 St. Marys Gate
061-832 6087
MANCHESTER Arndale Centre. next to
WH Smith 061-834 4381
NOTTINGHAMt 1/4 Smithy Row 0602 415150
PRESTONt Guildhall Arcade 0772 59264
SHEFFIELDt 58 Leopold Street 0742 750971

YORKt 10a Coney Street 0904 641221
LEICESTER 45 Market Place South 0533 537678
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE 6Northumberland St
NORTHAMPTON 72 Abington St 0604 35753
OXFORD 16 Westgate 0865 722870
PETERBOROUGHt Queensgate Centre next to
John Lewis 0733 313513
WOLVERHAMPTON 30 Wulfrun Way 0902 23384

Microcomputer department at these branches.
*All credit offers subject to acceptance Laskys Credit Brokers.
Pleaee ask for written derails.
An offers subject to availability. Prices include 15% VAT and are
correct at time of going to press.
Aservice provided,r1
L45K VS
association with Unitise/it
SirelEOClue
Freence Led Please ask for
wwtten deist% APR291«,
WALES
rf )ou pay by Banker's Order 04.5% for
CARDIFF 122 Queen Street 0222 374893 other methods of payments).

SCOTLAND
EDINBURGHT 4St. lames Centre
031-556 2914
GLASGOWf 66-70 Buchanan Street
041 226 3349
(also open Sunday 10.30am-4pm)

The record
that
doesinit
go round
On the eve of the European
Compact Disc launch,
Jens Hansen describes its possible
successor, Soundstream's AudioFile

A

LTHOUGH COMPACT DISC is due to be
launched on March 1st 1983, and is being
heralded as the digital audio disc ( DAD)
system for the next several decades, it is
perhaps anachronistic in that it still uses a
revolving disc. Iremember vaguely a
mention in one of the English hi-fi or studio
magazines that Soundstream, the digital
recording company, had developed adigital
playback system where the software was in
the form of anon-moving card. As my
business had required me recently to visit,
not just the USA, but the state of Utah, where
Soundstream are based, Itook the opportunity to visit them. Dr. Tom Stockham, adigital
recording pioneer, had founded Soundstream
and developed the first PCM recorder to be
used on commercial recording sessions. Over
180 releases— on the Telarc, Chalfont, Philips,
Eurodisc and RCA labels — have now been
made with the Soundstream system, which
was probably the first digital recorder to offer
editing, more of which later.The expansion
into DAD technology came when Soundstream
were acquired by Digital Recording Corporation
in 1980. DRC had patented astationary high
density digital storage system and its
application to the playback of PCM-encoded
sound was the obvious progression.
Appropriately (?) christened the AudioFile,
the system is based on acard the size of a
conventional 5in. x3in. index card — abit
larger than HFN/RR's mock-up on the front
cover— and the thickness of acredit card. For
non- audio purposes ie, video and computer
software, alarger 3x7in. card is used. The
smaller size card will store up to 45 minutes of
audio: to give an idea of the storage density,
the card can contain up to 600 Mbytes of
digital data — 320 million data bits to the
square inch. To draw acomparison with a
more familiar data storage system, the
AudioFile can store as much information as a
26 volume set of encyclopeadias, including
photographs and illustrations. The
application of the non-moving card to such
uses as adigital telephone directory which
slots into the base of the telephone, is
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obvious — no more Scandinavian forests
denuded just to print the London Directory,
rather, small plastic cards sent by post.
This sort of application becomes even
more exciting when it is realised that the
duplication cost of the card will be less than
25 cents! Unlike the Compact Disc, which is
injection moulded from astamper, rather like
anormal LP, the AudioFile is duplicated by a
photographic process — not only is the card
physically smaller than CD or LP, it can be
made using less expensive materials,
resulting in the exceptionally low cost.
What, then, is so special about the .
AudioFile? Fundamentally, there is no
difference between it and Compact Disc —
both encode the audio signal as adigital bit
stream which is read by alow power laser
beam. But whereas CD's engineers decided
to follow accepted practice, as in the videodisc, in storing the bit stream as aseries of
concentric circles in arevolving disc, the DRC
system has the data split into discrete traces
which are then scanned, raster fashion, by a
moving spot of light. The obvious example of
this technique, in avery different context, is
the use of an electron beam to build up aTV
frame from aseries of horizontal picture lines.
As can be seen from the photo, the data are
written as asequence of spots and spaces on
the photographic medium in aseries of
discrete arcs. To read the data, rather than go
in for the complicated servo and speed
control of CD, arotating disc with focusing
microscope objective lenses mounted on its
periphery causes the laser beam to scan an
arc on the card surface. The disc is mounted
on alead screw so that as the laser beam, via
the appropriate lens, reaches the end of its
arc, the disc is moved forward and the next
lens causes the beam to start at the beginning
of the next arc. As with CD, aphotodetector
behind abeam splitter is used to pick up the
modulated laser light; this, too, is mounted
on alead screw to keep pace with the linear
movement of the focusing disc. No focus servo
is required for the detector, as there is no
rotating disc with its attendant warps to be
compensated for, and the card is pressed flat
against a 'window' during replay. However,
compensation is made for slight differences
between the master recorder, the playback
machine, and the position of the card, so that
the laser beam lays right on the data and not
on the gaps between the arcs. The discontinuities in the recovered data stream due to
the use of discrete tracks and multiple

scanning lenses are handled by feeding the
output from the photodetector to aFIFO ( first
in-first out) memory buffer, the data then
being clocked out at afixed rate of about
2Mbits/s. This buffer also takes care of wow
and flutter errors caused by variations in the
rotational speed of the lens disc — nominally
325 rpm. Fig.1 shows the working parts of the
system; note the similarity between the
components necessary for record and
playback. Because the optical system can be a
sealed unit, the player need not be expensive.
Prices between $200 and $800, depending on
the ' bells and whistles' required by the
eventual consumer, are being quoted, but
unlike its rotating rivals, many aspects of the
system are fluid: the record can be made
from any material and any photosensitive
chemical combination; it need not be flat (the
DRC patents cover cylindrical and spherical
surfaces also); and there can be more than
one layer of data — by analogy with a
conventional multi- layer, photographic
colour emulsion, coloured photosensitive
dyes and matching exclusive filters are all
that is required to have double, triple or
multiple- play records.
Prototype sound quality
The company President, Mr. De Forest.
showed me the prototype player, which can
be seen in the photograph. Ilistened to a
recording of Vivaldi's Four Seasons
[presumably the Boston/Ozawa Telarc — Edl
and Imust say that thesound quality from the
system was extremely clean, certainly
surpassing anything Ihave heard to date,
even from Compact Disc. Unlike the reflective
system described earlier, the prototype I
heard used atransmissive card, hence the
need for the detector (the black thing
covering the record) to be brought up front.
Having seen — and heard — the AudioFile,
Mr. De Forest wanted me to seethe rest of the
company. One of the editing engineers,
Dennis Mecham, who usefully has adegree
both in music and in computer science,
explained the method of editing digital
recordings using Soundstream's ' Instant
Access' editing system. This is extremely fast,
and gives the producer more flexibility than
any other system, it would appear.
Dennis started with the digital recorder,
which apparently used an Ampex transport
2, 4or 8-track masters can be edited, and the
first step is to load the tape into the computer
system, the digital audio being stored on
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diskette. It appears that two diskette ' pages'
are equivalent to one digital card. To
demonstrate an edit, Dennis took apassage
of heavily recorded music where the
producer's notebook had indicated that some
inserts were necessary. The music passage is
read from the computer, and when it is
required that the insert to be cross-faded in, the
system gives the editor total control of the

point and match not just of the music, but also
of the musical waveform! A ' scope shows the
waveform at the desired edit point, and a
phase matching technique allows an
imperceptible matching of the two different
recordings. The actual resolution of the edit
point is 10,as, equivalent to cutting analogue
tape to an accuracy of 0.00015 inch at 15 in./s.
Iwas very impressed by the studio itself.

Top: the AudioFile system
Above left: the prototype
player
Above right: Soundstream's
Los Angeles editing suite,
complete with computer
Left: Dr Tom Stockham, with
his digital recorder
Below: Looking alittle
different to our Art Editor's
mockup on the cover,
Soundstream's artists'
impression

The walls were all of wood, and were shaped
to break up any big flat surfaces; cladding
panels being put up to damp the acoustic
where necessary.The floor was covered with
thick carpeting and the ceiling East/Westlake
shaped. At the back of the studio were a
couple of steps up to abalcony with arow of
chairs for listeners. Monitoring speakers
were apair of Infinity Reference Monitors.
Asked to pick some music from the menu, I
chose as an appetiser apassage from
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition, while
the main course was the 1812, both from
Telarc Soundstream recordings. The music
was so clearly defined, and at such alevel that
Ifind it difficult to find the right words to
express how impressive Ifound it. The 1812,
which Ihave played alot at home, was
perhaps the most interesting piece. When we
reached the passage in the music where the
cannon were thundering and the bells
ringing, the loudspeakers simply jumped off
the carpet. Having heard the ' original sound',
there is no doubt in my mind that no
conventional pickup/tonearm/turntable
combination could reproduce that 1812in the
same way. Even as Iwrite, Ican still
remember that impressive sound.
That was effectively the end of my visit to
Soundstream, but it is worth examining again
what appears to be the major advantages of
the AudioFile:
— Record duplication, being aphotographic
process, should be both more reliable and
less expensive than rotating discs.
— The mechanical system is relatively
simple, and as the lens disc rotates at a
constant speed, there is no need for a
servo motor control to vary motor speed,
as with Compact Disc.
— The use of simple on- axis optics and
clamping to ensure aflat record obviates
the need for acomplicated focus servo
mechanism.
— The working distance between the record
and the scanning disc is so large that the
entire optical system can be sealed, thus
increasing reliability.
— Unlike existing DAD systems, the
AudioFile would appear to be both
upward expandable and non-critical
regarding disc material.
Whether all this will be sufficient to
persuade both soft and hardware companies
to re-examine their commitment to Compact
Disc remains to be seen. Being first in the
market- place is possibly the most important
factor governing the wide- spread acceptance
of any new technology or medium. We must
wait and see what the outcome will be, but
one deciding factor might be the fact that the
low cost of mastering/duplicating cards will
make it viable for short production runs
suitable for specialist musical interests, the
kind which will not be profitable on Compact
Disc because of the very long production runs
necessary to give an adequate return •
PROTOTYPE AUDIOFILE SPECIFICATIONS
Model DAS 320
Record size: 3x5in. ( 76 x127mm)
Number of audio channels: 2
Sampling frequency: 50kHz ( adaptable to any
future standard)
Quantization: 16 bit linear
Playback technique: optical laser
Playing time: 45 minutes per side or layer
Dynamic range: 90dB
THD: 0.004%
Frequency response: Flat from 0-20,000Hz
Wow and flutter: Below measureable limits
The first units for general demonstration
should be ready this month.
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TURN YOUR HEAD
WITH THIS SPECIAL OFFER

OVER100,000

* Superb Galaxie " 17" Fringe Array:
Top performance all transmitters
U.K. and Continental
* Channelmaster automatic rotor
and control
* 12' x 12" ( Maximum) mast, on
double chimney kit or Wall
brackets up to 21" clearance
* Up to 30 metres Low Loss
airspaced cable
* Fitted by professional installers
with 17 years of experience in this
field behind them

tapes to clear at isensational prices
Exclusive to
A massive purchase of audio cassettes made for
Technics by probably the world's most famous
manufacturer at prices that will make you blink - just
compare the price, then try some - they're asteal!

* Price including Labour, Parts, and
Journey up to 50 miles from
LUTON

ONLY f199.00 inc V.A.T.
Galaxie Circular 17 Element Stereo
Gain 15.9db F. to B. 33.7dB. L. 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

* Aerial range TV 10 to 136 Elements. FM. 4to 23 Element with Circular
dipole
* Not imported, flimsy, and flashily packaged. British, rugged, and
designed to work and stand up to our weather conditions for a
guaranteed five years.
* D.I.Y. Interested, advice without obligation; complete range of
masts, brackets, cable and rotors. Mail order service, write for
details, SAE appreciated.
* Your budget sets the limit of our range of services.
* Installation by professionals who own their own rotor systems, are
fully conversant with their use, and will fit your system within a50
mile radius of LUTON. Pre- surveys can be arranged, phone or write
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for details.

VIDEO TAPE - Top Brands JVC, MAXELL, TDK, FUJI, SONY
with prices for 3hour from around f6- call for
up-to-the-minute price check.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL

RON SMITH

(All offers subject to being unsold and pnce variaoon since publication of this magazine).
•CROYDON
89 London Rd.
Tel: 01-686 1343
•HARROW
340 Station Rd.
Tel: 01-863 8690
•LONDON, W1 48 Wigmore St.
Tel: 01-486 8263
•UXBRIDGE
278 High St.
Tel: Uxbridge33474
Yn,So.rel Appoochro
•WATFORD
101 St. Albans Rd. Tel: Watford 45250

AERIALS

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day - Luton 36561 9.0 to 60Eve- Luton 29560 atter 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

Open: Monday iSaturday 9.30

5.30 Late Night Thursday until 7pm ( Wigmore St.)

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER DRIVER
•Film Diaphragm Driver of Electrostatic Quality
•System Power Rating 100 Watt Max
•Above 400Hz - 20kHz approx
siDim 590 x 128 mm approx
•Weight 3.3kg
oTweeter may be used as Mid Range
with Optional Super Tweeter
•Sensitivity 86 dB/Watt Mean at
1 metre approx
mAs used in the Infinity System
IllAs manufactured by
Strathern Audio.

These high-capacity,
low energy-loss cables are
designed with optimum
impedance specifications for
speaker systems. Each cable
consists of two 50-strand highpurity copper conductors
separated by acenter web.
Line resistance is held to alow '
6.32mft 1m, for atotal impedance
figure of awn. Load matching
loss is also minimal for extremely
efficient signal transfer characteristics,
while the flat design makes them ideal
for running underneath carpets.

Also available in
customised lengths
from your A- TDealer

Typical Fequency Response

audio-technica

2x10m Speaker Cables

cessories at your local A-TDealer

AT631/10

_

R.F.R. DOWLING

7 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn. Tel: 0846271272
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ECALLING that many previous BBC sate Hite relays of live concerts from the US
have gone terribly wrong for one reason or
another, Ilooked forward to the Los Angeles
Philharmonic/Giulini concert of 18th October
with great expectation, thinking that perhaps
this time everyone would get it right at last. Yet
again, though, chaos reigned, and it goes to
show that if the job cannot be done properly, it
is not even worth attempting.
The concert was sponsored by the
European Broadcasting Union, and Ibelieve
parts of transatlantic relays have been quite
signals were sent via the National Public Radio
good, so the most likely blame for this particuAmerica satellite to WNYC in New York, and
lar fiasco would seem to stem from the US.
Imust again repeat my abhorence of the
thence via an Atlantic satellite through British
Post Office links to Broadcasting House. As a cheek shown by the BBC in not only adding
reverberation to foreign live contributions,
back-up measure, the same programme had
but also of careless operating in which the
been taped in Los Angeles the previous
'bathroom' is left connected after applause,
Thursday, and thetapeswere flown overtothe
which does show severe lack of concentration.
BBC for use if all else failed.
As evidenced by the tape of the first
•
Icommenced listening to the first half, and
movement, the sound quality at LA was quite
was dismayed to hear that the signal to noise
good ( although it too might have had some
ratio was disgracefully bad, and transient distortion as bad as Ihad ever heard it from a
added reverb) and there was, Ibelieve, aBBC
satellite relay. Many of my friends gave up
producer in LA. But is it not part of US culture
that their balancing ideals are different to
listening during the first half, but much worse
was to come in the second half— including a
ours? For this reason most listeners and BBC
engineers I
have spoken to agree with me that
taste of the quality of the recorded tape!
adding reverberation in suchcircumstances is
During the interval a mysterious tone
outrageous. The transmitted balance is the
appeared on the right channel from WNYC,
business of the studio manager or producer at
and presumably due to some downright
the concert, and it is surely not the business of
incompetence somewhere across the water,
the BBC to tinker with it.
this tone was left on. The right channel thus
Since the concert on the previous Thursday
had to be taken down in level, and the
included the same works, Iwould have been
announcements in Los Angeles at the
far happier to have heard the tape of the entire
beginning of the second half were transmitted
event, *and Ireally must beseech the BBC to
on the left channel only. But within asecond of
the Bruckner 9th Symphony beginning, the
forget their apparent fetish for transmitting
events live at grossly degraded quality, rather
live sound was cross-faded to the stereo tape
than the ideal of recording acomplete concert
taken from the previous Thursday's concert,
on digital tape and reproducing it straight into
and so we actually heard very good quality
the Radio 3continuity with what should then
sound for the first movement. At the end of
be superb quality.
this, the BBC cross-faded back to the live
quality.
broadcast from WNYC, but with diabolical
quality, including noise, transient distortion,
In the middle of October, on my return from
and left and right channels reversed!
avisit to the States, Ifound that the BBC had
By the end of the second movement the BBC
replaced their radio data signal on Radio 3,
had obviously realised that left and right
which had been kept off during September.
channels were crossed over, and so these
Once again awhistle hiss noise was audible to
were pan- potted back across so that the last
my younger colleagues on some FM tuners,
movement was heard correctly, but with all
but recently one manufacturer (JVC) came up
the accompanying noise and distortion. Both
with a temporary solution for their T-X6L
the second and third movements seemed to
tuner. They have sent aHFNIRR reader two
1800 pF capacitors with instructions to fit
be too 'wet', acoustically, and this became
obvious when the announcer's voice from Los
these on acircuit board, and I
will be commenting on any changes in tuner performance next
Angeles came on at the end bathed in echo.
month. In the meantime, Ihear that several
After afew seconds of this someone at Broadcasting House evidently woke up to what was
Japanese tuner manufacturers are working
happening, and took the echo away. On
very hard on removing the problem ( see FM
returning to the main continuity, listeners
Radio, October 1982) from their latest designs.
heard the BBC admit that the first movement
The Quad and Revox models have been faulthad been reproduced from tape, but no
less in this area, which only emphasises that
apology was made concerning the left/right
all tuners should ideally have properly
designed multiplex filters built in, rather than
reversal.
Ifeel most strongly about this dreadful
only a19kHz phase cancellation circuit.
assault on Radio 3listeners' ears, which can
Very recently Ihave been looking at a
only be classed as an outrage. It is difficult to
problem which may very well be relevant to
tell whether the distortion and bad signal to
FM tuner front-end design. A rather strange
noise ratio were due tothe NPR relaytoWNYC,
limitation of dynamic range in afront-end can
or whether WNYC was mucking around, or
be caused by what is termed ' reciprocal
whether the problem was on the satellite link
mixing'. This effect is caused when the sideacross the Atlantic, combined with sleepy or
bands of a noisy local oscillator, such as a
synthesised one, or apoorly designed circuit,
incompetent or possibly inattentive British
beat with a very strong signal that is fairly
Telecom engineers. At their very best, some

Angus McKenzie
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close in frequency to the required station. It
could arisefor example when you aretrying to
receive a 10
weak mono signal (which
should be of entertainment value) in the
presence of a 10mV or even stronger signal,
perhaps 0.5-1 MHz off-channel. The strong
station does not itself get past the intermediate
frequency filter, but it beats with noise at the
same spacing away from the local oscillator,
which results in increased background noise
below the required station. A degradation of
several dB signal to noise ratio can result,
which is equivalentto degrading the front-end
noise figure (
le 30dB IHF rating).
Testing for this problem is exceptionally
difficult, but both my friend Gordon King and
the BBC are encouraging me to have ago at
measuring it, which will entail the use of a
specially designed very quiet crystal-controlled oscillator to represent the off-channel
signal. Rather surprisingly, some old but good
valve generators operating on VHF are
actually better for eliminating off-frequency
noisethan many of today's luxurious and very
expensive transistorised generators. My old
Marconi 995 is actually better in justthis single
parameter than aHewlett Packard 8640B, or
even the latest Marconi 2019,which is better in
all other respects. Although it is possible that I
might be raising ared herring, we think that
reciprocal mixing is worth looking at, for it
could explain the occasional problem brought
up by areader when despite his tuner having a
good RFIM and selectivity and apparently very
good laboratory measured input sensitivity
weak signals seem to be poorly reproduced.
While on my recent visit to the US Inoted a
discernible improvement in the average
quality reproduced from Colorado state
classical FM radio stations. Ienquired about
this, and was told that the American FCC have
been encouraged fairly forcibly classical
music stations to use less limiting, and thus an
increased dynamic range. My wife and I
drove
several hundred miles around the state, and
for much of thetimeduring thedaywe listened
to classical music stereo broadcasts. At best
the sound was not too bad, but even more
interesting was the appropriate programming
of amixture of symphonic music interwoven
with the odd piece of chamber music. Although
much wasfrom discs, afew programmes were
from tape, and I heard many unusual
symphonic works, which I
greatly enjoyed. As
much as Ienjoy chamber music, there seems
to betoo much of it on Radio 3, and not enough
symphonic and ballet music during the day.
It seems odd that in the US there is so much
more needle time allowed, but apparently in
the States the charge for taping asymphony
concert for deferred broadcasting is rather
more than transmitting it live over adreadful
relay, even including all the cost of this. This
situation seems totally crazy, for the performance is the same, and atape can always be
wiped in the presence of aunion representative immediately after transmission, being
sealed also if necessary until it has to be
checked at some time before transmission
and then resealed until the transmission to
prevent any illicit copying. Would some kind
reader please suggest this to the US unions
and orchestral managements for we would be
very grateful in the UK.

e
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ASTEP BEYOND EXTRAORDINARY
V15 Type V

Lowest effective mass ever using new Beryllium
Technology for unsurpassed fidelity Féatures include
hyperelliptical stylus tip, dynamic stabilizer, electrostatic.
neptralizer, side-guard protection and Duo Point
alignment system for optimum musk retrieval from all
your records.

M97HE

asho 1
the Arm.
No matter how much or how little you've spent on
your audio system, upgrade the cartridge and you'll
upgrade the sound you get.
But with so many cartridges to choose from, how do
you solve the problem of making the be stchoi
ce ?

Simple — with 'the Shure Solution:
In the Shure range you'll find acartridge perfectly
matched to your hi-fi; acartridge that will improve the
performance of even the very best system; and acartridge
priced so that you can spend whatever you think your
audio's worth.

Top of the line features and
excellent performance at an
intermediate price Features •
include hyperelliptical tip •
dynamic stabilizer, electrostatic neutralizer, telescoped
shank and side-guard protection.

M97E1
Features as M97HE but designed for systems requiring a
heavier tracking force and equipped with abiradial stylu
tip.

M95HE
Outstanding performance in a
mid-priced cartridge.•Features
hyperelliptical stylus tip, high
trackability, flat frequency
response and low loss/high
output magnetic pole pieces.

M75HE Type 2
High trackability and excellent ,
performance for the person on a .•
budget. Lowest ever price for a «
hyperelliptical tip cartridge.

M75ED Type 2
'High trackability and performance for law cost.
Specification as P475HE but with nude biradial tip.

M75E1 Type 2
Optimum trackability and performance Combined with elliptical tip and heavier tracking force for systems
with this requirement. Realistically- priced.

M75-6S
Ever popular, easy clip-on feature,
fitted as standard by manufacturers
of music systems and record players
all around the world. Spherical
diamond tip stylus.

M70E1
Modestly priced with truly noteworthy
performance at 112to 3grams
tracking force. Biradial stylus.

the

SHUE

A BETTER CARTRIDGE- A BETTER SOUND.
For apersonal recommendation contad
Shure Electronics Ltd, Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6AU Tel. 0622 59881.

11170B .
Outstanding performance at an economical price.
Tracking force of 11 2to 3grams. Spherical tipped stylus.

See your
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READERS PROBLEMS
cartridge, although the equipment functions
satisfactorily on both tape and radio.
Having taken all the steps which seem
practicable, Iam at my wits'-end to find a
solution to this problem. Could you please
suggest other areas for investigation, and do
you think it possible that the magnet in the
direct-drive system may be adversely affecting
the magnetic cartridge, even though it had not
previously given trouble?
G.A.J. Hockley, Essex
Whenever a signal disappears or becomes
intermittently distorted, it is wise to work back
through the system in an ordinary manner,
starting from that point in the chain where the
fault first appears. Thus if one channel went
silent on all inputs, the first step would be to
swap the two loudspeakers in order to clear
these before going back to the amplifier; and
then, in the case of separate power and
preamplifiers, to swap the L=R feeds in the
signal .connection between control unit and
poweramp, to clearthe latterbefore investigating the former. Alternatively, if the left or right
channel went silent on one source only (the
other inputs being OK), doing aLIR swap at
that particular input would show whether the
missing channel arose within or before the
amplifier.
In your case, as the radio and tape inputs are
operative, it certainly looks as if the PU signal
is getting lost somewhere between the cartridge and those stages in the control unit
which are common to all inputs. This
assumes, of course, that the new V151V is not
faulty, although the fact that the stylus emits a
certain amount of direct acoustic sound from
modulated grooves (what you call 'source
material audible at the cartridge') is no
guaranteethat electrical signals areappearing
at the cartridge's connecting pins.
It is apity that you went to such expensive
extremes at the outset, but we suggest that
Tracing aMissing Signal
you now proceed as follows— Unplug the PU
lead from the 33, turn down the volume, and
DearSir, My record- playing equipment compby means of avery fine screwdriver or similar
rises a Technics 150 direct-drive turntable,
slim conductive device which can be held in
SME 300911(improved) with fluid damper, and
the hand (apiece ofbarewire would do), touch
Quad 33/303. Until recently Iused a Shure
the various contact pins in the PU input socket
V15/11 (I have now purchased aV15/V) and this
whilst gently raising the volume setting —
combination has given me trouble-free
with the preampswitched to disc. If everything
pleasure for several years. Last April, however,
is correct you should find that the relevant two
while playing a record with the V15/11, the
signal connectors in the socket will produce
sound from one channel suddenly became
some hum in the LH and RH speakers respeccoarse. There was no improvement after
tively when youare making contact with them.
cleaning the stylus, and Istopped the equipIf there is silence, even at a high volume
ment. A few days later the same phenomenon
setting, it would seem likely that the fault must
occurred on both channels, and persisted, so
lie in the Quad control unit's disc input circuit.
that I
had to discontinue use of the equipment.
If, on the other hand, you get some responseat
I
sent the cartridge to Shure for examination,
these points, this would indicate that the PU
and they reported that it was not faulty. I
then
signal is not arriving at the socket, which could
sent the.disc adapter board ( and subsequently
be due to leads, contacts, or the cartridge. The
the 33) to Quad, who reported that neither was
next step is to disconnect the cartridge by
faulty. Unfortunately I
had damaged the stylus
removing the four push-on lugs, and go back
of the V15/41 when removing it from the SME
stage-by-stage from the preamp, first
headshell, and was unable to use the 33 after
touching the contact pins at the PU arm end of
its return. On the assumption that the
cartridge and the amplifier were not faulty, I the lead (with it plugged in at the 33), then the
headshell lugs. If the system is still sensitiveto
sent the arm to SME for service and ( probably
un necessarily) had it internally rewired, and
touch-induced hum at the lugs, which are
normally connected to the cartridge, then the
purchased anew arm/amplifier lead.
Ifitted the V15/V to the serviced SME and
latter must itself be at fault.
Finally, we think it highly improbable that
balanced the arm with meticulous care, but
when Iplayed adisc the speakers were silent,
mechanism caused the problem.
although the source material was audible at
One wag did suggest that maybe the rotating
poles of adirect-drive motor might demagnethe cartridge. Ihave carefully checked all my
wiring, and ensured that all plugs have been
tise the cartridge generator overa long period
of time, but this, frankly, strikes us as unlikely.
fully inserted. Clearly, afault is preventing the
Any suggestions?
amplification of the signal beyond the

capacitor combination maintains DC protection.
You can solder the additional capacitor on .the
back of each pcb.
Jung adds 5µF and 0.47µF capacitors
Dear Sir, As the proud owner of aHafler DHacross each of the 10,000µF power supply
101/200 combination Iwas very interested to
electrolytics to maintain a low source imread of Ivor Humphreys' modifications to the
pedance at HF. Iused 3.3µF with 0.47µF high
power amp in Gordon King's review of the
voltage (need to be 100V working really)
new DH- 110 preamp in your November issue.
polyesters because that's all Icould find.
Could you please elaborate.
(Marsha/Is in Edgware Road used to stock
Phillip Jolly, Birmingham
these.) These are easy mods to implement,
but to raise the quiescent current to achieve
The Ha fier amps are very splendid and
although Iperiodically try out other things I class-A working for low-level signals you
need access to adecent multimeter which can
am always content to go back to them. The
measure DC currents up to 500mA. To reset
most instructive experience Ihad with the
this, one channel at a time, remove the
DH-200 in this respect was towards the end of
'positive' line fuse from the pair of fuses
a substantially long loan of a Marantz SM6
appropriate to the channel in question and
class -A or -8 (svvitchable) power amp. At the
connect the meter in its place. Switch on the
time I was using a Ruby Karat Ilttokl
power amp and keeping well clear of the
Systemdek, Meridian 101 preamp and B&W
mains wiring (remember that the mains goes
801 monitors. We had amusical but non hi-fi
via the two thermal cut-outs on the heatorientated friend staying with us one
sinks), you should note areading of around
weekend and! took the opportunity to use an
250mA. With the amp switched on adjust the
extra pair of unbiased ears.
present on the pcb itself until you get areading
In its class-Bmode the Marantz was almost
of around 420mA. Disconnect the mains and
indistinguishable from
the unmodified
the meter and replace the fuse. Repeat this
Hafler, but on low level program material
procedure for the other channel The amp will
differences were discernible when switching
now run a lot warmer so needs to be adebetween the two Marantz modes and
quately ventilated.
between the Marantz in class-A and the
A word of warning. Any modifications of
Hafler. The class-A quite clearly had the edge
this nature automatically invalidate the
in its ability to convey subtle details in the
guarantee, and Howland West will probably
orchestral texture. Whether this is due to the
low level crossover artefacts of class-B not be favourably disposed towards requests to
sort out units damaged as aresult. If you do
operation or due to the more or less constant
carry out the mods, please do take great care
(ie, signal independent) demands on the
of the mains — we can't afford to lose
power supply in class-A, I don't know;
readers!
Ivor Humphreys
perhaps it is due to both. Anyway, it was that
experience which led me to look more closely
* Back issues of The Audio Amateur are
at the mods described by Walt Jung in the
available from Leazings, Leafield, Oxford
OX8 5PG.

Hefter DH-200 Modifications

Audio Amateur.* Jung goes to quite radical
lengths and what really amounts to acomplete
rebuild of amp. Being less courageous, I
elected to do a sort-of precis of his mods,
selecting a few Ithought most likley to have
an audible (rather than a psychological!)
effect on the sound quality. These were
outlined by Gordon King in our November
issue.
Replacing the input capacitor, Cl, with a
shorting wire link was something ! read about
in another American underground mag, but it
is safer instead to add a 0.3311F polyester
capacitor across, ie, in parallel with, the
existing 1012.F electrolytic. I've tried this both
ways and can't in all honesty tell the
difference. With the wire link any DC coming
out of the preamp in, say, afault condition will
be amplified accordingly and could burn out
the speaker coil windings, whereas the
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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Provides everything
that the serious music
listener needs to obtain
maximum enjoyment from disc,
radio, tape and compact disc
at the standard of quality
for which QUAD has been
famous for more than
thirty years.

QUAD*
for the closest approach
to the original sound

For further details and the name and address of your nearest Quad dealer write or telephone
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB Telephone: ( 0480) 52561

)1nevtrloolua
horn speakers
Adrian Orlowski describes atheory
which opens up new vistas
for practical design

A

TTACHING A HORN to avibrating
diaphram that is reproducing audio
signals is atechnique that has been known
and used since the early days of the
gramophone. The horn proper ( like the
musical instruments of the same name)
consists merely of apipe whose crosssectional area increases with length down
the tube, although historically avariety of
materials formed into different crosssectional shapes have been used to
construct them. But the result, when adrive
unit is fixed to the narrower (throat) end of a
horn is universally known as ahorn
loudspeaker, regardless of whether the
driver is of the moving coil, electrostatic, or
piezo-electric type.
Advantages available from horn speakers
included improved efficiency through better
load matching to the air, particularly at the
lower frequencies of their working range,
over direct radiating types. This, together
with lower distortion at high sound pressure
levels, has guaranteed them arestricted but
healthy existence in the sound
reinforcement and studio monitoring fields.
In the much larger commercial land of
domestic music reproduction,
considerations of available living room
space and cost of manufacture, plus the
alternative incentive of a ' mature' direct
radiator speaker technology capable of
satisfying even fastidious critics with its
quality of reproduction, has meant that an
interest in hi-fi horn loudspeakers with all
their complexities is viewed as something of
apeccadillo.
From the subjective point of view there
will always be room for arguments, with
proponents claiming better transient
dynamics reproduction while others point to
colorations, obtrusive resonances, veiling
and masking effects, and time/phase
distortions which occur in multi-way speaker
systems utilising one or more horn speaker
units. From an audio engineering point of
view Richard Heyser's series of AES articles,
the 1969 ' Loudspeaker phase characteristics
and time delay distortion', and the 1971 'Deter
mination of loudspeaker signal arrival
times', where he measured many examples
of horn loudspeakers using his technique of
Time Delay Spectrometry, is illuminating of
the problems in actual designs.'
With the exception of Heyser's work
(which deserves to be better known), this is
all common audio knowledge. Well known
and documented too in audio engineering is
the procedure for designing and realising a
horn loudspeaker to aparticular requirement,
usually acombination of efficiency,
bandwidth, and distortion parameters;
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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choice of driver characteristics for a
of the world depended on it. It does, though,
'conjugate match' with the horn (or not as
attempt to publicise arelatively recent but
the case may be); and the selection of
neglected analysis of horn theory 3 which
suitable expansion ' law' to obtain the
throws some light on traditional basic
desired resultant response at the low
problems. That said, it must also be admitted
frequency end of the bandwidth. 2Also
'that the analysis raises new problems of
controllable — to an extent — is the
practical design and realisation, and only the
response at the high frequency end of the
future will show if there is anything fruitful in
bandwidth, though this is an area where
them. But on the basis that thinking is both
much effort is currently being expended on
free ( in money terms) and enjoyable, an
obtaining dispersion patterns and apower
appreciation of new ideas can both be enterresponse such that when the horn unit is
taining and perhaps lead to new discoveries
integrated within aloudspeaker system the
in other related areas.
crossover is as sonically invisible as
Acoustic horn theory is held to start its
possible.
modern existence in Webster's justlyPerhaps it is the practical goal-oriented
famous article of 1919 which described the
nature of audio engineering that has resulted
useful impedance-transforming properties
on the one hand in horn speaker design
of horns based on different mathematical
having attained its present state of the art,
expansion laws. 4 It is here that the
but it also may have obscured or retarded
exponential law ( or the exponential horn as
appreciation of the fact that as generally held
it is usually known) is identified as having
to apply to real world cases, the theory of
extremely good acoustic load matching. And
horns contains some awkward ambiguities,
here too it is revealed that good bass
and predictive instances which match up
performance needs ahorn of large
dimensions. Webster's analysis was
subsequently extended to cover abroader
range of expansion laws, the next milestone
being Salmon's papers which mapped the
impedance properties of the family of
'hypex' horns of which the exponential was
but one. This family is generated by
choosing different values for the 'shape
parameter' T: T=1 produces the exponential
horn; T=0 the catenoidal horn; and T=00 the
conical horn. Salmon's results are useful to
the designer because they describe a
Horn theory; 'aproblem that
systematic way in which the acoustic resistance and reactance, and hence frequency
...would remain unsolved
response at the low frequency end of the
unless it could be shown the
exponential horn, can be tailored to suit
different requirements.
future of the world dependBut despite their utility, conceptual and
ed on it'
practical problems remain, which the
with acoustic reality only poorly.
following examples Ihope will manage to
(Though it could equally be argued that
convey to non-specialists:
the latter situation is the cause of the
1) From theoretical considerations, the ideal
former!) Nevertheless, even the most basic
horn turns out to be infinitely long! It may
thinking about horns still runs now ( exactly
seem alittle unfair holding this result against
as it did in the early days) quickly up against
what, in practice, is not that bad atheory, but
apparently intractable conceptual dilemmas,
examples in science where infinitely extended
even before one comes to the traditional
processes are postulated would seem to be
thorny problem of horn resonances and how
ipso facto unsatisfactory. The practical
to stop an outward-going wave from being
question that that theoretical result implies
reflected back up the horn at the horn mouth,
for horn design is how long does ahorn have
while keeping awary regard to how large the 'to be to be well-behaved, je not result in
eventual horn, allowing perhaps for folding,
significant amounts of energy being
will be.
reflected from the mouth back up the horn to
This article does not pretend to give an
form standing waves? And tied in with this is
easy and comprehensive answer to a
that nirvana of all those who have designed
problem that one speaker designer
with horns of ahighly compact horn speaker
waggishly said to me would remain
of great bass extension without horn
resonances — apossibility the theory does
unsolved unless it could be shown the future
39
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37 0 not entirely foreclose, despite the detailed
work by Olson into 'finite' horns. 6
Following Olson it is generally accepted
that the criterion of 'good behaviour' in a
horn, whereby mouth reflection effects are
minimised, requires the circumference of the
horn mouth ( considered as adisc) to be
equal to or greater than the wavelength of
the lowest frequency of operation, which
should be greater than the so-called horn
'cut-off frequency' — below which energy is
not effectively transmitted. Impedance
variations in the horn's behaviour are then
sufficiently small not to make horn
resonances aproblem. Conveniently also
the use nowadays of low output impedance
(voltage source) amplifiers has abeneficial
effect on damping horn resonances so that
their Q is lower than aconsideration of the
actual acoustic resistance variations might
lead one to think. Consequently to an extent,
difficulties in horn theory itself have been
tolerated because of the divergence of
practical horn speaker design from theory.
2) Initial assumptions of Webster's analysis
are that the wavefronts passing down the
horn are plane, that the horn axis is straight,
and that the horn is circular in cross-section.
Although these assumptions are not
incompatible, once ahorn is folded or its
cross-section made non-circular the validity
of assuming it transmits plane waves
automatically becomes somewhat doubtful.
While most writers have agreed that in the
initial throat section of ahorn the wavefronts

at different speeds away from the horn axis,
and whether the wavefront tends to adopt a
shape which makes it perpendicular to the
sides of the horn. Their conclusions ( mainly
uncorroborated) have generally resulted in
modifications to the way their horns actually
expand. So here too then there has been a
conflict between the requirements of horn
theory in achieving the required impedance
transformation behaviour and other known
aspects of acoustic energy propagation.
There is little direct evidence as to how
horns propagate wavefronts internally, but
research by JVC engineers published in 1975
shows acase where the wavefront is neither
plane nor properly spherical but changing
shape as it passes down the horn. 8 And it
needs pointing out also that Webster's plane
waves are an artefact of his mathematical
approach, and that strictly speaking they are
valid only for ahorn with an infinitesimal
cross section.
3) Using idealised plane-wave horn theory, it
is possible to make some attempt at
predicting the frequency and amplitude of
horn resonance peaks in foreshortened horns,
but in general these have tended to an
accurate fit with actual horns only at their
lower working frequencies. As frequency is
increased the predictions have tended to
show aprogressively poorer fit with the
facts. Consequently little is known in depth
about the behaviour of horns suffering from
resonances in the higher regions of their
passbands.

Fig.1 An acoustic space defined by acoordmatesystem in which the amplitude
and phase of waves depends only on asingle spatial coordinate x a fluid
medium whose acoustic properties are also dependent only on x (above). And
(below) the ideal horn deemed equivalent to the acoustic space having by

can be assumed to be plane for all intents
and purposes, the wavefront shape as the
horn opens out, and its shape as it emerges
from the mouth of the horn have been the
subject of disparate views.
Some have held the wavefront to be plane
throughout, and also plane as they are
launched from the horn mouth. Percy
Wilson's 1929 analysis, however, took as its
basis awavefront that remained
perpendicular to the sides of the horn and to
the horn axis throughout. And different still
was Paul Voigt's 1927 analysis which
postulated spherical wavefronts as radiated
energy moved away from the horn mouth,
but wavefronts of aconstant radius of
curvature propagating inside the horn —
which yields the so-called tractrix horny. What
has clearly influenced different writers are
questions of whether the wavefront travels
40

of their endeavours, though the location of
the difficultiés may vary depending on the
particular aspect being focused on. Hence it
should be very useful to consider a
completely fresh look at horns. To introduce
it Iwill describe afew pertinent acoustic
phenomena, some of which on the face of it
have little to do with horn speakers — or
even audio.
Many other fields besides high fidelity
have an interest in acoustics, for example,
geophysics and oceanography. Exploration
of earth strata and the oceans has required
the development of theories of wave
propagation which can account for
transmission through materials of different
physical properties, across boundaries
between them, and through media whose
properties, such as marine salinity, change
in amore or less continuous way.
Closer to home, acoustic lenses for
broadening the dispersion pattern of horn
speakers constitute what is effectively
transmission of energy through amedium
different to air, with aresult not dissimilar to
that which can be obtained with optical
lenses and light beams. Also in audio we
have seen ( Harrogate 1980, for example) the
Cerwin-Vega company use helium-filled sacs
inside their loudspeaker enclosures to
reduce the effective density of the air in the
cabinet and so increase the compliance of
the air load and reduce the system bass
resonant frequency. And finally, worthy of a
more extended mention is the transmission

definition identical impedance transforming and phase characteristics.
Fig.2 (Above) plane-wave impedance transformer extending from s7 to x2 with density parameter 0
varying inversely with x; and (below) the equivalent ideal exponential horn (coordinates transformed).

4) Where it is desired to design ahorn
speaker for awide angle of coverage, the
plane-wave theory becomes useless as a
predjctive instrument for determining the
low frequency impedance characteristics of
the horn. A wide coverage angle suggests
that the horn should have awide exit angle;
but this conversely suggests the emergent
wavefront will then be highly non-planar. In
practice this little dilemma has been solved
either empirically, or by computer modelling
using different T-values to produce a
hyperbolic horn which has the desired
impedance characteristic to take into
account non- planar wavefronts. Historically,
this is the reason for multi-cellular horn
arrays.
Similar conceptual difficulties to these will
probably have beset most horn speaker
designers thinking about the scientific basis

line loudspeaker.
In its modern guise this type of
loudspeaker has been based in the main on
work done by Arthur Bailey around 1965. In
essentials it places afibre-filled line behind
the drive unit which absorbs rear radiation
above acertain critical frequency but at low
frequencies produces augmentation of bass
output. ( It is, of course, not quite as simple as
this, but the complexities are of no import
here). Bailey experimented with different
fibre materials and eventually found that
long-hair lambs' wool at apacking density of
0.51b/ft 3 (8kg/m 3)retarded the speed of
sound to half its free air value, so that for a
given low frequency reinforcement
requirement the transmission line could be
halved in length. Theoretical work on fibrous
materials by L.J.S. Bradbury in 1976 has
since backed up Bailey's findings to the
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extent of confirming as optimum the fibre
packing density he discovered.°
The above examples have been adduced
to show that there are certain precedents in
the field of acoustic phenomena, and to lead
gently into the different view of horn
speakers that is contained in the
revolutionary 1971 paper by E.A.G. Shaw°
which bears the somewhat frightening title
of 'Acoustic horns with spatially varying
density or elasticity'. The title, though, is the
key. As the author notes in the introductory
abstract, the transformation of acoustic
impedance can be achieved — as it has so tar
been applied in horn speakers — by a
controlled variation of wavefront area as the
wave progresses. But it can also be
accomplished by transmission of waves
through amedium in which there is a
gradient of density or elasticity. What he
shows is how horn theory can be adapted to
encompass the second type of impedance
transformation, and at the same time
provide exact solutions to the wave
equations ( which the plane-wave ideal- horn
theory does not).
Shawthus pointsoutthatourassumption of
ahorn as enclosing amass of air is naive and
arbitrary, though arather convenient, one.
And in indicating how one might artificially
alter the properties of the air ' inside' the
horn, he loosens the constraints of thinking
about horns as solid-sided conduits which
must comply in their physical structure with
the equations describing the required
impedance-transforming expansion law. The
possibilities that Shaw depicts include that
of adrive unit which is unbounded in its
forward radiation ( like afree-standing direct
radiator loudspeaker) but has the radiation
impedance of ahorn since it radiates
through asuitable hemispherical physical
array which gives it those properties. At the
same time the chance of obtaining exact
solutions to the wave equations for realworld horns is one which would increase the
theory's predictive power and make it more
useful to the speaker designer.
The conceptual tension in plane wave horn
theory seen from this new point of view is in
attempting to extract alawful impedance
transformation from awaveguide which will
effect adeparture of the wavefronts from
that law. In Shaw's theory the ability to
design for aparticular density or elasticity of
the medium at aspecific location, and hence
the ability to control closely the local
acoustic impedance, eases that tension by
liberating the functions of waveguide and
impedance transformer from each other. It is
easy to see that this also dissolves the old
problem as to exactly the shape of the
wavefront travelling down the horn: it will be
determined by the waveguides chosen
•
independently of the desired impedance
transformation properties of the ' horn'. So too it
becomes as simple to obtain any given
dispersion of sound as any other one.
The approach that Shaw reveals is
therefore an extremely powerful one in
opening up the range of things that can be
done with horns, and in the potentially
increased precision with which they can be
done. It too frees the designer from first
wrestling with problems which are of a
philosophical nature and makes his task a
more straightforward one of engineering. In
this respect Shaw's paper is no less on apar
with Webster's 1919 paper as amilestone in
audio history, though because of the
different material circumstances current at
the time of its writing its appreciation will
probably take acompletely different course.
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Fig. 3. Curves of density parameter D against
normalised distance mx for spherical wave systems
with exponential horn impedance transforming
behaviour.

Shaw's mathematical method is to start
from the choice of atheoretical coordinate
system for the equations which actually
permits of an exact solution to the wave
equations— the tactic being basically that to
get the right answer you must ask the right
question! He then takes the terms for the
velocity of sound ( c) and characteristic wave
impedance ( z) ( both of which are defined in
the normal acoustical way in terms of the
reference fluid bulk modulus ( K) and time
average density (
p) and defines adensity
parameter D and an elasticity parameter E
which can occur at adistance Sfrom the
throat of the horn in the coordinate system.
With this he then solves the equations for the
acoustic impedance of the equivalent
exponential horn, which thus includes the
variable Dor Eat adistance Sin those
coordinates.
Those who are interested in the
mathematics should consult Shaw's paper
for the details. Here I
will only quote the
definitions of the density parameter D and
elasticity parameter E:
D = (
P/Po)'/2
= ( cozlczo) ,/
2
and

E = ( K/Ko)1
2
/
= ( cz/c.oz
o)
2
/
1

wherepo = density of the reference fluid
co = velocity of sound in the reference
fluid
Ko = bulk moduluds of the reference fluid
z
o = characteristic wave impedance of the
reference fluid
p = density of the acoustic space in the wave
system at distance x
c = velocity of sound in the wave system at
distance x
K = bulk modulus in the wave system at
distance x
z = wave impedance in the wave system at
distance x
and

co = ( K0/1 0)1
2
/
z
o = ( Kp 0)
So the next stage is to translate the
coordinate system into aphysical guise, and
Shaw shows that this can be exactly done if
the wave systems we adopt are either ( 1)
plane waves contained in atube of uniform
cross-sectional area, or ( 2) circular

cylindrical waves with axial symmetry which
can be contained in asectoral horn, or (3)
spherical waves with central symmetry
which fit the conical horn. With the
coordinate system translated into an actual
waveguide, all that then remains to be done
is to eliminate either Dor Efrom the
equation (whichever is not applicable) and
determine real quantities for the design
parameters chosen.
Since asectoral horn qualifies as such
regardless of whether its effective angle is a
few degrees or 1800 or more, and since
likewise the solid angle of aconical horn can
vary widely and still support spherical
waves, the possibilities here would seem to
suffice for any conceivable application in
audio. Nevertheless Shaw points out that
these three coordinate types are among alist
of 11 such systems ( referred to as Eisenhart
coordinate systems) and that valuable
shapes of horn may yet be obtained by
consideration of the others, which include
some spheroidal geometrics.
The important point however is that by
close manipulation of the physical
parameters of the medium inside the horn it
is possible to achieve an impedance
transformer which has the impedance
characteristics of the exponential horn but
which is contained in adifferent waveguide.
Fig.1 shows an example of the equivalence
of an impedance transformer described in
acoordinate system with a (Webster)
ideal exponential horn. This is
an equivalence by definition. Note that the
corresponding space elements ( S, dx) and
(S', dx') have equal values of acoustic
impedance z/S = z
0/S', and equal values of
time delay dx'/c0 = dx/c. Also that where
only the density parameter is allowed to vary
lie E = 1) the volume elements Sdx and S'dx'
are equal.
For the chosen wave systems, the
geometry is defined by the expression
S = Si lx/xiln
where Si is the wavefront area at adistance
down the horn of x = xi, and n = 0, 1, and 2
respectively. Integrating with respect to x
over the whole length of the horn to yield the
impedance function produces acomplex
equation which features aconstant of
integration B. In each case of n 0a
variety of density or elasticity profiles become
available to realise the transformer.
Fig.2 shows an example of aplane wave
transformer with spatially varying density
but constant elasticity. Since for asimple
tube the wavefront area is independent of
distance x, the ratio of acoustic impedances
at the input and output ends ( x, and x2 in the
diagram) is determined by the density
parameter at these positions. For plane
waves this parameter is uniquely
determined by the choice of the variable m
(the horn 'flare' constant), which of course
incorporates the horn cut-off frequency,
once the initial position along the xaxis has
been chosen. In Fig.2 the constant B = 0, so
that at x = 0, D is infinite ( an impossible
situation), but remember the actual input
end is at xl.In the fig, x2 has been chosen for
D = 1, ie the density at the end of the horn is
exactly that of free air.
The significance of that is that x2 occurs at
m/2, which means that the wave impedance
can be transformed from the reference cto
an infinite value in the remarkably small
distance of Àe/4rr, where Àe is the wavelength
of the cut-off frequency. Also in fig.2 is
shown below the equivalent ideal
41
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ROGERS A100 amplifier What is obvious is that the A100 amplifier
is an absolutely superb performer, and is abargain at £300.
CHRIS FRANKLAND. EDITOR OF POPULAR HI • Fl. FEBRUARY 1980
-still £299 + VAT but even more of abargain now that the

MCP100 pre- pre amplifier is included in the price.

Ns.
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ROGERS 1100 FM digital tuner
What the T100 did well to achieve, however, was the original

dynamic behind aperformance, allowing an exciting and
entertaining performance to be experienced. This caught the
attention and interest of listeners and led to obvious enjoyment...
There was no doubt that the 1100 was the best of the group
subjectively.
KEITH HOWARD.EDITOR OF HI-Fl ANSWERS. FEBRUARY 1982

Other Rogers products available are:LS3/5A loudspeaker • Studio lioudspeaker A75 III amplifier
T75 FM tuner.

tep closer to perfection

Rogers

Rogers
BRITISH Rin HIGH-FIDELITY
310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey. CR4 1HX
Telephone: 01-640 2172

BRITISH eie HIGH FIDELITY

IF
JORDAN

50mm MODULES
AMPLIFIERS
and
SYSTEM DESIGNS

TOTAL CONCEPT SPEAKERS
HIGH QUALITY KITS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

We are told that some ready-made speakers— at twice the
price — sound as good as the dB range
—but we doubt it!

JORDAN 50mm MODULES are miniature moving coil loudspeakers of
very advanced design. They have ahigh power bandwidth, very low
distortion and aquite exceptional transient response — acombination
of features unmatched by any other drive units.
JORDAN 50mm MODULES used as the basis of complete loudspeaker
systems achieve aquality of sound that has aworld wide demand and
which has earned them international recognition as being amongst the
finest loudspeakers available.
AND NOW—THEJORDAN AMPLIFIER. In order to fu Ily compliment the
detail resolving power of the JORDAN 50mm MODULE we have
developed asuperb amplifier system featuring high speed MOSFET
output devices, passive or low level crossover facilities and input ci rcu itry
to match any magnetic or moving coil cartridge. The amplifier system is
also beautifully styled in spite of being made in England.
PLEASE WRITE directly to us for full details of our products and their
many unique features which cannot be listed here. OR BETTER STILL
send r3.00p ( UK) or £5.000p (Overseas) for the JORDAN MANUAL
which provides an invaluable reference article on sound and its reproduction together with full details and drawings to enable the home
constructor to assemble arange of superb loudspeaker systems from
bookshelf to linear arrays having performance features far in advance
of any current ready made systems.
E.J. JORDAN LIMITED
34A Glade Road,
MARLOW, Bucks.
Telephone: Marlow ( 06284) 2526
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Four models supplied
with prefinished solid African
Walnut panels and grille foam, plus two
economy models with simulated woodgrain finish and grille fabric.
No veneering - no varnishing - no soldering - no electronic or
woodworking skill required. All cabinet components are accurately
machined from smooth MDF for easy assembly.
Kits contain all drive units, assembled crossover networks with leads,
wadding, foam/grille fabric, screws, bolts, nuts etc. Optional purposedesigned stands ( as illustrated).
Models suitable for 10-200 watts per channel

Prices range from £35.95 — £212 per pair.
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Details of the a range land many others) are contained in our
new catalogue - £ 1.50 post free (cheque, P.O., or phone with
your credit card number).

WILMSLŒ
11EMOLI
The firm for Speakers

`Me
0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
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N ELECTROSTATIC speaker from Bulgaria
to rival the Quad? Or are Bulgarians
speaker designers rather naive? And can the
electrostatic speaker claimed by Bulgarski
Radio in British patent application 2094 098
really be as new as the British Patent Office
believes? The Examiner handling the case
has not been able to find any prior documents
to cite against it.
It all looks very basic. A plastic membrane
is covered with what the inventors vaguely
describe as a 'conductive layer'. It hangs
freely in aelectric field created by two sound-

the last 832 years. So perhaps it's time for a
change. In future I'll be writing on audio
technology in general, with the emphasis on
what's new. But often what's new will still be
tied to what's revealed by the patent literature.
Despite sterling work by the Science
Reference Library, which is the science
division of the British Library housed in the
same London building as the British Patent
Office, few people still recognisethe real value
of patents as a source of information. In
America, for instance, they've coined anew
buzz phrase ' patent trend analysis', to
transparent electrodes. These are each made describe what we have been doing in HFNIRR
from a perforated insulating card with a for years, ie keep an eye on new patents in a
coating of conductive metal. In the usual field and predict likely trends. Predictably the
manner the electrodes and membranes are Americans are going about it with expensive
guns blazing. They are enlisting the aid of a
connected to a polarising power source and
computerto point up the trends. Infect anyone
audio signal.
in close contact with patents can easily spot a
The vague reference to ' aconductive layer'
on the plastic membrane, suggests that the trend. It stares you in the face. It's cheaper and
safer than industrial espionage. You certainly
Bulgarians haven't really done too much
practical research. Finding the right kind of don't need acomputer to tell you what firms
coating, that will cope with wide ranges of are researching, inventing and patenting.
humidity, is the real trick in electrostatic And, it's easier now in Britain than it ever was.
Patent applications are published, in their
speaker design. The ' invention' seems to
pending state, after just 18 months following
centre on some terminals which allow both
the electrodes and membrane to be con- their first filing. If the idea originates from
abroad, this can mean publication in Britain
nected from a single plate. But could the
only six months after the papers are lodged at
British Patent Office really find nothing in all
the audio literature to suggest that the idea the London Patent Office. Even the firms
themselves are usually unaware of what
might be just alittle bit old?
they've published in this way. They will
I've been writing this column, on patents, for
exponential horn obtained by transforming
coordinates. It can be seen that the
corresponding space elements of the horns
differ in shape but not in their volume.
The important result here extends in
general to exponential horns in the other
coordinate systems, and Shaw shows that
by altering the spatial density of the horn it is
possible to achieve exponential impedance
matching in afar shorter distance than has
been supposed by traditional horn theory.
The inherent possibilities hardly need
comment, though it should also be
recognised that this new theory shuts the
door yet more firmly on the fantasy of the
compact horn of infra- bass propagation
capabilities. So although shorter bass horns
are possible, miniature bass horns are not.
In the case of cylindrical and spherical
wave systems, avariety of values can be
ascribed to the constant B, which yields a
group of density profiles. Fig.3 plots the
density profiles in terms of the density
parameter D against the normalised horn
distance mx for spherical waves, thus
making it directly applicable to actual
designs of any chosen cut-off frequency. One
can see here the possibility of an impedance
transformer with normal fluid of D = 1 ( ie
free air in an audio application) at both inner
and outer boundaries. The curve for example
for B = 0.1 indicates an impedance
trar 'ormer with boundaries at normalised
distances down the waveguide of mx, =
0.288 and mx 2 -= 1.45. This transformer has a
maximum D = 1.71 at distance 0.58, which
would represent adensity of just over three
times that of free air. If the cut-off frequency
were chosen as 40Hz, the overall length of
the horn would in this case be just over 2
metres, compared to alength of more than 4
metres, for an exponential horn loading free
air, which is indicated by plane-wave theory.
The above description of the new theory and
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some of its results have been concerned with
variations only in the density inside the horn.
Shaw however shows that it can be
developed for situations where changes of
elasticity of the material are more
appropriate eg. hydroacoustics. Since there
are no audiophiles who listen to music under
water, Ishall not go into that particular
aspect of the theory! Instead Iwill deal with
suggestions that Shaw makes as to how
changes in density of air can be
accomplished in actual horns designed on
this new basis.
To vary the effective density of the
medium of air it is necessary to introduce
appropriate periodic structures into the
medium. Shaw's own suggestions are that
the density variations can then be related to
the theory of transmission through alattice,
an area of acoustics which is fairly well
developed. Thus it should be possible to
determine practical aspects of the design
such as transmission bandwidth, power
losses, phase shifts, damping, etc, apriori.
Two techniques that Shaw sketches are first,
the use of an obstacle array of immovable
plates with apertures which increase fluid
density by constricting air flow ( aprinciple
that is at the basis of acoustic lenses); and
second the use of aseries of flexible
impermeable membranes freely capable of
moving in the fluid, which increases its
acoustic inertance. Shaw notes that as the
density of flexible plastic materials is in the
order of one thousand times that of air, it
should be easy this way to achieve usefully
high values of density parameter D, eg a
series of 0.1mm thick polythene sheets
spaced at 1cm would yield an effective
increase in the density of the air of about ten
times. There may though be resonance
problems with such membranes.
Alternatively, adifferent technique that
occurs to this author, especially in

protest that an idea is still secret and refuse to
talk to the press about it, long after full details
have been published in apatent. Full details of
the Sinclair flat screen television set were
published in apatent while the company still
refused to talk to the press. For anyone with a
sense of mischief, one of the greatest
pleasures in life is to ' phone up afirm with a
stuffy press officer, and ask questions about a
supposedly secret new idea, on which full
details are actually available ( unbeknown to
the press officer) in apublished patent. Idid
this once with the giant ITT. 'Where on earth
did you get that information?' Iwas asked. " I
heard it from aman in apub" I
told them. As far
as I
knowthey are still purging all their locals in
pursuit of the leak.
In fact usually the last people to have full
details on any new technology are a
company's press officers. And then they often
won't understand it and be able to answer
questions.
Patents aren't the only source of hard fact
information. You'd be surprised how much
you can pick up from the in-house technical
bulletins published by some companies and
from the lectures given by their research staff
at obscure conferences. Recently Kodak
published abulletin on photofilm that doubles
as magnetic tape. Then the director of research
for Kodak, one of the most secretive companies, gave alecture with interesting insight
into their work on optical data storage. Recent
in-house technical literature from Japan gives
some eye-opening facts on vertical recording
and what it could mean to audio and video.
More of all this in future months •
application to bass horns, is the use of
fibrous materials. A variable packing density
of for example long-hair wool fibres would
enable the new theory to be applied in a
relatively simple and straightforward way.
Bradbury's systematic first investigations of
this approach which were mentioned above
indicate that at low frequencies the effect of
fibrous tangles on sound propagation is to
alter their speed of propagation ( consistent
with Shaw's ideas) without producing any
attenuation.
These, though, are only suggestions on
how realising these new forms of acoustic
horn may be approached initially. Undoubtedly once the new vistas opened up by
Shaw's work are more universally
appreciated, the imagination and ingenuity
of audio engineers will quickly result in
loudspeaker designs that are available on the
market.
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The Best of Britains Best

a Exclusive balanced double horn system ( pat. app.
for) matched to the incomparable Lowther PM6
twin cone drive unit.
Ill No power consuming, de- phasing cross-over
circuitry, no positioning problems, no
gimmickry.
II Arevelation in dynamic range, resolute bass and
sustained even response over the entire audio
spectrum.
Bicor 200 ( 72 x33 x25 cm) £268 per pair inc VAT
Cabinets — satin finished walnut
Literature and name and address of your
nearest Lowther stockist on request.

Lowther ( Bromley) Ltd. P.O. Box 28 Bromley,
Kent, England
Telephone 01-460 5225
Distributed throughout Europe, U.S.A. Japan, etc.

Rules
of the game
James Boyk* examines the thorny problem of assigning value
judgements to audible differences
XPERIENCE teaches us how to organize
our perceptions into categories, which for
greatest efficiency must be unconscious most
of the time. Sometimes, however, one
becomes aware of their existence in an amusing way. Iremember that when young men
started to wear their hair long, in the 1960s, I
sometimes mistook aman for awoman. As a
logical matter, the error was absurd: men do
not look like women. But ' hair length' was
apparently acategory my m ind had established
as efficient for the purpose. When it turned out
to be misleading, it gave way to new categories, but only after some weeks of errors on my
part. Had men never worn long hair, Iwould
never have become aware of the existence of
this particular category in my own mind.
1came across another example when I

risons, they would have discriminated
correctly every time?
The introduction of analogue tape recording
in the 1940s was marked by claims that it, too,
was perfect; and the same happened with
transistor circuitry in the '60s, at least among
those who measured rather than listened.
Whether the claims were true or not, the collisions of tube with solid-state technologies,
and of analogue tape with direct-to-disc
recording, have been fruitful for our understanding of the vexed relationship between
sound and measurement, and for our awareness of those categories of perception which
are my concern here.
Currently we see acollision between digital
and analogue recording techniques, which
should also give us much insight into our un-

was perfect. 'You will never, under any circumstances, no matter what the source material,
hear the slightest difference between Line In
and Line Out.' If this machine is indeed perfect,
it marks the first time human beings have
produced anything at all which is so.
How should we adjust our mental categories
for the New in sound reproduction? One
answer is simply to live with the New for along
time, the time being long, not because the discriminations are so difficult, but because the
categories allowing them must first be established.
Some may have no trouble making discriminations in any given case, of course,
because they have different and less easily
fooled mental categories. Iknow that there
were many people who mistook long-haired

Caltech, Los Angeles, California

ope
This cartoon by the late lamented Geoff Jeanes was used by
Quad in their advertising acouple of years ago. It seems to
complement James Boyles article perfectly

visited Greenfield Village in Dearborn, Michigan last year. (This is the Ford Museum's
collection of interesting buildings brought
from all over America and surrealistically
plunked down together where none of them is
in context. They might as well be replicas.) In
Thomas Edison's laboratory, we saw a
cylinder phonograph. The guide's talk
included the fascinating statement that
Edison ran ' live vs. recorded' demonstrations
with the cylinder, and that 1
istenders found the
playback indistinguishable from the live
sound! Surely, it was just that the mental
categories sufficient for nineteenth century
life did not allow for any sound that was not
live? Surely, after acertain number of compaHI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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conscious perceptual sets for the eval uation of
both live and reproduced sound. But, as in the
previous examples, the danger in evaluating
the ' new' is that the 'old' has shaped our
perception. If Old defects are corrected in the
New, we will notice that fact vividly. What we
may miss is the presence of New defects for
which we have no ready perceptual
categories.
It is only sensible to assume that there will
be defects in the New, whether the New is
digital
recording,
solid-state
circuitry,
analogue tape, or Edison cylinders. Iwas
therefore startled when an executive of awellknown company involved in digital seriously
claimed recently that his company's machine

men for women, because there were so many
outraged comments about it (the outrage
explicable as resulting from resentment at
being fooled into reacting to aman, however
transiently, as though he were awoman). But
there were many who never made the error at
all because they were not using length of hair
as abasis for assumptions of gender. So, with
any new audio technology, we can expect that
some listeners will not at first make the discrimination while others will have no difficulty in
doing so.
A danger, however, in simply listening to
the New on its own terms, is that one may
'normalize' on it. Normalization is the phenomenon in sensory psychology whereby, for
45
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Predictably the speakers in
Mozartt house are something rather speciaL
At JBL, we consider ourselves privileged to
have been chosen to supply the speaker system
for the Mozarthaus in Salzburg.
It's achoice which, in all modesty, we feel is
rather apt. Like the composer himself, we too
enjoy areputation for excellence. In our case, it's
areputation which is based on aperfect
marriage of advanced design engineering and
traditional standards of craftsmanship.
From our intensive research and
development to our painstaking attention to
detail in manufacture, every speaker in the JBL
range represents the sort of quality that has
made us the natural choice for professionals the
world over
Our new L- series speakers continue that
tradition with aspecification- from the compact
L15 to the floor-standing L150A-whose wide
frequency response and sensitivity produces
sound quality which others can only aim at.
For afree demonstration of the latest JBL
speakers, including the new compact L15, the
definitive bookshelf speaker, see your local
dealer soon. He'll tell you all you need to know
about JBL technology-your ears will tell you
everything else you need to know.

MOZART'S HOUSE, SALTZBURG

For more information contact your local dealer opposite.
Harman UK, Mill Street, Slough, Berks. SL2 500.

I1BL
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Your local
JBL dealers
THISTLE TV
4-6 Ashvale Place
Aberdeen
Scotland
Tel 0224 52172
DEREK GEDYE SALES
5A Broad Street
Mresford
Hampshire
Tel: 09627 62803
HOCKEN SOUND LTD
1195 Pershore Road
Stirchley
Birmingham
W Midlands
Tel 021 459 4242
TURNERS ELECTRICAL
42 King Street
Bridlington
Yorkshire
Tel: 0262 74775
CANTERBURY HI Fl
21 The Burgate
Canterbury
Kent
Tel 0227 65315
ELECTRO TRADER
19 Colwyn Crescent
Rhos on Sea
Colwyn Bay
Clwyd
Tel: 049248932
P&A AUDIO
98 Liverpool Road
Crosby
Nr. Liverpool
Merseyside
Tel 051 924 7287
AUDIO AIDS
52 George Street
Edinburgh
Scotland
Tel: 031.226 3970
PETER SCOTT
76 South Street
Exeter
Devon
Tel 0392 73309
HOMESOUND
145 Sidwell Road
Exeter
Devon
Tel. 0392 72814
THE MUSIC ROOM
221 St Vincent Street
Glasgow
Scotland
Tel: 041 221 2527
PURKISS HI Fl
51-53 Piccadilly
Hanley
Staffordshire
Tel 0782 265010
AUDIO SERVICES
35 Park Parade
Hazelmere
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
Tel: 92 37739
HUGHES HI Fl
7High Street
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
Tel 0494 30138
DESIGN STEREO
150 Narborough Road
Leicester
Leicestershire
Tel: 0533 541338
AZAT ( LONDON) LTD
61 Charlotte Street
London W1
Tel: 01 580 4632
SPATIAL HI FI
29 Tottenham
Court Road
London W1
Tel: 01 637 8702
LION HOUSE
227 Tottenham
Court Road
London W1
Tel: 01 637 1601
D. COLES &CO.
11 St. Marks Crescent
Maidenhead
Berkshire
Tel 0628 26755

UNILET
Compton House
35 High Street
New Malden
Surrey
Tel 01 942 9567
RICHARD REEVES
174 Kettering Road
Northampton
Northamptonshire
Tel 0604 33578
PEARSONS OF
NOTTINGHAM
Long Row
Nottingham
Nottinghamshire
Tel 0602 45761
OER
256 Banbury Road
Oxford
Oxfordshire
Tel: 0865 53072
J. KOCZUR
185 Yorkshire Street
Rochdale
Lancashire
Tel: 0706 42107
CRAIG HI Fl
13 South Street
Romford
Essex
Tel 0708 28902
HAMILTON
ELECTRONICS
35 London Road
Southampton
Hampshire
Tel 0703 28622
W DARBY &CO. LTD
Lockey House
St. Peters Street
St. Albans
Hertfordshsre
Tel 0727 50961
GERRY & GILL
THORPE
25 Trinity Street
St. Austell
Cornwall
Tel: 0726 5400
FAIRBOTHAM & CO
58.62 Lower Hillgate
Stockport
Gt. Manchester
Tel 061 480 4872
RED RADIO SHOP
11 Olive Street
Sunderland
Tyne & Wear
Tel: 0783 72087
SOUND & VIDEO
SERVICES
47 Victoria Road
Swindon
Wiltshire
Tel: 0793 487897
E & NF FRENCH
52 Dorden Road
Dorden
Tamworth
Staffordshire
Tel: 082 789 2252
HOMESOUND
36-38 Station Roan
Taunton
Somerset
Tel: 0823 73321
PETER SCOTT
162 Upper Union Street
Torquay
Devon
Tel: 0803 22884
VICKERS HI Fl
24 Gillygate
York
Yorkshire
Tel: 0904 29659
MIDLAND HI Fl
STUDIO
Royal London Buildings
Wulfruna Street
Wolverhampton
W Midlands
Tel 0902 771774

example, after the extended wearing of eyeglasses which make straight lines curved, one
comes to perceive the lines again as straight.
(When the glasses are then not used, one sees
straight lines as curved in the otherdirection.) I
was presented with an example of this phenomenon in audio when I compared two
amplifiers in arecent lecture-demonstration.
Most of us agreed that one of them sounded
more like music; but afterwards, an audience
member told me that he still preferred the
other. However, he went on, he also preferred
its sound to that of alive orchestra. That is a
person who has truly normalized on reproduced sound!
Rather than simply listening to the New,
therefore, one should compare its sound with
the original. This is the obviously appropriate
test anyway, by the definition of ' high fidelity'.
Accurate reproduction is the accepted
purpose of the equipment, and one naturally
tests accuracy by the most direct possible
comparison. (An audio version of what, in my
wife's profession of the law, is called the Best
Evidence Rule.)
Comparing reproduced with live music is
educational but difficult. It is aprime activity in
the first term of my course at California
Institute of Technology, and we quickly find
out how many unconscious conventions we
have for listening. ( For instance, the convention that loud reproduced sound isof the same
order of loudness as live music — with rare
exceptions, it's not.) Another reason that such
comparisons are difficult is that live sound is
so much more convincing spatially than even
the
best ( Blumlein-miked) two-speaker
stereo. As an undergraduate, I heard a
demonstration by Acoustic Research of apair
of AR-3a speakers onstage with the Fine Arts
Quartet. At some point in the concert, the
quartet started miming rather than playing,
and the speakers took over. Placed among the
quartet members and fed from an anechoic
tape, they excited the acoustics of the hall very
much as did the live instruments. With my
eyes closed, Idid not hear the changeover. I
don't think that AR-3as were perfect speakers;
I
think that the ambience accuracy dominated,
leaving me, like Edison's audience, without
any convenient categories fortelling live from
reproduced.
When evaluating microphones or speakers,
for example, one has no choice but to compare
with the live sound as best one can. For certain
other components, however, one can use a
bypasstest. In ourdigital audio listening testat
Caltech, the sound heard by each listener had
to come through transducers in any case, so
we used as areference, not the live sound, but
a 'direct feed' of that sound via microphones,
amplifiers, and speakers. The unit being auditioned could be inserted into the listening
chain and a comparison made between its
output and the direct feed; in other words,
between its output and its input.
The feed must, of course, be adequate tothe
purpose. Should one find that one or more
tested units could not reliably be told from the
direct feed by any listener, then one would be
faced with an alternative; either the units
really are perfect, or the direct feed is not good
enough. Once it is good enough that this does
not happen, however, the test is comfortingly
insensitive to just how good the feed is.
An informal listening experience in December 1981 underlined for us the importance of
direct feed as a reference. Twenty listeners
heard half- an- hour of music direct, while the
feed was sent also to a professional digital
recorder. After a short break, everyone
listened to the playback. By the nature of
things, any difference heard in such acompa-

rison must be adegradation. Yet one or two
listeners preferred the digital playback to the
live feed. This suggests a 'thought-experiment'. What if, instead of listening to direct
and digital, we had used the feed only as the
input to two recorders, one the same digital
machine and the other aunit which — to make
the point clear — we will specify as a ( nonexistent) literally perfect recorder? The output
from this second recorder, by definition,
would be indistinguishable from the direct
feed. But we would not have heard the direct
feed. We would hear only the playback of the
two machines. Those two listeners would
prefer the digital machine to the perfect
machine, and the experiment would conceal
the fact that they were preferring adegraded
sound. This problem can be avoided only by
using alabelled direct feed as areference.
In our formal listening test, designed with
these experiences and considerations in
mind, the decision to have a high-quality
direct feed as reference was rewarded by two
particular comments. Dr. F. Brock Fuller, of
Caltech's mathematics faculty, verifying
with me that equipment was functioning
properly before testing one day, said of one
machine, ' If you go down asort of recording
engineer's checklist in your head while listening, you would conclude it's perfect or nearperfect. But when you switch to the direct feed,
you hear that the unit has taken away the
beauty of the sound'.
The other comment came independently
from two listeners on the one day when tape
hiss — from afrequency- response error in a
line amp — gave aclear cue to the identity of
the machines. The listeners did indeed favour
the digital very strongly in this situation, but
the interesting thing isthatthey did not choose
it every single time. Their comment was that
both analogue and digital degraded the direct
feed, the analogue by the hiss, and the digital
in other ways.
Note the relative vagueness of the phrase
'other ways' and Dr. Fuller's reference to
'beauty' com pa red with the more wel I-defi ned
remarks relating to categoriestaug ht us by the
Old: ' recording engineer's checklist'; 'tape
hiss'. This seems indeed to reflect a lack of
clear categories for the New.
Digital audio is not the subject here; rather,
it is aconvenient focus for discussion. Twenty
years from now we'll all agree about the
quality of today's digital sound, as we now
agree aboutthequality of transistor amplifiers
of twenty years ago. (We do all agree, don't
we?) But in trying to reach avalid judgment
quickly, we must set up conditions and allow
time not merely for new facts to be observed,
but for the mental categories to come into
existence, through which those facts can be
assimilated and organized. Then we must
judge the New, not merely against the Old, but
against the ultimate purpose of both. In audio
this must mean either a bypass test with an
adequate source such as a direct feed, or a
comparision with the live sound itself.
Many have a different attitude to all this.
They regard audio equipment as aproducer,
not areproducer of music. So far as they are
concerned, there is nothing more to be said
than, ' I
like it' or ' I
don't like it'. Forme, however,
audio has atwo-fold value. It leads to careful
observation of one's own perceptions and
hence, deeper understanding of the nature of
one's being asa human. And I
find, asa performer, that my playing grows, both pianistically
and interpretively, as the search for accurate
recording and playback generates an everrenewed appreciation of the beauty of musical
sound and of the crucial role played by the
sheer sound itself in the meaning of music •
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CARINA II
The new Carina II is another in
the long line of highly successful
products from KEF. Good looking
and powerful, the Carina II has
been developed to meet the needs of
anyone with an ear for music,
whatever their taste, at aprice that
is unrivalled.
What makes the Carina II so
special? The large 33 litre enclosure
with its three drive units gives
exceptionally high acoustic output up to 108dB. A rare combination
of quality with power. We've
introduced aferrofluid-cooled high
frequency unit to give greater power
handling capacity - up to 80 watts
per channel. We've incorporated 4mm
binding posts for more effective

connection with popular brands of
super cables.
And for those who like to listen with
the grilles off - we're looking good. The
new orange and tan front panel livery is
really stunning. If it's grilles on, we give
you the choice of textile or foam.
All this, backed by world renowned
research and development facilities in
the true KEF tradition.
The new Carina II - athoroughbred
of quality and power.

KEFL1

KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil,
Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP.
Telephone: Maidstone (
0622) 672261.

Another thoroughbred
from KEF.

SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

A tale of three Dittons
It is anumber of years since Ihave had more
than a nodding acquaintanceship with
Celestion's popularly- priced Ditton range of
loudspeakers. But during the blind tests on
last summer's Wharfedale visit Idiscovered I
had said quite nice things about the elcheapo
Ditton 100 (
HFNIRR Sept p47), so when this
and the 110 and 130 models appeared in the
editorial office recently, it was a good
opportunity to whisk them home for a
weekend or two.
These Dittons fit the expected price
categories of ( approximately) £75, £ 100 and
£125 per pair; it was a random but happy
decision to try the 110s first. Going from
several thousand pounds' worth of active
lsobariks to something ever-so-'umble ought
to have been atraumatic experience— ought
to have been, but wasn't; the 110 is that good.
All it did was again to ram home forcefully the
point that even a modest pair of decently
designed speakers can give afine account of
themselves when driven from a decent
source and amplifier. ( In fact, it so strongly
impressed afriend who was present that he
realised the first thing he needed to do was
get his Linn set up and updated properly
rather than change his speakers or multiply
his Naim). The strengths of the 110 ( and its
weaknesses to some extent) were somewhat
reminiscent of Mordaunt-Short's MS20,
which left me decidedly impressed acouple
of months ago. Such is the perfidy of logistics
that these had left me scant days before the
Celestions' arrival, so straight comparison
was not possible for me though Iam inclined
to suspect the 110 has an ' edge' comparable
to its slightly higher price and larger size.
However, Trevor Attewell is giving this very
comparison, in more detail and with
measurement backup, elsewhere in this issue
(p119) Iunderstand.
In a gross sense there was very little to
criticise, and there was certainly nothing
obviously unsettling about the sound. The
balance tended to be alittle 'thin' sounding,
partly due to the very impressively 'tight' and
controlled bass, though this is marred by a
degree of upper bass ( cabinet?) coloration.
The treble is a little prominent, sufficient at
least to make it an identifiable characteristic,
though thankfully the quality is quite good
and the integration with bass/midrange unit
through the crossover region seems very well
managed.
Ultimately, musical integration is the
strength of this model, led by the articulate
and well controlled bass. Though limited in
extension by the size of the box, this does not
impair detail too dramatically, though of
course the overall 'weight' and subjective
'power' is somewhat curtailed. The bass
output is ( just) sufficient to use the speaker on
open stands, but conveniently this design is
also able to handle shelf/wall mounting very
ably. There is adegree of ' congestion' around
the midrange/presence region, and this
seems to restrict the impression of stereo
depth a little. Overall, while not exceptional,
the subjective dynamic range seems consistently better than average across most of
the audio band.
The second Ditton to come out of its box
was the diminutive 100. This uses a ( presumably) cheaper tweeter than do the other two,
plus a plain undoped paper cone woofer.
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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Connected up, the 100 is another strong
contender in its price class, if not the match of
its larger brother. Whereas it loses out to the
110 in terms of integration, coloration, and
dynamic range (though not to a dramatic
degree), it is, overall, marginally better
balanced subjectively — less 'thin'. However,
the midrange seemed somewhat less even,
the bass and treble less smooth.
The 100 does make significant hi-fi compromises, though they are comparatively
innocuous and well chosen. Though Ibelieve
that for most applications the 110 will be
worth the extra twenty quid, the 100 is afine,
highly competitive performer for its low
price, and its balance could well prove more
suitable for alow cost system ( perhaps where
the bass is a little ' shy' and the treble rather
brash).
Impressed thus far, Itook the 130s out of
their boxes. Only slightly larger than the 110,
the 130 shares the same tweeter but has a
different bass/mid driver cone. This appears
to be wholly synthetic plastics, where the 110
uses impregnated paper. The 130 was the real
disappointment of the three: initially impressive because of slightly improved
sensitivity at low frequencies, one soon
found the bass irritating, qualitatively —
lacking clarity, information and smoothness.
The slight brightness of the same tweeter
shared with the 110 seemed to sound much
more ' exposed' in this design, and so became
an irritant. Meanwhile the sound through the
midrange was recessed and 'thickened', with
less of the integration of the cheaper 110.
Ihesitate to attach 'avoid like the plague'
epithets to speakers after a brief subjective
appraisal in one system and room, lacking
measurement backup. Nevertheless, my
experience suggests that for whatever reason
the 130 is as indifferent as the 110 is good —
odd, isn't it?
A couple of niggles apply to all three
models. Ido think it is a pity to use only
spring- loaded terminals, of the type beloved
of the cheaper Far Eastern amplifier manufacturers. It makes heavy duty cabling tricky
to use, and is afar less positive connection
than even acheap screw terminal. My second
niggle concerns the quality of the accompanying literature. The package with each
contains aguarantee, multi- language leaflets
of ageneral kind regarding loudspeakers and
their use, and asingle sheet of technical data
for each model: Iwas exasperated to find no
specific recommendations regarding the
siting of the particular models. Any designer
makes certain choices regarding overall
balance, and whether it is biased towards
free-standing or shelf- mounting applications.
It is surely more useful and important for the
manufacturer to communicate this than
multi-lingual specifications of limited value
(the weight and size I
can find out for myself if
Iwant to, not so the frequency response).
Enough of complaints; Mr. Ditton is back
with astrong range of speakers ( well, two out
of three anyway). The 110 is most impressive,
so much so that Iwould like to have tried it
against the inspired but idiosyncratic SL6
which has done so much to revive Celestion's
fortunes of late. And the 100 is almost as
strong, fully supporting my previous impression. Iam not going to go out on alimb
and award any ' best in class' accolades; the
aforementioned M. Smodel and my receipt of

a production version of the Akroyd 14L ( see
'Subjective Sounds' April '82) make this
unwise. However, Iwould be most surprised
if purchasers of 100s or 110s were anything
but delighted.
The bigger Akroyd
Fourteen litres gives this middle model of
Akroyd's now three strong range alittle more
bottom end breathing space than the very
promising 7L Idescribed last July. It also
makes it adead ringer for Celestion 110 and
MS20 designs in the market place. When I
first encountered the 14L in April, Ihad only a
brief audition on an unfamiliar system, but in
my opinion, it is probably still the best
compromised of three fine designs, though it
does perhaps lack alittle in terms of fashionable
styling.
When Iget the time and the space Ihope to
investigate Joe Akroyd's design philosophies
and activities alittle more closely, as I
believe his
company is one of the most welcome newcomers for along while. But this is meant to
be a column for short snappy reviews
(intermingled with a bit of homespun philosophy from time to time Iconcede), so Ishall
confine myself to the evidence of the ears.
Surprisingly perhaps the 14L scores best
through its early roll-off of the high frequencies, so that, subjectively speaking, the
bass and treble seem to match rather better
than in many small designs, avoiding the
'thinness' of both the M-S and 110 models.
Though not generally accepted, it stands to
reason that asmall loudspeaker with inherent
bass roll-off will sound unbalanced if the
treble is not rolled off slightly to match;
certainly the top end should not just be
allowed to ' let rip'.
The 14L is reflex loaded ( not my favourite
technique), but this can and does result in
superior bass extension for the cabinet size,
and Iam happy to say that it has been
engineered to give amost lucid bass quality,
albeit a trifle pronounced and detached,
especially in the recommended wall mounted
position. Perhaps because of the reflexing,
the 14L is rather sensitive to siting, and
repays careful experiment. If it is atouch bass
heavy, this is because the upper bass/lower
mid is alittle recessed, aquite tolerable effect
compared to the rather congested sound of
the 110 described earlier. The mid and upper
mid is very clear and detailed, if a touch
forward and inclined to some sibilant
emphasis. Frankly, Iprefer the treble balance
and roll-off to the more aggressive offerings
more often encountered.
Overall Ihave found the auditioning of a
number of cheap speakers in recent months
very intriguing, and am most impressed by
the quality that can be obtained at these quite
modest prices. There are plenty of differences
between the models, which at least shows
that the speaker designer's art is far from
superfluous. But these designs are the peers
of many more pretentiously priced models
and show how current market competitiveness
is resulting in significant advances without
necessarily a price penalty. My hope now is
that some of this frenzied and successful
creative activity will start to rub off on
products in higher price brackets, where
reportedly sales are currently in acomparatively
poor state •
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High-Fidelity Loudspeaker SS/sterns
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ.
Telephone: Rogate ( S.T.D. 073 080) 721/2
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Noise on records
has been found to be
generated by Microparticles
)with aminimum dimension
of between 10 to 40
microns). inpacted into the
grooves by the stylus Such
debris causes permanent damage. and
drastically accelerates record and stylus wear
cleaning the helical grooves properly with our unique MK 6Carbon
Fibre and Velvet Brush. kills static dead. removes all such particles and
dramatically reduces surface noise For further information send S A E to
E. DA. Ltd: ( Engineering Design Associates).
Hunt EDk Hunt
154 Clapham Park Road. London SW4 7DF
Tel: 01-720 7696'01-720 5449 Telex No: 27950 Ref No. 3885

READERS LETTERS
...about unrecognisable piano
pieces
From: C.H. Nicholson, Kirkella, East Yorkshire
Dear Sir, Referring to your October cover
picture note, Icould not agree more with the
last word. Ihave just received a ' digital' of
piano solos by avery fine French lady pianist
and, notwithstanding the fact Ihave in my
collection the same items, Iwas quite unable
to recognise any items played.
Yours faithfully

...about Compact Disc and loose
money
From: Graham Woodville, Aylesbury, Bucks
Dear Sir, Ihave read your editorial comment
on the Sony Compact Disc philosophy: it
appears that they believe that 'tape' has hit LP
sales but that CD will not be equally affected.
Imust ask: why not? Do they believe that
people will spend several hundred pounds in
order to buy Compact Discs at a ' realistic
price' ( sic) of at-El 0! Wishful thinking! Ihave
no tape — nor FM — and Iuse (classical) LP
discs only. I
suggest that only those with more
money than sense will buy an entirely new
system; the ' pop' group will not, they will
continue taping.
Imay admire the technology, but surely all
this development money would have been
better spent on improving LP quality and
reducing cost? The two big electronic
developments — video tape ( not for me) and
cable TV ( no!) — will mop up all the ' loose
money'. I
think Sony et al are being misled.
Yours faithfully

...about Compact Disc and sound
quality
From: Dennys Kirkman, Crawley, West
Sussex
Dear Sir, In the November issue of HFNIRR,
John Atkinson expressed a fear that the
improvements in technical quality which will
be available from the Compact Disc may have
the result that emphasis of the deficiencies of
modern studio and master recording techniques will overshadow the benefits of better
sound reproduction.
During the last year or so, there have been
several advances in sound reproduction from
conventional vinyl discs which could be
regarded as intermediate steps towards
ultimate fidelity. Irefer to: improvements in
turntables, particularly the clamping of discs
to asuitable platter material; direct-cut, low
speed and digital mastering; the ESL63
speaker; etc.
Having made full use of these developments, I have been comparing a wide
selection of new and old recordings and my
conclusions strongly confi rm John Atkinson's
fears. Ifind that Ican get more satisfaction
from listening through scratches, crackles and
pops to many early stereo records than Ican
from recent recordings with a completely
silent background. The advantages of the
former are amore natural depth perspective
and agreater feeling of being in aconcert hall.
Although it is more obvious on classical
music, many recordings of light and pop music
show similar advantages, some of which are
ageless in their appeal.
At the time early stereo records were issued
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there was no equipment obtainable which
would do justice to their potential quality.
Many of them were also made by some of the
world's greatest artistes who have not lived to
repeat their performances directly onto DAD.
It would be sacrilege if these recordings were
allowed to fade into oblivion before record
purchasers have had the opportunity to hear
their full potential.
Demonstrations of these recordings on
DAD through top quality equipment in hi-fi
shops throughout Europe would do far more
to promote DAD in the right quarters than
millions of pounds spent on TV advertising.
Compact Disc provides an ideal opportunity to
get the record and hi-fi industry back on its feet
and make its own contribution towards lifting
the economic recession, as well as putting
Europe in the forefront of the music business.
If it flops, it will not be due to the wailings of the
lunatic fringe of the hi-fi fraternity, but to the
short-sightedness ( or short-hearingness)
of Philips and the European software
manufacturers.
Yours faithfully

-.about positive disc clamping
From: William FPikher, Cranleigh, Surrey
Dear Sir, Thank you for such a worthwhile
modification as the positive disc clamping
system, described by Brian Stiles (
HFNIRR
November). Iown an elderly Thorens TD160,
purchased secondhand for £40, so Ihad no
qualms about upsetting Mr. Trayhorn at
Cambrasound.
I
fabricated the whole assembly out of brass
having considered the extra bearing load. The
addition of achamois- leather ring to the under
surface makes a fumble above a priceless
deletion a little less of a heart stopping
moment, and will keep all those records with
which the clamp is used, unmarked.
Icannot improve on the prose to describe
the audio improvement; just let me endorse
the whole article as well thought out and
something the average music lover can
consider without worrying his bank manager.
As a postcript you may like to know, the
clamp is used with a Platter Matter mat and
cost £25 to have made.
Yours faithfully

and susceptibility to absorptive effects due to
their greater effective acoustic area and more
indirectly coupled electrical damping.
Earlierthis year I
let adealertry anew design
of mine in his sales showroom, which is not
large and which contains quite a few other
loudspeakers. My units were not immediately
adjacent to the displayed units, much lessface
to face with others. There was astriking bass
suck-out which occurred over avery broad
band below approximately 200 Hz. The dealer
complained that my design had too little bass,
and he did not find my assurances satisfying
that, based on experience,therewould be very
satisfying bass in the home. Using arecord of
frequency comparison warble tones, we
listened to another system. My units, though
attenuated by the room conditions, still had
useful response into the 30Hz region, but the
comparison system peaked very noticeably
around 100Hz and fell to inaudibility in the 30s.
The dealersaid the designer had been asked to
remove absorbent material from his large
sealed box design in order to make the bass
more prominent!
When Ioffered to return with instruments
and a speaker of known flat response, the
dealer looked uncomfortable.
Yours faithfully

...aboutspeakers that are unwanted
from: Bryant Cockburn, Malvern, Worcs

Dear Sir, James Moir and Edward Hands'
article in the October issue on the effects of
speakers upon the sound of other speakers is
an interesting read, but Idoubt that those
involved in practising and/or advocating the
current trend towards one speaker ( pair)
dealer demonstrations or home listening will
be impressed. For the article fails to address
itself to both the ( objective) causes and
(subjective) effects these people are on about.
As I understand their case, it is that
loudspeakers, and for that matter telephones
and microphones, are reciprocal transducers,
as Trevor Attewell quite correctly points out in
his speaker review ofJune 1982, which means
that speakers can and do behave like
microphones when placed in a soundfield.
This is verifiable by connecting a voltmeter
across the terminals of aloudspeaker that has
been placed in aroom containing aplaying hifi system. Ifthis loudspeaker happensto be un...about unwanted speakers
connected electrically to an amplifier ie, it is
From: David Markle, Minneapolis, USA
open circuit, or if the amplifier is switched off,
there is nothing to sink the voltage produced
Dear Sir, Although it was good to see at last a or to damp the diaphragm motion.
Consequently, by the reciprocity factor, the
full scale discussion of 'The Unwanted Speaker
Effect' by Moir and Hands ( October HFNIRR), I EMF that has been generated by the incident
felt disappointed after reading it. As adesignsound becomeseffectively adriving signal, reer, Iknow from repeated experience that
radiating in atime-delayed form an amplitude
unused nearby speakers can have very
and phase distorted version of the incident
marked effects on loudspeaker performance.
signal over awide bandwidth. In contrast the
Moir and Hands compare the absorption of
structural resonancesor Helmholz-type cavity
a 12in. loudspeaker with the estimated total
resonances of other furnishings in the room
absorption, in Sabines, of room furnishings:
act only over avery narrow bandwidth indivinot good, because a typical loudspeaker
dually, and statistically each will be excited
ought to exhibit greatest absorption around
much less frequently. Speakers, though, have
a wide bandwidth and a uniform frequency
the region of its bass resonance, but the
response, and that is what make them
absorption of upholstery, rugs, drapes, etc.
dangerous to audio. That, Ibelieve, is the
should cover amuch broader band. Also, the
argument as to the causes of the effects. What
plot of voice coil impedance (fig.4 in the
though of the claimed effects?
article) suggests that sealed box speakers
Here, Mr. Moir and Mr. Hands' statement
were being tested for absorption effects, but
that 'when the differences are small... the
one would expect vented systems and horns
same conclusion can be reached... if pink
to exhibit much more pronounced absorption
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noise is employed as program material' really
will not do, especially if they are out to debunk
'just another magazine fantasy' ( no names—
though British readers should have little difficulty guessing who is being referred to here).
What these 'fantasists' claim is that the
presence of another loudspeaker makes it
subjectively harder to perceive or determine
the pitches of notes of musical instruments
that are being reproduced by the playing
loudspeakers. As far as Ican make out they
have never made any claims about audible
differences using pink noise. Also the authors'
use of the world ' small' suggests they are
referring to measurements, but they don't
indicate how small'small' actually is: — 20dB?
—50dB? — 100dB? And if they are using it to
mean something in the subjective domain,
they are prejudicing the issue: it has yet to be
shown that everyone perceives sound ( and
music) the same way, so it would have been
equally consistent logically to have said the
difference was ' large'.
It is easy to build up astraw man— knocking
it down requires only alittle huff and puff —
but it is surely out of place in amagazine with a
reputation for integrity and fairness such as
HFN/RR. For my part I
will continue to keep the
telephone out in the hall ( an extension lead
helps), and hope that HFNIRR returns to this
subject in the near future.
Yours faithfully

...about Enid Lumley
From: John Hone, London W3
Dear Sir, Regarding the reference to Enid
Lumley (' Letters', HFNIRR Nov), this lady is
obviously striving for better musical sounds.
The letters of her name suggest to me,
MELUDY LINE!
Cheeky, but appropriate, Ithought.

At £239 or £386 respectively for the loudspeaker hardware alone, the two DIY systems
are not cheap, and could be an expensive
mistake if they did not suit. It must surely be
unusual for you to publish a report on a
commercial product without an independent
comment by yourselves. Of course, the
reader's own pair may not sound anything like
the reviewed pair, due to any number of
variations in the construction, but at least the
reviewed product could be considered as the
best example of that particular system. A
review might be the only way that a reader
could form an opinion on a loudspeaker
system, because the normal advice to listen to
equipment at agood dealer cannot apply to a
DIY system. Elsewhere in the same issue your
reviewer assessed various commercial loudspeakers, which he referred to in terms of
'having a light but very transparent ' airy'
sound', a ' little hardness in the extremetop',or
possessing a ' bass ... in fact exaggerated
being somewhat boomy and 'soft'.
Such comments would be very helpful to
would be DIY loudspeaker constructors.
Yours faithfully
We understand that, aswell asWilmslowAudio
in Cheshire, London dealer Subjective Audio
have apair of the Volt speakers for demonstration. Subjective can be found at 2/4 Camden
High Street, London NW1. Tel: 01-387 8281— Ed

...about blunderbusses and the facts

From: A. McGhee, Edinburgh, Scotland
Dear Sir, Iwould like to comment on two
points, first, the cause of SME's recent
problems, and second, the continuing Linn
saga.
Ibelieve it was in your September Editorial
Yours faithfully
that Ifirst saw SME's problems attributed to
'an unlikely trend back to a blunderbuss
...more about Enid Lumley
philosophy'. This, Ifeel, is not strictly true.
From: David Snelson, Hyde, Cheshire
those arms that might be described as
Dear Sir, In response to Mr Williamson's plea
blunderbusses ie, lttok, Syrinx, FR, SAEC etc,
in the November ' Reader's Letters' for anondo not compete with the SME models, which
too-serious anagram of ' Enid Lumley'; in view
are much cheaper. SME's competition could
of the faint air of disapproval discernible in the
more reasonably be expected to come from
former, how about considering the said Enid
ADC, Grace, Hadcock, Mayware or Mission,
as one who might habitually
none of which are blunderbusses. It is possible
DEEM LUNILY ..... ????
that you were referring to arms such as the
Yours faithfully
Rega and Basik; however, SME do not
...about the unknown sound of DIY compete at that price level either.
As forJohn Atkinson's article on the audible
loudspeakers
effects of a telephone, and the subsequent
From: C.W. Richards, Clevedon, Avon
letters, let us examine the facts. Mr Atkinson
Dear Sir, Iwas most interested to read the
had ademonstration and was convinced ofthe
reports on DIY loudspeakers (from Badger and
Volt) in the November issue of HFNIRR, but I val idity of MrTiefenbrun's views. Messrs. Jay,
Skinner and Withey have not had ademonswas disappointed that there was no editorial
tration but they feel qualified either to dismiss
comment on how these two systems
Mr Tiefenbrun's views or decide it was acon!
sounded. What readers were given in each
Yours faithfully
article was a description of the philosophy
behind the design, helpful constructional
...about speaker stands and signal
details (surely to be included with the
systems) and the designers' own comments
leads
on the results. Such remarks, however
From: Bob Abraham, QED Audio Products
sincerly felt,as 'capable of doing justice to the
Ltd, Ashford, Middx
best source', or 'capable of comparison with
Dear Sir, Iwas intrigued to read some recent
any system in the upper echelons' cannot be
articles on speaker stands ( Paul Messenger
taken as unprejudiced comment. Which loud'Subjective Sounds') and signal leads ( CES
speaker designer does not feel his system is
Show Report, both September, 1982) together
the best within design constraints?
with the consequent correspondence from
I have every reason to respect the
Mr. G.A. Jolly (' Readers' Letters' October 1982)
judgement of Mr Hughes and his colleagues
and Stanley Kelly (' Positive Feedback',
since lam still deriving great satisfaction from
November 1982).
my B.J. Webb designed transmission line
Your readers may be interested in some of
speakers, which Ipurchased from Badger
the research carried out into both of these
Sound Services on their strong recommendasubjects by QED during the last six months.
tion. However, the problem was the same then
To measure the effects of speaker stands on
as now— I
could not find acritical assessment
loudspeaker vibration we constructed an
of the sound, and the purchase had to be made
ultrasonic transmitter and receiver and these
on trust.
were positioned together to act in areflective
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mode. The Transmitted signal was bounced
off the speaker and the phase shift between
the transmitted and received signal was
measured. With the wavelength equal to
period multiplied by the velocity of sound,
equal to 25s x 332m/s = 8.3mm. a total
phase shift of 360 0 corresponds to a
movement of 4.15mm: The amount of
movement was found to be extremely small ( a
fraction of a millimetre), but then so is the
displacement of aloudspeaker cone!
An alternative method of measu rement was
then selected which avoided any of the
problems from reflected signals from
surrounding walls. We then proceeded to
establish 'design guidelines' for the ' perfect'
speaker stand, of which the first, and most
obvious, was the need for more than one or
two vertical uprights to ensure that the
speaker is firmly supported. The second
requirement is the need for the stand to
dissipate energy from the speaker and not to
be self resonant. Failure to absorb speaker
cabinet vibrations causes energy to be
reflected back from the floor ( particularly hard
floors) making resonances more pronounced.
This endorses Mr. Jolly's warning to Paul
Messenger about 'spikes in the floor'.
However, we do not agree with Mr. Jolly's
solution which, whilst it maximizes isolation
the castors would allow micro- movement
(hence the current dislike of castors) and
therefore
impede one of the major
requirements of stable support for the
speaker.
The third consideration is the need for
intimate contact between the loudspeaker and
the stand. This reduces speaker cabinet
vibration but cart lead to new combined
speaker/stand resonances unless special care
is taken at the design stage.
The final major point concerns the coupling
of the stand to the floor. An intimate coupling
between the stand and the floor helps to
reduce low frequency vibration by improving
overall stability. Again, however, it can lead to
energy being reflected from the floor. This is
why Ifeel aLinn Sondek sounds better sitting
on a 'floppy coffee table' than on arigid shelf.
To
our
knowledge,
no
currently
manufactured loudspeaker stand fully meets
the above design criteria.
With reference to signal leads, there was a
suggestion made about 5years ago by Jean
Hiraga (
Revue du Son) that it would make
sense to use conductors of the same quality
for both 'signal' and 'earth'. He observed that
this produced aconsiderable improvement in
stereo image. The Hiraga method used two
inner conductors with the outer screen only
connected at one end. However, this still
allowed 'tribo electricity', frictionally induced
noise, to be generated. The 300 ohm aerial
wire referred to by John Atkinson satisfies the
Hiraga requirements, but leaves the cable
'wide open' to other types of obvious RF
interference
and
possible
sub-audible
interference.
The answer to the above problem lies in a
comment made by Stanley Kelly, namely the
use of graphite. Our work has shown, that
when compared to atypical coaxial screened
cable, agraphite screened cable wins hands
down.
[And now, amessage — Ed)
Don't worry, all of the above research has
been put to good use, and anew range of QED
Sound Definition products including loudspeaker stands and signal leads will be
launched at the Audio 83 show at Swiss
Cottage (January 28th, 29th & 30th).
Yours faithfully
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Whatever the reception
conditions, the sounds from your
tuner should be every bit as
clean as those you get from JVC's
turntables and cassette decks.

The T-X55 identifies, isolates,
purifies and sticks with the signa
T-X55
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It's easy to say what you want from a
tuner - the least possible distortion, noise
or interference and positively no drifting
whatever the reception conditions.
In other words you expect full hi-fi
performance.
JVC's new T-X55 tuner with the unique
Quartz-PLL synthesizer makes sure you
get it. As you tune in astation via the Up/
Down tuning buttons, amicrocomputer
automatically determines its signal

guartzLock

AM SENSI I FM
I
REC CAL II

DOWN

strength and checks to see whether there
is an adjacent station powerful enough to
cause interference. Then it determines
such tuning factors as sensitivity, IF band
width and FM mode, to assure the best
reception.
If the signal strength is excessively low,
JVC's Quieting Slope Control (the QSC)
comes alive to reduce the noise inherent
to FM stereo broadcasts.
You get spot-on tuning accuracy with total

SENS

I

TUNING

stability. Drift is banished completely.
Any radio station is captured at its best.
Once astation has been tuned it can be
entered into the T-X55's Auto Memory
along with all the tuning parameters.
Up to 8FM, and 8AM stations can be preset and recalled from the memory at the
touch of abutton.
JVC's engineers were not content with
the giant technological breakthrough that
Quartz-PLL synthesized tuning represents:
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YOUR GUIDE TO THE BEST TUNERS
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they also re-examined tuner technology
superb range of tuners at your JVC dealer.
from the front end to the oscillator, from
You'll be sure of agood reception!
the FM-IF to the AM circuitry. Everything
was done to improve signal to moise ratios
and lower distortion. Even the displays are
'static drive' to eliminate the switching noise
'dynamic drive' synthesizer tuners generate.
JVC's engineers have been so successful
the T-X55 has an amazing 84 dB (mono)
IVC is the registered trade mark ra
VI.arrr.rauran‘ ol Ppar,
FM signal-to-noise ratio.
your guide to the best in hi-fi.
Hear the T-X55 and the rest ofJVC's
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V-95RX

The V-95RX and V- 90R are made to be left alone. Tell them
what they're required to do. Then ignore them and concentrate
on your music.
These TEACs are bi-directional. They reverse automatically at
the end of a side, so fast that you'll never notice. They're programmable, so you can hear exactly what you want to hear, as
many times as you like. If you do have to interrupt these decks,
you can do it from your easy chair by remote control.
There is, however, something about these decks you can't
ignore. Superb sound.
That's because they're built by the same people who build fine
recording equipment for studios and professionals around the
world— people who really know about music reproduction.
The TEAC V-95RX and V- 90R: just pure musical pleasure.
Features: •Real- Time Reverse • Positouch Transport Controls • Block Repeat
*Touch Fader Control System • Built-in dbx . ( V-95RX only) • Computomatic
Program Search ( V-95RX only) • Three Heads * Three Motors . RC- 95 Positouch
Remote Control ( optional)

• "dbx" ts atrademark of dbx incorporated.

Barry Fox asks Fidelity to what?

The Sound of Live Jazz
IAZZ WAS BORN in the open air. The first
jazz music was heard from the marching
bandswhich played atfunerals inthe southern
states of America. After asombre trek to the
cemetery, they'd cut loose with some
syncopation on the way back. And on the
cotton plantations, people who really had a
right to sing the blues, accompanied
themselves with aguitar.
Jazz soon went indoors. Spirituals were
sung in churches. Pianists played rag-time
and blues to keep the customers happy
between bouts of action in abrothel. Others,
with more puritan taste, just danced or drank
to jazz in halls and clubs across the USA. The
absurd era of Prohibition, which spawned
countless illegal drinking clubs in the US,
gave more work to jazz musicians than ever
before or since. A watered-down and
anaemic version of the craze spread to
American high society. The rich ate, drank
and danced to amusic which few of them
liked. But it was being played in the places to
be seen. Jazz and swing reached Europe,
and artists like LouisArmstrong played the
Palladium in the '30s.
Somewhere along the way, and no-one
could possibly say where or when, some
people started to put the music ahead of the
food and drink. They started to go to clubs
and bars especially to hear jazz. So clubs and
bars catered for their taste. The idea of the
jazz club was born. Out of this grew the idea
of the jazz concert. If several thousand
people want to hear aband, why book it to
play for aweek in aclub that only holds afew
hundred anight? Why not do as the classical
musicians do and play once in aconcert hall
that holds thousands?
It's tempting, from apop journalism point
of view, to say that the idea of concert jazz
was born on January 16th 1938, when Benny
Goodman and his band played at Carnegie
Hall in New York. Unfortunately, it's not true.
Paul Whiteman and his band had been
playing prestigious concert venues at least
ten years earlier. The schedule for the
Whiteman band, an unending series of one
night stands across the North American
continent, would be anightmare even today
with air travel. The Whiteman band had to
cope with it all by train and car. The
pressures were enormous. They drove Bix
Beiderbecke to drink, and eventually killed
him. But the Carnegie Hall Goodman concert
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was special because it pre-supposed an
audience of thousands willing to pay the
high price of Carnegie Hall tickets.
In the war years and immediately after, the
giant jazz concert became an institution.
Norman Granz became famous for his 'Jazz
at the Philharmonic' tours. He booked a
roster of the most famous names in jazz:
Oscar Peterson, Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie
Parker, Ella Fitzgerald; you name them, he
booked them. Jazz at the Phil toured the
world, playing to packed houses in the
biggest concert halls available. Many of
those early JATP concerts were recorded for
Granz's Verve label, so we can hear how they
resembled the Beatle concerts of twenty
years later. The audience made so much
noise enjoying itself that it was impossible to
hear much of the music.
Logically, one could almost say
inexorably, the large jazz concert became the
giant open air festival. It's dangerous, as
with the Benny Goodman Carnegie Hall
concert, to put the label 'first' on any one
open air jazz festival. But it certainly began in
the USA. The music has been many times
featured at the Hollywood Bowl open air
arena in Los Angeles. But the Newport Jazz
Festival, which was first staged in 1954, and
the Monterey Jazz Festival, which began in
1958, set the sceneforwhat is today aplethora
of annual open air jazz binges. The Newport
Festival was immortalized in the wonderful
Bert Stern film Jazz on aSummer's Day
which captured the 1958 festival for
posterity. The Monterey Festival was also
preserved for posterity, in three films made
in 1967, 1968 and 1973. The kind of publicity
generated by these films, which showed
contented customers grooving in the sunshine to good jazz in pre- riot Newport,
Rhode Island and laid back Monterey,
California have spread the idea of open air
jazz worldwide. Festivals in the sunny South
of France, at Antibes and Nice, have become
annual events.
There are now so many jazz concerts and
open air festivals on the Continent in the
summer months that awell organised
caravan of American jazz artists treks around
Europe every year from city to city. This
caravan now takes in Britain, with the
summer jazz festival sponsored by Capital
Radio, the London commercial radio station.
Capital. which deserves every credit for

trying to bring big jazz names to Britain, has
been jinxed from the start. A tee shirt sold at
the last Capital Festival, held at Knebworth in
July 1982, said it all. 'The cop- it-all festival'.
The first year, Capital made aloss, because it
was the first year and aloss was to be
expected. The second year the festival site
was closed at the last minute, because
Alexandra Palace burned down. The third
year the Brixton riots ran Capital off the
proposed site on Clapham Common and the
organisers could only manage atoken
weekend at Knebworth. In 1982, at
Knebworth for two weekends, all went well
until, irony of ironies, Benny Goodman
threw aspanner in the works by refusing to
use the PA system properly. So most of the
customers who had paid £10 each, some
especially to hear Benny Goodman play,
couldn't hear what he played.
The Benny Goodman fiasco, which, it
should hastily be added, was no fault of
Capital Radio or the PA system used at
Knebworth, neatly sums up the
philosophical and technical dilemma which
now faces any big jazz event. In short,
audiences have grown too large for the
music they are paying to hear. With apop or
rock group there's no problem. The music is
either electronically generated in the first
place, or has been made popular through the
release of recordings made in awholly
artificial manner. There's no such thing as an
acoustical sound of rock music. But jazz,
played on acoustic instruments, does have a
natural sound which is only too easy to
destroy, once the music has been
transplanted from its natural, essentially
intimate environment.
It's difficult, some would say impossible,
to amplify asmall jazz group so that it can be
heard clearly by thousands of people in the
open air while still retaining its natural
sound and ambience. But to promote a
concert of big name artists now costs a
frightening amount of money, with air travel,
hotel accommodation, fèstival organisation,
security, sound and lighting, all in addition to
the artist's basic fees. The only way to pay
for astring of names is to pull abig paying
audience. And if that audience is to hear
those big name artists perform, rock concert
style amplification is essential.
It is defeatist simply to say that jazz
belongs in small rooms and shouldn't be
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heard in the open air or ahall too large for
the natural acoustic sound of the
instruments to carry with agood natural
total and instrumental balance, for instance
between an acoustic string bass, noisy
drummer and gutsy brass section. But it's
also defeatist simply to accept that every jazz
group needs to sound like arock band when
it is amplified. A look at some of the best and
worst jazz amplification techniques over
recent years provides afew pointers to
better sound in the future.
Starting at the bottom, as it were, many
small jazz clubs now adopt the absurd policy
emiking instruments closely, as on arock
recording. They then feed everything
through amixing desk and pump it out at
high level through an in-house PA system.
One of the worst musical experiences of my
life was hearing the fine Buddy Rich Big
Band at Ronnie Scott's club in London. The
pure acoustic watts generated by the band
were more than enough to fill the club. But it
was close miked and the resultant phoney
sound piped at excruciating levels through
loudspeakers which fired direct at the front
rows of the audience. We didn't hear the
Buddy Rich band — we heard an
electronically processed version of what
they were playing.
More recently Iheard the Rich band
playing at the Chichester Festival Theatre.
The theatre has an open proscenium and the
management has catholic tastes. At
Chichester you can hear Buddy Rich one
night, watch the Hot Gossip dance group the
next night and see Shakespearean theatre
the next day. Chichester uses aBose PA, but
it's a ' flying' system. The speakers are
suspended high over the stage in an arc
which follows the curve of the stage front.
The trick with aflying system is to pipe just
enough sound into the speakers to give the
natural acoustic sound from the stage alift
when it needs it. If the balance between
natural and electronic sound is right (which it
was at Chichester) the audience won't realise
that there is any electronic reinforcement in
operation. The moment you hear the
loudspeakers the system has failed.
Although I've never seen the theory
proposed in so many words, it's likely that
the ears and brain are fooled by aflying
system for two reasons. If the loudspeakers
are suspended high, and out of sight, a
listener in the audience won't see them. He'll
see only the band, without any
loudspeakers. So the eyes tell the brain that
it's the band, not loudspeakers that are being
heard.
We are able to locate the source of asound
laterally, because we have two ears, one
each side of the head, which each hear an
off-centre sound slightly differently because
the head acts as abaffle between them.
Location in the vertical plane is less accurate,
however, because we don't have ears on the
top and bottom of our head, as well as at
each side. So provided that the flying loudspeaker system doesn't draw obvious
attention to itself, by being too loud or
introducing distortion, the brain will ignore
its presence. You can in fact test this theory
for yourself by turning your head on one side
while listening to aconcert performance at
which the sound is being reinforced by a
flying system high above the stage. As you
turn your head and ears into the vertical
plane, the speakers will suddenly make their
presence felt.
Ideally of course, there should be no
sound reinforcement at all on jazz, except for
vocals and perhaps for the acoustic bass.

With abig band, even in amedium-sized
hall, this is perfectly possible. The acoustic
output of adrum kit, grand piano, four
trombones, four trumpets and four or five
saxes is far greater than that which can be
handled by many budget sound systems.
The only thing they will add is distortion. The
acoustic watts produced by even asmall
group, fronted for example by trumpet and
sax, is also more than adequate for a
medium sized hall. It is easy to forget that a
trumpet or sax can produce sound levels of
well over 100dB at ametre or two, and again,
it's likely that all abudget sound system will
add is the sound of clipping.
This has been proved many times by the
semi- regular concerts staged in the theatre
of University College School in Frognal,
Hampstead, North London. It's one of the
few places in London, possibly England,
where you'll sometimes hear the natural
acoustic sound of jazz. Bob Wheal, who
fronts abig band which works out of the
Watford area mainly for love and expenses,
bills it as 'the band that is not amplified' The
only concession to electronics is the use of a
guitar bass. At some small group concerts at
UCS, jazz musicians like saxophonist Pete
King have played without any microphones
at all. On other occasions other small group
musicians have insisted on having
microphones, and blowing close into them.
The difference is that between chalk and
cheese.
If your ears have forgotten the natural
acoustic sound of ajazz instrument, watch
out for the occasional Sunday lunch-time
concert held at ancient Burgh House in
Hampstead. The small wooden room, with
its superb bright acoustic, has agood grand
piano and is normally used for small group
classical recitals. There isn't amibrophone or
amplifier in the building. Once in awhile the
Burgh House curators let their hair down a
little, and book afew jazz musicians instead
of the routine violins and cellos. Hearing
American jazz pianist Al Haig at Burgh House
was literally like hearing him in adomestic
surrounding. Anyone interested in judging
the sound of ahi-fi system, and with more
interest in jazz than classical music, needs an
occasional fix to remember what original
source material sounds like at close quarters.
Burgh House in Hampstead is one of the few
places in England, probably in the world,
where you'll get that kind of experience first
hand, at the cost of only afew pounds at the

door.
The post war boom in big name jazz
concerts began late in Britain thanks to the
Musicians' Union absurd ban of 1933 on
visiting foreign musicians. When it was
brought to an end twenty years later, an
exchange deal was worked out whereby
famous big name American artists played to
large audiences in Britain, while British
bands that Americans had never heard of
played to small audiences in obscure towns
that the British musicians had never heard
of. The Festival Hall was seldom available so
large cinemas like the Odeon Hammersmith,
the Regal Edmonton and the State Kilburn
became the standard venues for visiting jazz
stars or groups. There was also astandard
sound system, mono amplifiers with afew
microphones, feeding apair of two-way horn
speakers one at each side of the stage.
Because the horns were efficient, the
speakers made afair amount of noise. But
because they were spaced well out at the
sides of the stage anyone in the audience
sitting off-centre heard acurious mix of
sound coming from the nearest loudspeaker
and the loudest instruments on stage.
Usually you would hear asolo sax or
trumpet, with abit of jangle box piano,
coming from the nearest horn speaker, and
the sound of the drummer's cymbals coming
from the middle of the stage adozen or more
yards away. It was avery disturbing experience and Ieventually gave up going to
jazz concerts in cinemas that had been
booked for the night between showings of
Lassie and the Guns of Navarone. Although
the theory is impossible to prove, it's likely
that the poor sound systems in cinemas
booked for jazz concerts around Britain did
more than anything else to kill off this once
profitable gravy train of artists and
promoters alike.
In 1979 there was abrave, but ill-fated,
move to do something different. The
Magnus Jazz Festival held at the Wembley
Conference Centre in October 1979 grew out
of Quadramail, Jon Soyka's company which
at that time cornered the market in importing
higher-than- averagefi records. During ajazz
festival held earlier at the Chichester Theatre
Carl Anthony, previously ajournalist with
Practical HiFi magazine, and now making
records for Linn's new Aloi label, recorded
several of the bands, including Woody
Herman's, in binaural fashion for Magnus. He
used asimple dummy head at the stage front
centre. A considerable amount of money
went down the drain on the Woody Herman
recording because there was too much
breakthrough from the high powered public
address system which had been brought in
for the Chichester show. But the binaural
recordings of the jazz-rock group Paz and
Humphrey Lyttleton's band were issued and
created afair amount of interest. Apart from
anything else many people had never before
heard arock or jazz band recorded, warts
and all, straight down into simple binaural
stereo, with none of the repair editing or
mix-down trickery that is now away of life
with multi-track recording.
It was in an effort to produce more discs of
the same type, but under close control, that
the Magnus team ploughed nearly £70,000
into afive day festival of musical truth to be
held at the Wembley Centre. 'At areal live
concert (without aPA system) there's no
speaker-to- speaker frame of reference...
there will be times when aquiet instrument
will be totally inaudible and
indistinguishable from the overall level of
the other performance...if you artificially
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raise the level of the performer you distort
the truth', read the press stuff for the
Magnus festival. At aconference held at the
Ronnie Scott Club to launch the festival (a
side intention was to salute 20 years of Mr.
Scott's famous medley of joke) jazz critic
Max Jones asked whether the PA would be
better than at Chichester. ' It will be much
better' he was reassured.
The PA at Wembley was provided by
Britannia Row. This sound-hire company is
an off-shoot of the Pink Floyd's recording
studio complex in the street of the same
name in North London. Britannia Row
regularly handles the sound at large pop
concerts and was hired for the first Capital
Jazz Festival, on the vast slopes of Alexandra
Palace. At Wembley, Britannia Row also
produced large volumes of clean sound. But
what happened to those original ideas for
musical truth? Did Oscar Peterson's
B6sendorfer grand piano really need close
miking for asolo set? Did Louis Bellson's 17strong band of trumpets, trombones, saxes,
Beisendorfer grand, acoustic string bass and
drum kit with two bass drums, really need 25
close mikes, with pan potted stereo spread
between apair of horn and bin stacks at the
side of the stage?
From the side of the Wembley Conference
Centre stage, in expensive seats (even then
costing £6.50 each) there was an appalling

amount of artificial reverberation on some of
the microphones, so much that
announcements were utterly unintelligible.
In fact, the most intelligible announcement
of all came from Gerry Mulligan, also leading
abig band, who addressed the audience in a
real live unamplified voice while the sound
engineers were hunting for the plug. ' Ican
remember when we didn't know what aplug
was' he said quietly; but obviously audibly
throughout the hall because everyone
laughed in sympathy. Personally I
would
have paid extra for the Britannia Row
engineers to unplug and go back home to
North London.
In the inevitable inquest after the event (for
awhole host of reasons aconsiderable
amount of money was lost by alot of people)
it emerged that the original intention was to
use aflying rig. This would have simply
reinforced the natural sound for the benefit
of the audience sitting furthest from the
bands. That is the system now used in
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Chichester. But the GLC vetoed the flying rig
because it would have put too heavy aload
on the concert centre ceiling. The decision to
use aPA for Oscar Peterson was made by
Peterson himself, on the understanding that
the microphone would only just lightly raise
the sound level, again for the benefit of those
in the rear rows. But the engineers, with a
history of experience handling pop and rock
music, cranked up the wick so that
Peterson's piano was feebly reinforcing the
loudspeakers, instead of vice-versa.
In the old days, the very old days before
the war, bands would record by playing in
front of asingle microphone. It's how that
original Carnegie Hall Benny Goodman
concert was recorded. Just one microphone
was slung high in the hall by Albert Marx the
booking agent and the sound cut direct onto
disc. Goodman, incidentally, didn't even
know the concert was being recorded. That's
why the band sounds so distant on the disc.
In astudio, bands still relied partly on
positioning and dynamics to get an
acceptable balance. The next stage
in the studio was to use more microphones,
connected through amixing desk, to the
mono disc, and later, tape recorder. But the
instruments were still loosely miked, ie, the
mikes were relatively distant. The same
technique was used in the early days of
stereo, and of course it's still used in essence

Does it really need this many microphones to capture an
instrument quite capable of producing its own sound?

today by the more purist engineers and
producers. Loose miking captures the
natural sound of an instrument because the
microphone ' hears' what alistener might
hear.
If you put microphones close to musical
instruments, they sound different. The
reasons are obvious when you think about it.
As well as the influence of the instrument's
directionality, HF will fall off with distance
(due to absorption), so aclose mike picks up
more high frequencies and alters the
instrument's ' natural' sound. But close
miking is useful both in the recording studio
and for the amplification of live music. In the
recording studio, the separation it gives
enables the engineer to record each
instrument on aseparate track of multi-track
tape, with the option later of altering, or even
replacing, the sound of one instrument

without touching the others. On stage, it
means that the sound system can be cranked
up to amuch higher level. There is less
chance of feedback between the microphone
and the loudspeakers if the microphones are
picking up plenty of sound from the
instruments and the gain can be kept low. If a
band on stage is miked loosely, then the
microphones will be picking up as much
background noise, and signal from the
loudspeakers, as sound from the
instruments. So there's arisk of feedback
which puts afinite level on the amount of
amplification that can be used.
At amodern rock concert the band is
miked up as if it were in amultitrack studio,
with microphones close to the instruments,
or their associated amplifiers, with as many
as ten microphones used on asingle drum
kit, one on each drum and cymbal. Obviously
the balance of sound between the
microphones now becomes all important. At
aconcert, as in astudio, an engineer must
try and recreate anatural balance of sound
from as many as 30 0r40 feeds coming in
from separate microphones. In arecording
studio the engineer works in asound
proofed room, listening through monitor
loudspeakers. At most concerts, especially
open air concerts, this isn't possible. So the
balance engineer works from abooth,
usually built on scaffolding, and located
centre front of the stage, in the middle of the
audience. Exactly the same technique is
used in modern theatres for musicals, and
pop concerts. The best sound you'll hear, or
more accurately what the engineer regards
as the best sound, is to be heard from
alongside the mixing desk in the audience.
Because the instruments on stage are
close miked, arelatively low level sound on stage
will produce aheavy dose of sound from the
speakers at each side of the stage, or slung
high over the stage. Although these speakers
may look like astereo pair, they are usually
fed with amono mix and there is only the
most occasional stereo panning of one .
instrument to one side of the stage. This is
necessary if all the audience is to get a
reasonable illusion of sound coming from
the stage. A stereo spread would sound fine
from centre front in the audience, but
distinctly lop-sided due to precedence
effects from the sides.
Because the main loudspeakers fire out
into the audience, the musicians can't hear
much of the sound they produce. Most
important is that they can't hear what the others
are playing. Adrummeratthe backofthestage
is, for instance, likely to hear nothing of a
piano several metres away, even though
close miking of the piano may make it sound
like asolo instrument out front. So the
musicians need on-stage monitoring, or
loudspeakers which fire at them, rather than
at the audience. In astudio, and sometimes
at concerts, musicians wear headphones
instead.
Ideally the sound fed to the on-stage
monitor loudspeakers, or headphones, is
balanced by aseparate mixing engineer,
operating aquite separate mixing desk on
stage. Usually this is at the side of the band,
just out of view of the audience. In this way
the onstage balance engineer can give each
individual musiciah the level and mix he
wants to hear through the nearest on-stage
monitor loudspeaker. But at some concerts
where the stage is small, or money is tight,
the on-stage monitor mix is balanced
from the main mixing desk out in the
audience. This is obviously afar less
satisfactory situation, unless there is avery
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Beyond doubt the world's most
technically advanced cassette deck.
A tape headroom expansion system called HX
Professional, developed by Bang & Olufsen,
gives you metal tape quality from ordinary,
cheaper tapes.
A real-time tape counter with adual
HX PRO function indicator showing elapsed and
remaining time, so you can plan recordings
right up to the end.
A computerised tape calibration system measures the
bias, equalization, sensitivity and distortion parameters of
each individual tape and adjusts the machine's own
recording characteristics to match them exactly.
A battery-supported RAM for storage and future

accessing of tape calibration data.
Dolby Band Dolby C noise reduction systems.
These are some of the impressive extra features you get
with Beocord 9000. They make your recordings better,
your life easier and (if you wish) your tape expenditure smaller.
Replay performance is amatter for demonstration, not
discussion, but as aguide we can tell you that wow and
flutter is <0.045% WRMS, speed devia:tion is <±1% and
signal :noise from >80dB (on chrome tape with Dolby
CNR) to >56dB (on normal ferric tape without Dolby).
Discover the full significance of Beocord 9000's
advanced technology by sending for our free 28 page
Design Story and copies of recent reviews.
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efficient system of telephone or radio
communication between the stage and
mixing desk.
It was ironical that the 1982 Capital Festival
at Knebworth should inadvertently sum up
the whole dilemma of promoting jazz in front
of abig open air audience. It was ironical
because the Knebworth 1982 crunch
involved Benny Goodman who, over 40
years ago, helped start the whole jazz
concert ball rolling with the Carnegie Hall
experiment. The sound at Knebworth 1982
was provided by the London firm, Asktam,
who installed around 30kW of amplification
power with on-stage monitor mixing and
main balance out front on the hillside, all in
text book fashion. The original Capital idea
of having two separate stages, as they had
previously at Alexandra Palace, had been
dropped. In asmall area there's too much
problem of sound spilling over from one
stage to the other. But this leaves the
problem of how to get asmooth and fast
turn round between groups which often
need at least aquarter of an hour to set up
their instruments; then the engineers have
to set up their microphones. Anyone who
has been to apop concert and waited
impatiently while the bands change over will
know the problem only too well.
Capital and Asktam solved the problem at
Knebworth by using avery large stage, and
splitting it in two. The sound system was
also completely duplicated, with two full sets
of microphones on stage, two mixing desks,
two banks of amplifiers and two pairs of
loudspeaker stacks. As one band played on
one side of the stage, the next set up its
instruments and microphones on the other.
Telephone talkback links between the stage
and mixing desk enabled the engineers out
front to balance the microphones roughly for
the band setting up, even while the other
band was playing. When the time came for a
musical changeover, it was only necessary
to switch from one mixing desk to the other.
The electrical changeover took less time than
it took one batch of musicians to leave the
stage and the others to walk on.
Inevitably there were problems, and some
complaints when an electric band was
followed immediately after by an essentially
acoustic band, or vice versa. The contrast is
too marked. The electric band sounds too
loud and brash to those who are more in
sympathy with aline-up of acoustic
instruments, and aline up of acoustic
instruments sounds wrong to those who
prefer an electric sound. The different types
of music also need quite different
equalisation on the mixing desks. Cranking
up the level of solo saxophone or trumpet in
an essentially acoustic group alienates
another section of the audience. Perhaps the
answer in the future would be to split
festivals into segments, each with its own
audio character and use sound engineers
with aparticular sympathy with the music
being played. And we're back again to the
possible, and perhaps inevitable, move
towards jazz tours carrying their own pet
sound engineers to get the particular
balance the musicians like.
It is, however, unlikely that apet sound
engineer could have prevented Benny
Goodman from wreaking havoc on the last
evening of the last day of the Knebworth
Festival. Forty years ago Benny Goodman
was the king of swing, performing with big
bands that needed little amplification and
recording with small groups in front of just a
few microphones. In recent years Goodman
has lost most of his original interest in jazz,
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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Above, the crowds enjoy the amplified jazz at Knebworth:
left, Benny Goodman decides to dispense with artificial aids.

only occasionally performing it. His main
interest now is classical clarinet. He has also
made no bones over the fact that he hates
the noise of amplification. He wants — and
more power to his elbow— an acoustic
sound'. But unfortunately Goodman insisted
on trying to achieve an acoustic sound at the
open air Knebworth Festival, with an
audience of nearly 10,000 people.
Goodman made it clear to the Capital
organisers and sound engineers that he
wanted noon-stage monitoring and only the
minimum of microphones. He allowed one
microphone on the acoustic bass, one on the
piano, and half way through the
performance, two over the drum kit. There
were also afew solo mikes in front of the
band. But all the microphones were so
'loose' ie, so far from their instruments, that
they picked up only avery small dose of the
Goodman band sound. This put astrict limit
on the amount of gain the sound engineers
could use. So even though there were 30
kilowatts of power under the audio bonnet,
any attempt to turn up the wick simply
meant that the microphones started
picking up the loudspeaker sound, with
immediate risk of deafening howl- round
feedback. As aresult Benny Goodman, and
his six accompanying musicians, played
what was essentially an acoustic set.
For afew hundred people at the front it
was adelightful experience; the first
genuinely natural sound of the concert. But
for the thousands and thousands behind

them it was an infuriating disappointment.
They just couldn't hear athing. Soon the
chant 'Can't hear, can't hear' broke out in the
audience. Benny Goodman grabbed a
microphone and told them ' Be quiet, and
then you might hear'. But even the drum
solo on 'Sing, sing, sing' was completely
inaudible from half way into the audience. At
the end of Benny Goodman's performance
the Capital compere came on stage and
apologised, disclaiming all responsibility.
Some customers, who had paid El 0for the
day's music, and claimed they had come
only to hear Benny Goodman, asked for their
money back.
Although it was an unhappy and
disappointing experience, Benny
Goodman's performance did achieve
something. It proved conclusively that
whether we like it or not we are stuck with
high power amplification at modern jazz
festivals. It was adramatic public
demonstration of what sound engineers and
concert promoters already knew only too
well. But there's always been anagging
doubt, amongst some jazz fans and audio
enthusiasts, that jazz music could and should
be heard without the aid of electronic
reinforcement, even at large festivals. The
sad truth is that if we want to hear the natural
sound of jazz music, we shall have to hear it
in its natural surroundings: asmall room
without amplification. But when you bear in
mind that atop artist like Oscar Peterson can
command as much as $25,000 (the fee paid
by Magnus for just two shows at the ill-fated
1979 Wembley Conference jazz festival) you
realise the absurdity ofthe situation.
Everyone in the audience would be paying a
month's wages for an evening's
entertainment.
Every few years jazz is proclaimed dead
through lack of interest. In fact if jazz dies it
will be because the successful groups have
become so expensive that they can no
longer be heard making the sound that made
them successful and expensive
'After writing this article/went to see what could surely be
described as the jazz concert of &Mime at the Royal Festival
Hall in London. The Count Basie Band, the OscarPeterson
Quartet with Joe Pass, and Ella Frtzergerald all appeared.
Reasonable seats cost £20 each. But the sound for this once
in alifetime event, in the natural acoustic of the Festival
Hall, was piped through two Altec 1204 horn loudspeakers,
one on each side of the stage. The resultlAnnouncements
were unintelligible and the vocarsound of Ella Fitzgerald
was far inferior to that you'd get from agood domestic hi fi
system.' OF.
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Nakamichi you join
ost exclusive club.
Although the most expensive Nakamichi Cassette Deck
costs two thousand seven hundred pounds, it is still
possible to enter the exclusive circle of Nakamichi
Owners for as little as £239. That is the cost of the BX-2 which, althouch offerinc
simplified features, functions and operation,
still provides reproduction performance that can
only be described as ' Nakamichi'.
The LX- 5at £ 539 offers discrete 3- head technology
for optimum performance with independent record,
playback and erase heads.
And at £899 the Nakamichi ZX-9 has additional
refinements in anumber of key performance areas
that will delight the connoisseur.
When you purchase aNakamichi Cassette Deck you
automatically qualify for membership of the Nakamichi
Owner's Club. A personal membership card entitles you to
take advantage of some very special privilege offers.
Join the world's most exclusive club at any of the
Nakamichi Dealers listed below or send off the
coupon for full literature.
A.T. LABORATORIES
191 Chasesde
Enfold Meldlesex
Tel:- 01-363 7981

AUDIO T
190 West End Lane
London NW6
TW - 01.794 7848

ABSOLUTE SOUND &
VIDEO
25 Queens Road
Weld
Tel • 0272 24975

AUDIO POWER
68 High Street
Wallord
Tel:- 0923 26169

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
VIDEO
42 Albon Street
Cheltenham
Tel 0242 583960
ABSOLUTE SOUND 8
VIDEO
19 Old Hof, Street
Headogion
Oxfordshire
Tel - 0865 65961
ABSOLUTE SOUND 8
VIDEO
60 Fleet Street
Swindon
Tel:: 0793 38222
ACTIVE AUDIO
12 Osmaston Road
The Spot Derby
Ts*. 0332 39/1385
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
13 Kegs Road
Cardoff
South Wales
Tel.- 0222 28565

&LAY RADIO
61 Charlotte Street
London W1
TM- 01-580 4632
BARTLETTS HI FI
175-177 Holloway Road
London N7
Tel - 01.607 2296
W.A. BRADY 8 SON
401 Snulhdown Road
Lwerpool
Merseywde
Tel - 051 733 6859
CANTERBURY HI Fl
21 The Burgate
Canterbury
Keel
Tel - 0227 65315
CLEARTONE
156-158 Blackburn Road
Bolton
Tel- 0204 22636

NOEL CLOSET AUDIO
Lenster Mews
154 Lenster Road
Rathmees
Dublin 6
Ireland.
TeL. 0001 961316
NICK DAKIN HI PI
45 Radford Road
Notungham.
Tel.. 0602 783862
DONNIM3TON AUDIO
16 Swan Streel
Kegs Clear
Harnpstwe
Tel:- Kegs Clew 297479
DESIGN STEREO
150 Narborough Road
Lacoste,
Tet- 0533 541338
ELLIS MARKETING
79 High Street
South Norwood
London 5E25
Tel.- 01-653 4224

GILSON AUDIO
172 Borough Road
Medlesbrough
Cleveland.
Tek 0642 248793

HI Fl CORNER
IHaddington Place
Edinburgh
Scotland.
Tel. 031 556 7901

K. J. LEISURESOUND
101 St Albans Road
Wallord. Hentordshrre
Tel - 0923 33011

MARTINS OF
CHELSEA
33F King_s Road
_

R.E.W.

London
SW33328
Tel . 01.730

Tel
• 01-637
London
WI. 2624

GRIFFIN RADIO
94 Bristol Street
Ben, ham
WeLl dlandS.
Tel 021 692 1359

HI Fl CORNER
44 Cow Wynd
Falkek
Scotland.
TeI . 0324 29011

K. J. LEISURESOUND
48 wgmore Street
London WI
Tel . 01-4860552

PAUL GREEN HI FI
Kensington Showrooms
London Road
Bata. Avon.
TeL 0225 316197
HALCYON ELECTRONICS
38 Wetmore Road
Bromley Kent
Tel 01.464 2260

HIGHTOWN AUDIO
106 Veleta Street
Crewe
Cheshore
Tel.. 0270211091

KIMBERLEY HI FI
696/698 Ftornlad Road
Manor Park:London El2
Tel • 01.478 5137

MIDLAND HI Fl STUDIO
Royal London Buenos
Wulfruna Street
Wolverhampton.
Tel 0902 771774

HOMESOUND
MUSIC CENTRE
145 Sidwell Sheet
Exeter Devon
Tel . 0392 72814

LINTONE AUDIO
7/11 Park Lane
Gateshead. Tyne 2. Wee
Tel 0632 774107

183 &wrack Road
Chnslchurch. Dorset
Tel 0202 473901

HAMPSHIRE AUDIO
8/12 Ours/e7 Road
Chandlers Ford
Hamosto,e
GRAHAMS ELECTRICAL Tel 04215 2827
86/88 Pentonylle Road
HI Fi CENTRE
London NI
Tel - 01:837 4412
GRAMOPHONE TV
8 WIRELESS
Rose Street
Edinburgh. Scotland
Tel 031 225 9535

HOMESOUND
MUSIC CENTRE
...
36-38
rRoad
aunen
Sesen

0fflersel
Tel • 0823 73321

Green Lane
Wilmslow. Cheshire
Tel 0625 522112

HUDDERSFIELD HI Fl
214 Crosschurch Simet
Huddersheld
Wesi Yorkshee
Tel . 0484 44668

HI FI CONNECTIONS
51 Beckenham Road
Beckenham. Kent
Tel 01-658 3450

J.C.V.
7/8 Wharl Street
Warwek
Te - 0926 493796

LION HOUSE
(MULTIPRODUCE LTD)
227/229 Tottenham CIRd
London WI
Tel - 01 637 1601
LLOYD PATON LTD
34 Moorheld Walk
Urmston Manchester
Tel 061 747 9722
G.E. HANDERS
2/4 Edwards Street
Gromsby
Humberede
Tel- 0472 51391

230 Tottenham Ci Rd

MONITOR SOUND
sa chapel Si.e,
Chorley
Lancastwe
Tel . 02572 71935

RADFORD 14IFI
52/54 Gloucester Road
Bnstol. Avon
Tel : 0272 428247
RADFORD HI Fl
36. Uno,, Street
611001
Tel . 0272 294183
RADFORD HI FI
43 Km() Edwards Court
Windsor. Berkshlre
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31
446 High Street
Raylegh. Essex

NORMAN AUDIO
Tel • 0268 779762
51 Fenergate
RAYLEIGH HIFl
Preston
105 Hgh Street
Tel . 0772 53057
Needham Market
M. O'BRIEN
Soho*.
95 High Street
Tet- 0449 72 ,398
Wimbledon Village
RICHELOW ELECTRONICS
Wimbledon SW19
20 Roundhdl Road
Tel- 01.946 1528
Broad Par k
R.J. PARKER 8. SONS
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L.J. RUTTER
2Butcher Row
Sahsoury
Wiltshire
Tel- 0722 29438
SEVENOAKS HI Fl
118 London Road
Sevenoaks Kent
Tel. 0732 59555/6
SOUNDS SUPREME
136 Portland Road
Hove Sussex
Tel . 0273 723399
SP ALDINGS
ELECTRICAL
352/354 Lower
Addecombe Road
Croydon Surrey
Tel • 01-654 1231
STUDIO 99
81 Fettle> Road
Swiss Cottage
London NWS
.
Tel • 01.624 8855
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
2.4 Camden Figh see,
Camden Town
London NWi
Tel - 01-387 8281
15 Market Street
Nonongham
Tel - 0602 412137
SUPERFI
34/36 Oueen Veto,.
Street Leeds
Tel . 0532 449075

TELEMECH AUDIO
VISUAL ENGINEERS
23/33 Manschal Slreel
Aberdeen Scotland
Tel -0224 574248
TOSIBRIDGE HI Fl
19/21 Ouarry He Road
Tonbn,dge Keel
UNILET PRODUCTS
35 He Street
New Malden Surrey
Tel 01-942 9567
UNILET PRODUCTS
19 Bute Street London SW7
Tel . 01.589 2586
UNILET PRODUCTS
270
Street
Guddlord Surrey
Tel 0483 71534

He

WARD 8 WILLIAMS
34 Stockport Road
Romley
SlookPort Cheshire
TeI: 061 4303610
ERIC WILEY
64 Eleancrolt Road
Castlelord Wes, Yorks
Tel . 0977 553066
J.G. WINDOWS LTD
6Central Arcade
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Tel . 0632 321356

To: Natural Sound Systems Ltd, Unit 7, Greycaine Road, Watford,
Herts WD2 4SB. Tel: (0923) 36740
LII I
own aNakamichi Cassette Deck and wish to enrol in the Nakamichi Owner's Club
E Please send literature on Nakamichi Cassette Decks
Name
Address
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KT-9XL QUARTZ SYNTHESIZER FM/MW/LW TUNER WITH DUAL POWER SUPPLY
•Multi-state memory for preset station reception condition • Random FM/MW/LW 8-station preset memory • Superb interference rejection
with Direct RF Conversion • Selectable Wide and Narrow IF bandwidths • FM sensitivity ( 75 ohms): 0.950V Normal RF • FM S/N ratio:
86dB mono, 80dB stereo • FM THD (1kHz): 0.04% stereo Wide IF • Stereo separation (1kHz): 55dB Wide IF
9 •rnict

MLR', SYNTHES,CR WIER,' TUNER

KT

XL

KA9X SIGMA DRIVE HI-SPEED DC ANIII, IFIER . .,.„
•High power output with higheinalitySotind • Sigrna Offve creees startling musicalnealism • SWitcht!*
inputs
•
Tone controls with frequency tenovei . 'Hi-Speed DC amplifier 120 Watts p/ch min RMS, 8ohms, 20Hz.no more than
0.008% total harmonic distortion Damping factor •
.
moo (1(101-1z) Rise Time 1.7psec, Slew Rate ± 100V/psec .• Photu5S/N ratios.
MM 93dB for 5mV, MC 70dB for 0.25mV (IlIF-A)
..
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At Trio, we recognise that
technical superiority alone is not
enough for the serious hi-fi buyer.
For too long, one crucial aspect of
system design has been missing;
choice.
In creating the XL series, we've
produced arange of perfectly
matched components which offer
an unrivalled choice for any
listening environment: three
amplifiers, two tuners, two cassette
decks, two turntables and astereo
graphic equaliser, all designed to
stack in any combination.

N
component- from the remarkable
Sigma Drive Hi-Speed amplifiers, to
our Quartz Synthesiser tunersfeatures the very best in Trio audio
technology Together, they represent
much more; all the ingredients for
your ideal stereo system, whatever
that may be.
See the new XL series at your
nearest Trio expert. He'll be happy
to show you how easy it is to
achieve excellence.
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EXPERTS.
tERKSHIRE HI Fl
79 Victoria Rd.,
‘LDERSHOT,
lants.
èl. 0252-312151
HE SOUND CENTRE
*. Bold St.,
‘LTRINGHAM.
'el. 0619-283195
'URE SOUND 11
130 Warwick Rd.,
%cocks Green.
lIRMINGHAM.
'el. 021-706-5230
4ORMAN HI FIELD
15-37 Hurst St,
IIRMINGHAM.
021-622-2323
1VEWAYS HI FIDELITY
2Islington Row,
..cigbaston,
lIRMINGHAM.
'el. 021-455-0667
83 Barrack Rd..
Iristchurch,
‘1R. BOURNEMOUTH,
:el. 02024-73901
2ADFORDS HI FI LTD.
I
Sommerville Rd.,
IRISTOL.
Won.
Tel. 0272-44593
2ANTERBURY HI Fl
3The Burgate,
:ANTERBURY,
'el. 0227-65315
lOMESOUND
45 Sidwell Rd.,
:XETER,
»von.
'el. 0392-72814
:SSEX HI Fl
30 London Rd.,
IADLEIGH,
:ssex.
'el. 07025-58339
‘UDIO SERVICES
;5 Park Parade.
lazelmere,
IIGH WYCOMBE,
lucks.
bl. 0494-37739
JUGHES HI Fl
'
High St,
UGH WYCOMBE,
lucks.
'el. 0628-26755
'OWENS HI Fl
IANLEY,
.toke on Trent
'el. 0782-25194
JVING DESIGN
9St. Edward St.
LEK.
4affs.
'el. 0538-42627
/ESIGN STEREO
50 Narborough Rd..
EICESTER.
'el. 0533-541338

SOUNDINGS

MAYS HI Fl
27 Churchgate,
LEICESTER.
Tel. 0533-58662
AZAT
61 Charlotte St.,
LONDON WI.
Tel. 01-580-4632
LION HOUSE
227 Tottenham Court Rd.,
LONDON WI.
Tel. 01-637-1601
COLES
II St. Marks Crescent,
MAIDENHEAD,
Berks.
Tel. 0628-26755
RUSSELLS
40 Upper St James St.,
NEWPORT.
I.O.W.
Tel. 0983-523864
RICHARD REEVES
174 Kettering Rd.,
NORTHAMPTON,
Northants.
TeL 0604-33578
NICK DAKIN
45 Radford Rd.,
NOTTINGHAM.

'm.0602-783862
ARSTRINGER
2Camp Hill Rd.,
Chapel End,
NR. NUNEATON,
Warwickshire.
Tel. 0203-392430
OER
256 Banbury Rd.,
OXFORD.
Tel. 0865-53072
SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE
101 Eccleshall Rd.,
SHEFFIELD.
TeL 0742-23365
HAMILTON ELECTRONICS
35 London Rd.,
SOUTHAMFTON,
Hants.
Tel. 0703-28622
RJPARKER
11 West End Rd.,
Bitterne,
SOUTHAMPTON.
Tel. 0703-445926

Donald Aldous
T

RIPS DOWN memory lane in our world of
audio seem, not unexpectedly, to have an
appeal to many of our senior readers. My
references to some of the early magazines
back in November evoked many letters, but
space allows me to mention only acouple. Mr.
Graham Woodville ( of Aylesbury, Bucks)
reminds me that I omitted The Wireless
Constructor, first issued back in November
1924. Its ' sister' journal Modern Wireless
(edited at that time by the formidable John
Scott-Taggart), and 'WC', both came from the
same source, Radio Press Ltd., Bush House,
London.
Mr. Woodville comments on how highly
qualified the staffs of these magazines were
whereas today's ' popular' papers are written
mostly by specialist journalists, rather than
engineers and scientists. ( Do Ihear a supportive shout from the regions of Reginald
Williamson and James Moir? Was that an
echo, too, Iheard from Angus McKenzie and
John Linsley- Hood?)
Graham Woodville alsotells methat he built
his first audio amplifier in 1923/24 as a
schoolboy, using the old ' R' type bright
emitter valves. Later he joined GEC and
became Technical Superintendent of their
Applications Laboratory, M-0 Valve Co. Ltd.,
where DTN Williamson developed ( in 1944)
his famous amplifier.
My second correspondent, Mr. R.G. Harry,
of Bristol, tells me about the tremendous
sense of excitement he experienced in constructing ' everything worth building in
Camm's Practical Wireless'. This thrill, he
thinks, is missing today, although we do of
course still publish constructional features for
various links in the hi-fi chain. As ateenager Mr
Harry is seen in the accompanying picture
building the Argos Televisor, using aVCR97

HOMESOUND
36-38 Station Rd..
TAUNTON,
Somerset.
TeL 0823-73321
MIDLAND HI Fl STUDIO
Royal London Buildings.
Wulfruna St.,
WOLVERHAMPTON.
Tel. 0902-771774
YEOVIL AUDIO
3Princess St.
YEOVIL,
Somerset
Tel. 0935-25430
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6in. tube with magnifier. He completed it just
in time to view the Queen's Coronation in
1953. The fact that the system worked first
time when it was switched on is his prime
memory of this event. He has taken HFNIRR
every month since its first issue, and sends his
greetings to our new Editor John Atkinson,
with agenuine 'Thank You' toJohn Crabbefor
'keeping sanity to the fore, allied to truth,
during the last quarter of a century'. Thank
you, Mr. Harry.
IF IN THE aftermath of Christmas and New Year
gifts, you have abook tokens unused, prepare
to cash them in now. Among the books
passing through my hands lately I must

commend awork of real scholarship and re.search: Arthur W.J.G. Ord-Hume's Joseph
Haydn and the Mechanical Organ (
University
College Cardiff Press), fittingly published to
coincide with the 250th anniversary of
Haydn's birth. You may be thinking this is a
strange topic to comment on in this paper, but
wait. Haydn's part in consolidating the
importance and vast repertoire of music for
the
mechanical
organ
must
not go
unrecorded. He was one of several composers
of international repute who recognised that
automatic musical instruments were not toys
or novelties, but a real extension of musical
interpretation.
Three of these tiny clockwork barrel organs
still exist and can be regarded as timecapsules of great musicological value. They
were built under the patronage of Prince
Nicolaus Esterhazy, but what is not so widely
known is that these mechanical instruments
were constructed by Father Primitivus
Niemecz. He was librarian of Esterhaiy's vast
book and music collection, and played the
cello in Haydn's orchestra.
This is just aminiscule part of afascinating
story illustrated with diagrams and rare
pictures of the organs, including the Panharmonicon ( attributed to Maize') which was
originally created by Haydn for the
mechanical orchestra made by Joseph Gurck.
Arthur Ord- Hume, perhaps better known to
the radio industry as Editor of IPC's Electrical
and Electronic Trader, has eight other texts on
musical boxes and clockwork music to his
credit. The author has taken the photographs,
laid out the text, prepared afirst-class index
and bibliography. It's well worth £17.95.
The author of my next book, Putting the
Record Straight, Martin Seeker & Warburg
Ltd. London), John Culshaw, is unhappily no
longer with us. First published here in 1981,
the book has now been reprinted and already
commented upon in many places. John
originally intended to take the story up to the
time when he left Decca and, indeed, the recording industry in 1967. In that year he
became Head of Music on BBC Television.
This was an admirable appointment, as one of
his greatest enthusiasms after music was the
cinema. His many talents were constantly in
demand for writing, broadcasting, recording,
as a producer, and a consultant. Whilst in
Australia he contracted a form of hepatitis,
from which he died in 1980. An irreparable loss
to all music- lovers.
If the great names of the record and music
worlds, the backstage intrigues and problems
of the Major record companies interest you,
then this narrative makescompulsive reading,
as Andrew Porter said of John's earlier book
on Wagner's ' Ring' cycle Ring Resounding. A
bargain at £8.50, but I
wish the publishers had
taken the opportunity of the reprint to include
some personality photographs.
My last review for this month is Plomley's
Pick (
Weindenfeld and Nicolson, London).
Since Roy Plomley devised the radio
programme Desert Island Discs 40 years ago,
he has interviewed over 1,600 people, and this
compilation is an arbitrary choice of the transcripts. Apartfrom the music itself, the choices
of books and luxuries are also included. Forty
personalities — from Jeffrey Archer to Barbara
Woodhouse
reveal
their
career
highlights and desites. My own favourite in
this collection is Les Dawson, whose story
about a whelk trying to mount a discarded
yoghurt carton so convulsed Roy that he could
hardly close the broadcast. Not as good
reading as the original RP Desert Island Discs
(William Kimber, 1975, at £2.95), but it still is an
excellent coffee-table book, if you heard the
original programmes. Price: £7.50.
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COMPLEAT RECORDIST

(DI

recordist, and is often well served not with an esoteric turntable mat
by joining a local tape-recording or sophisticated moving-coil preamplifier.
society or club.
The problems facing ahi-fi enThe mere mention of the words
'Tape Recording Society' can be thusiast preparing to make the
enough to produce awry smirk on quantum leap into live recording
the faces of the hi-fi bores and are often not immediately easy to
snobs, [ Not present amongst the solve, but a major consolation is
readership, I'm sure — that they have been faced before
Ed] but in my experience these by others, who, in the case of a
Tony Faulkner starts clubs achieve a great deal in Club, will be happy to offer helpful
promoting the art of recording, advice gleaned from their own
and have alot of fun in the process. experience. What equipment to
abi-monthlycolumn At this stage, Imust confess Ihave use, how to use it — and what to
never been a member of atape- record — are the three main topics
for the tape recorder club, which makes me admirably for attention, and over the coming
well qualified in the subject, to months Ishall go through these
judge by the quality of audio areas, stopping at various points
enthusiast
commentary published elsewhere along the way to deal with particular
in magazines on other sound recurrent technical 'chestnuts'.
topics! Nonetheless, my status as
The first and most important
a full-time professional recordist item in the kit of the amateur
OT LONG AGO, I was has caused me from time to time to recordist is the confidence in his or
browsing through an old attend several very active group- her own abilities to produce arecardboard box full of books when I meetings asa lecturer and demon- cording every bit as good as a
discovered unexpected treasure strator, and it is refreshing that the professional engineer. Results will
in the form of the Hi-FiYearbook for standard of questions reflect more inevitably vary considerably ac1958. Going through the listings, it awareness of the capabilities of cording to the acoustical environwas hard to find many products — the tape medium than is some- ment of the hall being used as a
orforthat matter manufacturers— times experienced at professional studio, and will also reflect the exstill around, with the demise of gatherings.
Reading
through pertise of the recordist, but vast
much British hi-fi in favour of many hi-fi magazines, it seems all arrays of microphones and mixer
importers seemingly more con- too easy to forget that the audio channels such as are often emcerned with glossy magazine chain starts off with amicrophone, ployed in commercial applications
advertisements and flashing lights.
In those days, hi-fi was firmly in the
hands of the enthusiast, which
seems less the case today, when
discussions of audio equipment
can turn readily into scripts worthy
of Private Eye's Pseuds' Corner!
One area of the business, however, still firmly under 'enthusiast
control' is that of amateur live
recording, and it is my intention to
help perpetuate such a state of
affairs through this new bimonthly column aimed specifically at the amateur recordist and
his ( or her) unique needs and
problems.
A great deal has happened in
sound reproduction since the days
of my dusty old HiFi Yearbook, but
although athen typical recording
outfit, such as aFerrograph Series
3valve tape recorder ( price £90 6s)
and a Lustraphone VR64 ribbon
microphone ( price £717s 6d),
have been superseded by products
like aRevox B77 ( or for that matter
Sony's portable digital F1) and a
pair of Calrec CM652 capacitor
microphones, the 'thrills and
spills'
of amateur recording
remain much the same. There
Above, the ubiquitous, pre-eminent B77 and
comes a time in the life of tapeits new digital peer, the Sony PCM-F I. Leh, a
recording owners when it is no
table-top Lustraphone VR64
longer satisfying to record only
from broadcasts and gramophone
records — the re-recording of
commercial LPs onto tape or
cassette being illegal in any case.
Taking the next step of buying
microphones is the first on the
road to becoming an amateur
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can be counterproductive and can
certainly result in asound balance
more muddled and unnatural than
that from asimple set-up. It is very
difficult to recreate natural depth
of sound-stage using multitudes
of microphones, because of timedomain problems, if nothing else.
Sound travels at around 1100 ft per
second, or just over 12 inches per
millisecond, and this means that
the signal from aclose microphone
does not reach the mixer at the
same time as it does from amore
distant overall pickup microphone; anomalies resulting from
mixing the signals together can
produce spurious effects which
confuse the ear of the listener. For
the amateur the precise choice of
stereo microphone is mainly an
academic one, which will be conditioned by the studio acoustics,
the availability of different microphone types and, most of all, the
particular preconceptions and experience of the recordist involved.
Many purists, for example, in the
USA will opt for aspaced pair ol
omni-directional
microphones,
where this side of the Atlantic a
'purist' would probably not even
own a pair of omnis, let alone
dream of using them for a ' purist'
recording, for which reference to
the gospel according to Blumlein
(1932) is considered essential
reading.
Simple microphone technique,
though, is generally the only
option available to the amateur recordist, with his limited technical
resources, and this starting-point
leads to an opportunity to 'show
the professionals up', initially by
making avirtue out of anecessity,
but ultimately by producing a recording with amore natural, less
cluttered sound. Many of one's
most treasured stereo record
albums can be found to date back
20 years or so, when one checks
back on the original recordingsessions, and it is no coincidence
that these were usually conducted
using fewer microphones than
would be the case these days.
Furthermore, recent investigations
in KEF's Acoustic Laboratories in
Maidstone, Kent, shocked me
when Idiscovered that the performance of one popular German
professional capacitor microphone
exhibited a treble rise in its response in excess of 8dB at 8kHz,
which was worse than most of the
domestic models tested.
Unless truly starved of the
barest minimum of reasonable
equipment, the amateur recordist
has the potential to produce
results to put to shame many professional jobs, and through these
columns Ilook forward to discussing some extra tips to help things
along and to make life easier.
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OME TIME IN the mid-70s, one of the major
English classical record companies was
credited, hopefully apocryphally, with the
statement that they could make perfect
records, warp-free with silent surfaces; the
problem was that the customers would not be
prepared to pay for them. ( For those of us who
are now used to a scale of values where a
pound note seems to be worth about the same
as the classic half-crown, the unaffordable
price quoted for the perfect LP was £51) The
First Law in Marketing is that the customer is
always right, and he should be offered what
he wants; with the major companies thus
turning their corporate backs on their
customers'
seemingly
never-ending
complaints about record quality, the way was
obviously left clea rfor someone else to step in.
And step in they did, cautiously at first, with
the marketing hook— read gimmick — fi rst the
resuscitation of direct-cut recording, and then
the use of digital recorders, coupled with extra
care taken over cutting, pressing, and choice
of disc material.
Cleveland- based Telarc Records were not
the first in the premium quality LP arena, their
first release being an attempt to follow the
success of Sheffield Labs' direct-cut records
with classical rather than jazz-rock material.
'Direct from Cleveland', with that city's
.orchestra under its Music Director Lorin
Maazel, didn't win any critical awards, but it
set the style for the future — ' real' program,
rather than the insubstantial music featured
on audiophile discs, and major artists.

Jack Renner, recording engineer and part-owner of
Telarc records, discusses digital recording and the
evolution of the specialist record company with
John Atkinson.

Ihad the opportunity to meet engineer Jack
Renner last summer during the Ch icago show.
Renner, with producer Bob Woods, is responsible for all Telarc releases; in fact, the two
men are Telarc. I
asked Jack what he had been
doing before things got going in 1977?
We've just finished our sixth digital recording
JR: I'd actually been in the record business for
with him, of the Berlioz Symphonie Fantas20 years before then, with acompany called
tique, which is his last recording with the
Advent Records — no relation to the electroCleveland orchestra as Music Director.
nics Advent. We'd been recording chamber
JA: That first direct-cut hada mixed,reception;
musicwith principal players from the Cleveland
partly, I'm sure, because of the miking. Were
Orchestra, as well as doing organ recordings,
you pleased with the record.
and recordings of amateur groups such as
JR: Yes, because it created enough of an
church choirs. Our records were not widely
interest in Telarc that people were prepared to
distributed and when we took the decision to
listen when we started doing things in digital.
go really commercial and go after the major
There have been, since then, comparisons
orchestras, it was time to find a name that
between ' Direct from Cleveland' and digital
wouldn't have the confusion of 'Advent'.
recordings — from other companies, Ihasten
Coincidentally, Advent decided that they
to add. There was one review, in TheAbsolute
needed an exclusive on the name, and as we
Sound Ithink, of a company's first digital
were launching into anew market place, that
release, that it did for digital what " Direct from
was fine with us. 'Direct from Cleveland' came
Cleveland" did for direct-to-disc'. ( laughs).
about because direct-cut was avery popular
We only did one more direct-cut, art organ
thing to do at that time and we needed away
recording with Michael Murray, and then we
for a small record company in Cleveland,
got out of the direct-cut business— which is a
Ohio, to make amajor impact on the business.
very risky business, very risky. Digital offers so
We had to rely on the audiophile market as a
many advantages — you can edit, you can
foundation for our business, but we hoped
recut the master if you have abad lacquer —
that by making a record with a major
and although Sheffield Labs will probably
orchestra, we would earn some recognition
argue with me for ever, I
think itgives an equal
from the more serious classical buyer, which
sound quality to direct-tutting. Digital has got
is now beginning to happen. It is a very
alot of bad press, however, and I
think this has
important change for us.
much to do with the way it is used rather than
JA: Presumably the Lorin Maazel connection
its intrinsic quality. The criticism has primarily
came about because of geographic reasons.
to do with the way in which some record
Was he enthusiastic about the direct-cut
companies have used, or should I
say abused,
project?
the process.
JR: Very. He's been astrong supporter of ours.
JA: There does seem to be afeeling that the introHe was enthusiastic about the idea of doing the
duction of adigital recorder at the front end of
first modern direct- to-disc recording with a
the chain doesn't necessitate any additional
symphony orchestra and he was equally enthuchanges; that no particular allowances need
siastic when we asked him to to do the first
be made and that records can continue to be
digital recording with a major American
made with much the same philosophy as for
orchestra. He is very aware of technology,
analogue recordings. Just because a ' better'
more so than any conductor we've worked
recorder is used, then the resultant sound
with, and was willing to take a risk with us.
quality will ipso facto also be better.

JR: It hasn't worked that way, has it? I
think the
problem is due to the fact that, over the years,
record companies have got heavily into multimike techniques, especially with classical.
Whether they have been conscious of it or not,
they have developed ways of working and
techniques of mike placement to make up for
the shortcomings of analogue. A lot of
companies equalise, boost the top end,
because they have always done that with
analogue, but when you do that with digital,
that's what you hear. Many mixing desks, also,
are just not quiet enough for digital. That's
where that bad press is coming from.
JA: Except that for the lay audiophile, if he is
persuaded to buy a record because it has
'digital' emblazoned on the sleeve and it
sounds not good when he puts it on his
turntable, it is asking alot of him to give it the
benefit of the doubt. Why do you think that
your digital recordings seem to have been
better received, on the whole, than many of
those from your competitors?
JR: In away, because we have gone back to
basics. We are not processing the signal at all.
And cutting an analogue record from adigital
tape is not as simple as cutting from an
analogue tape. There is more energy on the
tape throughout the frequency range; it
presents a greater challenge to the cutter ,
head.
JA: Gordon Holt, Editor of the Stereophile, has
come up with an interesting idea concerning
so-called 'digital hardness'. Every digital
recorder has to have an anti-aliasing filter at
the front-end, and these filters do have a
propensity to ring, when excited by transient
signals, around 19-20kHz. The ringing is a
function of the incredibly steep roll-off rate of
the filter, and will be then faithfully preserved
on the tape as part of the signal. Although it is
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unlikely that the listener will hear this ringing,
if an LP is cut from the tape, it could just be that
the extra EHF content will excite any cutter
head resonant problem in the same frequency
range. Every PCM recorder will introduce a
different amount of such HF spuriae, so the
final sound of the record will also differ.
JR: That may be the case; certainly one reason
we have stayed with Soundstream is because
they have overcome the filter problem better
than anyone else. One Japanese machine in
widespread use is notoriously 'glassy'
sounding, and Iunderstand that they are
making serious modifications. My main
concern, though, is whether the recording
sounds like the original. We do agreat deal of
A/B comparisons on recording sessions, and
the Soundstream is one of the few machines
that gives the opportunity to listen back off
tape. Over the last few years, we've had many
magazine writers, some very good ears, in the
control room, and they've never been able to
tell which is the live sound and which is off
tape.
JA: There has been some criticism in the UK—
to which Imust admit I've contributed — of
your preferred microphone technique ie,
three spaced omnis as with the classic
Mercury ' Living
Presence'
recordings.
Of course, one can't be dogmatic about
miking, there are too many variables involved,
but what are your reasons behind the choice?
JR: Ihave had many years' experience with
thattechnique, although I
have done anumber
of things with multiple mike set-ups. We had a
great deal of difficulty in coming to a final
decision about what our first digital recording
would be, and we took agood long look at
what was popular. What did serious
audiophiles like, what did they keep going
back to? And the old Mercury records kept
being mentioned as what the audiophile pulls
out and plays again and again. That seemed to
be the logical place to start.
Ilike to use omnidirectional microphones
because they give awide frequency response
which you just don't get with crossed figureof-eights. The spaced, single capsule, omnis
are capable of aflat response down to 20Hz
and below; they have less distortion. Ijust
happen to feel that I
can recreate the illusion of
the music being performed on stage better
with spaced omnis than with figure eights —
and I have tried figure-eights, on many
occasions.
It is argued thatthe crossed pai r
can give you
more precise positioning, but that depends
upon where the imaginary point is that you are
listening from. The figure- eights will give a
precise image, but as though you are sitting
fairly close to the group; spaced omnis give
you precise imaging as though you're
listening alittle farther back in the hall. I
find it
interesting that the criticism we get on this
point is from the British press, as you well
know. One review for Stereo Review of a
Telarc recording, by David Hall, who used to
produce some of the Mercury recordings, said
that the imagery was so precise, the
listener could actually sit down and draw a
diagram of how the orchestra was seated.
Now Idon't know why the speakers in Britain
don't image better— I've always been curious
about that because to me crossed figureeights
give
almost
an
exaggerated
pinpointing of things, and that's not the way
you experience a live performance. Technically, it is accurate. But because of the
distortion characteristics and the limitations
of the frequency response, no way can you get
the weight and the extended bass with figureeights that we get with omnis; it's physically
70

impossible because of the design of the
microphone. The British controversy over
miking has also puzzled me because the two
major record companies in Britain use what I
would call amodified spaced-omni set-up —
EMI may occasionally use a crossed pair
configuration, but basically they are similar to
Decca in using omnis for the main pick-up
above and behind the conductor's arms with
outboard mikes as required.
JA: The use of omnis certainly must have
helped with the 'Telarc bass drum', which has
featured prominently in your recordings.
JR: Well, that's how it sounds in the hall! We
haven't had aconductor who objected to it or
who wanted it changed: we have never
twisted aconductor's arm and said that if you
want to sell more records, you have to let the
bass drum play out. It's morea matter of allowing them to play in the way they would in a
concert hall, that is, really vigorously. With
analogue over the years, conductors and
percussionists have got used to being told that
they have to hold back, they simply can't play
out as they can at aconcert.
In a properly miked and conducted
recording session, it should now not be
necessary to bring up the level of instruments
with faders or with additional microphones;
that is where we differ from other companies!
JA: You did use extra mikes on your Carmina
Burana recording, though.
JR: Oh yes. But we did not alter the way in

we don't spend a great deal of time at the
beginning of the session balancing mikes. It
may take us five minutes to make sure that
everybody in the orchestra is represented in
the way that the conductor intends, but we are
actually putting something down on tape
within 5-10 minutes which will probably be
used.
JA: What do you think the impact of Compact
Disc will be?
JR: There are two points that Ifeel should be
made. One is that we firmly believe in the
phonograph record and its capabilities and
possibilities, and that its full potential has not
been reached yet. Ihappen to think that Telarc
are coming closer than anyone else, but the
phonograph record is going to be around fora
long time. On the other hand, we hope to be
amongst the first to have Compact Discs available: we have such a marvellous library of
digital masters justwaiting to be transferred to
CD; I
have had preliminarytalkswith Sony and
our importer in Japan, Japanese Philips,
would like to have Compact Discs of Telarc
material.
The two media will co-exist for quite along
time. There are a lot of record-players out
there and there's bound to be some marketplace confusion and a shakedown time.
Ultimately I
think the Sony/Philips system and
the system Sound stream are developing ( see
p.32) will be the survivors. If their ability to
make what Iwould consider to be the most

Recording the Telarc way: just three omnis in front of the Cleveland Symphonic winds under Frederick Fennell

which the group was placed. It was astandard
placement, with the chorus behind the
orchestra, and Iwould say that about 80% of
the total pick-up came off the three orchestra
mikes at the front. Idid have another three
mikes hanging over the chorus, but they were
barely open. The shell in Atlanta is very
reflective and by the time the chorus sound
reaches the front of the orchestra, it's pretty
diffuse. There's no way in that hall you can
expect just to put three mikes up in front of the
orchestra and get awell defined, nicely articulated choral sound.
JA: You stand on the edge of aslippery slope,
though. I
am sure thatthe evolution awayfrom
natural miking has taken place because of the
best possible motives.
JR: Except that a lot of the techniques
introduced over the years have been dictated
by economic motives. Ican understand the
feeling that if you have amajor orchestra in the
studio that's costing alot money, if you hrve a
lot of m icrophones out, then it's easiertoturn a
microphone on if you have abalance problem
than it is to stop to move people around. But
despite that, Telarc, with its simple miking, is
getting a reputation for doing recording
sessions in less time than many multi- mike
labels. We did, for example, the Symphonie
Fantastique in one four hour session; and that
is awork which normally takes two three hour
sessions. A lot of it has to do with the fact that

successful digital recorder in the world is any
indication of what their card's going to be like,
then it's going to be very successful. Ihaven't
heard it yet, but Dr. Stockham tells me that he's
made anumber of cards with Telarc music on
them that he's been able to playback successfully. The simplicity of the idea is marvellous:
and the fact that it can be duplicated by a
photographic
process —
you're
not
depending upon plastic to flow and fill in a
'mould — means that it will be much less
expensive than Compact Disc to produce.
There has been ahiatus in the distribution of
Telarc records in the UK since Unicorn
relinquished their agency; but Huntingdonbased Tek Marketing*, who now also distribute
Sheffield Labs. and Mobile Fidelity releases,
have taken them on. Reviews will be
appearing in the usual way in the main section
— amongst recent titles are a moderninstruments Four Seasons from Boston
principals and Ozawa, a Copland collection
from Atlanta, and for those who couldn't get
enough of their infamous 1812, Beethoven's
Wellington's Victory with newly recorded
cannons and muskets; in the words of Jack
Renner, ' It has very little to recommend it
musically, but it is (another) ultimate audio
challenge!'
*Tek Marketing Ltd, Burrell Road Industrial
Estate, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs.
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TDK MA accepts higher input levels without distortion, giving greatly increased MOL, particularly at high
frequencies. MAR incorporates TDK's unique reference standard mechanism for accurate tape run.

eTDIC.The great name in tape cassettes.
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Guildford, New Malden
and Kensington are now
red light districts.

For those of you who like to try it in
private, undisturbed, in comfort - the
new hi fi demonstration rooms at our
three stores will fit the bill.
Ask to audition some of the really
interesting equipment like Linn, Naim,
Nytech, Meridian, A & R. Oracle, Audio
Research and Threshold. We'll book you
into acomfortable, superbly equipped
demo room, switch on the red engaged
light and leave you to listen.
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The single speaker dem rooms are
something different at Unilet.
But don't worry everything else stays
the same. The low, low prices, the high
level of service, the large comparator
showroom, the big range, the guarantees,
installation, mail order and
instant credit.
All the things that make
us Britain's leading
independent hi fi store
Come up and see
us sometime...
Or phone us
on 01-942 9567.

Stax, Tannoy, Teac, Technics,
Aurex, Dynavector, Yamaha.
Thorens, plus many more!

We stock alarge selection of equipment
including: Aiwa, AR, Ariston, Audio Technica. B & 0,
BAS, B & W, Bose, Carver, Celef, Celestion, Dual, FR,
Gale, Hafler, Heybroolç JBL, KEF, Luxman, Marantz,
MS, Mission, NAD, Nakamichi, Myst, Pink T, Quad,
Revox, Sansui, Sennheiser, Sony, Spendor, Stanton,
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:Lewpoint
the range?
I
can see what Karajan was hoping to pull off
here. The opening phrases of ' In questa
reggia' — withdrawn, understated to adegree
— are remarkably effective. The coldness is
there but so too is Turandot's feminine mystique. Very interesting, very original. Yet no
Turandot, even on disc, can hold out on that
level of subtlety alone. She still has to storm
the heights at the climax of ' In questa', she still
has to dominate the final scene vocally — and
Ricciarelli sounds horribly strained whenever
Puccini calls for alittle Wagnerian steel in the
voice. At each modulating 'step-up' of the
thrilling exchange with Calaf following ' In
questa', the vibrato grows progressively
wider. The climatic unison on the line 'the
riddles are three, life/death is one', brings a
painfully flat top C. Domingo, on the other
hand, is at his glorious best, as is Barbara
Hendricks.
But what of Karajan and the epic ritualism of
'Edward Seckerson contributes
the score?
Well, coordination between
chorus and orchestra is not all itshould be and
the first of an occasional series
with the chorus set well back in DG's massive
in which our record reviewers
sound picture, definition there is very woolly
air their views and comment on
indeed at times. The dynamic range is huge
releases which lie outside the
and the big climaxes do indeed make a
sphere of their normal HFN1RR
resplendent noise butl have to say it: Decca's
Mehta
recording featuring Sutherland,
reviewing
another controversial but far more accomplished Turandot, with its sharper focus
0A HARDENED superannuated music ¡ournalist like myself, an occasional column
and far more naturalistic sense of balance and
such as this comes as something of aluxury.
perspective ( Puccini's multifarious tuned
Just imagine: carte blanche to poach one's
gongs are apt to leap from nowhere on the DG
set) sounds superior even now. There are,
colleagues' territory, to voice opinions on
repertory that doesn't normally come one's
though, pages of incomparable Puccinian
sweep in Karajan's hands— among them, one
way— bliss. But where to start? I
could hardly
truly wonderful moment at the close of the
wait to hear the new Karajan Turandot. Then
opera where Turandot takes Calaf before her
therewas Abbado's Berlioz Te Deum, Mackerpeople to
sounds from
the
Vienna
ras' Decca Vixen, Previn's L'Enfant et les
Philharmonic strings that only that orchestra
Sortilèges. My shortlist grew longer. Perand conductor could have conjoured.
haps, it occurred to me, Ishould look at
recent opera only? Afterall, therewas really no
Big sounds, impressively contained, mark
connecting theme between any of the above
Abbado's recent DG disc of the Berlioz Te
save my express desire to hear them. In the
Deum — a live performance recorded in St.
Albans Cathedral ( DG 2532 044 digital). The
end Idecided that that in itself was reason
sheer scale of the piece is thrillingly conveyed
enough.
here, though with smaller, less cumbersome
First on the turntable was Turandot (
DG
forces,1 am not so sure that Colin Davis, in his
digital 2741 013 — three discs). If DG had done
Philips recording, was not able to communitheir job as splendidly as Doug Hammond ( in
cate amore acute sense of thework's exhilaraSeptember) and others had suggested they
tion. How marvellously, too, the full-throated
had, then the combination of Karajan and
Wandsworth Schoolboys Choir cut through
Pucoini's grandest, most opulent score would
seem to be aformidable one. For my own part I the texture in that recording. The Woburn
Singers Boys Choir sound atouch under par
was curiousto hearfirst andforemost whether
by comparison for Abbado. Still, it offers
Katia Ricciarelli had in any way justified what
impressive sonorities for organ and heavy
was certainly one of the most extraordinary
brass which is more than can be said for Karapieces of casting in recent memory. My
jan's digital disc of the Saint-Saens Organ
answer came, all too soon, at the beginning of
Symphony ( DG 2532 045 digital), withdrawn
side four— her very first entry. What is it about
for awhile, re-mixed and re-cut on account of
Ricciarelli that is tempting some of the world's
dissatisfactions with the Finale. 1am not surgreatest opera conductors to cast her in roles
prised. It still strikes me as apoisonous piece
that are so plainlyoutside her natural range? A
of engineering. The Notre Dame organ
notable bel canto singer she may be, but by no
(recorded separately, of course), grates horstretch of the imagination is she, or will she
ribly on its first fortissimo entry, and quite
ever be, adramatic soprano. Operatic recordings are very costly ventures, so what point a apart from the different acoustics that they
inhabit, the interaction between organ and
Turandot whose top notes grow increasingly
orchestra in the later pages of the movement
unstable the more she pushes her voice
strike me as crudely contrived and painful on
beyond its normal capabilities ( and in thisrole
the ears. Stick with DG's Barenboim disc or
that's the part of the voice that really counts),
even better from asound point of view, Jean
or an Aida ( Abbado's recent set) who simply
Martinon's EMI recording.
doesn't have what it takes at the bottom end of
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'The world seemed an altogether better
place last July after Previn's Festival Hall
performance of Ravel's L'Enfant et les
Sortilèges.' So wrote Andrew Keener in the
August issue. Well,lwas there too and can but
reiterate
those
sentiments.
Ditto
his
enthusiastic appraisal of EMI's subsequent
recording ( HMV ASD 4167 digital). This is an
exquisite production: the spaciousness, the
transparency of the image is at once evident
from the del icate pin-pointing of Ravel's plaintive oboes in the opening bars, and we have
waited along time for arecording that could
do justice to the rarified nocturnal colours of
the Garden scene with its hooting owls and
moaning string glissandos. Poetry indeed.
What apity, though, that amongst so excellent
a cast (Arleen Auger and Philip Langridge
especially outstanding) Susan Davenny
Wyner's ' bad' child should prove, quite
literally, to be just that. Without the distraction
of her striking physical presence, the voice
sounds even more unsteady and poorly
focused than it did in the Festival Hall. Still, a
beautiful disc, one which had me marvelling
afresh at the level of Ravel's musical
invention, and more than that, his ability to
create real enchantment from the most
potentially coy of texts without ever slipping
into 'cuteness'. You know what Hollywood
said about children and animals.
Mind you, Leos Janacek trod even more
perilous ground when he embarked upon his
magical woodland 'comedy'. The Cunning
Little Vixen. How to avoid mawkishness and
sentimentality when you fillyou rstage with all
the romantic trappings of an enchanted
animal world; the twilit glades, a foxy
romance, an animal wedding, the birth of the
offspring and the inevitable death of our
lovable heroine at the hands of the Forrester?
Well Janacek certainly did and his lovely work
is all the more touching for it. True to form, of
course, it never rains but it pours, and over the
last few months not one but two new
recordings have appeared. 1 cannot yet
endorse Kenneth Dommett's enthusiasm for
the Neumann/Supraphon set but, like everyone else, 1 am thrilled with the new
Decca/Mackerras production. Sir Charles
really does understand the contradictions
inherent in this extraordinary music: the
seemingly impossible amalgam of tough,
base reality and high romanticism— the startling tonal contrasts which go towards
achieving it. Once more, he and his excellent
engineering team have ensured that the
unique Janacek sound reaches us just as it
should: vivid, unadorned, never unduly
glamourised. Few orchestras — as we well
know — can 'sing' as sweetly as the Vienna
Philharmonic — just listen to them in the
glorious 'dream' interlude of Act 1 when
Janacektakes his heart-rending violin melody
soaring into the high leger-lines. On the other
hand, how honestly and vigorously they
throw themselves into the earthier aspects of
the music — its brittle rhythms and stark
counterpoints. No, there is nothing remotely
soft-centred about any ofJanacek's scores. He
was nothing if not a realist and Mackerras
never lets us forget it. His fine cast can hardly
be fruited and what an inspired piece of
casting was Lucia Popp for the title role0
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HEIR STORY is familiar now
but it grows no less extraordinary with repetition.Three
young musicians in their early
twenties — Norbert Brainin, Siegmund Nissel and Peter Schidlof —
flee their native Vienna during the
Second World War under pressure
from the Nazi regime. They meet
for the first time ' behind bars' as
friendly aliens in a British internment camp. As musicians, as
people, it isasthoughtheircomingtogether has been pre- ordained.
In due course they are joined by a
British- born cellist, Martin Lovett,
and, almot inevitably, aquartet is
born. The rest is history.
It was 35 years ago that Messrs
Brainin,
Nissel, Schidlof and
Lovett took the stage at the
Wigmore Hall London, proudly
displaying for the first time the
name which has since become
synonymous with string quartet
playing: Amadeus. They had
played publicly before — at
Dartington Hall in Devon the
previous summer— but they were
then known as The Brainin String
Quartet and somehow the name
wasn't quite right. For awhile they
rehearsed as the London-Vienna
Quartet but that wasn't right
either; too much like a railway
timetable! Then one of the group
suggested Mozart's middle name,
and they never looked back.
As Daniel Snowman, author of
the recently published Amadeus
biography, has suggested, the
Amadeus might becompared with
their ' pop'
counterpart,
The
Beatles, in terms of the immense
popularity that they have generated and, more significantly, maintained over the years. At a time
when chamber music was still on a rising trend, so to speak.' I
widely regarded as an elitest think also that exposure from
pursuit — music 'for the egg- radio and TV has had an influence
M.L.] In the old
heads' only — the Amadeus were over the years. [
already
touring
extensively, days therewas less opportunity to
taking string quartets to tiny back- hear astring quartet. It all has alot
waters whose inhabitants had to do with supply and demand.'
As far as the Amadeus were
never before heard a note of live
classical music. All four recall concerned, the demand quickly
affectionately their early tour of exceeded the supply. They have
Welsh mining villages, and the sold literally millions of gramoheart-warming
response
they phone records, and they have colexperienced in places like Merthyr lected virtually every honour that
Tydfil. S.N: '
Here was proof that the music world has to offer, plus
anyone with an open ear and with OBEs, honorary doctorates and
from
many
foreign
an open heart can understand and insignia
respond to music, whatever form governments, including German
it takes.' Most of our audiences and Austrian Crosses of Honour.
[ML.] — miners and their families Never, though, have they sat back
— had never heard astring quartet »on their laurels and chanced to
before
but
they
listened good fortune. You don't remain at
marvellously, instinctively. You the top for 35 years by being
see, they were able to listen with complacent, especially now that
totally unbiased ears.' N.B: '
There so many talented young quartets
used to be afeeling that chamber are emerging. People are apmusic was not exciting. Of course, parently amazed at how much
that is completely and utterly false preparation the Amadeus still do
and nowadays people realise just for works that they might have
how much excitement is to be played many hundreds of times.
When I
arrived at Siegmund Nisfound in string quartets. What is
more — they expect it.' Certainly sel's home for this interview they
the audiences for chamber music were working once more on the
have grown enormously in our Beethoven Op.135, a work they
experience. [
P.S.] We sometimes play all the time, of course, and have
play in very big halls and they are now recorded twice ( Late Quartets
invariably full. Isuppose we have on DG). Had their rehearsal
been lucky because we have been process changed any over the
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years? Had it, perhaps, become
more, or less, democratic?S.N: ' No
the process has always been the
same. When we rehearse, all four
of us are motivated to try and find
the best and most convincing
answer to any particular problem.
You cannot take avote, as it were,
about such things because even if
the vote is 3-1, the one might have
the strongest musical point. No, in
the rehearsal it will eventually
become absolutely clear what the
strongest and best solution is for
that moment. It does not mean that
in a month's time we might not
change
our
minds
and
do
something different.'
The new Beethoven set — or for
that matter, the new Schubert
Death and the Maiden (
their third)
— was perhaps a case in point.
Although not having had the opportunity to make detailed comparisons yet myself. Iwas curious
to hear what they saw as the
principal differences between the
old and new, particularly since so
many years had elapsed in the
interim. N.B: '
So far, Ihave only
heard Op.127 and Imust say that I
feel it is an improvement on theold
one. It is more spacious; the
dynamic and emotional range, the
range of expression, is larger.
There is more freedom and at the
same
time
more
cohesion.

Certainly it
represents
more
closely the sort of performance we
give of the work nowadays.' Could
it be that they were now more at
home in the recording studio than
they were earlier in their career?
'No, Idon't really think so. [
S.N.] I
think life is a constant process of
learning.' Recordings are, after
all, only amirror of the way you are
playing at any given time.' [
N.B.]
'Yes, there is a tradition that one
needs acertain experience of life
to
play the
late
Beethoven
Quartets. [
ML.] After all, when
Beethoven composed the Op.18
set, his own experience was much
less than when he composed the
late quartets. So Iwould certainly
subscribe to the idea that if you
played these works well when you
were 30, you are likely to play them
better when you are 50.'
Nevertheless,
given
the
dramatic advances in technology
since they cut their first disc, had
their approach to recording per se
altered at all? N.B: '
No, our basic
procedure has always been much
the same. We play a movement
several times — always complete
— listening back to the first take to
try and see what we have to do,
what we have to change. We may
play the movement three or four
times until the producer will say
something like " I
think I
have every-
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thing I
need now"; until he's happy
and, of course, until we are happy.
We then leave what cutting needs
to be done to him. In the old days
we used to take amore active part
in the cutting, meaning that we
listened back to everything, making suggestions as to what should
be used from each take. We don't
do that any more, mainly because I
think that, in general, producers
are more skilled than they used to
be.' You know, we started our
career on the old wax 78s. [Mi.]
With those you couldn't hear what
ycu had done until sometime after
the sessions. Now we are into digital recording, laser players, and
goodness knows what.' S.N: ' It's a
pity that the Beethovens were not
recorded digitally.'
A debatable point, Iventured,
and the remark provoked an animated exchange on the pros and
cons of digital recording and the
miracle
of
the
forthcoming
'Compact Disc' — an exchange so
animated, in fact, that Icouldn't
possibly
have transcribed
it
accurately. Suffice it to say that the
kind of consideration great quartet
players afford each other on the
concert platform does not necessarily extend to their verbal conversation! Discussion of the Beethoven quartets led to an issue that
many interviewers before me
must have touched upon with
tedious
regularity:
the
preponderance of classical works
in the Amadeus' repertoire. P.S.
'It's true.' But not necessarily from
choice. [
N.B.] We do still play afair
amount of contemporary music—
we currently play two Bartok
Quartets, and some Shostakovich.
We used to play the Matyas Seiber
Quartet quite a lot. M.L: '
Our first
record was a contemporary work
by the little-known South African
composer, Priaulx Rainier! But
nobody asks for contemporary
repertoire you know. Generally
speaking, you see, the people who
organise the concerts are given a
vast repertoire sheet and they
choose. There are even some
Beethoven quartets we hardly
ever play— but only because they
are not chosen.'
But surely with a reputation as
solid as theirs is now, it would be
possible to call the tune alittle, so
to speak, when it came to
programming, and slip in aBartok
or Shostakovich quartet alongside
the more familiar classical fare?
M.L: '
It doesn't seem to work like
that.' You see [
S.N.1, for one thing
we cannot know what a music
club, for example, might have
planned in the way of repertoire,
for the week before or the week
after we appear. Sometimes it is
clear from the requests made to us
that the organisers don't know the
first thing about programme
building; then we do make suggestions. If that doesn't work
either, then we just tell them what
we are going to play. But only
then.'
In away, though, it is hardly surHI-FI NEWS ez RECORD REVIEW

prising that the promoters and
audiences should want to hear the
Amadeus in the works of Mozart,
Beethoven, Haydn and Schubert
above all else. Stylistically, their
background, their long-seasoned
experience,
brings
to
this
repertoire a wisdom, an easy
'homespun' spontaneity that transcends all other technical considerations. There is something
intuitive, for instance, about their
response to the Viennese dance
and folk- music elements in these
scores — something truly echt
about the sound they produce.
N.B: '
Mr. Seckerson, would you
say that our sound is Viennese? —
because Iwouldn't know. It is true
that we are partly Viennese, but I
tell you, my reaction to our sound
is something like this: when Ifirst
heard myself play, Idid not know
who it was. It was a complete
stranger. And then, when Iheard
myself play together with my colleagues,
I recognised
each
person's tone except my own. I
knew it must be me, but it was
strange. In the meantime Ihave
come to recognise it and Inever
cease to be amazed because it
sounds a lot better than Ithink it
does when Iam playing. Now, the
real point of all this is that one does
not really know the kind of
impression one is making oneself.
But Ihave come to recognise the
Amadeus sound. It is quite distinctive and although it has undergone
certain changes, it is still recognisable. Basically Ithink the raw
material of the sound must be
conducive to expression. It is the
immediate reaction of the sound
to expression — and the fusion of
thetwo—which I
believe gives our
sound its character.' We play
together because we have asimilar sound picture in our heads.
[P.S.) Yes, Ithink the background
does havesomething to do with it.'
Coffee had arrived now, and I
think Siegmund Nissel must have
noticed the somewhat incredulous
look that flashed across my face
as Norbert Brainin announced
loudly. ' Milk but no sugar, please.'
35 years together and still it is necessary to remind his colleagues
that he takes milk and no sugar?
Nissel reassured me: 'Sometimes
he takes it black, sometimes with a
little sugar.' Oh yes, [
Mi.] even
after 35 years there are still surprises!' With the mood now lightened considerably ( Nissel was
aiming saccharin pills into his
coffee, and missing and Lovett had
split his by now through laughing
so much), this seemed to be the
moment to coax out afew of those
celebrated Amadeus anecdotes.
Once persuaded, all four are
excellent raconteurs. S. W: 'Oh
dear, there are so many, it's impossible...' M.L:' "The Quartet consists
of three Austrians and one Englishman: Ncirbert Brainin!" That was a
Viennese newspaper Ithink.' N.B:
'I tell you — somebody came to
Siggy [ Nissel] and asked if he
would be so kind as to show him and
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his wife his Strad. So, he showed it [S.N.]
'I remember our NewYorkdebut
"Oh, thank you very much Mr. Nissel, you see, my wife and Ihave — which was a disaster — as if it
were yesterday. [
N.B.] Just my
never seen asecond violin !" '
S.N: '
Iremember a New York luck: Ihad cut my finger and should
party where we were discussing never have played. Ithink it it set
the latest films
films like Clock- our United States career back
work Orange, The Godfather, etc, years and years even though our
— and suddenly a lady turned second appearance there, only a
round and I
thought she said: " Oh I year later, was a resounding
detest second violins! Thereought success. It takes a long time to
to be a law against them!" Good- eradicate first impressions you
ness Ithought, what have Idone know"I'll neverforget our debut in
now? Then it dawned on me: she Vienna. [
Mi.] We had an ovation
was referring to the films! " Idetest such as has seldom been seen
sex and violence" was what she in there for aquartet, and I, who was
fact said!' M.L: '
What about Milan not an Austrian, was moved at the
when we played the Beethoven very idea that my colleagues, who
Quintet with Cecil Aronowitz and had literally been thrown out of the
people clapped so much that we city those few years before, were
decided to repeat the scherzo. now being welcomed back with
Well, afterwards achap came up to open arms.' And then we played a
me and said "Tell me, what was Beethoven series there in the
the encore?" And Isaid it was the middle 70s. [
N.8.]Nowthat, I
think,
scherzo from the Beethoven. was the greatest success Ihave
"Ah", he said " Ithought it was ever seen.' M.L: '
They stood up
Beethoven."!'
and cheered before we had even

And so on. Icould happily have
gone on listening to stories like
these all day, but time was racing
on and, there were still afew more
questions. Looking back over 35
remarkable years, which moments — musical or otherwise
— had lingered most potently in
the memory? Martin Lovett had no
hesitation: ' Iremember with particular relish, our performance of
the Brahms Quintet with Backhaus,
because the whole experience for
me at that time was a revelation.
There was virtually nothing said,
we just played through the whole
piece, discussed one or two very
small points, and then he said:
"Thank you gentlemen — Ilook
forward to the concert tonight".
And it wasquite remarkable. There
was an immediate, extraordinary
rapport — particularly so when
one considers what one had to do
with so many other famous pianists: how to start..."How to finish!'

played anoie.' Very often it is the
audience who can help the artists
make an occasion. ESN.] They
create something that might not
have happened had their attitude
been different.' M.1.: '
Oh yes, it
seems we cannot do wrong in
Vienna now.' An irony indeed,
especially since Vienna has, in the
past, built something of a reputation for reviling her greatest mucical sons while they were alive, and
canonising them after death.
Happily the Amadeus have proved
an exception.
So what of the future? It goes
without saying that we wish this
celebrated Quartet many more
years of playing together, but what
if, heaven forbid, fate should
decree a change of personnel.
Would they contemplate continuing with such achange? Ineedn't
really have asked Martin Lovett
smiled: 'When Siggy was ill we
played trios'e
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Introducing

FIDELIO
— the faithful one
At our MUSIC IN THE HOME studio, the needs of true music- lovers rather than mere
HiFi buffs have always been our first priority. Even those who want the best. regardless of
expense. can safely consult us because we will advise them frankly and honestly, making
sure that they do not waste their money on needless fripperies or unproductive gimmicks.
An installation based on the Pink Triangle turntable with SME arm, atop quality cassette
deck, the QUAD 44/405 amplifier system with FM4 tuner and apair of QUAD ESL 63
loudspeakers will not leave you much changeout of £3.000, hut you willend upwith as fine a
music system as money can buy.
Nevertheless, we know only too well that most music- lovers have to think in terms of an
outlay of no more than £500. and for over 25 years our unique combination of experience.
technical expertise and musical knowledge has been specially directed towards meeting the
requirements of such people, providing them with installations which will fit easily into
their homes and give lasting musical satisfaction in the years to come. It is on this level.
especially, that the importance of choosing the right loudspeakers cannot be exaggerated
and, having spent several years vainly searching for amore economical alternative to the
magnificent, BBC-designed L.53/5A compact monitor.we finally decided to produce such
amodel specifically for our clients.
Since we only choose the name " FIDELIO" when our design — based on KEF
components and our own, specially designed. 12 1
/ x71
2
/ xKin enclosure — had reached its
2
definitive stage. we cannot pretend that earlier prototypes were identified by us as Leonine
I, 2and 3. but when you hear our new speaker ( which costs El 5(1, incl. VAT, per pair) you
will surely agree that it was aptly named: not only does itproduce the kind of sweet and true
sound musical ears find it easy to live with, but its very neatness cannot hut contribute to
domestic harmony. With these speakers, areally superb system can be installed for less
than £450, while the addition of asub-woofer produces results which can only he described
as sensational.
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powerful projection and outrageous virtuosity of aworld class
are recommendation enough for
this listener. The recording was
made in the Cathedral Basilica of
The Assumption in Covington,
Kentucky in August 1980 shortly
after Rabbath had premiered the
Proto Double- bass Concerto with
the Cinncinati SO. Importers,
GEM, tell me numbers will be
strictly limited.
ûavidGPräkel

Sole at 70
Sir Georg Solti's 70th birthday
was ceiebrated in style at the
Tallow Chandler's Hall, City, by
Decca in October. The celebration
was adouble one in that 1982 also
marked the 35th year of Sir
Georg's connections with Decca.
As Reinhard Klaassen, President
of Decca International reminded
us, Solti has recorded over 200
works in this period, including 30
complete operas, all the major
orchestral works of Beethoven,
Schumann, Brahms, Bruckner,
Mahler, Richard Strauss and
Bartok as well as much other
repertoire from Haydn to Tippett
(whose 4th symphony is dedicated
to the conductor). To mark the
occasion Decca released four new

Double-bass imports
The double- bass affcionado starved of new material is well served
by the record import organisations at the present. Studio Import are bringing in copies of the
Direct Metal Mastered digital Telefunken bass and ' cello recital by
Járg Baumann and Klauss Stoll
(AZ 6.42844). Entitled Romantic
Duets, this disc contains additions
to the bass discography including
Goltermann's Souvenirs de Bellini
— a reworking of popular Bellini
melodies.
Vanhal, Offenbach,
Monn and Viotti supply further
delights so admirably handled by
the two Berlin Philharmonic
players. (This OMM disc, it
appears, is not being imported
directly by Decca and is currently
available from Studio Import as is
the
important
DMM
Mozart
Requiem by Harnoncourt and the
Concentus Musicus Wien.) Sound
quality is vivid, close but with
excellent low frequency extension
and clarity.
A similar quality recording is
given to Hoffnrreister's String
Quartets for Bass, Violin, Viola and
'cello ( Nos 2,3 and 4) on the Atlantis label (ATL 9521:11 ) distributed by
TOL. These recently published
quartets ( 1968) are charmingly
original if never aspiring to the
classical heights. The ' inverted'
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to display more of Farmer Joskins'
spirit.
Antony Hodgson

Arthur Li/ley

Many will be saddened to learn of
the death in October of that
extraordinary recording engineer
Arthur Lilley, whose career at
Decca stretches beyond many
living memories. Idiscovered the
extent of his experience on the
very first occasion that I was
Leslie Jones
privileged to work with him when
Solti recordings: more Haydn
Leslie Jones died on October 11th Ihappened to mention that Roy
symphonies with the LPO ( Solti's
depriving musical life of a con- Fox was my parents' favourite
first ever recording was of the
ductor with an instinctive sense of bandleader of the 30s. He quietly
'Drumroll'), Figaro (
with which he
period authenticity. Records have mentioned that he remembered
made his opera debut in Budapest
captured his exciting rhythmic working in the studio with Fox.
in
1938),
the Schubert 9th
Calmness was the essence of
precision in Rawsthorne, his
symphony with the Vienna Phil
romantic eloquence in Sibelius Arthur Lilley, who recorded an
(who have just conferred upon
and Tchaikovsky, his delicacy in enormous number of the great
him their highest honour, the
Delibes, his lyricism in Dvorak, his light music artists from the Jack
Gold Nicolai Medal), and from
power in Beethoven and his sense Hilton era through Vera Lynn's
Chicago the Haydn Creation.
of grandeur in Handel. Above all, White Cliffs of Dover and on to the
There is much to look forward
however, he will be remembered later Sinatra. I knew him only
ta of course, and Sir Georg's diary
for his Haydn recordings, so many through serious music and soon
is occupied already until 1991.
of which presented the music in realised that to him there was just
Next year, for example, he is
accurate editions for the first time. one way of making a recording:
conducting the ' Ring' at Bayreuth.
Jones had remarkable catholicity the simplest in the circumstances.
Sir Georg was presented with a
of taste; recordings range from He could tolerate artists who
Henry Moore bronze and the
Robert Farnon to Ludwig Spohr thought they knew better, coping
occasion concluded with asparkand his concert repertoire from with the situation by obtaining a
ling performance by five of the
Vaughan Williams' Harmonica superb sound of his own and then
LPO wino players of a cleverly
Concerto to Verdi's Requiem. Nor praising the musicians for their
written tribute composed specially
should one forget the wealth of ideas. In this way honour was
by Decca producer Chris HazeII.
distinguished soloists with whom satisfied and asplendid recording
quartet is headed by Norbert Duka he shared the platform, among obtained.
Rather unjustly, because of his
(double- bass) aHungarian bassist them Adler, Campoli, Curzon,
nowadays
playing
with
the Goossens, Katin, Lympany, Kil- early association with Decca's
kina, Navarra and Ogdon when Phase 4 project, some critics
German Opera Berlin.
The
Philips ' Contemporary working in the Midlands and expected all Arthur Lilley's records
to have the characteristic of that
Music
from
Norway'
series London in the 1950s.
Amid all this, Leslie Jones somewhat eccentric ( but in its
contains one important new bass
concerto written in 1972/3 by the continued a successful legal day, tremendously successful)
43-year-old
Norwegian
com- career, lightening its load only method of recording. His chosen
poser Ketil Hvoslef. The single slightly on forming the Little techniques, however, did not
movement concerto is played by Orchestra of London in 1958. The remotely resemble the Phase 4
Gary Karr with the London bloom and weight of this ensemble philosophy, since he was asevere
Philharmonic Orchestra under especially when in such City of critic of multi-tracking in orchestral
Norwegian conductor Karsten London locations as St. Mary- le recording. But, expert technician
Cheapside,
St.
Helens that he was, he adapted to the
Andersen — the recording was Bow
made by Bob Auger in the Henry Undershaft and St. Giles Cripple- system for the required period,
gate, was always a credit to exploiting it where possible,
Wood Hall, London.
before finally leaving it to others
The fourth and final import Jones' forthright direction.
His conducting style was one of more committed to the unusual
comes from the small American
rightness,
perhaps sonorities.
bass specialist label Liben Music intuitive
Iremember Arthur Lilley as an
(in association with OCA Redmark because he never sought to know
Records — RML 8201) which is better than the composer ' I engineer who obtained agorgeous
run by Frank Proto, composer and conduct like Farmer Joskins' he sound with a minimum of fuss. I
principal bass with the Cinncinati once said to me. It's the only way I now realise how important was his
Symphony
Orchestra.
Long know, but Idon't think Haydn influence on younger engineers, in
some of whose work, grounded
rumoured to be in the pipeline, would have minded.'
Ifeel sure that Leslie Jones' as it was on their close observation
bass collectors can now savourthe
astonishing virtuosity of Syrian robustness would indeed have of their senior engineer's techbassist Francois Rabbath in the delighted Haydn and it is splendid niques, Istill recognise the golden
Bach 1st Suite for ' cello, played that so many of that composer's glow of the Lilley sound.
Antony Hodgson
here in just tessitura. Side 2 symphonies were recorded by
of the album is devoted to indivi- him. Today, the world of recorded
dual movements from the 'cello mus .;seems to have entered an
George Tillett
Suites (3, 5 and 6) which have era which has reverted to overfigured in Rabbath's stage reper- delicate handling of the classics. We are greatly saddened to hearof
toire. Bach purists may not be Perhaps to be reminded of Leslie the death of our friend and
enamoured by Rabbath's uncom- Jones' skills ( and some of his colleague George Tillett in an accipromisingly romantic approach recordings are due to be reissued dent in Florida. An obituary will
but the strength of interpretation, shortly) might encourage others appear next month.
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NE ILLUSTRIOUS name, that of Bohuslav Martinu, was omitted from Tully Potter's excellent and exhaustive review of Czech
Music on Record that appeared in our December '81 issue. The omission was no oversight
for, after Dvorak, Martinu is the most
gifted and prolific of Czech composers of
his generation, and even in the space of an
entire article it is scarcely possible to give afair
assessment of his work. Additionally, Dvorak
again excepted, no Czech composer has been
so well represented on record, though at the
time of writing comparatively few of his 390odd compositions are readily available. Many
important landmarks in his creative development have disappeared from the British lists,
and many more still await their first recording.
Without them the opportunity to evaluate the
uniquely affecting character of so much of
Martinu's art is severely restricted, while
haphazard publication of scores and the sheer
volume of music make the choice of arepresentative selection unusually difficult. Space
limitations too demand that one must
be selective in the preparation of such acollection.
Imake no apology
for omitting records

others think Iought to
have included, and I
have not worried too
much about recording
quality since there are
so few alternatives to
choose from. However, where I
feel that a
work has not been
given its due on record,
for whatever reason, I
have not mentioned it.
Works not at present
on record are marked
(nr) in the text. A further difficulty has been to
decide how to approach the subject. Iconsidered doing it by category as Peter Branscombe did with Haydn, but for Martinu this
becomes confusing so Ihave followed ageographical plan based on the places where
Martinu lived and worked. Biographical data
has been keptto aminimum and those interested in 'fleshing-out' the music are referred to
Milos Safranek and Brian Large who do not
happen to ag ree with one another about dates.

up in this confined space for most of his formativeyears so it is hardly surprising that hewas
shy and introverted. Notwithstanding, he
became a good violinist and the townsfolk,
hoping that he might be another Jan Kubelik,
helped pay for his lessons. But he really only
wanted to/compose. He taught himself by trial
and error, and between 1910 and 1919 when
he went off to study violin in Prague, he wrote
over 100 works of all kinds. There are no
masterpieces among them, though the
Quartet No.1 ( 1918) ( nr) is competent and will
probably be included in the Panocha Quartet's
cycle. Two other works, Nipponari (
1912) and
Magic Nights ( 1918), both forfemale voice and
orchestra to Japanese and Chinese texts
respectively, might be looked at by an enterprising company.
As aviolin student Martinu was debarred by
conservatory rules from studying composition so he continued to teach himself. He read
scores by Strauss, Scriabin, Smetana and Suk,

executed a complete volte face, leaving
Impressionism behind him more or less for
good. His next work, another ballet Who is the
most powerful in the world? (
1922), produced
by Talich in Brno in 1925 on the same bill as
The
Cunning
Little
Vixen,
utilises
contemporary dance forms. The brief
Shimmy Foxtrot, with its reminiscences of
'Hitchy Koo', is interesting for being one of
Martinu's first attempts to ape transatlantic
fashions.
Paris ( 1923-40)
Martinu first visited Paris in 1919 with the
Czech Philharmonic and dreamed of going
back, though before doing so he made one
final effort to improve his academic record by
enrolling in Suk's composition class. This too
was afailure, and in 1923, fortified by asmall
government bursary, he left Czechoslovakia.
Apart from short holidays which perforce
ended in 1939, he never lived there again.
Immediately on arrival he called on Roussel and asked to be
taken as apupil. Roussel accepted him, but
the relationship was
never aformal one. A
product of this association was the Concer-

tino for cello, piano,
wind and percussion
(1924), the first of the
35 concertante works
Martinu was to write.
Honegger's
experiments in Realism also
attracted his attention
and produced Half
Time (
nr), an evocation
of a football crowd to
match the Swiss cornposer's
Rugby.
In
similar vein Lindberg's
flight prompted another orchestral work La
Bagarre (
1926) ( nr), celebrating the enthusiasm of the crowds. Koussevitzky performed it
and it forged alink between the two men that
was to be useful to Martinu later on.
Paris in the 1920s was a place of artistic
ferment,
adventurous
experiment
and
cultural outrage. It was also acentre of the jazz
diaspora. Martinu's acute ear quickly picked
up the elements of the style and between 1926
and the unrecorded ballet Échec du Roi (
1930)
he explored the idiom in several works and
with varying success: most effectively in the
Charleston of Revue de cuisine (
1927), least so
in the uncomfortable mixture of Stravinsky's
Rag- Time and imitations of Gershwin entitled
Jazz Suite. He also swept up other popular

Bohuslav Martinu

by Kenneth Dommett

Policka-Prague ( 1890-1923)
Most people know that Martinu was born at
the top of achurch tower, literally. His place of
birth was the small town of Policka near the
Bohemian- Moravian border. He was brought
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but most of all by Debussy and Ravel. He failed
his exams and left the Conservatoire, but was
asked to join the Czech Philharmonic as a
second viol inst. While there he was befriended and encouraged by Vaclav Talich, and
some representative works from this period
are available to us. The piano pieces Butterflies and Birds of Paradise (
1920) owe much to
Debussy, whereas Istar (
1921), afull length
ballet based on the Istar-Tamuz myth from The
Epic of Gilgamesh, a fore-runner of the
Orpheus-Eurydice story, is arich, exotic score
indebted to Suk's Asrael Symphony and
Ravel's Daphnis, and the two suites arranged
by Frantisek Banos give agood impression
of it.
Immediately after finishing ¡
star Martinu
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dances like the Boston, Tango and Habanera
which are pressed into service in the highly
esteemed but unrepresented opera The
Soldier and the Dancer ( 1927).
The theatre claimed a great deal of
Martinu's attention. So did the cinema, for
which he provided a number of scores as he
was to do for radio and later, though less
successfully, for television. A selection of
suites and interludes from some of these Paris
operas is to be found in atantalising sampler
which includes music from the bizarre opera fil m' Les Trois Souhaits (
1929), The Suburban
Theatre (
also known as Theatre Beyond the
Gate) ( 1936) an odd mixture of opera, ballet
and commedia dell'arte, and the still popular
but unrecorded radio opera Comedy on the
Bridge (
1935). One opera of this period has,
however, been recorded complete. Juliette
(1936-7) is generally regarded as Martinu's
operatic masterpiece. Based on a surrealist
play by Georges Neveux, it is a Pirandellian
fantasy on the world of dreams and the search
for identity. It enshrined ideas that continued
to occupy Martinu's thoughts ever after, and
he always hoped to find its successor. He
never did, but Juliette provided him with a
fount of musical ideas from which he continued to draw inspiration. An earlier opera
Les Larmes du couteau (
1928), is a bloodcurdling Expressionist drama from the same
stable as Hindemith's Sancta Susanna and
Schoenberg's Die glückliche Hand, though
Martinu's music is far removed in style from
theirs. It is virtually impossible to stage but it
could be very effective on record.
Such a large amount of instrumental,
chamber and orchestral music was produced
in thefourteen years Martinu lived in Paristhat
it does seem more reasonable to consider it by
category. Though he claimed to love chamber
music and to be stimulated by its discipline,
Martinu seldom confided his profoundest
thoughtsto it. The seven string quartets nevertheless do repay study, though at present only
Nos. 5and 7are available. Many will doubtless
recall the excellent performances by the
Alberni Quartet of the whole series broadcast
some years ago and are disappointed that no
enterprising entrepreneur took them up.
No. 5is the most individual and intimate of the
set. Martinu wrote it in 1938 and it reflects his
relationship to his pupil, the talented
composer and conductor Viterslava Kapralova who died in Paris in 1940 at the early age
of 25. A piano quintet ( 1933), a string sextet
(1932) and four Divertimenti for various
groups of instruments dating from 1932 also
are all worthy of attention but are not yet
recorded.
Among the many piano pieces written
between 1924 and 1940 only the unrecorded
Preludes ( 1929), Borova the seven Czech
dances named after the village where the
composer had lessons as a child, the six
Ritournelles (
1932) and the impressionistic
Fenetre sur le jardin (
1938) need detain us.
Three of Martinu's four violin sonatas also
date from this period. They are attractive and
have been recorded but are not especially
important.
Much more significant are the orchestral
compositions, in which it is now possible to
discern two parallel but distinct lines of
development. The first is an upsurge of Czech
national feeling. In 1930 Martinu was pressed
to return to Prague to teach. He refused on the
grounds that to do so would mean abandoning his plans in favour of monetary gain,
but the knowledge that he was appreciated in
his homeland brought out all his pent-up love
of home. It surfaced first in Rondes (
1930) a
septet made up of Moravian dances, in Borova
and in the so far unrecorded Old Czech
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Nursery Rhymes for female chorus. Its
principal manifestations, though, were the
group of four short operas known as The
Miracle of Our Lady or The Plays of Mary
(1933-4) which combine Czech folk-song with
medieval church modes, and the vocal ballet
Spalicek (
1931-2). The materials from which
this is drawn are as familiarto Czech children as
our fairy tales and nursery rhymes are to ours.
No part of The Miracle of Our Lady has reached
record, but the two orchestral suites from
Spalicek are an indispensible part of any
Martinu collection. So is the equally attractive
cantata Kytice ( 1937).
The other strand was Martinu's ' discovery'
of the baroque concerto gross° as exemplified
by Corelli and Vivaldi. Neo-classicism was, of
course,a fruitful as well asfashionabletrend in
the 1920s and 30s. Martinu's contribution
follows
Hindemith's and produced an
imposing array of concertante works starting
in 1931 with the Concerto for String Quartet
and Orchestra which cries out for arecording,
as does the Partita of the same year. Thence
followed two Concertinosfor Piano Trio ( 1933)
— these were commissioned by the Trio
Hongroise and it is said that Martinu lost the
first or completely forgot about it, and was
forced to write the second within a matter of
days. This, like the Concerto for Flute and
Violin (
1936), echoes Poulenc. Both are brief,
compact, and combine ingenuity with
undeniable gallic sparkle. So in away does the
rather more archaic Harpsichord Concerto
(1935), written for the French harpsichordist
Marcelle de Lacour. More ambitious and more
powerful in their impact are the Violin
Concerto ( 1933) written for Dushkin, the Cello
Concerto No.1 ( 1930) for Cassado, and the
unrecorded ( in the UK) Piano Concerto No.2
(1934).
As the decade grew older and darker
Martinu, in common with many other Central
European composers, reacted to it in his
music. In 1938 in response to acommission by
Paul Sacher, he produced one of the great
works of the century, the Double Concerto for
two string orchestras, piano and tympani This
was completed on the day the Munich Agreement was signed. It is sombre music, intense,
passionate and tragic, and is one of the very
few compositions in which Martinu externalised his emotions. Sejna's old recording
catches its mood perfectly. This is music to
stand beside Bartok's Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta. The other major works of
that fateful year are the already mentioned
Fifth Quartet, another orchestral essay in the
baroque tradition Tre Ricercare, and the
currently unrecorded Concerto Grosso and
the Concertino for piano and orchestra.
The outbreak of war in 1939 ended Martinu's
established life-style. His last important work
in Paris was the Field Mass. Dedicated to the
Czech Army and designed to be performed in
the open air, it anticipated Britten's War
Requiem in its use of poetry ( by Mucha) to
reinforce appropriate snatches of psalms and
extracts from the Ordinary of the Mass. It is not
aliturgical work but one in which, like Britten's,
the hopes and fears of the soldier combine
with seemingly half- remembered prayers and
supplications to the Almighty in the hour of
tribulation. Neumann's live performance
recording is the only one apparently available.
Aix-America ( 1940-53)
When the Germans came in 1940 the Marti nus were on their blacklist. They escaped to
Aix-en-Provence and
began a life of
permanent exile. There Martinu wrote the
Fantasia and Toccata for his friend Rudolf
Firkusny. Technically and emotionally it was
his most imposing work for the piano to date.

The stormy mood of this piece is dissipated in
the unexpectedly jovial Sinfonietta Giocosa
written in the knowledge that he was to be
allowed to emigrate to the USA.
The couple landed in New York in April 1941
virtually penniless. At first the city seemed the
ideal refuge, but its cavernous streets, the
hustle and stark commercialism brought a
quick and increasingly hostile response. Like
Bartok Martinu felt hemmed in and doubly
isolated by America. His work suffered so he
went off to Jamaica for ayear to adjust. While
there he produced his second Cello Sonata
(nr) and the fine Piano Quartet ( nr). Besides
restoring his powers these works display a
maturing of Martinu's ideas while the New
Spaliceksongs (
nr) gave ventto his homesickness.
But 1942 marked an important new stage in
his career. While still in Jamaica Martinu was
asked by Koussevitzky, one of the world's
great patrons of music, to write an orchestral
work in memory of Mme Koussevitzky. The
result was the First Symphony. Thus launched
rather late in life, Martinu proceeded to write a
new symphony each year between 1943 and
1946. All to agreater or less extent draw sustenance from reminiscenes of Juliette, yet
each breaks new ground. These five
symphonies— the Sixth liesoutsidethegroup
—have been sorely underrated and they could
well be considered with those of Sibelius or
Vaughan Williams without loss of dignity to
either.
This initial phase of the composer's
American sojourn produced several other
important works, all reflecting agrowing simplification of style and firmer control over their
material. This simplification went hand in
hand with renewed efforts to maintain,
musically at least, ahold on his Czech roots. In
1943 and 1944 Martinu produced two delightful song cycles Songs on One Page and Songs
on Two Pages. Neither is currently recorded
and it is high time someone took them up. A
second Violin Concerto ( 1943) for Mischa
Elman contains some lovely ideas, but the
Concerto for Two Pianos is more consistently
successful and is one of the finest of Martinu's
works in concerto form. It, too, abounds in
references to Czechoslovakia; mostly happy
ones. Far less so are those in the heartfelt
Memorial to Lidice (
1943) in which the
composer sought to re-establish his links with
the victims of that frightful massacre. Ancerl's
magnificent old and elusive performance
seems to be the only record there is of it.
Happier times are evoked in the buoyant
Flute Sonata and the Etudes and Polkas for
piano written at Cape Cod in the summer of
1945. Martinu was looking forward to
returning to Prague where he had been offered ajob. In the meantime he took up aternporaryteaching post in Philadelphia and while
theretripped in the dark one nightand fell from
a second floor window. He sustained severe
head injuries and was unable to leave. What
was worse he could no longer concentrate
sufficiently to compose, though he continued
to try. He was working on the Toccata eDue
Canzone at the time of the accident and had
great difficulty in finishing it. It sounds
laboured, but the Sixth Quartet, completed in
the autumn of 1946, is remarkably fresh and
lyrical. So is the popular Seventh Quartet
(1947) subtitled Concerto da Camera. The
Third Piano Concerto ( 1948), commissioned
by Firkusny, was also intended to be bright
and celebratory but turned out to be rather
dark and brooding. Martinu's five piano
concertos incidentally, have been more ostracised by recording companies and performers than the symphonies, though there are
domestic Czech recordings of some of them.
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Slow recovery hindered his return to
Europe, and the Communist take-over in 1948
put an end to any thoughts Martinu had of
going back to Czechoslovakia. The decision
was entirely his, and he reluctantly opted to
stay on in New York, much as he disliked it. He
had anumber of commissions, but lassitude
and depression made it difficult for him to
write with his former fluency. Between 1948
and 1952 he produced little of value. The Sinfonietta La Jolla (
after the Californian town), a
Concerto for two violins, aThird Piano Trio,
and the two rather routine television operas
What Men Live By (
after Tolstoy) and The
Marriage (
after Gogol), epitomise this relative
sterility. Growing interest in Haydn produced
the Sinfonia concertante (
1949), and there is a
set of Czech Dances for two pianos, both of
which stand out as landmarks to indicate that
the ability to write meaningful music was not
quite dead.
In the Spring of 1952 the dam broke. The
Rhapsody Concerto for viola, a spacious
lyrical fantasia- like work, began anew phase
in which Martinu was able once more to
explore the paths of free association and continuous evolution in his music. Having unleashed his musical energies, music flowed
from him in an unquenchable stream. Six
songs for women's voices (three with violin)
were followed in short order by the third and
best of the Cello Sonatas. The last work to be
completed on American soil was the Concerto
for violin and piano (
1953).

the recordings

Europe ( 1953-9)
The last six years of Martinu's life were
shared between Nice, Rome and Pratteln, the
summer home of the Sachers. The fi rst workto
be completed after his return to Europe was
the Sixth Symphony. He had worked long and
hard at it and its subtitle Fantaisies symphoniques gives agood indication of its style. It
comprises aset of subtle variations enclosed
within two slow sections, the second of which
is a variant of the first. It is a poetic work,
opulently scored and filled with fugitive
magic. If any single work might be said to
represent Martinu it would be this symphony.
After putting aside an abortive attempt to
follow upJulietta with another opera based on
Neveux, Martinu made another 'about turn'
and wrote his most successful comic opera
Mirandolina after Goldoni's Là Locandiera.
Only theorchestral Saltarello has been recorded, but Mirandolina is an infectious score, so
perhaps someone will take it up.
Three of Martinu's apparently simplistic but
highly individual and intensely felt choral
works on Czech themes followed— The Hymn
to St. James (
his only true religious work), The
Primrose, and the cantata Hill of Three Lights.
Butterflies and Birds of Paradise
Istar ( Suites I & HI
Concertino for Cello, Piano, Wind
& Percussion
Revue de cuisine
Le Depart (
Les Trois Souhaits)
and other Operatic Orchestral
music)
Juliette
String Quartets No .5 and 7
Borova
Les Ritournelles
Fenetre sur le jardin
Spalicek ( Suites &
Kytice
Concertino for Piano Trio &
& Orchestra
Concerto for Flute, Violin &
Orchestra
Harpsichord Concerto
Violin Concertos 1and 2
Cello Concerto No 1
Double Concerto
Tre Ricercare
Field Mass
Sinfonia Giocosa

These have not been recorded, but the Piano
Sonata ( 1954) has. This is more afantasia than
a sonata proper. It was written for Rudolf
Serkin, and its concentrated and restless spirit
seems to recall the tumult of New York.
The consummation of Martinu's creative
life might be said to begin in 1955 with the
composition of the Epic of Gilgamesh from
which he had taken the Istar story 35 years
earlier. It is an extraordinary mixture of the
sung and spoken word, recalling at times
Honegger's Le Roi David, and its effect can be
quite hallucinatory. Its subject is death and
resurrection, the subject of much of Martinu's
music from this time on. The Frescoes of Piero
della Francesco (
1955), agift to another Czech
emigre, Rafael Ku bel ik, is an orchestral tripych
of delicately coloured contemplations on
Piero's paintings at Borgo San Sepolcro.
Of striking simplicity, yet of powerful
emotional impact, are the four chamber
cantatas to poems by Miloslav Bures based on
Czech customs which occupied Martinu
intermittently between 1955 and 1959. These
strike deep into the heart of Martinu's own
being and turn the listener's thoughts toward
the eternal verities. Opening the Wells was
followed in 1956 by Legend of the Smoke from
Potato Fires, in 1957 by Romance of the
Dandelions, and finally Mikes from the
Mountains, completed afew months before
his death. Sadly there are no recordings. The
BBC Singers have broadcast them however,
and their excellent performances will no
doubt be repeated.
A brief return to America in 1956 produced
one work of importance, the Fourth Piano
Concerto Incantation, but by the autumn
Martinu was in Rome where he had taken up
another teaching appointment. There, as a
farewell gesture to the New World, he wrote
The Rock (
nr) an orchestral tribute to the spirit
of the Pilgrim Fathers. In the summer of 1957 at
the end of his stay in the city he composed
another of his philosophically inspired works,
the orchestral Parables. The stimulus for these
three pieces came from Saint-Exupery's La
Citadelle. Back in Pratteln he wrote the last of
his piano concertos, a full-blown three
movement work somewhat misleadingly
entitled Fantasia concertante.
He took his leave of Neveux with the one act
operaAriadne (
1958) based on that author's Le
Voyage de Thésée. It is unashamedly classical
in style, its model reputedly being Benda's
1775 version of the story. The one recorded
aria gives afair idea of the vocal writing. Bythis
time Martinu was suffering from stomach
cancer and was reserving hisenergies in order
to complete his first full-length tragic opera
The Greek Passion to alibretto after Kazantzaki's Christ Re-crucified. This had been

Boris Krejny (pno)
Rmo State PO/Waldhans
VectornovICollegium Musicum
Prepense 1Vainar
Various artists

occupying this thoughts since 1955 and had
involved him in astudy of Greek folk-song and
Orthodox church music; it also called for
several revisions in order to meet the needs of
the conductors who promised to stage it. It
was never performed during Martinu's
lifetime and he seems to have been unsure of
it. He was revising it right up to the time of his
death. Parts of it do not work well on stage,
though on record its stature can more readily
be
appreciated.
Happily
Sir
Charles
Mackerras' performance and Supraphon's
first digital recording do the opera full justice
and confirm its place among the greatest of
Martinu's works.
It was a matter for regret to the composer
that he had felt bound to use Greek rather than
Czech materials in The Greek Passion, and in
his last months concentrated on anumber of
short works on Czech- inspired ideas. Apart
from Mikes there is adelicate Nonet ( nr), the
set of Variations on aSlovak Song for cello and
piano, and the lovely Festival of Birds for
children's voices and trumpet ( nr). Paris
received anostalgic backward glance in Fetes
Nocturnes (
Chamber Music No.1) ( nr) but the
last completed composition, the cantata
Prophecy of Isaiah reaches out toward the
uncertain future. Martinu set it to English
words (the recording uses Hebrew) and set it
for soloists and chorus, trumpet, viola and
tympani. He died on 28 August 1959.
The music reveals agreat gift for melody
and the ability to generate large cohesive
structures from brief ideas or 'cells'. It is
vitalised by a natural feeling for rhythmic
variety and coloured with arich and subtle use
of instrumental timbres and a novel use of
traditional harmony. Martinu normally wrote
at great speed and had an 18th century attitude
towards his work. He expressed no
proprietoryfeelingsabout mostof it and rarely
concerned
himself
with
how
others
performed it. He despised systems and
formulae and resisted theoretical analysis just
as he fought shy of formal teaching and
conservatory disciplines. He admired Corelli,
Vivaldi and Haydn more than Bach, Handel or
Beethoven, and had little time for most of the
great composers of the 19th century. He
responded positively to Debussy; less so to
Suk and Stravinsky. The earnestness of
Hindemith andthe intellectual blood-letting of
Schoenberg held no interest for him.
Martinu's music springs from Czech soil but
is international. It bestows on those who listen
to it afeeling of optimism and of the love and
understanding of simple things. And it is
illuminated by the awarenessthat Life is infinitely complex, challenging and mysterious,
often cruel, sometimes tragic, but always
worth living •
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Not all these recordings may be available at present. The list is not exhaustive and other
works by Martino have been and may still be available. Ancerl's historic mono recording of
Memorial to Lidice (originally Artie LPV 416, reissued as Heritage HCN 8008) is elusive and
has not been listed.
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This is the Ortofon MC200.
The latest addition to arange of
moving coil cartridges that has
macle Ortofon the undisputed
world leaders in cartridge
design and manufacture.
It is also the winner of the
Japanese Stereo Components
Grand Prix, the highest accolade
in the hi-fi world. The latest of
many such awards we've
picked up in recent years.
So what makes the
MC200 so highly rated?
Is it the improved
version of the
unique Ortofon
WRD (Wide Range
Damping)
system? Or
the super-

super-rigid boron cantilever,
which transmits sound some
three times faster than ordinary
cantilevers?
Perhaps
our new,
patented, samarium cobalt ring
magnet So small that we've
been able to develop a
miniaturized cartridge unit with
an elegant slirnline housing
around it.
Or were the judges swayed
by the MC200 remarkable
performance statistics?
Well, we'd like to think what
really impressed them was the
quality and sophistication of
the MC200 sound reproduction. Reproduction across the
entire frequency range that our
competitors seem unlikely, or
unable, to match.
Call in at your nearest
Ortofon stocldst, and judge it for
yourself.

CLASSICAL REVIEWS
BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra / HINDEMITH: Konzertmusik, Op 50
NYPO / Bernstein
CBS 60343

BEST of the MONTH
Beethoven's C- major Mass, intimately scaled by Guest
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Goehr's Metamorphosis/Dance & Romanza from Liverpool
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Ravel's orchestral music: Haitink's masterful versions

93

Schumann's Second Symphony from Muti

95

Tchaikovsky's pianistic ' Seasons' from Artymiw

99

Emma Kirkby: a collection to enthrall

101

REISSUES. After much deliberation we have decided to dispense with Deja Vu and to incorporate
our coverage of reissue records in the main section. Although Deja Vu was acompact, easy toread feature, those seeking aparticular review often had to search through apage or two of
solid copy as the column was not indexed. The reviews also gave no more than bare- bones
information, based on the thinking that as the records had been given afull review when they
first appeared aprecis would suffice for the reissue. While this undoubtedly made life easier
for the reviewers Oland suited the more dedicated aficionados, those new to the records had
little to go on.
Under the new regime reissues have the same formal heading details as new issues with an
additional line giving the year of the original release. The reviews themselves will remain
comparatively short but should contain more information. They will also be listed now in the
overall index and denoted by the symbol. We feel this change will enhance the service we
offer to records enthusiasts, especially in view of the fact that reissues now account for no less
than 30% of all record sales in the UK.

J. S. BACH: Italian Concerto ( BINV 971)
-1 Preludes and Fugues from the WellTempered Clavier Book 1, in D ( 850), f
(857) & b ( 869)
Youri Egorov (pno)
Pavane ADIN 7029
The Belgian firm Pavane, which seems to be
making quite a thing of Bach on the piano,
deserves our gratitude for that alone; the
more since the recently- announced death of
Glenn Gould. Some of the freshness of
approach, but less of the obsession with
contrasts of touch and phrasing, that characterised Gould's Bach is to be found in that
of the brilliant young Russian Youri Egorov.
His Concerto is nimble, his Preludes by turns

brilliant and poetic, and his fugues clear, and,
even if I
found his Prelude in B- minor too slow
and too reflective, at least he seems to me to
play it as well as it could be played at this
speed.
The recording is clear and good, if a little
shallow. However, the very strong contrast of
volume — and, Ithink, also of distance —
between the first two movements of the
Concerto struck me as too great. After all,
Bach did not express any desire for achange
from a loud- voiced harpsichord to a soft
clavichord at this point! At under 36 minutes I
consider the total playing time a little parsimonious; surely another prelude and fugue
could have been fitted in. [
B/C:1]
Stephen Daw

INFORMATION

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by: g ( monophonic) or El ( stereo
RECORD RATINGS
transcription).
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics'
g refers to aUK reissue.
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.
RECORD FAULTS
Recording
A
8
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre -LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H(
or 1,2,3,4
as appropriate)

Occasionally a record may be worthy of special
mention, taking it beyond the very good' bracket. In
such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B:1*, A*:2 or
(exceptionally) A* : 1*. c HiFi News & Record
Review.

'Recording ratings should be taken to refer to
recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that acertain proportion of such
variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

RETAIL PRICES
Owing ta the large range of discount prices now
available on records, most of the major companies
have abolished a retail price structure. We will
continue to quote retail prices where supplied to us,
but would otherwise refer readers to the box below,
which relates price- range to label prefixes.

RECORD PRICES (
EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV, Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £ 5.50, ' Mid' £ 4.00, ' Low' £ 2.50). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASD, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, DSLO, HEAD, AO, AP, EK; 9500, 6500, 6514; 2530, 2531,
2533; 35/72/73/76000; RL; DCA/ACA; Ades
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HC1S/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, GRV, ZK, SOL:9502;2542; 6527;61000; RL;
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
DPA(2), ECS, OLS; 6570, 6833;2535, 2538,2547,2548; 30000; GL
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The sleeve gives acopyright date of 1979, but
no actual date of recording has been notified.
The sound quality suggests fairly recent
vintage: it is good but not of the very highest.
The strings are edgy in the upper registers, a
characteristic of CBS recordings of a few
years back, and there happens to be a bit of
wow on the final chord of the Bartok. The
performances, however, are both worthy of
consideration. The Hindemith, composed in
1930, was recently given a superlative performance and recording by Howarth and
Argo, whose digital sound helped untangle
the occasionally dense textures.
Bernstein is less successful; not only does
his recording not help, but his own tendency
to drive the music and go for big climaxes
succeeds in thickening it up. On the other
hand, in the Bartok he manages to achieve
almost chamber music qualities at times. It is
a meticulous performance in which every
detail is considered and every nuance caught.
It is a passionate reading too, and brings out
much of the sadness inherent in the work.
Compared with Bernstein, Solti's marvellously clear interpretation — which incidentally
has the benefit of recent discoveries regarding the score — sounds cool and sometimes
detached. Dorati's recently reissued Mercury
recording also has a lot of character but
cannot compete technically. In the finale
Bernstein really lets the orchestra have its
head and produces a climax of stunning
virtuosity equalled by few of the rival recordings. [
B:1] •
Kenneth Dommett

BAX: Piano Sonata No. 2 in G 17 The
Princess' Rose Garden E Slave Dance 11
Apple- Blossom-Time O Scherzo
Malcolm Binns (pna)
Pearl SHE 565 (£ 5.50) ( Pavilion)
Such a vivid and original orchestral sensibility as Bax's might not be expected to
approach composition for the piano with
great enthusiasm. Throughout his life he
denied anything more than proficiency as a
pianist, and the markings to be found in this
Sonata testify to a composer whose mind
was absorbed in an altogether richer tonal
palette. Yet there is a considerable body of
piano music, including four numbered sonatas and many shorter pieces, and Bax's visit
to Russia in 1910 left astrong impression: he
returned from that land of pianist- composers
with several Russian- influenced piano pieces
ready to be set down on manuscript paper.
The 25- minute Second Sonata of 1919 is a
magnificent piece, full of brooding tragedy
and dark hues. It is dedicated to Harriet
Cohen, with whom Bax had recently returned
from a holiday in Ireland, to him the most
evocative of countries. The single- movement
structure is marvellously sustained: especially memorable are the principal theme ( a
haunted melody which ascends by intervals
of a third from a darkly vaporous bass
texture) and an E- minor episode a little later,
set in motion by a Baxian ostinato 'till ready'
— cf. the opening of the Fourth Symphony.
Iris Loveridge's 19-year- old mono Lyrita
account ( RCS 11) has served well, but a new
version with the opulence of modern engineering has been long overdue. Malcolm
Binns' advocacy is superb; he should be
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asked at once to record the companion works.
The Abbey Road recording is warm and
immediate, though there were traces of rapid
wow on my copy. I
trust this will be corrected.
The shorter pieces on Side 2date from 1913
(Scherzo), through 1915 (The Princess' Rose
Garden and Apple-Blossom- Time — pieces
of delicate, if rather faded charm) to 1920, the
year in which Harriet Cohen played the
newly-written Slave Dance for a fortnight's
season by the Russian Ballet. The ballerina
Tamara Karsavina, whom Bax 'worshipped
from afar', danced ' afierce and strange dance
mime' to the work. It is an enjoyable piece of
local colour, with arabesques and gipsy
rhythms spiced with Baxian harmonic
astringence. Though the recording is as rich
and full as on Side One, there is wow here too,
ignored in my letter rating. [ A:1]
Andrew Keener

BEETHOVEN:
'Emperor'

Piano

Concerto

5

Artur Rubinstein (pno) / Boston SO / Leinsdorf
RCA GL 14220
Reissue from 1965
With Rubenstein's most recent version of the
'Emperor' ( Barenboim accompanies him with
the LPO, mid- 70s) still available in a boxed
set, it must be seen as acalculated gesture on
RCA's panto reissue their older recording at a
temptingly low price. It has of course very
attractive qualities, and the sound is quite
acceptable, even if there is not much definition about the orchestral bass line, and
surface noise is a bother. Leinsdorf and the
Boston Orchestra provide a slightly lumpy
accompaniment; but balance is good, and
wind detail comes across clearly ( too clearly,
when the intonation is poor). Rubinstein too
is below his best. There are magisterial
touches, with limpid tone and poetic phrasing
in the more lyrical music. But there are more
smudges and hesitations than one would
expect, and I sense little of the burning
conviction that ought to lie behind the
decision to make yet another recording of this
familiar work available ( currently around 25
versions to choose from). Somewhat disappointing. [
6:2]
Peter Branscombe

BEETHOVEN: Mass in C, Op.86
Felicity Palmer (sop) / Helen Watts (con) /
Robert Tear (ten) / Christopher Keyte (bass) /
St John's College Choir / ASMIF / Guest
Decca JB129
Reissue from 1974
This works beautifully within its imposed
limits. The use of boys' voices, and the
excellent recording quality, with brightly lit
church acoustic ( Iam inclined to ' star' this
reissue), and Guest's generally intimatelyscaled reading, make a valuable foil to the
Giulini or Davis versions. There is less
contrast between the two women's voices,
and the two men's, than on the Davis record
(Philips 9500 636), which has the soloists too
widely spaced; but these are matters of taste.
It must be said that, allowing himself a
broader expressive canvas, Davis can elicit
greater feeling than Guest, who confines the
Mass more as if it were by Haydn. [
A*: 1]
Christopher Breunig
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BENGUEREL: Concerto for Percussion' /
SOLER: Requiem for solo percussion and
orchestra 2
Sig fried Fink (pcn) 11 Radio Symphony Orchestra of Hessichen IInbal 12 Orchestra of the
Statetheatre, Kassel/ Lockhart
Thorofon Capella MTH193 (£5.65) ( TOL)
'Drums and orchestra' is rather acatch-all title
for these two modern works which both had
their premieres in Germany in 1977, although
their composers are native and resident in
Spain. The mystery clears when we learn that
both are dedicated to Siegfried Fink, who
played the solo roles both in the first performances and on this recording. It seems that
the Benguerel did not in fact have two
separate performances, but one at which the
recording was made, although the sleeve
notes do not confirm this. But if that is correct,
then the Benguerel Concerto has already been
enjoyed by a large audience, since its
premiere was broadcast simultaneously by
Radio Frankfurt, Radio Nederland, Spanish
radio, and German television.
Xavier Benguerel'sConcerto is arranged for
standard symphonic forces augmented by
piano, plus percussion. It is something of a
bravura piece for all concerned, and on a
superficial level illustrates the diversity of
sounds and techniques that modern symphonic composition can call upon. When he
was awarded the Luigi Dallapiccola Prize it
was for ' his extensive work in which he makes
an effort to give a personal expression —
without renouncing to avaluable present-day
proposition — and in which he works against
the technique that tries to make man asubject
by depriving him of his entity'. While the
'proposition', which Itake to refer to his
compositional approach, is much in evidence,
the political and metaphysical aspects seem
less obvious here. Perhaps it requires penetration beyond the dazzling veneer of the
recording — but more of that anon.
The Requiem by Josep Soler ( not to be
confused with Padre Soler, the 18th century
composer for guitar) is for an expanded
orchestra that includes piano, organ, harps,
wind machine, and two choirs, as well as
tuned percussion. The religious content, in the
composer's words, is of his feelings in composing the work — he has translated and
added a commentary to the historical tract
'The
Divine Names of Dionysius the
Areopagite'. The work is based on dodecaphonic techniques of composition.
The recordings, both of which are very
similar in their balance, could be said to be a
triumph of multi-miking recording technique.
The instruments are laid out across the stereo
sound stage according to their traditional
positions, but each one is caught in sharplydelineated precision. The detail on individual
instruments is quite remarkable, but it is obviousthatthe whole isentirely synthetic: there
is no impression of a unified acoustic, while
the dynamics of different instruments have
been ' treated' to produce uniformity of
dynamics at the expense of a natural
perspective. Veritably, it is an ' illustrated
score'. On the whole the intelligibility of the
music doesn't suffer, despite the patent unnaturalness of the recording. It does, though,
make the Benguerel sound like vacuous pyrotechnics. But the Soler is unaffected: as an
expressive piece it transmits a piece of
Spanish culture that is neither in the mould of
Debussy's Iberia nor Rod riguo'sAranjuez, but
the ' dark' side of flamenco, the deep strange
influence of Moorish culture, and highly
recommended for that reason. (A*/B:1]
Adrian Orlowski

BRAHMS: Symphony 3 in F
Chicago SO / Reiner
RCA VICS2043
Reissue from 1958
Those equipped for stereo were faced with a
dilemma when RCA published the simultaneous mono transfer with, additionally, the
Tragic Overture. The previous Victrola reissue ( VICS1117) carried both pieces; now
there is a reversion to the original layout
(even though Reiner omitted the firstmovement repeat). This latest German pressing offers clearer sound, with violins fractionally more life- like and the hall ambience
in sharper focus. There is some master-tape
congestion in the louder parts of the finale,
but this is not worrying when the disc-cutting
is so clean. With a spacious and flexible
opening movement, combining lyrical sweetness and telling virility, Reiner's is amasterly
reading: most valuable for the perfectly
proportioned slow movement. Throughout
there are many subtleties in the orchestral
playing, and the recorded sound is not too
faded for enjoyment. [ 6:1*]
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Symphony 3 in F E Haydn
Variations, Op.56a
VP0 / Kertesz
Decca JB84
Reissue from 1973

This completes the 'Jubilee' transfer of Kertesz's Brahms cycle, the Polygram recut
showing marginal differences over the Decca
original — but Iam unable to pronounce
these either as improvements or otherwise.
Kertesz's drowning accident in Israel occurred before the Variations were finished, so
the orchestra recorded the finale without a
conductor. Regrettably Iam not in sympathy
with these performances: it seems that the
conductor impedes the music in a quest for
detail. There are preferable, cheaper, alternatives, notably Reiner's or the recent CFP
Loughran recoupling. [
A:2]
Christopher Breunig

BRIDGE: Sextet for strings ( 1906/12) E
Phantasie in ffor string quartet ( 1905)
Hanson Quartet w. Stephen Tees (via)/ Lionel
Handy (vcI)
Pearl SHE 570 (
Pavilion)
Although Bridge's fortunes on disc stand
much higher than they did ten years ago, the
collector of this absorbing and skilful composer needs to be quick on the uptake in order
not to miss anything. The Piano Quintet, the
first Phantasie Trio, the Phantasie Piano
Quartet and the second Piano Trio have all
disappeared, casualties of the demise of
Enigma and Argo, while the Allegri's
accounts of the Third and Fourth Quartets
seemed no sooner issued than deleted. It is a
sad state of affairs, for at no time has a
representative range of Bridge's chamber
music been available to the newcomer.
Perhaps this new disc from the Hanson
Quartet ( already with a distinguished Pearl
account of the first Quartet to their credit) and
friends will stay the course for somewhat
longer. It strongly deserves to.
These are relatively early works, the Sextet,
like the Piano Quintet of much the same
period, infused with a Brahmsian warmth of

expression and texture. Each of its three
movements is sturdily tripartite in structure,
whether in the guise of a cogently argued
sonata form or, as in the Andante con moto, a
slow movement which encloses a central
Scherzo. The Finale is particularly impressive, encompassing as it does material heard
earlier in the work within some ingenious
thematic working out of its own. The Fminor
Phantasie was the first of several which
Bridge wrote under the stimulus of the
Phantasy competitions founded by W. W.
Cobbett. It is a light and well crafted piece in
three sections, requiring, above all, fluency
and liveliness of its interpreters. These it
receives in abundance.
The Hanson are scarcely less successful in
the deeper colours of the larger work,
although Isuspect a degree or two more
attention at the editing stage would have
removed some inelegant intonation and articulation. Unanimity of thought and deed are,
however, admirable throughout, and Pearl's
recording is well focused and uninflated; the
distance between listener and players seems
to me just right. But watch out for off-centre
pressings of Side One: on my copy the hole in
the middle needed some drastic surgery with
a penknife before Icould listen in comfort.
[A:11
Andrew Keener

BRITTEN: Prelude and Dances from The
Prince of the Pagodas D 8 British & 5
French Folk Songs ( arranged and orchestrated by Britten)
Gerald English (ten) / WASO / ASO /
Measham
Unicorn-Kanchana KP 8007
The work new to the catalogue on this issue is
Britten's own arrangement and orchestration
of a number of his British and French
Folksong settings ( some already available on
record in the versions for tenor and piano).
These later perspectives of much- loved miniatures in no way replace the earlier versions
but are an essential complement to them,
both emphasising and altering the inferences
Britten drew from the texts when younger.
Gerald English is in typical form, drawing
every ounce of meaning from both musical
and verbal texts, precise in diction, and never
sounding like Peter Pears. As usual, he is
particularly fine in the more humorous or
sin ister numbers. The West Australia SO is at
ease in the less technically difficult items, but
is stretched a little elsewhere and shows a
few signs of the strain. Nevertheless, David
Measham makes the most of its abilities, and
overall the performances are very satisfying.
The sound is more closed and opaque than
that provided for the coupling, but is better
than average.
The suite that Norman Del Mar extracted
(with the composer's approbation) from the
ballet, The Prince of the Pagodas, receives a
brilliant, perceptive performance from the
Adelaide SO, though its greater technical
resources are similarly stretched on occasions. The recording is spacious and detailed,
with excellent dynamic range and an easy
acoustic. Details are certainly less swamped
than on the reverse of the disc. This is avery
welcome issue and prescribed listening for all
Britten fans — Idoubt that it will disappoint.
[A/B:1*/2]
Doug Hammond
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CLEMENTI: Piano sonata in D Op.40,
No.3 D Piano Sonata in F Op. No.2 D
Piano Sonate in g Op.50, No.3 D Monferrine Op.49
John McCabe (pno)
Hyperion A 66057(DMM)
The 150th anniversary of Clementi's death
falls in 1982, and this may well rekindle
interest in his music — for he is probably
more widely remembered for his manufacture of pianos than for his piano music. Yet
Clementi, as no other composer, evidences
the I
ink between the developing 18th century
Classical sonata and the specific qualities of
the piano. His six sonatas Op.1 ' For the
harpsichord or pianoforte' set the pattern.
Innovative features were not confined to
early sets, for the F- major Sonata played here
is virtually unique in the Classical literature:
its two- movement form — plus adagio introduction — is unusual in itself, although not
without precedent, but its entire structure is
an elaboration of the tension generated by
the contrast between three- bar phrases and
those of even length.
John McCabe uses a modern concert
BPsendorfer, which surely is a particularly
contentious issue for Clementi (
cf. Jos van
Immerseel's performance of some different
Sonatas on a restored 18th century piano on
ACC 7911); but given this, McCabe's performances are in the best tradition of his Haydn
series — clean in articulation, neat in phrasing, and free from sentimentality despite the
use of rubato. In the very fine G- minor sonata
Op.50 ' Dido abandoned', he is given material
of amore substantial and dramatic turn, and
the reading is the best of the issue, although
even here one is left finally with the impression that the whole is slightly less than the sum
of the parts.
Despite the recording sessions on successive days in April 1981, the two sides of this
issue give very different sounds to the
nisendorfer. Side 1 provides a firm bass, a
mellow treble, just behind the speakers,
whilst the Side 2acoustic is softer-edged in all
registers, with added resonance further lessening the impact. [ A(Side 1)/B(Side 2):1121
Roger Bowen

CRUSELL: Clarinet Concerto No.1 in Eb,
Op.1 LI Clarinet Concerto No.3 in Bb,
Op.11
Thea King (cil) / LSO / Francis
Hyperion A66055
It may be somewhat facile to describe these
concertos as ' Swedish Weber', but it is not
too far from the truth. Bernhard Crusell was in
fact born a Finn though he is usually considered Swedish, and was a remarkable man.
He was aclarinettist of distinction himself, a
literateur and a polyglot linguist. He wrote a
good deal of music which is only now being
assessed, much of it for his own instrument.
The first concerto was published in 1811, but
the Crusell expert Pamela Weston believes it
to have been written as early as 1798, and the
second in 1807 though it did not appear in
print until 1828.
Thea King has embraced these two virtually unknown concertos with the same enthusiasm and dedication she has shown to other
by-ways of the clarinet repertoire, several of
which she has already recorded for Hyperion.
As there are not other points of reference one
has to take the performances on trust and say
that they carry conviction. As music their
interest lies chiefly in the way the material is

laid out rather than in its intrinsic interest, for
some of the ideas seem slender and, in the
finale of the E-flat concerto, unduly protracted. The scoring is assured and, as is to be
expected, the clarinet writing sympathetic
and demanding without essaying the superficial brilliance of either Weber or Spohr. These
are rewarding discoveries, not of worldshattering significance but well worth the
attentiori of those interested in exploring the
less familiar pathways of early romantic
music. Sound and balance are excellent; so
are the German pressings. [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

DEBUSSY: Beau Soir L Mandoline ri Les
cloches D Green: Chevaux de bois ( Ariettes oubliées) D Le jet d'eau D Trois
mélodies ( Verlaine) D De soir ( Proses
lyriques) IO Le temps a laissié son manteau; Pour ce que Plaisance est morte
(Trois chansons de France) E Fêtes
galantes I & Il L Le promenoir des deux
amants
Gérard Souzay (bar) / Dalton Baldwin (pno)
DG 2543 813
Reissue from 1962
All that demands to be done here is to
welcome this distinguished recital back into
the catalogue. The recording has come up
well; nowadays, perhaps, the piano would
sound atouch warmer, the voice not quite so
closely caught ( nor with such a tendency to
veer to the right), but everything falls
pleasantly on the ear. There is lightness in
Verlaine's Mandoline, faultless control with in
dizzy momentum in Chevaux de bois and
finespun legato in En sourdine. The voice
may not be unfailingly beautiful, but affectation, vocal or verbal, plays no part at any
point, and Dalton Baldwin's contribution is a
model of receptiveness and character. [ B:1*/
1]
Andrew Keener

DVORAK: Symphony No.2 in B, Op.4
LSO / Kertesz
Decca JB 111
Reissue from 1967
The second of Dvorak's nine symphonies is
the first he was prepared to acknowledge. It
was composed in 1865 and reflects the
confidence the 24-year-old composer was
feeling and his enthusiasm for the music of
Wagner which he had discovered in 1863.
When he submitted it for publication he
lopped some forty pages from the score, but
it is still along and sometimes wayward work.
Yet it has the unmistakeable Dvorakian individuality despite its Wagnerian allusions, and
its mood is lyrical, distinctively Bohemian,
and richly melodious. In this it anticipates
Nos. 5 and 6, though they are more tautly
constructed and less indulgent.
It is not awork that has attracted too many
recordings, but Neumann has recorded it
twice, and there are performances by Rowicki
and Kubelik in their complete sets. Kertesz's
performance measures up well against
Neumann's later ( 1975) recording, and
sounds almost as good; and it surpasses
Rowicki's rather too earnest version. Only
Kubelik gets as far into the music, but in
common with several of his Dvorak performances one feels that he is trying to make too
many personal points, bending detail too
readily and with insufficient justification.
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61 CHARLOTTE ST, LONDON , W1 4DN
TELEPHONE 580 - 4634/5
CASSETTE DECKS

AMPLIFIERS

Akai

full range available

Akai
£56.00

AMU110 ( 2x2)

JVC

POA

Full range

Marantz

POA

Full range

Pioneer
SA420 (21 x2)
SA520 ( 32 x2)
A5 ( 35 x2)
A6 ( 65 x2)

Sansui
A909 ( 70 x2)
A707 ( 50 x2)
AUD22 ( 45 x2)
AUD33 ( 65 x2)

Aiwa

JVC

£112.00
£94.00
POA
POA

Pioneer

Nakamichi

POA

Full range

POA

D55M
D99D
D370
D570

£64.00
£ 128.00

POA
POA

Sony

Yamaha
Harman/Kardon

POA
POA
POA

Technics

Quantum

POA

Tandberg

Full range

£62.00
£98.00
£89.00
£107.00

CT320
CT520
CT4
CT5

Full range

Tandberg

£499.00

680ZX

Sansui

Trio

£65.00
£152.00

KD-D10
KD-D40

POA

Full range

Technics

£189.95
£79.95
£99.95
£189.95

ADR600
AD3150
AD3250
AD3700

£52.00
£79.00
£88.00
£114.00

Sony

£181.00
£95.00

GXF51
CSF14

Full range
Full range
Full range

Yamaha
Harman/Kardon

POA

CASTLE
ACOUSTICS loudspeakers of
quality
PEMBROKE -The obvious choice for
those who like large speaker performance but don't like large speakers!
The pembroke is atwo way system in amedium
size enclosure with an astonishing low frequency
performance from the custom built bass driver.
When you add the almost legendary smoothness
and detail provided by Castle's treble unit you
have aloudspeaker which will enhance amodest
Hi Fi system as well as being capable of producing
all the subtlety and fine detail available from
today's finest sound sources.

POA
POA
POA
POA

TUNERS
Akai

£65.00

RTK110L

JVC
T- X55

£162.00

Pioneer
£62.00
£89.00

TX520L
F5L

Technics

POA

Full range

Tandberg

POA
POA
POA

Full range

Yamaha
Harman/Kardon

SPEAKERS (PAIRS)

Audiomaster
,A.R.
JBL
Magna
M LS1
Celestion
Koss M80

Monitor Audio
MA2

Tannoy
Wharfedale
Laser 60
Laser 40

RECEIVERS

JVC
Pioneer
Sony
Technics
Trio
Sansui
Akai
Harman/Kardon

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

TURNTABLES
Aiwa LX100
JVC
Pioneer
PL120
PLX44F

Sansui
SR222 Mk1V

Technics
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Also, his DG sound lacks brightness though
many reviewers have responded eagerly to it.
Although this Kertesz recording is now 15
years old it shows little serious sign of age,
apart from some constriction of climaxes
(noticed in his Carnival Overture of the same
vintage), while the performance can be recommended without reservation. [ B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

the New Philharmonia; but he could always
control an orchestra, and the sound and
balance are both very good. The record has
apparently been newly pressed in Germany
and has excellent surfaces. [ B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

DVORAK: Symphony No.7 in d
Philharmonic Symphony Orch / Paita
Lodia LOD 782 (£ 5.85) ( TOL)

DVORAK: Carnival Overture E Scherzo
Capriccios° [
1 The Golden Spinning
Wheel
LSO / Kertesz
Decca JB 109
Reissues from 1966, 1963 and 1971

Lodia is aSwiss label, and if this sample of it is
anything to go by the quality is excellent —
though whether the price is justified is a
matter of opinion. The pressing is by Teldec,
and the digital sound ( 3M Minicom) offers
good balance and a reasonably realistic
profile. The recording was in fact made in
Kingsway Hall by aFrench engineer, so it can
claim to be a genuine collaboration. The
Philharmonic Symphony sounds like a contractual disguise, but the quality of its playing
confirms that it is no scratch orchestra and
Carlos Paita conjures some superb playing
from its ranks.
Almost every interpretation of quality of
this symphony seems to reveal something
new about it, and enhances the claim ( made
by some) that it is Dvorak's greatest symphonic achievement. While not necessarily subscribing to that view, it has to be admitted that
it is a wonderful work. The Brahmsian associations are acknowledged, but Inoticed clear
links with Smetana, virtually for the first time,
and more faintly with Wagner in the cast of
some phrases. The melodic content, though,
is unalloyed Dvorak, and Paita brings out this
individuality unerringly. It is aperformance of
considerable stature, sympathetic and emotional but controlled and consistent in its
welding of the parts into a strong and
convincing whole. [A:1 1Kenneth Dommett

The late Istvan Kertesz's recordings of the
Dvorak symphonies and other selected
orchestral works have rightly acquired the
status of classics. Few conductors have so
completely absorbed the inner spirit of Dvorak's music, its innate Czech feeling which
determines both its melodic shape and its
harmonic structure. Some native conductors,
notably Talich, are perhaps even more instinctively ' right' about it, but almost no
foreigners. These three works, each different
in intention but demonstrably linked by a
common authorship, give an excellent crosssection of Kertesz's style.
Carnival, the earliest of the recordings, is a
highly controlled yet exhuberant performance, and it is the capriciousness of the
Scherzo that he underlines. The Golden
Spinning Wheel, alate work of Dvorak's with
agruesome story- line, is treated very much in
fairy-tale fashion as it was intended to be. It
also happens to be the best recorded of the
three. Carnival sounds quite 'tubby' by contrast, and lacking in brilliance compared with
some of the latest recordings. The Scherzo is
better, but still not up to the best modern
standard. The quality of the performances,
with the LSO in superb form, make up for the
technical shortcomings, and at the price the
record must be recommended. [
BIC: 1/1*1
Kenneth Dommett

DVORAK: Symphony No.9 in e, ' From
the New World'
New Philharmonia / Stokowski
RCA VICS 2038

ELGAR: Four Part Songs, Op.53 11 Go,
song of mine, Op.57 CI Two Choral
Songs, Op.71 D Death on the Hills, Op.72
Two Choral Songs, Op.73 D Memories
of Sir Edward Elgar by Carice Elgar Blake
and Sir Adrian Boult / Sir Edward Elgar
As IKnew Him by Sir Adrian Boult
BBC Chorus / Boult
Elgar Society ELGS 002

This is a 1974 recording which does not
appear to have been issued previously in the
UK; at least Icannot find it listed anywhere.
Stokowski's reputation has come under fire in
various quarters for his vagaries of tempo
and his tendency to interpose himself too
much between the listener and the music he
was presenting, but having been first won
over to serious music by his old ' 78' recording
of this symphony it is impossible not to hold
his memory in some regard.
On approaching this performance Iexpected to be disillusioned, perhaps even
irritated by his mannerisms, but Iam delighted to be able to say that Ienjoyed almost all of
it. The outer movements have a powerful
drive and are more consistent in tempo than I
anticipated, while the Scherzo is nicely paced
and the contrast between it and the Trio
convincingly drawn. The Largo is the least
satisfactory, for here Stokowski appears unable to foreswear his old habit of leaning on
the big tune and squeezing out of it all the
juice he can. It is not aperformance one could
conscientiously recommend to anyone who
was not already something of an admirer of
the conductor, though it does strike me as
being a good example of him at his least
idiosyncratic. He gets a good response from
HI-FI NEWS lk RECORD REVIEW
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A valuable issue, it goes without saying. The
recordings were made by the BBC in asingle
day in February 1967 for transmission later
that year, and the producer Michael Pope
contributes an interesting note on the project.
Half of the songs are otherwise currently
unavailable. The setting of Byron's Deep in
my Soul, written in Rome in 1907 and
dedicated to Julia Worthington, is an especially fine one, with some striking unison
writing for lower voices ('Then trembles into
silence as before') and ominously intoned
upper lines. Most impressive and substantial
are the Russian settings of Opp. 71-73,
written in the months preceding the First
World War. Most have been recorded before,
and the newcomer faces some stiff competition from an excellently recorded Meridian
disc by the Philharmonic Chamber Choir of
London ( E77040). Death on the Hills, aMaikov
setting in which Death stalks a village in
random search of victims, proves as open to
interpretative licence as its quality suggests:
whereas Temple coaxes some eerie half-

tones from his singers, Boult, becoming
faster and more urgent at the words 'There let
the old drink water' more potently conveys
the villagers' stark fear.
The BBC performances are distinguished
by uncommonly good intonation, but in
matters of rhythm and tonal blend there is
less to admire: although acceptable for the
handful of airings for which the recording
was originally intended, the many instances
of ragged consonants and ensemble would
not have passed muster in the more exacting
standards of acommercial studio. The sound
quality is unobtrusively good, with firm
stereo placing and a nicely judged distance
between performers and listener. The shellac
originals of the speech items, made in 1940
and 1951, are a different matter, of course,
although they are fully acceptable. There are
no special insights to be gained from Sir
Adrian's interview with Carice Elgar Blake on
the subject of the Enigma Variations, yet the
carefully planned ad-libs have a charm of
their own, and this is, after all, the voice of the
great man's daughter. Boult's balanced,
twelve minute personal portrait of the composer, with illustrations from the 1936
BBCSO Enigma is, however, considerably
meatier stuff; a fine piece of radio which
evokes both the man and his circle in a
judicious mixture of substance and anecdote.
One of the latter concerning aperformance of
Gerontius tells us, perhaps, as much about
conductor as composer. Worth the price of
the disc itself. [ Songs: B:1/3]
Andrew Keener
GOEHR: Metamorphosis/Dance, Op.36 E
Romanza for Cello and Orchestra, Op.24
Moray Welsh (vc) / RLPO / Atherton
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9017 digital
Of the two works by Alexander Goehr coupled here, the Metamorphosis/Dance for
orchestra ( 1974) is the more easily assimilated, with its clearly defined structure, both
on the small and large scale, and its translucent textures, sharply delineated by the
bright scoring. It was commissioned by the
LPO and is modelled structurally on Beethoven's Op.111 sonata, although its indebtedness to Messiaen may be heard in many
rhythmic ideas and details of scoring. The
Romanza for cello and orchestra ( 1968) is a
more meditative work ideally suited to the
repeated listening that presentation on disc
affords. Its brooding, dark- hued textures are
emphasised by Goehr's scoring, which utilises alto flute, cor anglais, bass clarinet, and
double bassoon in place of the more usual
woodwind section. The cello itself emphasises this mood. The spectre of Schoenberg
lingers much less overtly over Goehr's later
music than it did over the works written
during and just after his ' Manchester' period.
David Atherton has drawn from the Liverpool Phil. some beautifully accurate, controlled playing for both of these works, and
Moray Welsh as soloist in the Romanza has
really come to terms with the introspective
nature of his role, even in the most virtuosic
outpourings, maintaining a hint of unexpressed depths. The recording venue, the
Philharmonic Hall in Liverpool, naturally
smooths off the extremes of volume and
frequency that performers can attain, giving
an acoustic mellowness that ideally suits the
Romanza and is not too much at variance with
the more lurid Metamorphosis/Dance to
hinder the fine performance that it receives
here. Altogether a finely produced disc.
[A*: 1*]
Doug Hammond
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HANDEL: Water Music — Suite (
13 Royal
Fireworks Music — Suite
RCA SO / Stokowski
RCA VICS 2034
Reissue from 1963
Leopold Stokowski here conducts an immense orchestra of 125 musicians ( with 24
oboes and 12 bassoons) in the Music for the
Royal Fireworks and his own selection of
eight movements from the Water Music
('those sections which lend themselves to the
most effective, intellectual, dynamic, colourful and emotional sequence', we read in the
sleevenote). The result is hardly going to
please purists, but Stokowski lovers will
jump at the chance to experience these
grandiose, sonorous performances ( they
may jump in the other sense when the
fireworks go off with a roar in the reprise of
the closing minuet). Momentum is ponderous, delicacy in short supply. The sound
quality is quite good, with the climaxes well
contained. Difficult to evaluate, but all- in-all
perhaps [
13:21
Peter Branscombe

HONEGGER: Rugby D Pastorale d'été
Pacific 231 / DEBUSSY: Rhapsody for
saxophone and orchestra D Rhapsody
No.1 for clarinet and orchestra
Sigurd Rascher (sax) / Stanley Drucker (clt) /
NYPO / Bernstein
CBS 60341
Reissue from 1966
'My poor Symphonic Movement No.3 paid
dearly for its barren title ...', wrote Arthur
Honegger in his collection of essays / am a
Composer. The original planners of this
record gave the piece even shorter shrift,
substituting the Alpine- inspired Pastorale
d'été, and flanking it with the two titled pieces
of the Three Symphonic Movements: Rugby
and Pacific 231. An odd thing to do, but not a
disastrous one, as the Pastorale contains
some of Honegger's freshest invention and
most seductive orchestration.
If only this 16-year- old recording fell more
gratefully on the ear. Everything below mezzo
piano carries abristling, over- present quality,
while anything louder becomes spikey and
shrill, exciting adistant, sports stadium-type
reverberation ( intentional?). The trombones
at the start of Pacific 231 sound impressively
dry, and the engineering is probably better
suited to this piece than to anything else on
the disc. The performance is afine one, too—
more articulate, better paced and therefore
more cumulatively powerful than Fremaux's
(ASD 2989, over- reverberantly recorded) —
and more reliably played. But how unalluring
the Debussy items sound, with their up-front
soloists and metallic string quality; violins
and cellos are tightly packed, it seems, into
the left and right speakers respectively. Small
wonder that the performances sound so
unsubtle. Armin Jordan's atmospheric Erato
accounts ( coupled with the Fantaisie for
piano and orchestra — STU 71400) seem in
every way more sensitive. [
C:113]
Andrew Keener

IVES: Four Sonatas for Violin and Piano
Janos Negyesy (yin)/ Cornelius Cardevv (pno)
Thorofon ATHK136/7 (
TOL)
This German double LP issue is a full-scale
celebration of Ives, with his name writ large on
the box cover, complete with stars, the Statue
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of Liberty, and appreciative quotes from
Arnold Schoenberg and Ernest Krenek. The
sleeve notes ( in German only) are extensive
also— they startwith an lvesquotewhich runs
'Man is one of the many ways God has of
beating on man — though Icannot find any
reference that Grove gives of afifth violin and
piano sonata. But let us not find fault with the
issue— it is welcome.
The popular appreciation of Ives has grown
considerably in the last decade, for aesthetic
reasons one suspects that make avirtue out of
Virgil Thompson's criticism— if it is acriticism
— that it 'frequently comes out in sound less
well than it looks on the page'. The nondevelopmental nature of the themes, the
seemingly aleatoric emergence of fragments
onto which the attention can fasten easily, are
aspects of Ives that the zeitgeist seems currently well adjusted to accept. One notes, for
example, the re- appraisal of Omette Coleman
in the jazz field, and the influence of the
German
avant-garde
on
pop- oriented
musicians.
So here is ' prime time' Ives, the four sonatas
composed in the immensely creative period
1903-15. Only in the fourth sonata is Ives'
parodistic style obvious, but the music as a
whole requires some effort on the part of the
listener, though one framed by a a sense of
humour rather than gravity. It is difficult to
comment on the playing here: the recording
sets both musicians in similar though completely separate acoustic spaces, and for
what the results are worth they may have
played their parts in different times — but it
doesn't seem to matter. When the shifting
kaleidoscope of sound comes to a recognisable pattern, the music simply clicks. Violin
and piano are each set well back in the
acoustic which gives each anoticeable echo.
Consequently the piano tends to sound
clangy on loud passages, and the violin has a
distinct flatness of timbre. But the tonal and
inter- instrumental balance is fine, and intelligibility not unduly impaired. For connoisseurs. [ B:1]
Adrian Orlowski

JANACEK: On An Overgrown Path, Sets
I & BE Theme and Variations (Zdenka's
Variations)
Ivan Klansky (pno)
Supraphon 1111 2976 (
Bond Street Music)
Janacek composed the two sets of short
pieces On An Overgrown Path between 1901
and 1908. Only the first set appeared during
his lifetime: these have titles, the first five
relating to the general enthusiasm for Nature
and Life which permeates so much of
Janacek's work; the second, written after his
daughter Olga's death in 1903, are very
personal and in the vein of emotional autobiography which occupied another side of
Janacek's personality. The second set was
made up from three to five pieces by the
publisher, who added two earlier items.
These are mature expressions of Janacek's
art, highly individual in style as in content,
and they have attracted numerous performers. Currently there are three other versions
on record, two by Czech pianists, Kvapil and
Palenicek; the other in afive- record Decca set
is by Paul Crossley. All are highly commendable, though Crossley's cannot be had separately.
Klansky is a newcomer who, as far as I
know, has not appeared on record over here
previously. Born in 1948, he is a pupil of
Frantisek Rauch — a noted interpreter of
Smetana. He is said to be using anew edition
of the work which Ihave not yet had access to.

Whether the ditterences between his and the
other two Czech versions are due to this or to
a more extravert response to the music is
hard to say, but Klansky's performance is a
decidedly emotive and satisfying one. The
Variations, known as Zdenka's Variations, are
a survivor from Janacek's student period in
Leipzig. They were written in 1880 and reflect
Dvorak's influence. They remain a popular
item in the Janacek repertory and alternatives
are to be found in Crossley and Kvapil. Again
Klansky's bravura style makes his performance attractive. Recording very good. [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

KODALY: Summer Evening CI Concerto
for Orchestra
Budapest PO / Kodaly
DG 2543 809
Reissue from 1962
The assumption that music conducted by the
composer must be authentic is not always
borne out by the results. Some composers —
Stravinsky and Copland for example — are
born conductors, whereas others have difficulty in making their intentions clear. Kodaly
fell somewhere between these two extremes.
By all accounts he was not positive and did
not always get the best out of his players.
Comparing these two historic performances
with those by Dorati, it is evident that
Kodaly's grip was less than firm on occasion.
He allowed some shaky phrase- making to
pass unedited, and his sense of rhythm —
important in the Concerto — is variable
compared with Dorati's.
As to the works themselves, one supposes
that Kodaly picked them himself, though
whether they represent him at his best as a
composer is arguable. Summer Evening, one
of his earliest works, was certainly unconventional in its time, but even in 1960 must have
sounded rather long-winded and indulgently
romantic, whereas the Concerto for Orchestra, commissioned by the Boston Symphony
in 1939 and taken to America by Bartok, has
been outshone by Bartok's own more penetrating virtuoso essay for the same patron.
Hungaroton, Iunderstand, have announced
other recordings by Kodaly which may be
offered for review; if so it will be interesting to
compare them with this. Of the two performances here the Concerto emerges as the more
characterful, and within its compass it contains some pleasant reworkings of those
Hungarian themes which recur so often in
both Kodaly's and Bartok's music; but it is not
music to grasp the listener by the scruff of the
neck — assuming that that is what one
necessarily hopes for! The sound is exceptionally good for its age. [ A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

LEHAR: ' Das Land des LiicheIns'
Donath (sop) / Lindner (sop) / Jerusalem (ten)
/Finke (ten) / Hine (bass) / Bavarian Radio
Chorus / Munich Radio Orchestra / Boskovsky
EMI SLS 5274 digital
Apart from an unseen Stolz/Berlin Eurodisc
issue ( and now that the 1954 Schwarzkopf/
Gedda mono version has been deleted) the
album under review is the only complete
recording of Lehar's Land of Smiles currently
available. The role of Prinz Sou- Chong was
tailor-made for Richard Tauber by his friend
Lehar, and the great tenor's recordings set a
89
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standard which is not likely to be equalled;
but in the 1954 set there were unforgettable
performances by the artists mentioned.
However, in this new version Siegfried Jerusalem and Helen Donath both sing very well,
and they are given excellent support from
Brigitte Lindner and Martin Finke. Klaus Hirte
who sings the relatively small part of Tschang
has a most disturbing tremolo and this is
really the only serious flaw in this well
presented album. The Bavarian Radio Chorus
and the Munich Radio Orchestra are in
splendid form under the baton of Willi
Boskovsky, who is the acknowledged leader
in his particular field.
The digital recording is first-rate, with wide
stereo separation and excellent definition,
while the balance between voices and
orchestra is about ideal. It was time that anew
recording of Lehar's little masterpiece was
made, and this set fills the bill admirably.
[A:1/2]
John Freestone

LORTZING: ' Der Wildschütz'
Mathis / Resick / Soffel / Schreier IHornik /
Sotin etc / Berlin Staatskapelle / Berlin Radio
chorus / Klee
DG 2740 271 (
3 recs)
Albert Lortzing ( 1801-51) was a fine craftsman, with lovely melodic gifts and a true
feeling for the theatre. He has never really
caught on in Britain, but this new version of
Der Wildschütz certainly ought to make
converts. It is 140 years since The Poacher, or
the Voice of Nature — to give its full title —
was first performed. It transpires in the end
that the elderly village schoolmaster has shot
his own donkey in the darkness, not poached
the local Count's deer — but then nothing in
this interesting work is quite what it at first
seems to be. If some of the cynicism and
ironies have been lost in pruning the spoken
dialogue, few of us are going to complain.
There are famous numbers in the score— the
billiards quintet, Baculus's aria ' Fünftausend
Taler' — but the musical level is consistently
high, and the ensembles ( indeed, there are
only three arias) are spirited and often
charming.
The performance under Bernhard Klee is a
very good one, excellently recorded too:
there is no obtrusive ' business', yet asense of
stage goes hand in hand with good balance
and clear textures. Edith Mathis and Peter
Schreier are not quite in their best form, but
Doris Soffel is a delight as the Sophoclesstruck Countess, Gottfried Hornik strong and
menacing as the Count, and Georgine Resick
and Hans Sotin characterful and musically
alert as young bride-to-be and her betrothed,
the grotesquely unsuitable dominie. The
Berlin Staatskapelle plays with awill and with
polish, and the singing of the Berlin Radio
chorus, with infusion of children, is lively and
full-toned. This recording is a more than
worthy replacement for the old Heger version
which, thanks to Wunderlich, Rothenberger
and Prey, kept its place in the German
catalogues for many years. Warmly recommended. [ A:1]
Peter Branscombe

MOZART: Symphony No.31 in D, K297
'Paris' O Symphony No.33 in Bb, K319
Concertgebouvu / Harnoncourt
Telefunken 6.42817 digital
Harnoncourt's first Mozart symphony recording with the Concertgebouw to be released
here was a full-length ' Prague' which
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appeared last September. The association of
this conductor with alarge modern orchestra
probably came as a surprise to those of his
admirers who associate him entirely with
small orchestras and the search for authenticity of style, but the results were remarkably
good though spoiled by gimmicky recording
which fired the music at one like a sawn-off
12- bore shot-gun. This latest offering is very
much better. The balance is still questionable
if one tries to relate it to what one might
expect to hear in the concert hall, but at least it
doesn't blare, and the constituent parts blend
into a more acceptable whole.
The two works chosen present a nice
contrast. The B-flat symphony, the last
Mozart wrote in Salzburg, has an intimate
quality and gentle pace. The size of the
orchestra here mitigates complete success in
achieving these characteristics, but the end
result is generally pleasing. The ' Paris' is a
much more consciously brilliant work and
comes off better in consequence. Harnoncourt gives it pace and sparkle, and in
common with a number of other recordings,
adds the alternative second movement written because Le Gros, the concert manager of
the Concerts Spirituel, was dissatisfied with
the first. Direct Metal Mastering may have
taken a step nearer the elusive ideal of
perfection with this new issue. The absence
of echo and ghostly bumps which afflicted
my copy of the ' Prague' helps further to win
me over. But not quite yet. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano Concerto No.9 in Eb,
K271 E Piano concerto No.17 in G, K453
Rudolf Serkin (pno) / LSO / Abbado
DG 2532 060 digital
The first of the Serkin- Abbado cycle of Mozart
piano concerto recordings for DG appeared
last month. The style of these two performances conforms to that of the first pair and the
pattern of interpretation is now presumably
set. It is not one likely to commend itself to
those nurtured in what may reasonably be
called the new Austrian school of Mozart
interpretation — the Brendel, Badura-Skoda,
Klien school — in which lightness of touch is
combined with textural enhancement in the
form of decorative touches and improvisatory ' lead-ins'. In contrast, Serkin is heavyhanded though still dexterous, and sticks
rigidly to the text. Abbado, not the most
sympathetic of Mozart conductors, shapes
the music firmly enough, but the weighty
orchestral sound dampens Mozart's liveliest
invention.
The first two movements of the E-flat
concerto, Mozart's first essay in pianistic
virtuosity, have a leaden quality that goes
against the grain of the music, though the
finale, still at acomparatively slow pace for a
Presto, does pick up a little and help restore
the balance. The G- major goes rather better
all round; Serkin seems to respond to its
gentle slow movement particularly well, and
the Papageno-bird-song finale lilts quite nicely; but still the performance as awhole lacks
the spiritual ' lift' that the best interpretations
invariably give one. The digital recording
tends to enhance the percussive nature of the
piano playing, and though it is evident that
the pianist is suppressing his desire to
'sing- along' it does catch an occasional
preliminary grunt. Ashkenazy, Perahia, Brendel and Barenboim offer excellent alternatives of both concertos, though not coupled
as here. [
A:2]
Kenneth Dommet

OFFENBACH: Die Banditen
Evelyn Künneke / Martha Midi/ Eva Csapó /
Doris Bierett/ Hubert Miihler / Jean van Ree /
Gerd Vespermann / Heinz Kruse / Kelner
Rundfunk Orchester/ Keilner Rundfunk Chor /
Steinberg
RCA RL 30474 (
2 recs) (£ 10.50, TOL)
Die Banditen is the German version, translated from the Meilhac/Halévy original by
Ernst Dohm, of Les Brigands, the three- act
opéra- bouffe that may have laid the foundations for The Pirates of Penzance (
Gilbert had
translated it into English by 1871, 8 years
before the first production of P of P). Offenbach had presented Les Brigands for the first
time towards the end of 1869, not long after
the success of La Périchole— indeed the two
scores have many ideas, formats, and turns
of phrase in common. He had gone into
temporary exile in Italy during the FrancoPrussian war and it was during this period
that the work was translated into German to
facilitate its presentation in Vienna. The cast
for this RCA set shows how the French and
German traditions of operetta production can
be successfully combined. The performance
on these discs gets off to acool, uninvolved
start, but clearly warms up as the Act 1finale
approaches and thereafter is maintained at a
convincing level. Of the principals, most are
first class and Eva Csapó as Fiorella and Jean
van Ree as Fragoletto are excellent both in
musical expression ( very much in the Germanic vocal tradition) and characterisation. The
chorus is a little coarse on occasions and is
not helped by the recording; but Ienjoyed the
whole, despite some less than first-class
playing from the Cologne Radio Orchestra
and arecording that fails to set the orchestra
clearly in front of, or behind, the singers.
However, this is an important issue, though it
is not as fine as the recent Périchole set from
EMI. [
A/B:1/21
Doug Hammond

ORFF: Carmina Burana
Armstrong IRayner Cook IHall, Hallé Choir I
Manchester Grammer Sch Boys IHallé IHanford
Classics for Pleasure CFP 4381
It bodes ill for any Carmina that it should kickoff, as this one does, with a whimper. ( Did
nobody tell the timpanist that the first of those
pedal Ds has to be his solo? And what
happened to those exciting bass drum grace
notes at the climax of ' 0 Fortuna'?) Happily,
Handford's reading isn't all as ineffectual and
soon picks up into something much more
incisive and resilient. Even so, in terms of
colour and sheer panache it doesn't come
within a mile of that splendid full- price Muti
recording, or indeed the older Frübeck de
Burgos disc, also on HMV. For one thing the
Halle choir, whilst it sings valiantly enough,
does sound decidedly under- subscribed and
rough in tone alongside its Philharmonia
counterpart. The Halle itself makes quite arespectable showing too, but again one is hardly
knocketi sideways by the general level of
showmanship and flair.
Like many Carminas, Handford's seems to
shine in the score's gentler pages. The orchestral introduction to the baritone's first solo,
'Omnia Sol Temperat', possessed of great
delicacy, is beautifully done. Likewise the
'Round Dance' — most beguiling. Sadly the
'Cou rt of Loves' numbers are marred for me by
avery insecure and uncomfortable sounding
Sheila Armstrong — surprising when you
consider how synonymous her name has
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become with this role, and how exquisitely
she has sung it in the past. Her intonations are
very suspect to say the least and Inever
thought Iwould hear her make such heavy
weather of the lovely ' In Trutina'. The men are
fine: Peter Hall sounds su itably anxious roasting to aturn in hiscruelly high- lying swansong
(so to speak!) while Brian Rayner Cook
manages athoroughly debauched leer in his
voice for the Abbot of Cucany's drunken
recitation.
An adequate Carmina, then — brightly,
crisply but unsensationally recorded — for a
mere £2.25. But it is only adequate and if, like
me, you feel that Orff's most celebrated piece
needs all the swagger it can get, then treat
yourself to the Muti. [
B/C:3/2]
Edward Seckerson

RACHMANINOV: Symphony No.3 in a
'The Rock' — Fantasy for orchestra
LSO / Previn
RCA VICS 2028
Reissue from 1968
Ifind it hard to write objectively about this
record, made during some of Previn's earliest
(1967) LSO sessions. Its first reincarnation
(nine years ago at midprice) introduced me to
the Symphony, and musical innocence combined with the process of becoming familiar
with a work from a single recording convinced me that here was the only way to play
the piece. In the interim, several other conductors have had something worthwhile to
say about the Symphony, and once again
Rachmaninov's own incandescent version
has come and gone. I/ says much for this new
reissue that it still seems a thoroughly
competitive, well recorded account. The
quickening of the spirit during the early pages
of the first movement development seems as
potent now as it was in 1973, and the central
episode of the slow movement combines
attack with astrong rhythmic life. The overall
impression is considerably sharper edged
than on Previn's 1977 EMI remake, in which
phrases are more smoothly drawn and contours less vividly defined within a more
homogeneous orchestral sonority. RCA's
1967 recording is partly responsible for the
distinction: strings are closely caught, with
the result that minute flaws of intonation and
blend rarely pass unnoticed ( although this is
offset by some trenchantly revealed doublebass playing in the Scherzo section of the
slow movement and in the Finale fugue).
Impact is still notably impressive.
Direct comparison with the LSB pressing
reveals a marginal loss of warmth and body
on this new transfer, and a suspicion of
edginess which somehow contrives to accentuate the slightly dry acoustic. But make
no mistake, this is a good recording of a
warmly characterful performance. Sample
the eloquence of the LSO strings at the close
of the slow movement to see what abargain
this is at £2.25. [ B:11
Andrew Keener

RACHMANINOV: Piano Sonatas 1in dCI 2
in bb ( revised edition)
Howard Shelley (
pno)
Hyperion A 66047
At last an outstanding coupling of these
sonatas to supersede the worthy, but now
somewhat dated- sounding Ogdon disc from
the late 60s. Why is it that the world's great
pianists persist in steering clear of these marvellous works? Not because they regard them
as second-rate pieces, surely? Of course, the
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technical demands are immense, but that's all
the more reason, Iwould have thought, for
today's superior technicians to throw down
the gauntlet.
Howard Shelley has, in my experience,
developed out of all recognition over the last
five or so years. His technique is now dazzling
and the musicality more perceptive. Here is
Rachmaninov playing of enormous stylistic
panache. The rubatos are judged to a 't', the
phrasing has movement and spontaneity, and
there is real fire in the fingers. The tumultuous
climaxes of No.1 bring forth torrents of sound,
yet there is clarity as well as excitement in
those dense, mobile Rachmaninov textures.
The slow movements are exquisitely handled,
too. Again there is an effortless liquidity, an
easy ebb and flow in the phrasing, while
harmonic colour, in both instances, is sensitively but tellingly pointed.
On the question of ' which edition' for the
Second Sonata ( Shelley gives us here the
compressed revision of 1931) the pros and
cons
have
al ready
been
exhaustively
discussed. I do not share the view that
Rachmaninov's second thoughts made for
abru pt or awkward transitions in the structure.
The sense of organic growth may perhaps be
lessened on account of the shortertime-scale,
but the gains in terms of cohesion and
conciseness of argument are, Ithink, considerable. In any event, Shelley certainly
makes out as much of a case here for the
revised version as Ashkenazy did forthe uncut
original in his recent Decca recording ( see
September reviews).
Some may find the piano sound alittle too
immediate for comfort. Ithought it exciting
and well filled- out bar atouch of fierceness at
the top under pressure. Even so...[A:1].
Edward Seckerson
RAVEL: Boléro D La Valse D Le tombeau
de Couperin D Pavane pour une infante
défunte D Rapsodie espagnole D Menuet
antique
D Valses
nobles et sentimentales D Alborada del gracioso D
Daphnis et Chloé — suites 1 & 2 D Ma
Mère l'Oye — ballet
Concertgebouvv / Ha/rink
Philips 6725 016 (
3 recs)
Reissues from 1972 and 1977
These works have long been part of Haitink's
musical bloodstream. A parental fascination
with French culture surrounded the boy from
an early age, and Debussy, Ravel and Roussel
featured prominently on his programmes
with the Netherlands Radio Union, of whose
orchestras he was in charge in the late fifties.
Such intimacy is apparent in every bar of
these refined and, where appropriate, restrained performances. The combination
throughout of clarity and warmth has, I
venture, not been surpassed on record:
sample the soft eloquence of the pianissimo
strings at the start of ' Malagueña' (
Rapsodie)
or the complex texture at the opening of La
Valse — clear but never clinical. How the
latter whets the appetite for arecording of the
Left Hand Concerto from this source.
Textual intelligence is also frequently
thought- provoking: as a relatively small but
pertinent example, Haitink is the only conductor I have heard who fills in the implied
trumpet ' rat- a-tat' at a bar before Fig. 25 of
Alborada — arguably a composer's oversight, as it is intact in the Miroirs context of
the piano original. Tempi throughout are
chosen with such afeeling of rightness that it
did not occur to me once while listening to
think about such matters. Haitink's account of
Le tombeau de Couperin is one of the most

moving Ihave heard — not an adjective that
springs to mind until you remember the
dedications Ravel placed at the head of each
movement. The Concertgebouw Orchestra
and its acoustic might have been made for
these scores, and instrumental clarity has
been conjured by Volker Straus from these
evocative surroundings with a wholly convincing naturalness. Ma Mère l'Oye is presented in its complete, six- movement version
which, on the original disc, prevented a
complete Daphnis. A pity — perhaps Haitink
will record one at a later date. If you have
previously missed these rewarding discs,
there is no excuse now. [
A/A* : 1*/1 ]
Andrew Keener

SACCHINI: 6 String Quartets ( 1778)
Academica Quartet
Schwann VMS 720 (
2records) (£9.98) ( TOL)
Sacchini ( 1730-1786) was born in Naples, but
lived in London, where these Quartets were
published, from 1772. The Academica Quartet originated in Rumania at the Bucharest
Conservatory; they are today based in Cork.
Sacchini's Quartets, recently edited by
Giovanni Ballola for Editio Zerboni ( British
agents: Peters Edition) are quite afind. They
are consistently dramatically tuneful and
inventive, and though they may never plumb
the depths of mature Mozart and Haydn, their
suavity and their subtlety of development
clearly point forwards in that direction. The
positive, masculine side of them comes
across clearly in these performances by a
youngish quartet whose tone is not the most
refined, and whose intonation in forte can be
suspect, but whose commitment cannot be
questioned. Iespecially liked their playing in
the Sixth quartet's two slow movements. In
this work, marked ' Stile alla chiesa', an
additional figured part is provided, which is
played here on the harpsichord by Janos
Sebestyen.
Schwann's recording is consistently clear
and well-edited, although I
found the sense of
perspective alittle shallow in depth, considering the clear resonance of the ( unspecified)
recording location. The documentation is
rather poor, especially in comparison with
the fine notes written by Ludwig Finscher for
Telefunken's Boccherini and DG's Cherubini
recordings. This recording makes asplendid
introduction to some good music which is
virtually unknown; now we need further
recordings to enable us to hear it with new
insights. The Amsterdam- based Esterhazy
Quartet would be my first choice for such
work. [
B:1]
Stephen Daw

SAINT-SAËNS: Piano Concerto
LISZT: Piano Concerto 1
Cécile Ousset (pno) / CRSO / Rattle
EMI ASO 4307 digital

2 /

Just about all that these two works have in
common, other than the fact that Saint-Saëns
and Liszt were good friends, are the daunting
technical demands that they make on their
soloists. Still, if you are EMI and your soloist is
the dazzling Cecile Ousset about to embark
upon her first concerto disc for you, then what
better choice?
Those who heard Miss Ousset in the SaintSaëns at last year's Proms will doubtless be
delighted to re- live the experiencewhenever it
suits. It's quite a performance — as quick to
adapt to the work's extraordinary transfor93
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mations of mood and style as Saint-Saérts is to
thrill, surprise and amuse us. With atechnique
like this, the means to create magic is quite
simply there for the asking, the expressive
potential — in terms of colour and cast, light
and shade — more or less limitless. What a
marvellously full and imposing sound she
draws from the instrument in those improvisatory solo pages at the opening, for instance,
and how brilliantly contrasted that is with the
scintillating, light-fingered geniality of the
scherzo which follows.
The Liszt is splendid, too, with all the
necessary power to spare throughout. Articulation of such jewelled precision and point
in the scherzo and finale sections also lifts the
music right off the page.
Sound-wise, the extremely dominant piano
positioning cannot be regarded as wholly
ideal. On the other hand, Rattle's exemplary
accompaniments, far from being obscured in
any way, are uncommonly revealing. How
nice, for instance, to be able to hear the
timpani so clearly take up the opening
rhythmic germ of the work on the transition
A/B:1*[
into the finale. [
Edward Seckerson

SCHUBERT: Symphony No.9 in C
Boston SO / Steinberg
RCA VICS 2036
Reissue from 1976
It is adaunting choice that faces the intending
purchaser of arecording of Schubert's ' Great'
C- major: nearly twenty versions are currently
available, including some memorable performances. This version from Steinberg and
the Boston Orchestra, first issued quite recently but evidently made in 1969, has the
advantage over most of its rivals of abargain
price. But in several respects it falls well short
of the ideal: above all, Steinberg fails to
convince me that he has grasped the work's
originality and stature. The omission of
almost all the repeats is part of the problem,
but more serious is the absence of lilt in the
phrasing. The first movement is rather
ponderous, but the slow movement at its
somewhat faster than normal tempo makes a
much more positive impression. The Boston
strings are very fine, and the recording is of
very decent quality — full-toned, though
marred by some extraneous noises. [
6:2]
Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: Piano Trio in Bb, 0898
Borodin Trio
Chandos ABRO 1064 digital
When reviewing the Borodin Trio's recording
of the Schubert Eb Trio in July Iwas rather
cool in my praise, but Ifind the new issue of
the Bb Trio very impressive indeed. This is a
vital, warm account of a truly delightful
composition, presented in aspacious acoustic entirely appropriate to the large-scale view
of it which the artists rightly take. There is no
hint of strain in the digital sound, which is
better balanced than was the Eb Trio, though
Side 2begins with quite alot of surface noise.
The unanimity of the players, their readiness
to take up or relinquish the melodic line, is
accompanied by an equally welcome readiness to relax and enjoy themselves, without
indulgence. There is pleasing wit in their
approach to the scherzo, and a broad yet
natural dynamic and expressive range.
Rhythmic élan prevents any feeling of slowness, and textures are beautifully clear. I
cannot help wishing that the Eh ' Notturno'
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D897, surely the originally planned slow
movement for this Trio, had been included on
Side 2, which plays for under 16 minutes; the
Suk Trio make this coupling on their Supraphon disc. But for the Bb Trio alone, the new
Borodin version will be hard to beat. [A:1]
Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: Lieder on Record,
1952
64 great singers
EMI RLS 766 e (
8 recs)
Reissued from 1898-1952

1898-

This limited edition ' compiled from the EMI
International Archives' and both masterminded and introduced by Keith Hardwick,
deserves to be bought, begged, borrowed
and treasured by every Schubert- lover and
devotee of singing. The riches here presented
can only be hinted at in this review — there
are more than 90 different songs, performed
by 64 singers. We are given the fascinating
opportunity to compare interpretations of
Erlkónig by five different singers ( actually
eight, since Georges Thill has boy soprano
and bass to help him out in his orchestrallyaccompanied account), and of several other
songs in two or more versions. In all there are
no fewer than 128 bands ( permitting easy
location of one's favourites), several of them
for one reason or another never previously
issued.
The transfers have been made with all Mr
Hardwick's customary skill and affection. Of
course there is the familiar ( and well- loved)
surface hiss of the ' 78', there are occasional
scratches and clicks, and just one or two of
the originals available were of indifferent
quality; yet the clarity of voice, the individuality of timbre of the singers, the range of
material, and the insights into changing
styles and attitudes towards the text, make
for a delightful and also an historic issue.
Of the song- performances themselves
what can one say without running into
thousands of words? It must suffice to pick
out a few personal impressions, but at the
same time to indicate that hardly a major
Schubert singer of the period from the first
records up to the advent of the LP is missing.
The earliest of the sessions here preserved
was on 11 October 1898, when Edith Clegg
recorded a truncated ( but fascinating) Ave
Maria, and the most recent was on May Day
1952, when Kirsten Flagstad sang Frülingsglaube and Über alien Gipfeln. The senior of
the singers is Gustav Walter, born amere five
years after Schubert's death, the junior is
Fischer-Dieskau. At this latter end there are
worthy examples of the art of Schwarzkopf,
Seefried and Margaret Ritchie ( her fine old
Der Hirt auf dem Fe/sen), Pears, Patzak and
Schidtz, Hotter and Sonnerstedt. Notthe least
fascinating opportunity is to hear singers like
Elena Gerhardt at widely separated periods of
their careers, or to admire the vocal control
and iesources that enabled a singer like
George Henschel to accompany his own
superb performance of Der Leiermann at the
age of 78, whilst Plunket-Greene, in his
brilliant English- language account of the
same song, makes light of his 68 years.
Legends are brought vividly to life: Julia
Culp, Edyth Walker, the two Lehmanns ( Lotte
accompanied by a Palm Court orchestra),
Wilhelm Hesch and Hans Duhan, Chaliapin
and that other ( and equally great, on this
evidence) Russian bass Leo Sibiriakov. Then
there are McCormack, Tauber and Erb, Panzéra and Vanni-Marcoux, Seinemeyer and

Schiine, Ottilie Metzger and Susan MetcalfeCasals ( wonderful at 59 -- what must she
have been like at 29 or 39?).
The accompaniments are worth a piece to
themselves — fascinating variations! The
Dutch
oratorio
singer
NoordewierReddingius favoured the organ; there are
innumerable more- or- less adequate anonymous piano accompaniments; and then there
are fastidious readings from Gerald Moore,
thought- provoking ones from such great
musicians as Nikisch and Artur Schnabel,
Clemens Schmalstich and Benjamin Britten;
and the orchestral accompaniments range
from Berlioz's for ErlkOnig down to anonymous saccharine. The whole undertaking —
not least the detailed notes on the singers,
and full bilingual song-texts — is a model of
how things should be in aworld which, this
marvellous box persuades us, is still abetter
place than we are often tempted to think.
[H : 1*/2]
Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: 'Winterreise', 0911
Robert Tear (ten) / Philip Ledger (pno)
ASV ACA 1007
Here is a sober, thoughtful, impressive
account otSchubert's great song-cycle. The
effect is properly cumulative, the product of
unanimity of vision in the two artists. And —
no small consideration these days — the
whole cycle is comfortably accommodated
on one disc, unlike almost all rival versions.
Each side plays for well over the half-hour
(1-11 and 12-24, with no band even at the
proper midpoint). There is some hiss, but no
other factor disturbs the clean, well-balanced
recording.
Robert Tear's voice is dry, and at the top of
the range anot inappropriate sense of strain
is occasionally apparent; he projects the
words feelingly, with just the odd indistinct
consonant or un German vowel. Though he
has the poignant directness for the more
lyrical songs, his finest achievement comes in
the projection of barely- controlled grief and
fevered imagination. Philip Ledger sets and
sustains the atmosphere tellingly, precisely.
The sleevenote offers little more than aprécis
of the song-texts, which are printed on an
insert in English and ( with too many misprints) German; the musical text differs in a
number of details from that of the New
Schubert Edition. This performance deserves
a place alongside one's old favourites —
Pears/Britten and Patzak/Demus of tenor
performances, and Hüsch/Hanns Udo Müller
along with one or more of the FischerDieskau versions among those made by
baritones. [ A:1]
Peter Branscombe

SCHUMANN: Symphony No.1 ' Spring' in
Bb
Symphony No.2 in C 11 Symphony
No.3 ' Rhenish' in Eb El Symphony No.4 in
d D Overture to Schiller's 'The Bride of
Messina' D Overture to Goethe's ' Hermann and Dorothea'.
PO / NPO / Muti
CFP 4393 (
Nos. 1 & 4), CFP 4394 (
No. 2 &
Hermann Ov.), CFP 4395 (
No. 3 & Messina
Ov.)
Reissued from 1977 and 1979
The EMI recordings that now appear here on
three discs were originally issued separately,
some with different couplings, and were then
collected together for issue as a set in 1980.
The earliest recording, of Symphony 4, is the
95
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least interesting both in performance and
sonic quality. The orchestra lacks the spacious distance of the later issues, and Muti's
overall view of the symphony is not so finely
worked out. Symphony 2, with its associated
overture Hermann and Dorothea, is the gem
of these releases. Muti here controls the
pacing of the movements and the spacing of
the climactic effects with scrupulous precision and forgoes spectacular gesture in
favour of carefully weighted expression,
while the natural ease of the recorded ambience, with only a slight hint of edge, is well
suited to this understanding approach.
The ' Rhenish', with its overture The Bride
of Messina, comes aclose second, limited by
arecording that lacks body unless played at a
very carefully selected volume setting. In this
symphony Muti controls the brass throughout to take full advantage of the ' opening- up'
effect of Schumann's writing for that section
towards the end of the finale, and this
restraint pays dividends. Symphony 1is less
well balanced than these last two, with some
inner parts becoming lost in the overall effect,
but it likewise enjoys Muti's clear view of the
work as a totality. Other conductors have
achieved more ravishing individual moments
in this work, and have even made some
whole movements more convincing, but few
have attained the same level of perceptive
overview. Recording quality is again pleasant
but not top-notch. As is so often the case, CFP
have provided true bargains with these
reissues, even taking into account some of
the restrictions in sound quality, and my few
reservations
about
performance
noted
above. [ CFP 4393 B/C: 2/3, CFP 4394 A:1*,
CFP 43956:1]
Doug Hammond

SCHUMANN: Faust
Daniels / Ldvaas / Mathis / Sharp / Gramatzki
/Schwarz / Gedda / Berry / Fischer-Dieskau /
Stamm / Düsseldorf Choir / Tbz Boys' Choir /
DSO / Klee
EMI 1C 165-46 435/36 digital ( Conifer)
Schumann composed his setting of scenes
from Goethe's Faust over anumber of years,
beginning with the final section in 1844 and
ending in 1853 with the overture. During this
period his powers of inspiration took a
downward turn and consequently the music
of the setting steadily improves from beginning to end. Unfortunately a similar phenomenon does not occur in this particular
recorded performance. There was obviously
some inadequacy in the recording set-up that
deceived a number of the soloists, noted for
their precise intonation elsewhere, in deviating from pitch, sometimes radically. FischerDieskau as Doctor Marianus in the final scene
has problems with the high tessitura of the
baritone part that I feel he would have
otherwise overcome, and in the same sections the soloists from the Tólz Boys' Choir
have similar difficulties. This is a pity, for
despite the limitations of the chorus and
orchestra used this is otherwise a well
thought-out and presented performance of
the work, with the death scene between Faust
(F- D) and Mephistopheles ( Walter Berry)
particularly effective in execution. Here the
recording is also at its most effective, though
in the later Part Three the choral sound
becomes stodgy and stereo positioning is not
always stable. The orchestral contribution to
this final section is overemphasised so that
the choral details are obscured. In general the
recording has a slight edge to it, but not
oppressively so. I think that the Britten
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version already in the catalogue should still
be able to hold its own. [
A/B:1/2]
Doug Hammond
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No.5
Concertgebouw/Haitink
Decca SXDL 7551 digital
Possibiy my expectations were running too
high, but by Haitink's standards this struck me
as acuriously under- projected, almost prosaic
reading. Ican appreciate that he was perhaps
striving here for something more elegaic,
hopefully more penetrating, than we often
hear, but in doing so it seems almost as if he
were unaware that all the electricity was
draining out of the piece.
One's attention is barely arrested by the
dramatic string statements at the outset
(rather light and lacking immediacy in the bass
— I'll return to this later), and the effect of the
opening pages seemed to me strangely bland
— quite devoid of tension and edge-of-seat
expeclancy. Come the great juggernaut- like
climax,
Shostakovich's
monstrous war
machine advances tamely, its relentless
momentum far short of unstoppable. In consequence, that massive release of energy at
the highest pitch of theclimax ( aheart- felt plea
for restraint if ever there was one) counts for
little.
Of course, Haitink's sheer musicality brings
forth many moments of rare tenderness,
beauty and insight: the poignancy, the
sadness of the lyrical music for strings and
flute in the first movement, the icy stillness
and desolation of its closing pages, the purity
with which the Concertgebouw strings trace
out the long- breathed phrases of the third
movement and, most striking of all,the forlorn
way in which Haitink encourages his bassoon
and clarinet to intone that hollow march tune
as we move into thecoda of the finale. Foronce
here Shostakovich's concluding ' triumph'
sounds as false and empty as he surely
intended. All these are undeniably perceptive
touches, beautifully executed, but removed
from the context of atighter, more gripping
framework such as Maxim Shostakovich or
Bernstein provide, they fail to commu nicate as
Haitink doubtless intended.
Of Decca's spacious, tonally brilliant,
cleanly focused recording Ican be relatively
enthusiastic, though having thought so highly
of Ashkenazy's recent Concertgebouw/Rachmaninov 2nd, I hope it doesn't seem
perverse to suggest that the results here might
have proved the more exciting had Decca
'closed- in' on the ample Concertgebouw
acoustic very slightly. They could have given
us a little more immediacy on the winds and
even, to a lesser extent, the strings. After all,
what is right for Rachmaninov is not necessarily best for Shostakovich. [
A/B:2/31
Edward Seckerson

SIBELIUS:
Violin Concerto in d /
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto in D
David Oistrakh (yin)/ Philadelphia / Ormandy
CBS 60312
Reissues from 1961 and 1962
Too good to have been out of the catalogue
for so long, Oistrakh's Tchaikovsky recording
makes its first reissue appearance — now on
one side. The Sibelius is similarly condensed,
and does not reproduce the full weight of CBS
61041. By temperament Oistrakh is not
perhaps ideal for Sibelius, and Ormandy's
rather comfortable tempo for the finale
makes this a less exciting account than the
1954 Stockholm version ( part of SLS5004,

now regrettably deleted by EMI). But the
Tchaikovsky is quite masterly ( just dip into
the first- movement cadenza!), and the
accompaniment too is alert, most musical.
Many of the details — Oistrakh's compelling
way with the trills at the beginning of the
Canzonetta — are identically matched in his
1968 live Moscow recording ( HMV midprice).
The soloist is well forward in each work here;
the Philadelphia is reproduced in an occasionally congested way in the Tchaikovsky;
however, this is an important recoupling.
[A/C:1]
Christopher Breunig

SMETANA: Ma Vlast
Czech PO / Smetacek
Supraphon 1110 3431-2 (
2 recs) digital
(Bond Street Music)
Ma Vlast, Smetana's great cycle of symphonic poems celebrating the life, folklore and
countryside of the Czech Lands, is astaple of
the gramophone repertoire, yet it is several
years since the last new complete set ( by
Weller on a now deleted Decca recording)
appeared. Smetacek's digital version, the first
to be released here in this form, has been
awaited with interest, for the Supraphon
authorities have been very enthusiastic about
it. In the event the sound, though very good,
is not electrifying — but it does have depth
and atonal spectrum which effectively picks
up the many illuminating aspects of Smetana's orchestration. Some of these effects
were unfortunately reduced by the comparatively high ratio of surface hiss which afflicted
some sides, and the occasional bump which
disturbed concentration.
As to the performances, we are brought
into competition with Ku bel ik's two versions,
the old 1959 and the newer and more
acceptable 1971 Boston set, the excellent but
rather edgy- sounding Ancerl Supraphon set
of 1973, Neumann's more restrained 1978
Telefunken version, and Berglund's powerful
HMV recording with the Dresden Staatskapelle. All of these offer readings which compel
attention. So does Smetacek's. His approach
inclines to the reflective, which does not
mean to imply that he dwells unnecessarily
on detail, rather that he seeks to reveal the
nature of each of Smetana's subjects. In this
he approaches most nearly Kubelik and
Neuman, though he is more incisive than the
latter, particularly in the historical Vysherad
and the melodramatic Sarka. The two Nature
poems, Vltava and Bohemia's Fields, most
beautifully evoke those landscapes, but
perhaps Blanik does not quite recapture the
fervour of that Hussite town dominated by
the massive Jan Zyzska, though the brooding
anticipation of Tabor comes across superbly.
On balance this now seems to be the best
alternative to Kubelik. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
SMETANA: Piano Works
Jan Novotny (pno)
Supraphon 1111 3241-2 (
2 recs) ( Bond
Street Music)
These two records supplement Novotny's
earlier set ( Supraphon 1 11 1901-2) devoted
to various Polkas and the two sets of Czech
Dances. For Smetana the polka served much
the same artistic purpose as the mazurka did
for Chopin, and throughout his life he developed it from asimple country dance into a
sophisticated concert form. The present set
contains his first extant polkas, Louisa's
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Polka and Dahlia Polka both of 1840, and
though the tally is not absolutely complete,
most of these student pieces follow in chronological order so that we are able to chart
Smetana's gradual evolution from entertainer into concert artist. Most are quite short —
between two and six minutes — and all are
attractive.
The earliest — the two mentioned already,
From Student Life (
1812) and Souvenir of
Plzen (
1843) — have a directness that is
instantly appealing and which at times recalls
Scott Joplin; the later ones, beginning with
the Polka in E-flat ( 1846) and going on to the
four attributed to 1852, show how far the
composer had already travelled toward
sophistication. Three other early sets complete the issue, the earliest being the eight
Bagatelles and Impromptus ( 1844), the others
being the Six Characteristic Pieces, Op.1
(1848) and the Wedding Scenes (
1849).
Novotny, who has specialised in the study of
Smetana's keyboard music, of which there is
still a great deal to be heard, plays all this
music with bravura and the appropriate
gravitas. He is well recorded, the piano sound
full and rounded but a shade muffled in
climaxes. None of the music is otherwise
available. [
B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

SMETANA: The Kiss
Depoltova, Vodicka, Haken, Zitek, Marova etc
/Brno Janacek Chorus and Orchestra / Vajnar
Supraphon 1416 3341-2 (
2 recs) ( Bond
Street Music)
Of all Smetana's operas The Kiss comes
closest to The Bartered Bride in the style and
quality of its music. The score abounds in
folk- style melodies and dance rhythms, and
there are many occasions where it is easy to
see that its author and the composer of Ma
Vlast are one and the same; Smetana actually
wrote it during 1875-76 while involved in
work on the cycle of symphonic poems. It is
the sixth of his. eight completed operas and
comes between The Two Widows and The
Secret. Its plot is very slender and it is hardly
surprising that Smetana took agood deal of
persuading that there was an opera in it all.
His librettist Eliska Krasnohorska persevered,
however, and finally presented the reluctant
composer with asample which so convinced
him that he is said to have pranced up and
down exclaiming that he felt seventeen all
over again.
The story concerns ayoung widower Lukas
who returns to his village to take up again
with his previous sweetheart Vendulka.
Wishing to seal their alliance with a kiss,
Lukas is offended when he is refused on the
grounds that it is too soon after his wife's
death. There is aquarrel, but ultimately they
are reconciled and all ends happily.
The opera has been recorded complete at
least once before. A mono recording under
Chalabala was reissued here by Heritage in
1977 but has now disappeared. However, this
new one completely supplants it in both
quality of sound and performance. It was
made in Brno in the summer of 1980 and is
well produced with good balance between
singers and orchestra, and bright lively sound
to match the character of the music. Much of
this stems from the conductor. Vajnar is not a
familiar figure in this country but he is a
seasoned opera conductor who has an innate
feel for this work, and like Kosler in the recent
Bartered Bride, really makes the music dance
and sing. He has a good cast headed by a
sensitive Vendulka in Eva Depoltova and a
sturdy Lukas in Leo Vodicka, with strong
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support from Eduard Haken, Vaclav Zitek and
Libuse Marova as Father Paloucky ( Vendulka's father), Tomes ( his brother-in-law) and
Martinka ( Vendulka's aunt) respectively.
The Kiss remains a highly popular opera
inside Czechoslovakia, though it is little
known over here having been eclipsed by The
Bartered Bride. Its popularity in its homeland
is easy to understand; less easy to appreciate
is why its enchanting music with its skilfully
blended mixture of boisterous gaiety and
sentimental sadness has not made greater
headway here. Perhaps this excellent recording will help restore the position. [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
STRADELLA: ' San Giovanni Battista'
Schlick / Keller/ Dalton / Thompson / Studer/
Tablater Sangergemeinschaft / Capella
Clementina / Müller-BrUhl
Schwann AMS 4525 (
2recs) (£ 11.30) ( TOL)
Alessandro Stradella ( 1644-1682) is generally remembered more for his ultimately fatal
amorous adventures ( as in Flotow's oncefamous opera) than for his music. This
recording of his fine oratorio on the story of
Salome and John the Baptist ( Rome, 1675)
deserves to redress the balance. It shows him
to be a fine composer, passionate, perceptive, and with a strong feeling both for
melody and for drama ( he was essentially a
vocal composer, above all of stage works).
San Giovanni Battista tells the familiar story
in aseries of mainly brief but strikingly varied
and skilfully contrasted numbers — recitatives and arias naturally predominate, but
there are orchestral ritornellos, four choruses, atrio and five duets, the last of which,
setting the glee of Erodiade la figlia (
in the
Italian/German/English libretto more recognizably called Salome) against the grief of her
father, brings the work to astrong and highly
effect ve conclusion. The recording ( December 1979, in the ORF studios at Dornbirn,
Vorarlberg) seems to have predated the
co- production at Berne and St Gallen; the
recording omits the intermezzi which were
there interpolated to fill out the 75 minutes of
music.
Helmut Müller-Brühl directs a lively yet
eloquent performance. A varied continuo
group is supported by two recorders and
upper strings, and thé singers are given every
opportunity to shine. Jan Thompson ( tenor)
as Herod's counsellor and Helen Keller ( soprano) as Herodias make what they can of their
limited opportunities, Ulrich Studer is
perhaps more of a baritone than true bass,
but his Herod has stature. Andrew Dalton's
countertenor is well suited to the nobly
ascetic Saint, and Barbara Schlick makes a
formidable yet delightfully stylish and
touching Salome. My finished pressings of
Sides 1and 4were disappointingly noisy, but
the general quality of the recording is fully
acceptable. [ 13:1]
Peter Branscombe

STRAUSS II: Long live the Magyar! LI
Roses from the South E Bandits' Galop LI
Furious- Polka, quasi Galop II Thousand
and One Nights E Egyptian March El
Thunder and Lightening Polka O Vienna
Blood / JOSEF STRAUSS: The Dragonfly
CI Pearls of Love
JSO IRothstein
Chariclos ABRD 1068 digital
The recording of this second disc of waltzes,
polkas, galops and marches, given by the
Johan Strauss Orchestra directed from the

violin by Jack Rothstein, was aconsequence
of the enthusiasm that greeted the first disc,
given by the same forces. Like its predecessors,
this
record
includes
well- loved
favourites and otherwise unavailable 'jewels'
(The Dragonfly, Pearls of Love, and FuriousPolka) from this great era of Viennesse dance
music.
These delightful works are reasonably well
performed but they lack that spark of excitement to lift them above the ordinary. There is
little rhythmical unbending; the customary
lilt of the waltzes is absent, with no holding up
of the second beat. Nor does the digital
recording offer us all that we might hope for.
Stereo depth is strangely lacking, the orchestra ( with the exception of percussion) sounding almost ' flat on', and very limited in its
left-to- right placing at that. This is incompatible with the closeness of the miking. Dynamic
range is somewhat limited too, anything
below mf being rarely heard, but this as much
afault of the performances as the recording
process. For all this, instrumental timbres
have been faithfully preserved, although the
violins disappear under a treble sheen at
forte. Sadly then, this disc cannot truly
compete, but it is useful to collectors for its
three works that are unavailable elsewhere in
the catalogue. EB/C:2/3]
Barbara Jahn

STRAUSS II: Zigeunerbaron — Overture
and entrance March E Vergnügungszug
Wein, Weib und Gesang E Im Kriippenwald'I E Trisch-tratsch Polka [
1 Said
umschlungen
Millionen /
JOSEF
STRAUSS: Aquarellen
VP0 / Boskovsky
Decca JB 130
Reissue from 1966
After some disappointing new issues from
Willi Boskovsky ( with the Johann Strauss
Orchestra of Vienna) this reissue of him with
the Vienna Phil at their prime appears like a
glass of champagne after cheap sparklers. It
is on performances like these that Boskovsky's well-earned reputation is based, and
despite obvious traces of age in the recording
(not one of the best from the mid ' 60s) the
flowing elegance and relaxed stylishness of
these interpretations shines clear and unflinching. It is the VPO's ability to adopt individual rubato in their various sections while
still maintaining punctilious ensemble that
sets them head and shoulders above other
orchestras that Boskovsky has directed for
these works. Of course, the disc has been
released to take advantage of the ' New Year'
market, but it is well worth buying at anytime.
[13:1*1
Doug Hammond

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Seasons, Op.37a
Lydia Artymiw (pno)
Chandos ABRD1070 digital
Tchaikovsky composed The Seasons, twelve
descriptive pieces, by instalments. The work
was commissioned for publication in a
monthly magazine in 1876; the composer
acknowedged ' two kinds of inspiration ... for
the latter one needs a definite plot or text, a
time limit, and apromise of several hundred
rouble notes!' The last recording was an
attractive EMI/Melodiya double album, with
Gauk's orchestration performed under Svetlanov, as a complement to an outstanding
piano version by Alexei Cherkassov. If you
have this deleted set, stick with it— although
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What the dealers would like to say to Mr Sugano:
Creator of Koetsu Cartridges
AUDIO T 01/794/7848

"Handcrafted masterpieces of audio engineering. Thank you Mr
Sugano."

W. A. BRADY 051/733/6859

"Koetsu is Japanese for bloody superb', (if it isn't, it should ber)

ERIC WILEY AUDIO 0977/553066
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"Thank you.
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Thank you Mr Sugano."
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"Hifi owes agreat deal to Mr Sugano for his elevation of cartridge
performance to new levels!"
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"De Vinci, Einstein, Sugano ... contributors to the ascent of

SPALDINGS 01/654/2040

"The Koetsu Black fulfills the promise inherent in its principies!"
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listener. Thanks Mr Sugano."

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO 01/387/8281

"Quite frankly, this cartridge has given more more satisfaction on
awider range ofprogramme material than any other cartridge yet
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this Chandos digital production is in the
demonstration-class.
The new sleeve carries a comment on
Artymiw's ' explosive brilliance', and essentially here is a reading that cries out for an
audience ( rather than an intimate address to
the gramophone listener). Where the Soviet
interpreter constantly drew out the many and
varied delights of the score, the young
Philadelphia pianist, no less resourceful technically, tends to command attention to the
manner of playing. You can almost visualise
an appreciative nodding of heads, of smiles,
in the course of this recital.
As Isay, the range of the sound, the ' tactile'
imaging are exemplary. Chandos inhibit
'dropping in' by leaving out movement
scrolls. [
A*:1]
Christopher Breunig
VIERNE: Organ Symphony No.2 in e,
Op.20
David M. Patrick (org)
Saga 5487 (
Harmonia Mundi, Lugtons, H. R.
Taylor
Readers may recall that Cathedral Records
once started to issue all six of Vierne's organ
symphonies, and had recorded all except No.
5. To our regret the company ( which had
produced some very fine discs) ceased to
exist after issuing Nos. 1, 3, 4 and 6. This is
their recording of No. 2, now presented by
Saga. The recording was made at Buckfast
Abbey on the Walker organ, which is generally French- biased, with some reed stops
voiced in that country. Saga will supply a
specification to purchasers on request.
The performance lacks nothing in virtuosity
or technique, but Ifound it slightly matter-offact, especially in the phrasing of slower
passages, with some consequent loss of
emotional appeal. It is splendidly recorded —
always a feature of David Woodford's productions, with avery great dynamic range in
which even the softest passages ( and part of
the Choral is very soft) sit decently above the
noise floor. This version does not displace my
own first choice — Sanger on Meridian
E77021 — which Ifind both brilliant and
moving, and which also offers a ' filler', but it
is aperfectly viable alternative. [
A:2]
Trevor Attewell

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS

The Tallis Scholars, on this occasion, consist of three women and five men, who
perform with distinction and a scholarly
appreciation of current thinking on style and
interpretation. Their singing is notable for the
internal balance: madrigal- singing does not
lend itself to individual display, but rather to
the creation of a group sound which is far
from easy to achieve. Icommend this issue to
all who care for the medium, and even more
strongly to any who may think the madrigal a
trivial pastime for the musical dilettante.
CFP now have abroad and catholic range of
subjects, and recently, as it seems to me, a
greatly improved standard of sound. This
recording leaves little to desire: it is clear,
stable and detailed, with here and there the
hint of an edge to soprano top- notes. Digital?
[AB: 1]
Peter Turner

THE ART OF NICOLAI GEDDA: 41 Arias
and songs
Nicolai Gedda (ten) / Gerald Moore (pno) /
Various orchestras and conductors
EMI SLS 5250 (
3 recs)
Reissues from 1954-1973
Nicolai Gedda is certainly among the finest
tenors lo appear since the last world war, and
he is definitely the most versatile. Over the
years he has made many operatic recordings
of aconsistently high standard, and it is time
that an album devoted to his art was issued.
His repertoire is unusually wide and he is
equally at home in German, French, Russian
and Italian, while his fine diction and great
musical intelligence are apparent in all he
does. His technical command of his voice is
well-nigh perfect, enabling him to sing a
pianissimo with the effortless ease of aGigli,
and at the same time he has great reserves of
power when needed.
In all these reissues his stylish singing and
his fine sense of characterisation reveal atrue
artist, whether he is singing the classical arias
of Mozart, the heroic music of Arnoldo in
Rossini's Guglielmo Tell, or the more lyrical
works of Massenet and Tchaikovsky. His
recordings of songs by Veracini, Richard
Strauss, Respighi, and others are all delightful, and this fine album can be recommended
without any reservation. A few of the recordings are mono, but all reach avery acceptable
technical standard. A booklet enclosed with
the album gives the original texts and English
translations. [ A/B:1 Ir]
John Freestone

ENGLISH MADRIGALS
Ta//is Scholars / Peter Phillips
CFP 4391 digital

PORTRAIT OF EMMA KIRKBY
Emma Kirkby (sop) / Anthony Rooley (lie) /
Academy of Ancient Music / Christopher
Hogwood
Oiseau Lyre DSLO 607
Reissues — various

Those who imagine that madrigals consist of
an endless succession of bonny lasses and
fa- la las will be enlightened by this admirable
recital. Truth is that the madrigal was developed by the great composers into an
art-form hardly less elevated than the liturgical motet, and capable of awide emotional and
intellectual expression. This collection, for
example, contains Willbye's masterpiece
Draw on, sweet night, and another, which I
did not previously know, from one Robert
Ramsey, called Sleep, fleshly birth, a threnody on the death of ayoung man — deeply
moving both as to content and musical
excellence. There is, indeed, not all that much
of the fa- la- la, ' ballet' type of madrigal here.

It is a reflection of the astounding way in
which Miss Kirkby — the ' divine Emma' as I
shall always call her — has generated an
almost mesmeric hold upon her public that
already a ' portrait' issue should be appropriate. This selection seems to be her own, and it
is avery good one, though every afficionado
is going to wish there were some special
favourite: such as, in my case, something
from Handel's La Resurrezione and Coprario's Funerall Teares (
which must be her finest
achievement to date?). What this selection
does is to show forth the range and versatility
of Miss Kirkby's voice, which is too easily
taken as having amuch more restricted scope
than this issue shows it to have. It is useless to
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try to describe her voice: merely to say that if
you have not heard it you still wander in the
outer darkness.
My impression is that these re-cuts ( for all
the items are from previous releases) are in
no way worse, and often better, than the
originals. This refers particularly to the audibility of the accompaniments, which in
some cases have tended to be backward and
dim. The difference, for example, between
Anthony Rooley's lute and his orpharion can
be more easily appreciated here, Ifeel sure.
Be that as it may, there is no indifferent
recording here: all reach astandard which is
more than adequate, and sometimes distinctly good.
Miss Kirkby contributes aforeword of great
sensitivity and perception ( read her on singing to viols) such as to make her gifts of
interpretation more understandable. She is a
great artist, and this collection is worthy of
her: go seek it! [
A:1 -k]
Peter Turner

A RECORD OF SINGERS: Part 1 — Recordings from 1899-1919 / Part 2 Recordings from 1901-1916 / Supplement
— Recordings from 1902-1912.
Celebrated singers of the first two decades of
this century
EMI RLS 7705 (
6 recs) / RLS 7706 (
6recs) /
HLM 7264 ®
Reissues from 1899-1919
The first two parts of this series are re- issues
of the set which was first published in 1977.
The original issue was limited to 2,500
albums, and it was soon apparent that this
was too small to satisfy the demand. At the
same time many reviewers pointed out that
there were a number of records which had
apparently been re-recorded at incorrect
pitch. For this reason it was decided to reissue
the set, correcting the speeds as far as
possible, and also replacing in some cases
certain rather worn originals with superior
copies.
The result is this really splendid reissue
which is aconsiderable improvement on the
1977 version. In addition a supplement has
been added, containing examples of famous
singers who were either omitted or were
poorly represented previously.
This is an invaluable collection of early
recordings of the very greatest importance,
and in its re- mastered form it is even more
desirable than was the first edition. [
H:1/3]
John Freestone

JOAN
SUTHERLAND &
LUCIANO
PAVAROTTI: Duets from ' Lucia di Lammermoor', ' Rigoletto', ' L'Elisir d'amore',
'La Fille du Régiment' and ' IPuritani'.
Sutherland (sop) / Pavarotti (ten) / Various
orchestras / Bonynge
Decca SXL 6991
Reissues from 1968-1975
All these duets are taken from complete
operas previously released by Decca in the
late sixties and early seventies. They show
the two artists in brilliant form, and the
standard of the recording is very good, with
clean definition, excellent stereo spread and
with the voices in particular sounding most
realistic. If you have the complete operas
there would obviously be no point in your
having this disc, but otherwise you will find
them excellent examples of two worldfamous singers at the height of their powers.
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Richard Bonynge is as usual a most sympathetic conductor, providing great help and
support for the artists. [
A:1]
John Freestone

ORCHESTRAL/INSTRUMENTAL

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
GRIEG: Piano Concerto in a, Op.16 /
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a, Op.54
/ TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Pathetique' Symphony No.6 in b, Op.74 / ' 25 Great
Classical Tunes' by STRAUSS, GRIEG,
CHOPIN, TELEMANN, MOZART, MENDELSSOHN, HANDEL, SCHUBERT, PURCELL,
SAINT-SAËNS,
PACHELBEL,
BACH, HOFFMEISTER, BERLIOZ, DVORAK, TCHAIKOVSKY, A. MARCELLO
LSO— Georgiadis / St. John's Smith Square
0— Lubbock! ECO — Leonard* / Ledger/PO
— Tung / NPO — Handley / RPO— Howarth /
LSO — Mata / RLPO — Handley / Howard
Shelley (pno) / Ingrid Dingfelder (fl) / Carlos
Bonell (gtr) / Maurice Hasson (vin) / Derek
Wickens (ob) / J. Lloyd Webber (vc) / Yitkin
Seovv (pno) / Judit James (pno)
ASV ABMB 401 (
4 recs)
Reissues from 1977-1982
Obviously aimed at the newcomer to Classical music, this selection is excellent for dipping
into. As far as recording quality and performance are concerned, the set is something of
the curate's egg. Excellent performancès are
given of the Arrival of the Queen ofSheba,
Schubert's Ballet music from Rosarnunde
and Mendelssohn's Nocturne from A`Midsummer Night's Dream ILubbiDck,the extract
from the St. Cecilia 'sDay Ode ILedger, Largo
from Dvorak's 9th Handley, and Marcello's
Adagio IHowarth. The three Strauss works /
Georgiadis are fine, vigorous performances
limited by their somewhat edgy 1979 recording. In fact, most of the earlier recordings
sound dated to varying degrees. This applies
to Tchaikovsky's Pathetique, which is given a
lively performance with great dynamic contrast, and to the two piano concertos which
receive satisfactory, straightforward readings. Only the shift between the three solo
piano items and the surrounding orchestral
works is audibly unpleasant, though the
performances themselves are acceptable.
[A/B/C:1*/1/2/31
Barbara Jahn

BRITISH CELLO/PIANO MUSIC
BAX: Folk-tale / BRIDGE: Scherzo 111
Morning Song CI Meditation O Serenade
El Cradle Song 11 Berceuse III Elegie LI
Melodie / GRAINGER: The Lost Lady
Found CI The Sussex Mummers' Christmas Carol 11 Died for Love 11 Youthful
Rapture
Moray Welsh (vcI) / Roger Vignoles (pno)
Pearl SHE 571 (£5.50) ( Pavilion)
Light pieces, practically all, and none the
worse forthat. With one exception, the Bridge
items dated from the years before the First
World War, when his style, simpler than it
was to become, embodied a gift for
wholehearted
melody
and
expressive
warmth and simplicity. The exception referred to is the Morning Song of 1918, agentle
barcarolle which ends softly with high cello
harmonics; these are played with a rapt
intensity.
The Scherzo, which dates from 1902, has
recently been recorded in its original form
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(Scherzetto) by Julian Lloyd Webber for RCA;
'original', that is, as far as the form and cello
part are concerned, for the RCA disc contains
an orchestration by Robert Cornford, the
producer of this Pearl disc. An expert piece of
work, certainly, but rather a pity, Ithink.
Moray Welsh plays the later version deftly
and with immaculate intonation, while the
piano part ( not for the fainthearted amateur,
unlike most of the other beautifully laid- out
examples on this disc) is firmly and intelligently characterised by Roger Vignoles.
Percy Grainger's English folksong inspired
pieces are similarly persuasive (
The Lost
Lady Found is played with a will, and the
'richly chorded' Youthful Rapture with great
tenderness), and the Bax Folk- tale, written in
1918 and not derived from afolktune at all, is
richly chromatic with longbreathed melodies.
It is the most substantial piece on the disc,
and serves as aremider of how much of Bax's
worthwhile instrumental music there is still to
be recorded. The quality of Moray Welsh's
C-string, dark-toned and ardent, is especially
attractive here.
The recording, one of several for which
Pearl have called upon the services of Neville
Boyling at Abbey Road, is excellent. As befits
the domestic feeling of the music, the instruments are closely caught, with warm, full
tone and credible balance. The sound would
be even better, Isuspect, with more distinguished pressings; they aren't bad, but none of
the Pearl products that have come my way
this month is free from swish or continuous
rustle. [A:11
Andrew Keener

EAST GREETS EAST: Ravi Shankar in
Japan
Padhasapa LI Kaharwa LI Improvisation
on the Theme of Rokudan 113 Namah
Shivaya E Tribute to Nippon
Ravi Shankar (sitar & tambura) / Alla Rakha
(tabla) / Susumu Miyashita (koto) / Hozan
Yamamoto (shakuhachi)
DG 2531 381
The juxtaposition and mixture of styles and
instrumental timbres from India and Japan
may seem, after the strong influence on rock
guitar playing in the West made by sitar
technique and Indian style, a more peculiar
concept than East greets West once seemed,
but with such a top-notch collection of
musicians as found on this disc the result is,
to say the least; persuasive. The standard of
performance is extremely high, though
strangely the least interesting improvisation
is the final Tribute to Nippon for the standard
Indian ensemble of sitar, tabla and tambura.
The Improvisation on the Theme of Rokudan,
for sitar, shakuhachi, koto, and tabla seems to
me a much more convincing, inspired, and
better constructed work. The koto solo,
Padhasapa, is fine in all details of performance and recording, the tabla solo Kaharwa
equally so in performance, but lacking the
characteristic lurching of the bass drum
because of the close miking — the necessary
resonances do not have time to establish
themselves. The ensemble numbers are
much more satisfactory in this respect. The
glorious breathiness of the shakuhachi predictably misleads the stereo positioning, so
that Yamamoto shifts slightly back and forth,
dependent on the force of the attack; this is
most noticeable in the closely miked Namah
Shivaya, which is otherwise most enjoyable.
The recordings date from 1978 and the disc
has already appeared in India and Japan. It is
worth a warm welcome in this country.
[A/B: 1*/il
Doug Hammond

ENCORE — An Hour with Cantilena
BACH: Air from Suite No.3 in D / HANDEL: Arrival of the Queen of Sheba /
MUFFAT: Delirium Amoris — Concerto
grosso in e / PACHELBEL: Canon in D /
PEPUSCH:
Kammer-Sinfonie in d /
PEZEL: Suite à 5 in C / TELEMANN:
Concerto in G for viola and strings /
VIVALDI: Concerto in A
John Harrington (via) / Andrew Martin (yin) /
Jane Reid (yin) / Cantilena / Shepherd
Chandos ABRO 1069 digital
Cantilena is asmall, Baroque-sized ensemble
that specialises in the performance of Renaissance and Baroque music. It was formed
in 1970 by Adrian Shepherd, who has remained its Director and one of its cellists for
the past 12 years. The individual members of
the group are virtuosic, precise tuning and
ensemble being characteristic marks of their
performance. However, their well-rounded
tone and ubiquitous vibrato are far too plump
for an authentic sound. In fact, the ensemble
sound more like afull orchestra in the Muffat
Delirium Amoris as a result of this.
Over- emphasis by the recording does not
help either. The SNO centre, Glasgow, lends a
rather warm acoustic and the close miking on
Side 1seems to negate any subtler dynamic
inflections, a solid, resonant wall of sound
continually forcing itself at the listener. On
Side 2the positioning is more widely spread.
Here the strings acquire atrebly tone at forte.
The group is arranged with violins to the right
of the sound- stage, cellos and continuo to the
left. Individual timbres have been well maintained except for the harpsichord, which
sounds purely percussive. The great potential
of Cantilena then has obviously been channelled into warm, Romantic performances of
early music rather than authentic interpretations on authentic instruments. If you don't
mind your Renaissance and Baroque music
like this, you should enjoy this disc. [ B:1/2]
Barbara Jahn
GREAT MARCHES
BIZET: March of the Toreadors ( Carmen)
/WAGNER: Festmarsch (Tannhäuser) /
SCHUBERT: Marche Militaire / IPPOLITOV-IVANOV: Procession of the Sardar
(Caucasian Sketches) / MEYERBEER:
Coronation March ( Le Prophète) / MENDELSSOHN: Wedding March ( A Midsummer
Night's
Dream) /
RIMSKYKORSAKOV: Bridal Procession ( Le Coq
d'Or) / BEETHOVEN: Turkish March (The
Ruins of Athens) / VERDI: Grand March
(Aida) / STFtAUSS 1: Radetzky March
Philadelphia Orchestra / Ormandy
RCA VICS 2037
Reissue from 1974
Some of the marches on this disc which have
been extracted from operas loose agreat deal
of their impact in the process. The March of
the Toreadors, for example, needs the opera
around it to bring out the implications of its
stylised format — Ormandy and the Philadelphia cannot do enough to compensate
for this. Others, the Schubert Marche Militaire
and the Ippolitov-Ivanov, for example, are
given more spirited, committed performances and become convincing, even in the
context of all the other bombast. The stereo
separation of the recording sounds initially
spectacular, but this is achieved by compartmentalisation of the orchestral sections and
manipulated focus, giving the aural equivalent of a taffeta patchwork — amusing but
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unsettling. With some HF limitation this
produces asound that is alittle too brazen for
already brazen music. Not a record for
listening to at one sitting. [
B/C: 1/2]
Doug Hammond
LATE 18th CENTURY WIND MUSIC
FIALA: Divertimento in De ( No.3) /
KROMMER-KRAMER: Partitia in Bb /
TRIEBENSEE: Variations on a theme
from ' Der Augenartz' El Partita in Eb
Co/leg/urn Musrcum Pragense
Supraphon 1111 2973 (
Bond Streert
Music)
Late eighteenth century wind music has a
habit of sounding like Mozart, especially
when written by Czechs. This is true of Fialas
Divertimento ( in E-flat really) and Krommer's
Partita, though not, curiously enough, of
Triebensee's two pieces. Josef Fiala was
actually afriend of Mozart's; the two met in
Munich in 1777, and Krommer, though of a
later generation, was much indebted to the
Salzburg master. Joseph Triebensee ( 17721842) who is less well known was in fact a
master of wind ensemble writing and is
known chiefly as the arranger of Don Giovani
for wind instruments, an arrangement that
enjoyed considerable circulation and which
has been recorded by the Athena Ensemble.
His short set of variations on a theme from
Jirovec's Der Augenartz is a concise and
effective exploitation of the medium which in
this instance is enlivened by the addition of a
trumpet and double- bass to the usual wind
octet.
Fiala's Divertimento cannot be dated with
certainty, but is probably the earliest work on
the record. It incorporates a pair of cors
anglais in addition to oboes, clarinets, horns
and bassoons, but they have little independent function; Krommer's Partita on the other
hand has no exotic instruments. An alternative version for string quintet exists and dates
from about 1799.
The Collegium Musicum Praganse claim no
authenticity in their treatment of the music,
but their playing, continuing the tradition of
Bohemian wind ensembles, is lively and
luminous and is matched by good clear
recording, though there is atouch of surface
hiss on my copy. [ A:1] Kenneth Dommett

ART OF SVIATOSLAV RICHTER
CHOPIN: Scherzo No.4 in E, Op.54
PROKOFIEV: Gavotte ( Cinderella) E Visions fugitives Op.22 Nos. 6, 8, 9, 15, 18 /
RACHMANINOV: Prelude Op.23/1 D Preludes Op.32/9; 32/10 / RAVEL: Jeux
d'eau E La vallée des cloches ( Miroirs)
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)
RCA GL 11279 (£3.99) ( TOL)
Reissue from 1965
Even when they first appeared seventeen
years ago, these tapings of performances
from recitals in New York and Newark sounded respectively thin and boxy, and neither
this nor the frequent traces of overloading in
the latter have been improved for the present
Italian reissue. No matter: the bounding
athleticism, the constant surprise and the
angular phrasing and abrupt attack that can at
once infuriate and illuminate are all as vividly
apparent as ever. Strangely, Richter's 1977
Munich studio performance of the Chopin
(with Scherzos 1-3, SXLP 30510) leaves the
stronger impression of risks taken and challenges met, and there is, to my mind,
indecent haste here in Jeux d'eau and Rachmaninov Op.32/9. But concentration and
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virtuosity elsewhere are hypnotic: few have
achieved such stillness in La vallée des
cloches, such sustained tension in Rachmaninov Op. 32/10, or more demonic ferocity in
Prokofiev's fifteenth Vision fugitive. Audience participation is only occasionally obtrusive. Recommended. [
D: 1*/1/4]
Andrew Keener

SAXOPHONE CONCERTOS
DUBOIS: Concerto for Alto Saxophone
and Strings / GLAZUNOV: Concerto in Eb
for Alto Saxophone and Strings, Op.109 /
IBERT: Concertino da camera for Alto
Saxophone and 11 Instruments / VILLALOBOS: Fantasia for Soprano Saxophone, 3 Horns and Strings
Eugène Rousseau (sax) / Paul Kuentz Chamber 0 / Kuentz
DG 2543 811
Reissue from 1972
Berlioz spoke of the saxophone's ' priestly
calm', and Vaughan Williams, who employed
three of the instruments in his Ninth Symphony, insisted that they ' are allowed to be
their romantic selves'. Bizet, Saint-Saëns,
d'Indy and Richard Strauss each wrote
memorably for Adolphe Sax's hybrid ( albeit
in orchestral rather than solo guise), and its
relatively simple fingering makes it among
the easiest to play of the reed family. Why,
then, in the eyes of many purists, does this
lovely instrument, mellow and rich at the
lower end of its compass, plaintive in the
middle and clarion- like on top, still languish
in semi- respectability? The appearance of
this excellent record promised well, but it was
deleted within three years; it deserved to do
better, and, one hopes, will now do so.
Eugène Rousseau is asuperb player, with a
deft and characterful style and asmooth tone
which is saved from blandness by a subtly
varied vibrato and a reediness which can be
called upon in moments of rhythmic and
harmonic tension. The music varies. Glazunov's late, single- movement Concerto, which
explores the saxophone's nostalgic, expressive qualities, is probably the best work, while
lbert's Concertino ( written in 1936) is a
delightfully insouciant piece of musical chatter, jazz- inflected. The extended solo cadenza
(beneath which the lower strings eventually
insinuate their presence) which opens the
concerto by Pierre Max Dubois ( b.1930) is an
ear-catching start to the record. On balance,
however, this is probably the weakest piece
on the disc, with a slow movement uneasily
caught between Satie's Gymnopèdies and
the Adagio of Ravel's G- major Piano Concerto, and a Finale which offers all-purpose
jauntiness in place of real direction. But Idefy
you not to enjoy this beautifully made disc,
recorded with just the right amount of tonal
bloom and agenerous, though never obscuring, reverberation. [ A:11
Andrew Keener

TRIO SONATAS BETWEEN BAROQUE 81
CLASSICAL
C. P. E. BACH: Trio Sonata for 2 violins
and basso continuo in G, W157 / J. C.
BACH: Trio Sonata for 2 violins and
basso continuo in Bb / GOLDBERG: Trio
Sonata for 2 violins and basso continuo
in C
ltzhak Perlman (yin) / Pinchas Zukerman (yin)
/Samuel Sanders (hpd) / Timothy Eddy (vc)
EMI ASD 4172 digital
These are Romantic performances of three

trio sonatas from the intermediate period
between the end of the Baroque and the
beginning of the Classical periods. The Bach
works shows many of those features of early
Classical style which were to have such a
great influence on the young Mozart, but the
Goldberg harks back to the Baroque period
with its dignified Largo and flamboyant
three-part fugue. Goldberg was agreat harpsichordist and is reputed to be the man who
played J. S. Bach's famous variations to the
Count of Saxony. Again, as areputed pupil of
Bach, it is hardly surprising that for many
years this trio sonata was thought to have
been composed by J.S.B.
As expected, these are fine performances
— ensemble is splendid, tone beautiful, and
dynamic range wide and sensitively used.
The recorded sound is very easy on the ear
and well- blended in a warm acoustic. The
violins are just alittle too prominant, making
it somewhat difficult to place the continuo
players: it would have been nice to hear more
of the cellist, the strident timbre of the
harpsichord making that instrument carry
better. So, on the whole, a good recording
and excellent performance, if you are not
looking for authenticity. [
13 : 14r]
Barbara Jahn

YO YO MA — CELLIST
KREISLER: Tambourin Chinois E Schiin
Rosmarin E Liebesfreud E Liebeslied /
BEETHOVEN-KREISLER: Rondino / CHAMINADE-KREISLER: Serenade Espagnole / DVORAK-KREISLER: Indian Lament E Songs my mother taught me,
Op.55, No.4 / PAGANINI: Caprices Nos.
9, 13, 14, 17, 24 / SILVA-PAGANINI:
Variations on a Theme from Rossini's
'Mose'
Yo Yo Ma (vc) / Patricia Zander (pno)
CBS 37280 digital
There is always a danger when performing
such extremely pleasant, lightweight miniatures and arrangements as these that the
soloist will attempt to make more of them
than they can support. Not so Yo Yo Ma. He is
such asensitive musician that he allows each
piece to unfurl at its own pace, only imposing
upon it his own great sense of style and
beautiful tone. The Kreisler originals and
arrangements which dominate the first side
are finely balanced, with the exception of the
Tambourin Chinois in which Ma is sometimes submerged by the piano as aresult of a
more distanced mike placing. The Paganini
Caprices on Side 2are technically secure and,
again, very musically performed, but the
pieces themselves seem to loose some of
their sparkle and panache when transcribed
for cello. However, the sound of No.24 is
more familiar to us in this guise as aresult of
Lloyd Webber's variations on it for his brother
Julian et al. Ma plays this caprice unaccompanied, as he does all of them except No.13,
which is supported by a piano part that
doubles for much of the time.
As a consequence of the close recording,
Ma can be heard breathing heavily throughout. In most other respects though the mike
placing is ideal, not least of all in the
accompanied pieces. The warm acoustic
allows a suitable reverberation time but
makes the sound just alittle too rounded and
plummy. However, Yo Yo Ma and his splendid accompanist here are not to be missed.
[B:1 * 1
Barbara Jahn
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name well and truly plastered over for instant appeal of such melodic
all but one ( take a bow, Michael chart-fodder as Reap The Wild
Jackson!)
of the
production Wind is something not to be
credits. Not a trick in the book is sneered at by those who clutch
omitted, not an avenue is left un- obscure bands to their hearts,
explored. There's So Close for the complain that the media affords
doo-woppers
who
previously no recognition, and then, as these
admired Why Do Fools Fall in self- same do make their way
Love? and Still In Love, an overtly to the top of the pile, yell 'sell-out!'
commercial chunk of unmedicated before burrowing down once
goo for the benefit of those who more to discover other low-level
cried their eyes out on hearing soundmakers whom, in their
Theme From Mahogany. But, if heart-of- hearts, they hope will be
neither of these grab you, then perpetual losers. Personally, I'm
there's still Muscles, a single only too happy to see any longgrab
their
which made an indent in the charts strugglers
just a short time back; In Your Warholsworth of fame. And if
Arms, yet another slinky step into Ultravox's way happens to be one
Streisand territory; / Am Me, a filled with melody rather than
mild reggae excursion; Who?, a message- bearing, then so be it.
Barry Blue composition that's Certainly no-one can say that
sheer Sheena Easton in approach; Quartet fails performancewise —
and, quite unbelievably, Fool For which places the record above
Your Love,
a heavy
metal some of the current crop hailed by
onslaught ( no, your eyes do not journalists who should know
deceive you!) which could quite better. [A:1]
I'm notcertain about Culture Club.
easily find favour at the top of
Sounds head- banging listings. So Much of the attention the band first
much...yet, ultimately, all so little. grabbed seemed bound around
I'll concede there are at least three the fact that lead singer Boy
hit singles present on Silk Electric George is even prettier than his
but there is nothing that adds to female namesake Susan — all
yawn provoking stuff. All by the
HEN IRECENTLY flogged a the legend that is Diana Ross. Here
battered Eartha Kitt album she's become a kind of dollar- by, of course, and nothing to do
to Blancmange's keyboardman devouring musical chameloen, a with my uncertainty over Culture
Stephen Luscombe, Ijoked about lady who sings nor only the blues Club, which is more concerned
how Imight be finding the disc a but also the pinks, purples and with the band's ability to rouse my
home with a possible superstar. whiter shades of pale. Anything senses in any way. Iwon't deny
'Not possible superstar: We're but black in fact. I dislike Silk that their music is likeable. They
going to make it!' he retorted. Just Electric right from its Andy Warhol have stockpiled all the right
like that. And certainly Happy cover through to its special thanks rhythms and have already logged
Families (
London SH 8552), Blanc- to John Frankenheimer. Where one ofthe biggest hits ofthe year in
mange's debut album, suggests did our love go? You might well Do You Really Want To Hurt Me?,
one of the tracks from their Kissing
that, even if they don't get to Shea ask. [A:31
Next, a quick- before-you- miss- To Be Clever album ( Virgin V2232),
Stadium, the duo — Luscombe
and gangling vocalist Neil Arthur it mention of The Roches' Keep On a release containing nothing that
—should at least be able to accrue Doing ( Warner Brothers K57027), should harm the Club's career.
Then again, unlike the Ultravox
a healthy bank balance-during the which is totally folksy, peppered
next few months. On the face of with the most unlikely songs and album, which is aimed roughly at
things, they offer little that many filled with harmony vocals so the same level, it contains nothing
other keyboard- headed outfits gorgeous that they swim around that really sticks in the mind and
haven't already supplied in plenty. the ears. [ A:1] Then, with equal I'm left with the thought that
All is pure pop, with blue/you hack alacrity, comes the less maybe everything was a dream
lyrics,
rhythms
delivered happy news that there's yet and Ididn't even get around to
wholesale by the programmer and another facsimile heavy metal playing the record at all. Hence my
the sort of synth sounds that have album around, this one being by uncertainty. [A:2]
Praise
now
for
a record
Elektra K52425) an
bestraddled half the singles I've Motley Crue (
outfit. company ( acause for gasps from
heard since the start of the soccer American-Canadian
season. Somehow though, Blanc- Brutish, metal studded and predic- the back of the floor) and, in partimange piece things together tably high on sexist lyrics, it cular MCA who, having exterted
better than most, adding aharder thunders into the night like a much time, energy and cash in the
edge through the medium of juggernaut out of control. Unfor- worthy cause of promoting the
Arthur's voice. So, Ifully expect tunately, it's likely to prove just as name and music of Joe Ely before
that, by the time this review falls unstoppable. But, for once, Ihope apublic unwilling to latch on, have
now taken up where Stiff left off
A:3]
before your eyes, both the album I'm wrong. [
It's hard to understand Ultravox's and are seeking to place the wares
and Living On the Ceiling, aculled,
full-of- Eastern promise single, statement that they turned to of another Texan band, Joe ' King'
could be selling better than early producer George Martin because Carrasco And The Crowns, before
Koo Stark videos. Could be? Oh, I they hoped he would endow their that self- same audience. The
Chrysalis Crowns, who also have the ubiquiforgot. Will be. Sorry about that, new album, Quartet (
CDL 1394) with a harder sound tous Michael Jackson helping out
Stephen! [A:1]
MCA
Meanwhile, back at the pent- than those previously made at on one track of Synapes Gap (
house, Diana Ross has been Connie Plank's studio. Especially, MCF 3143) are a fine,energetic
fashioning what she obviously as things have turned out, as the little outfit who follow in the Texhopeswill be yet another extremely album is their prettiest, tuneful Mex organstops of The Sir
most
arm- round-the- Douglas Quintet. Theirs is the San
lucrative release. Titled Silk Elect- and
ric ( Capital EAST 27313), this shoulder to date. Chances are that Antonio shake, the Houston hopone has virtually every track most pundits will pound it for its scotch, the Beaumont bop — the
shaped by a different arranger — lack of punch, its lack of anything whole Texas dance, in fact. Bob
one song, Anywhere You Run To other than an apparent necessity Wills would've been proud of'em,
boasting different arrangers for to appeal to those who spend their Who was Bob Wills? Well, that's
A:11
rhythm, string and horn parts! — lives with one ear tuned to a another story. [
I'm well aware that my reviews
though it's Lady Di who gets her Duracell- powered tranny. Nor I,

Fred Dollar
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don't please everyone — Ihear
that Billy Joel merely said: ' I
guess
the guy has aright to his opinion'
after reading my thoughts on his
last album and then promptly
dumped the cutting in the nearest
waste- paper bin. Well, maybe the
one-time leader of The Hassles will
be more pleased to learn that The
Nylon Curtain (
CBS 85959), his
current release, has caused my
ears no hardship whatsoever. In
truth, it's a most theraputic songset, well-crafted and boasting a
fair line in lyrics ('All your life is
Channel 13, Sesame Street, what
does it mean?' etc.) plus arrangements that enhance rather than
hinder. And if aFab Four influence
is plainly evident on such tracks as
Laura and Surprises then that's no
cause for complaint. After all, a
guy is entitled to his influences!
[A:1]
Packaging
of
albums
has
become a neglected art among
many record companies these
days. Often albums emerge in
tatty sleeves that fail to impart any
information about the music
contained within, even if the band
producing it is totally unknown
and needs to establish some kind
of public face. It's therefore
refreshing
to
find
Andrew
Lauder's
Edsel
reissue
label
displaying considerable care and
concern in the manner that its
series of ' 60s beat group compilations is fashioned for public
consumption. The two most
recent releases in the series. The
Records' From The Blue Angel
(Edsel FORD 1) and The Merseybeats' Beat And Ballad (
Edsel ED
105) are both assembled in loving
manner, replete with four- page
booklets stacked with biographical
details, photographs, old tour bills
and various other nostalgic bits
and pieces guaranteed to make
some of us feel that much older.
And the music — everything that
The Escorts ever recorded and 16
of the Merseys' best cuts — has
much to recommend it, though
provided such a retrospective
view it's sometimes easy to
ascertain just when things began
going wrong with the two bands'
respective careers. [
13:2] •
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Ken Hyder

IN SPITE of the odds, or perhaps
because of them, jazz is alive and
well and thriving. As we enter
another year of recession, times
continue to be bad for the music
and entertainment business, but
the nature of jazz and jazz
musicians is such that packing it all
in may often be contemplated, but
is rarely carried out. So, while the
gigging and recording opportunities continue to dwindle, the music
and the music- makers are hanging
in there. This year will see jazz as a
whole continue to mature and
maintain its transition from the bar
room to the concert and festival
platform. In the mainstream of the
music the emphasis has been
changing from jazz-rock and jazzfunk ta something more to do with
the core of jazz itself. And that's the
consolidation of the jazz of the
early sixties as typified by the
Miles Davis small groups of the
period. And while that consolidation takes place and forms the new
popular front of jazz, the avant
garde of the late sixties and
seventies will lose its novelty and
come of age. The fightback and
determination of the music is
summed up by the regular
appearance of good albums by
relatively unknown players in
America and Europe, often on
small independent labels. Songs
And Rituals In Real Time is adouble
live album by a quartet of whom
only the drummer is a familiar
face. The band is led by Tim Berne,
alto and he's supported by Mack
Goldsbury, tenor and soprano, Ed
Schuller, bass and Paul' Motian,
drums. P has to be said that the
musicon the album does not break
boundaries, and it does not
pretend to. It is a music which
draws on the rhythmic propulsion
of the modern mainstream and the
loose freedoms of the likes of
Omette Coleman. It is a brand of
freebop where the players balance
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

out structures and the opportunity
to take chances. These days this is
music without frontiers in that this
set could just as easily have been
performed by Norwegian, Polish
or British musicians. Perhaps its
strongest distinction comes in
Motian's playing. Since his time
with Bill Evans — a period when
his sublety was rarely recognised
—
Motian has continued to
developed an approach which can
at first sound almost haphazard.
Yet this looseness and his relaxed
splashing sound is incredibly
precise.
More
than
most
drummers in this genre, Motian
creates strong rhythmic tensions
which drawthe listenerto the edge
of his seat. It's worth seeking out
this set for Motian alone, but of
course agroup musiccan never be
about or work satisfactorily if
based solely on the contributions
of one individual, and the other
members of the quartet take full
advantage of Motian's contribution to create a complete music
that
is
both
attractive
and
challenging. When money is tight,
listeners are reluctant to take
chances in paying out cash to hear
live music, and there is atendency
to stay at home with tried and
tested albums. But the live experience of music is something else,
and if you trot on down to your
nearest jazz club you may be
surprised— if you are not aregular
attender — at just how high the
quality of playing is. There's every
chance you'll hear something as
strong and satisfying as this
quartet. Songs And Rituals In Real
Time is on the Empire label — EPC
60K-2— and it is distributed by The
Other Labels. [
A:2]
Bill Watrous In London is
another live album, this time of an
older version of modern mainstream that's rooted in standards
like When Your Lover Has Gone,
Diane, Falling In Love With Love
and Monk's Straight No Chaser. At
this Pizza Express session the
American trombonist is teamed
up with Brian Dee, piano, Len
Skeat, bass, and Martin Drew,
drums. There's atmosphere here,
of the having- a-good-time sort
and the music is executed with an
easy professionalism where each
player plays the formula role, and
it has all the touches like tasteful
comping behind the bass solo and
slick
exchanges
with
the
drummer.
The
trombonist
performs
with
considerable
dexterity and resolutely avoids the
easy way out on the up-tempo
pieces. It's not heavy and deep, but
you can certainly eat apizza to it. It
is served up on Mole Jazz Mole 7.
[A:2] Olives are extra.
Pizza chomping and The Bath Of
Surprise by Steve Beresford, however, is not advised. This unusual
album of iconoclastic idiosyncracy is available on Piano Records
(52 Acre Lane, London SW2)
PIANO 003. There are lots of short
tracks, snippets of ideas, played on
instruments, toy instruments and
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assorted bits and pieces of sound
sources. If the proceedings ever
get near to sounding serious,
Beresford abruptly changes gear
and stands the whole thing on its
head. Many people find Beresford
infuriating, for he never appears to
take his music seriously. But that's
part
of
what
he's
about.
Everything he does is achallenge
to the listener. And consequently
this album is a collection of
musical ( and non-musical) questions. Is it all just a lark? Is there
some obscure point behind it all?
Are the emulations of different
forms statements or piss-takes?
How you take it is up to you. Take it
all, take bits of it, reject it— it's still
there on a bit of plastic, implying
nagging doubts every time you
come near it. As an entertaining
album of wry humourto be dipped
into from time to time it's my idea
of fun ( or one of my ideas of fun),
but maybe you'll hear something
different in it. [
6:2]
Keith Jarrett by comparison is
easy listening. Since he entered
his ECM phase, after dues- paying
with Miles and with Charles Lloyd,
Jarrett has established himself as
the modern thinking person's
pianist.
Somewhere
between
updated contemporary classical
romanticism and post Bill Evanswith- a- nod-towards-Gospelmusic, Jarrett's records seem
custom built for rooms of polished
floors, stripped pine furniture, and
prints in silver painted frames. It is
a music of chilled white wine and
savoured subtlety. And like a
favourite quality wine, his music
tends to be consistent— at least as
far as his piano solos are
concerned.
Consequently
Concerts on ECM 1227 is not an
album you'll need to rush out and
buy if you already have any solo
Jarrett. These live recordings
represent neither a development
nora regression of his solo work of
ten years ago. If anything success
has caught up with him. Continual
adulation seems to have led to the
kind of over-confidence which
borders on self-indulgence and
some of the vocalisations in the
performance come across like
adjuncts to ectasy which has not
quite been achieved. But to
anyone coming fresh to his work,
this album is as reasonable an
introduction as any other. It never
gets as deep as perhaps it's
intended, but it's still an enjoyable
listening experience. What he
does best is the two-handed
elegiac soulful trip which involves
an insistent and rhythmic left hand
and a string of down home, but
pretty and rambling melodies on
top. And there's a fair bit of that
here. [
A*:2]
Just as James Blood Ulmer
came to prominence with Omette
Coleman's electric forays and
then went on his own way,
drummer Ronald Shannon Jackson is now emerging with his own
music with Mandance on Antilles
AN 1008. Although there are

elements in the music which have
clear affiliations to Coleman's
recent outings, Jackson and his
Decoding Society have adifferent
identity. The rhythmic drive is less
frantic and wildly energetic than
might have been expected and
there's an air of relaxed calm over
the proceedings. Two bass players
weave riff- based lines together,
forming abubbling and bouncing
background while Jackson himself
takes on the main chunk of responsibility for holding it together.
This is a refined, more commercial
version of jazz's flirtation with
electric music and as a result this
album might appeal to rock fans.
There are pieces on the record —
like When Souls Speak — which
should have a universal appeal.
This ballad has the same kind of
haunting lyricism you associate
with the exiled South African
jazzers in London. [
A:2]
Rio by guitarist Lee Ritenour is
an album of extremely well
produced
light
listening
on
Elektra Musician K52350. And as
you'd imagine from the title
there's amaintained Brazilian feel
throughout. On previous albums,
Ritenour, a tasty electric guitarist
and sessioneer, has usually included a track or two on the
acoustic instrument and this time
it's the acoustic guitar which is
featured throughout. He seems to
have hit a groove of laid back
exquisite mid-tempo music on
this album — and stuck with it.
The layers of sound and rhythm
are occasionally marred by too
much lushness in the strings. But
for what it is, it's a satisfying
collection of pieces of toe-tapping
melodies. [
A*:2] Heads Up is a
good time album of fusion jazz
from Stone Alliance, an outfit of
varying personnel built round exElvin Jones bassist, Gene Perla
and drummer/percussionist Don
Alias. Different faces like Dave
Liebman, the Brecker brothers,
Alex Acuna and Jan Hammer crop
up and make for awide variety of
music.Some of the more obviously
funky tracks sound a bit oldfashioned, while the latin influenced
pieces come off fresher. Heads Up
is on PM Records PMR 020. [
A:2]
The Promenaders is an album
of delightful eccentricity whereby
a bunch of free jazzers take on
unlikely pseudonyms and perform astring of old favourites like
Nellie The Elephant, The Dambusters March, Let's Twist Again,
and The Hokey Cokey on Brighton
Beach. They even throw in acouple
of Albert Ayler pieces, but everything is played straight down the
middle, like a 1950s dance band
trying to overcome tiredness and
fulfil their dutyto ENTERTAIN. They
capture the mood well and it
sounds authentically like dozens
of bands you've heard at weddings
and in pub lounges who never
quite get it all together. How much
you like it will depend on your
capacity to laugh. It's on Y
Records Y31. [
13:7] •
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their historic importance is well became a much- played hit, it
documented.
Life
magazine includes a fast-tempo trumpet
featured the sessions, and picture- section by Roy Eldridge, who has
documentaries in that remarkable lived to enjoy his fame.
Also alive ( now 78) is the star of
magazine in 1938 were the equivalent of peak- hour TV time today in the fou rth of these Commodore reimpact across the USA — and for issues: Jess Stacy, about whom I
us who read Life in the UK. The had my say in November. Jess
6-24298) is,
books by the organiser of the Stacy and Friends (
sessions, Eddie Condon, fill out despite the title, almost entirely
the story. He sums up: ' Milt solo work, including five of his
Summertime, which gets a quite Gabler's sessions kept us all in own tunes, and there are two
operatic treatment. On that plane, business. There were no bad Com- examples of the strange ' little girl'
her vibrato seems appropriate, modore records, and the line-ups voice of Lee Wiley, who became
though it makes some of the other show why.' The very first was a Mrs Stacy.
The labels of the present
standards (
Bewitched, The Man I landmark for another reason.
Love, As Time Goes By) sound Carnegie Drag and Carnegie Jump German reissuesclosely resemble
rather overwrought. There are were on a12in 78 — almostthefi rst the Commodore original 78s, and
interesting
Laurie
Holloway time jazz had been marketed at the music is perhaps the high spot
carefree
improvised
jazz,
arrangements on four tracks, I'm more than 10in size,though Bruns- of
in the Mood for Love getting a wick had issued Duke Ellington's St sophisticated enough to have
Latin American treatment. The Louis Blues, with Bing Crosby, on a shaken off New Orleans primiti12in disc in 1932. Eddie Condon vism yet taking in the best of black
title No Regrets raises false hopes.
Later Commodore
Iwas hoping for a new version of was one of the founding fathers of influences.
that unforgettable early Billie recorded jazz, with ahistory going recordings brought in names as
as
Hawkins,
Billie
Holiday recording — but it turned back to 1922 as aplayerand to 1927 eminent
out to be the Edith Piaf Je ne reg- as named leader of a band. He Holiday, Ben Webster and Teddy
rette rien, for which Miss Williams played alongside Bix Beiderbecke, Wilson. The war and the bigband
breaks into French. You may find and a group of friends of those era came and went; jazz later
her vibrato more easy to take than I Chicago years became his circle developed a new language not
can, but at least she has areal voice for almost half a century of jazz, always understood by listeners. Of
which can, and does, fill halls until his death in 1973. Of those course there have been more
everywhere. And in the studio she friends, Bud Freeman, Pee-Wee spectacular soloists since the
Russell, Jess Stacy and George Commodore musicians, but those
gets the star treatment, with
impeccable backing and recording. Wettling were among the eight men had the real spirit; those
who made that first Commodore years were a peak of American
[A: 11
Grosvenor, the specialists in record. The 14 tracks now issued music as significant, at its own
electronic organ recordings, have as Eddie Condon: His Windy City level, as the flowering of ' Les Six'
managed this month to break new Seven and Jam Sessions at Com- in French music 20 years earlier.
6-24054) include alterna- The article in Life magazine in 1938
ground in a field which would modore (
seem rather limited, most of their tive takes of five original 78s, pre- about the first Condon sessions
recordings being designed to viously unissued. Several of the ended: 'The records will probably
show off the increasingly sophisti- tracks are blues themes, fast or become collectors' items'. Well,
cated sounds that microchip slow, the latter including vocals by they have. HFNIRR readers may
circuitry and the rival organ manu- Jack Teagarden, who replaced find the sounds crude in these
facturers can make possible. The one of the old Chicago group, days of synthesised sound vibranew idea is to combine the organ George Brunis, on trombone. The tions, but really the instruments
sounds
with
a conventional old standard jazz theme Jada is must have sounded like that, rather
rhythm section and big- band taken at an unlikely slow tempo, rough and edgy. At least the
brass. Purely for Pleasure: Bryan and another slow theme is recording will not damage your
Rodwell Meets Brass (
GRS 1125) is Embraceable You, in which Bobby equipment. Historic, of course; no
the result of the soloist's yearning, Hackett shines on trumpet, with ratings.
Also historic in avastly different
while working as asession player, more than ahint of Bix Beiderbecke
style are two releases in the ASV
to arrange music for organ and in his phrasing.
Jack Teagarden is the star of Big Living Era series. Flappers, Vamps
brass, and very successful his
AJA
6-24060), the and Sweet Young Things (
record is too. The tunes are favour- T and Mighty Max (
latter
being
Max
Kaminsky, 5015) is the awful title for acompiites for most listeners in this
leader of a seven- piece group lation of almost-forgotten singers
'popular' field — Moonlight Sereincluded
the
veteran of the 1920s. Some are undernade, But Not For Me, Take the A that
Train, Sweet Georgia Brown, A black pianist James P. Johnson standably forgotten — but not
Nightingale Sang in Berkeley who was born in 1891, greatly Ruth Etting, Sophie Tucker, Helen
Morgan and, emphatically, GertFats
Waller,
and
Square — but the most original is influenced
the final track, Bandology, in sounds on this record as agile and rude Lawrence. Her recording of
which
Rodwell's arrangement inventive as many who became Do, do, do, which Gershwin wrote
richer and more famous.
for her, shows that already in 1926
throws in styles as varied as Sousa
The Condon group, originally a she had the quality which was to
and Dixieland. [
A: 11
lead her in 20 years to star in The
I threatened last month to circle of white friends, was ' mixed'
explain to younger readers why for many sessions, and another King and I — a peak beyond the
reach of most of the others on this
they should bother with mono jazz superb pianist, Clyde Hart, joined
records made more than 40 years Chu Berry for the sessions in 1938 archive.
Encore Maurice! (
AJA 5016) is
ago. These are the Commodore and 1941 which are now reissued
another mono compilation from
Music Shop recordings, now re- as A Giant of the Tenor Sax — Chu
6.24293). Chu, then rated as ASV, tracing the career of Maurice
issued by Import Music Services Berry (
Chevalier
from
cabaret- style
from Germany. These Telefunken second only to Coleman Hawkins,
songs of the 1920s to first film
pressings have detailed sleeve was killed in a car crash later in
fame in 1931. Interesting to hear
notes in German, but even those 1941, aged 31. This disc shows him
him doing such un French songs
with only schoolboy German at the height of his powers,
should be able to get the drift of swinging like mad in Sweet Geor- as Welkin' My Baby Back Home,
but I must admit that his style
disguised under the
them since the names and dates gia Brown (
never excited me even in his Hollyare of course obvious. As mention- teasing title Forty-six West Fiftyed on this page in October, Com- two) and giving aversion of Body wood heyday. But how would the
impersonators have managed
modore records were the first and Soulwhich is simpler than the
without him? •
'private' label to feature jazz, and famous Hawkins recording which

Denis Argent
considers the lighter side
O

LIVIA'S Greatest Hits is the
title ( EMI EMTV 36), and the
fact that only in the tiny print of the
sleeve's copyright details does the
name appear in full indicates that
Olivia
Newton-John
is
now
thought to be aworld star, identified by first name alone, in the style
of the Duke or Ella.
Her glamorous picture appears
almost identically on front and
back of the sleeve, the sole difference being that in one version her
eyes are closed ; in the other, open.
It could symbolise how her eyes
were opened to the greater career
opportunities possible if she left
country music for the big time of
pop. Forthis is afascinating record
of her progress from the naive
Banks of the Ohio (
1971) and Take
Me Home Country Roads (
1974) to
the sdngs from the film Greaseand
to teenage exciters such as
Physical (
1981) and the recent
Heart Attack. Physical is typical of
what ranks nowadays as middleof-the-road pop, well short of the
sort of scurrilous thing that a
reviewer in one of the pop weeklies
called an unpleasant record for
unpleasant people'. It makes its
impact by the repetition of the
single thought ' Let's get physical',
20 times in four minutes. Actually
the composition is musically quite
well constructed, with ' releases'
away from the hammer- blows of
the title — but one cannot help
contrasting the poverty of the
vocal line of Kipner and Shaddick
with Cole Porter's in Let's Do It. The
thought, and its repetition, may be
much the same — but with what
wit Cole Porter dressed it up! And
histitle is heard only 15times in the
full five- chorus version of the
song. One clue to the popularity of
Physical is the fact that EMI
released a video cassette at the
sametime asthe album which, they
say, ' helped to win over a whole
new generation offans'. The visual
excitement of pop concerts being
now available in the home, the
music becomes less and less
important — which may be bad
news for those of us who have put
money and enthusiasm into the
enjoyment of recorded sound.
Olivia's record, is, of course,
expertly produced, with all the
right fashionable backing noises
— and her voice isn't bad, either.
[A: 1].
Another singer whose prowess
as aperformer has made her aTV
star is Iris Williams. You Belong To
Me ( EMI EMC 3418) has a feeble
title track, but the selection gets
better and better as it goes on, and
ends with a super version of
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Picku
Alvin Gold looks at one
established Far Eastern
champion, and one up-andcoming American dark
horse.
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ACK in April last year, Iwrote that '... in
LP general cartridge improvements will only
pay off when the rest of the record playing
system is at its optimum. Pursuing the
delights of alaser- carved cantilever in asolid
uranium hand-carved cartridge body costing
amillion yen just doesn't work if the player is
incapable of making the cartridge behave in
the correct relationship to the groove; and
this,the most critical of all relationships within
arecord playing system ... is mostly the job of
the turntable and the arm, not the cartridge'.
The story Ihave for you this evening, gentlemen, concerns a cartridge where this vital
point was overlooked, along with another
where it was not. Iwould like to start the
proceedings by advancing an hypothesis. It is
this: the difference between agood cartridge
and one that is truly great can often be amatter
of mechanical integrity. Ihave no proof for this
sweeping statement— luckily, however, there
are all too few truly great cartridges, so Ido
stand afair chance of demonstrating my point
by default, as it were. But don't be fooled bythe
words ' mechanical integrity'. What Imean by
this term in this context is acartridge whose
design enables it to be fitted very securely to
an arm with equivalent structural integrity. A
solid cartridge suited in other aspects only for
flimsy skeletal arms obviously does not do the
job. However, Irecognise that asolid looking
cartridge may not be as solid as its manufacturer would like its looks to suggest, and Ido
not have any illusions about making any
mechanical system either truly rigid or
resonance free. Such systems are theoretically
unreal iseable — they simply do not exist, as
any designer worth his salt knows only too
well ( copywriters please note...). But, like I
said, my statement isa hypothesisonly, but one
that was suggested by the musical results
from some cartridges Ihave been listening to
of late. It seems to me good fun to pursue it.
The other fact that has struck home recently
is acommon factor concerning the views that
people hold about cartridge designs. I'm
talking specifically about people within the hifi industry, and the situation I'm talking about
was illustrated during a trip recently
organised for the UK hi-fi press by Bang &
Olufsen, Danish manufacturers of repute.
B&O are the only company outsideJapan that
Iknow of who make complete hi-fi systems,
buying in only the bare minimum of
components and assemblies from outside.
Well yes, Philips could also be said to be such a
company, but this slumbering giant has no
coherent standing in the world of high fidelity.
Perhaps they'll get their act together one of
these days — their engineers certainly have
the ability, if the company as awhole doesn't
have the will.
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Back to B&O: my regular reader may recall
my enthusiasm for their 9000 cassette deck
(December'82). The press trip to Denmark via
SAS ( Smoked Salmon Appreciation Society?)
threw up alot of interesting facts. Like, ferinstance, they're now finally beginning to make
loudspeakersthatyou need not be ashamed of
introducing to your parents. And they've got
some extremely interesting amplifiers, if a
colleague is right — but that's his story. Of
more interest here are their new cartridges,
which are the result of aprolonged pregnancy,
lasting nearly several years. There are five
models in the range, of which Ihave been able
to sample the two top models, the MMC1 and
the MMC2.
B&O have undoubtedly made thecartridges
they wanted to make. They painstakingly
worked through all the things that cartridges
do, and settled on a package of ideas which
would refine their existing cartridge designs
considerably. The long standing ' Micro Cross'
cantilever,
which
has
a cross- shaped
armature attached at its end, remains acentral
feature of the range. The Micro Cross has the
virtues both of simplicity and of being a
symmetrical structure to waggle around in the
magnetic field. But the size of the cross has
been reduced, and in the top versions of the
range, B&O have used a sapphire pipe
cantilever tube, but have still kept effective
mass well below values they accomplished in
the past. Lower effective tip mass implies
better tracking ability at high frequencies and
will contribute to awider bandwidth, as will
the increased stiffness of the cantilever, by
pushing up the lowest resonant frequency of
beam resonance. B&O have gone further, and
made the frequencies of the cantilever/
armature mounting compliance resonance
and the stylus/vinyl compliance resonance,
when each is examined in isolation from the
other, coincide at about 39kHz. By so doing,
B&O claim that the two resonances will load
each other in practice to produce two of lower
Q, hence amplitude, easier to control with one
pushed down in frequency and the other up, to
result in one each side of 39kHz, optimally
spaced to maintain phase response.
At the low frequency end, the aim was to get
reasonably high compliance without running
the risk of reproducing all the warp frequency
rubbish when using the cartridge in reasonably massy arms; to place the LE resonance in
the ' window' between rubbish and signal. In
fact, B&O have gone for a very low mass
cartridge construction ( 1.6gm in aform suitable for mounting straight into B&O arms,
3.3gm with a 1
/ m mounting adaptor for
2
normal headshells) but not for the usual
reason. Rather than follow the Ortofon/SME
defined goal of keeping all moving masses as
low as possible, B&O have minimised cartridge
mass to make their cartridges useable with
arms of higher mass, precisely because they
can sound better. Less pickup mass will mean
more arm mass for the same low frequency
resonant
conditions,
and
engineered
correctly, that extra mass can result in astiffer,
better performing arm.
The trouble is, B&O have not taken their
sound reasoning to its logical conclusions.
They have in the MMC range an extremely
fine basic design, as far as I
can tell from listening, but one that emphatically does not suit
even the existing moderately massy arms
capable of good sound. Of all the European
manufacturers of high fidelity, B&O have
been, and still are, in the vanguard of the
systems approach, where no item is designed
in isolation, and where the stress is laid on
complete systems, with cartridges matched
into what might be called ' super-compatible'

players. In these terms, the cartridges are a
success; they obviously work well, at least
with the 8002 turntable Imanaged to extract
from the importer. This turntable with its
parallel-tracking arm and linear motor drive—
much like an electricity meter — not to
mention its sleek good looks and friendly
automation, warrants an essay to itself: it's an
interesting design, to put it mildly. But it does
have its shortcomings; it simply doesn't
appear to sound good enough in its own right
to extract the best from the cartridge. It's
always dangerous to try to separate the sound
of aturntable from the sound of the cartridge
that's used with it, but the smearing of low
frequencies, lad< of an obvious sense of pitch,
and an overall undynamic feel, are thought
generally
indicative
of turntable,
not
cartridge, shortcomings.
The only arm of proved high quality available to me for auditioning of the B&O pickups
was aLinn lttok, which is of moderate, but not
especially high effective mass ( around 13gm
with steel bolts). Used with the MMC1, the low
frequency resonance of the combination was
down around 6Hz and of extremely high
amplitude, the sound unstable at low frequencies and over- lively at high ones. Even so,
there were qualities inherent in the cartridge
that suggest that it cannot be dismissed out of
hand just because ofthe fact that it's difficu ltto
find a genuinely compatible arm/turntable
combination. The sound is extraordinarily
sweet and clear and amazingly smooth, albeit
somewhat laid back and lacking aconvincing
sense of power at low frequencies. The
problem is made worse because the 1/2 in.
carrier is clearly far from being ideal in the
structural sense, and it's such factors that are
probably responsible for what Ididn't like
about the cartridge. That's my hypothesis,
anyway. Using the Ortofon TC 3000 cartridge
tester, the B&O cartridges both showed a
smooth frequency response, falling very
slightly at high frequencies. These are
moving- magnet cartridges, but the output
voltage at about2.4mV, 5cm/s, is significantly
lower than average, and surprisingly only
about 6-7dB up on the voltage available from a
Koetsu Black, alow output m- c. B&O went to
great pains choosing between m-cand m- m
versions of the same mechanical design, even
building samples of each to try ( PM wrote
about the moving- coil prototype of what has
become the MMC1 back in the February ' 82
issue) but decided that the '
coil gave no
advantages,
and
had
some
severe
disadvantages ( higher effective tip mass,
more amplification needed). The differences
between the MMC1 and 2 are that the 1has
tighter tolerances and a better, lighter
diamond, but in practice the difference was
not large, although the MMC1 did sound
considerably livelier on some program.
Which brings us back to where we started.
B&O really have made the cartridge they
wanted to make, but what they wanted seems
to have been based on a largely theoretical
model of what it should be, with insufficient
recognition given to such factors as overall
structural integrity, which perhaps doesn't fit
into the model neatly. To have done would
have also meant atotal rethink of the complete
record playing system, including arm and
turntable, but most of all it would have
required afundamentally different approach
to systems design, Ifeel.
However, if you start with a blank piece of
paper, the solutionsto these unseen problems
can sometimes be solved very easily. Note the
words ' can be' rather than ' are'. Solidly
constructed cartridges ought to be plentiful,
but they're not. Perhaps what B&O had not
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realised when doing their survey of m- m and
m-ccartridges in the early stages of the MMC
design programme, was that the differences
that matter are perhaps as often a matter of
good construction aswhere the coils fit within
the body.
On, now, to a cartridge whose coils are
firmly attached to the cantilever, which in this
case is an only moderately fashionable boron
type — not one of the gemstone types now
becoming extremely popular even below the
£100 mark. This is an uncompromising design
in every way: it's not only got an ' antiquated'
cantilever, it has also got no [ No? — Ed]
compliance to speak of, and ( horror) it has also
requires something over two grams brute
force to keep it glued to itstracks. With such an
old-fashioned and crude device, you can be
sure it's expensive; and it is! It costs just £393,
and is called the Koetsu Black, which in
contrasttothe now defunct Koetsu Black Level
(actually Onyx, I
think) is anew cheapie m-cfor
the proles.

The cheapie Koetsu
for the proles

There's little to tell you about what it is:
except that. it looks like the spaceship in
Clifford D Simak's The Visitors— big, featureless and black. Its cantilever, for all its lack of
bells and precious stones, is clever enough in
its own way, being both stepped and tapered.
The sharp end has asemi line-contact stylus
(no, Idon't know what a semi line- contact
stylus is, either) and the body is made from a
composite zinc/lead material called SPC —
named
presumably
after
a terrorist
organisation. Given enough of adownwards
shove it tracks very well indeed — certainly its
limits are much higher than those of the Linn
Asaks, and the Koetsu is practically never
caught out in this way. Ithought Iought to
mention that: after all, everyone knows that
low compliance m-c cartridges don't track,
n'est-ce pas? Its measured performance
includes
an
amazingly
flat frequency
response ( no point was more than 0.5dB
different from any other up to 20kHz, using the
Ortofon computer again) and the output is
high fora m-cwhilst remaining alow Zsource
therefore ensuring compatibility with most
m- c inputs; certainly those of the Naim 32
and Musical Fidelity preamplifiers.
More important to this story is that this
cartridge is comprehensively the best Ihave
ever heard, with no ifs and buts beyond the
fact that 1have not yet used any of the other
more expensive models in the range. Whilst
it represents alot of money to spend in one go,
the Black cannot be said to be overpriced, at
least, not until someone else comes up with
another cartridge of equivalent ability at a
lower price. Ihave used the Linn Asak as a
standard for some years, and have gone
through three samples in that time
should
point out that two met untimely ends due to
the attentions of my first born — and was
struck by one obvious difference between
these designs: while the Asak is sheer magic
when new, all the onesl have used have gone
off fairly quickly, though tcould not begin to
guess the reasons why. The Koetsu, in stark
contrast, seems to mature with age, sounding
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at its best after 20 hours or so, and maintaining
its sound thereafter. The construction of the
body, also, is superb: it can not only be done
up tightly into the headshell, it stays tight, too.
It is well suited to the lttok arm, in every sense
of the word, and gives apresentation of music
that is free of false emphasis and is extremely
solid and stable. But it goes further than that.1
can put it no betterthan to say thatthe systeml
use ( Linn/Ittok/Naim 32/250 and Linn Saras)
has never sounded more fluid, dynamic and
complete. Well recorded records come over
with an immediacy and realism, and a solid
sense of being there, but without any brightness or edginess, or that over- analytical
painting in of detail that characterises so many
otherwise good cartridges. It has, Ibelieve, a
level of ability above most others— all others
that 1am familiar with, in fact— and it retains
this facility regardless of signal level and the
complexity of the music it's reproducing. It
doesn't change in sound with different types
of music, and this sort of integrity is one of its
strongest virtues.
But remember that the reason it is as good
as it is must be primarily afunction of the fact
that it's allowing the rest of the record playing
system to get on with its job, without
overlaying too much of its own character.
Obviously, it will not give of its best with
inferior ancillaries.
Before signing off on this occasion, let me
introduce you to another m-ccartridge, again
an up-market one, though this time around
£200. It's from the Japanese firm Accuphase
and sports atubular sapphire cantilever and a
very well made solid aluminium diecast body
reminiscent in design of the early Koetsus.
Again, this is a low compliance device,
designed to track at about 2gm, which it does
very effectively.
If you would like to know how come I've got
an Accuphase cartridge, and who imports it
anyway, the answer is that it's being imported
by Unilet of New Malden, and distributed
through a small number of dealers —
presumably in small quantities only. The
design first came to their attention from an

THE MUSICAL FIDELITY
PREAMP
Thank you for your generally favourable
review of The Preamp (
HFN/RR November),
in particular with regard to its sound quality.
We would very much like to take this
opportunity to comment on the technical
points that you raised on what was indeed an
early prototype sample.
First, current production units incorporate
a muting circuit to suppress the switch- on
(and switch- off) thump. It functions by
shorting the outputs to ground rather than
being directly in the signal path, so it will in no
way affect the sound quality of The Preamp. We
are keeping acareful watch on the magnitude of
the output DC offset, which is present because
we were anxious to minimise the number of
capacitors in the signal path, and thus did not
include an output capacitor. Most power
amplifiers are AC coupled, so a small DC
offset in the preamp output will be of no
consequence in these cases, but we are
endeavouring to keep the offset to within
1mV, which should not upset DC coupled
amplifiers either.
The output voltage capability of the movingcoil stage has been increased significantly

enthusiastic write-up in that most organic of
US organs, The Absolute Sound and, well,
Bob's your uncle, n'est-ce par
Ithink I'll give it 7out of 10 — it's definitely
worth a listen ( in the immortal words) but
cannot be endorsed uncritically. What it does
right are most of the important things: it has
many of the best qualities of a good quality
m-ccartridge, with astrength and openness to
the sound allied to a convincing feel for
dynamics, instrumental separation and lack of
haziness that afflicts so many competing
designs. It's clean, clear and fast, and doesn't
look at the music through the sideways glance
of asoft focus lens.
Where the AC-2 ( for that is what it is called)
falls down is in being excessively bass shy and
treble high. Its frequency response is very
obviously tilted, and whilst Ihave never been
one to regard flatness of frequency response
as being the most importantthing inthe world,
the degree of tilt is severe enough to demand
censure from any point of view. It severely
distorts and lightens tonal colours and instrumental textures and there is an element ot
misbehavior at high frequencies, too: the
treble is not merely lifted ( by about 4.5dB at
20kHz according to the Ortofon), it's also alittle
detached and makes record surface noise
sound loud, and also rather over-energetic.
There
is another purely operational
problem, too. The Accuphase is unusually
fussy about setting up. Small changes in
vertical tracking angle ( which happens whenevertracking force ischanged, as well as being
aresult of altering the height of the arm vis-avis the record) affect the sound greatly, and
experiment will be needed to focus the sound
properly, which at the same time minimises
the HF brightness — minimises, but not
eliminates, notice. This feature of the AC-2
was recognised byAbsoluteSoundmagazine,
by the way.
In short, I
was unable to get results from the
AC2 which would support its very obvious
potential. But I
repeat, there was agreat deal of
latent ability here, and there may be systems it
would suit better than it suited mine •
which will improve the HF overload margin by
afull 10dB ( as mentioned in the Editorial note
to the review). The RIAA network has also
been improved, both in respect of component
tolerance ( now 1%) and in the inclusion of
'padding' components to bring the overall
values to within nominally 0.1% of the
theoretical ones. The frequency response is
now within much tighter limits than the ±
0.25dB found on the review sample, although
we rather doubt whether errors of that size
would have been audible. You also mentioned
(but did not give an opinion on!) the wide
bandwidth. We feel that although some HF
curtailment in the audio chain ( say — 3dB at
70-100kHz) is permissible, this is best done
within the power amp, as that is where any
problems may otherwise arise. The RIAA
stage does, however, contain an output HF
filter to compensate for the loss of HF rolloff
that occurs when the stage gain decreases
towards unity.
Current production units are guaranteed to
produce less than 0.01% distortion over the
entire audio band, with no significant rise at
either frequency extreme even under nearoverload conditions. Their sonic performace
will thus be even better than that of the review
sample.
Thank you again for your recommendation.
We look forward to submitting another
product for review in the near future.
Michael Diamond, Musical Fidelity, 88
Pentonville Road, London N1 9HS
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3 Floors of technology, Domestic
Appliances, HiFi, Video and Office
Equipment you can see and buy at
the Sanyo Centre in
Regent Street.

If Sanyo make it, the Sanyo Centre
stocks it.Prices are competitive too and ----you get the benefit of Sanyo After-Sales
Service if this is ever needed (plus a5year
guarantee optional).
For technology at your fingertips —
simply say, Sanyo.

•Office Equipment Machines • Phone
Systems • Computers • Radios • Clock
Radios • Personal Radio/Cassettes
•Mono/Stereo Cassettes • Mono/Colour
TV • HiFi Equipment • Music Centres
•Video • In-Car Equipment • Microwave
Ovens OShavers • Stereo Accessories
•Ni
Cad Batteries

CREDIT FACILITIES
AVAILABLE

Al Iitems are guaranteed for 12
1..lites.shtn
mortns, parts and labour, and are
serviced by our own expert engineers.
Special Export arrangements for
overseas visitors.

ECPRESS

(Opp psite British Airways Offices) Opening Hours: Monday- Saturday 9am-6pm, Thursday 9am-7pm.
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Angus McKenzie

..

Revox 11710 MkII
cassette deck
S

OME MONTHS ago (
HFN1RR April '82), 1
reviewed the MkI version of this interesting deck, the first consumer cassette product
to be produced by Revox, but whilst liking
very many of its features, Icriticised both the
absence of Dolby-C, and some dips in
response in the presence regionwhen DolbyB was in use. Ireceived the Mk' version last
summer, and have used it for some time, both

for the playback of prerecorded cassettes, and
for making routine recordings from FM radio
and from illy own digital masters. From an ergonomic point of view Ilike the machine very
much indeed; in particular, the tape deck
controls are very convenient, operating in the
same way as those on Revox open- reel recorders. Theomission of acueing facility is alittle
irritating, but this machine has got much else

to balance this omission.
Differences between the MkI and the Mk11
versions are as follows: the Mk11 version
includes Dolby-C noise reduction as well as
-B, with the mpx switch becoming the Dolby
-B/C selector; the mpx filter switch on the
Mk11 version replaces the separate equalisation switch, bias and equalisation being
selected on the tape type pushbuttons, IEC
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type Ill ferrichrome formulations not being
suitable, nor catered for. A minor criticism I
had of the MkI version was that the meters
could not displayvery high recording levelsthe Mk11 meters allow readings of up to + 8dB
ref. Dolby level to be indicated.lam not sorry
that the 5 pin DIN standard socket has now
been omitted, for its use would have degraded
quite noticeably the overall noise performance with Dolby - C noise reduction.
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we thought it appropriate to select Maxell's
new UD ferric for the IEC 1position since the
tape is not only verygood value for money, but
also conforms extremely closely to the IEC I
reference tapes. For the chrome position, we
decided to use very recent samples of BASF
Chromdioxide Super 2, with their exceptionally quiet background noise and good overall
performance, and TDK MAR for metal, atape
that is an excellent example of agood metal
one. (All tapes used were of C90 length.)
The pen charts ( figs.1,2,3) show overall
record/replay responses without noise reduc-
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tion and with Dolby - B and - C, an additional
response being taken with UD tape and Dolby
-B with the mpx filter switched in stead of
out, to showthe filter shape. The charts show a
far better response in the presence region
compared with those taken on the Mkt version.
Quite clearly, Revox have cured the bias
breakthrough problem in the record amplifier;
this had resulted in insufficient compression
but with normal expansion on replay, thus
giving the dip in response originally found
with Dolby - B. The overall performance on
ferric (fig. 1) and chrome ( fig. 2) is good,
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although the record equalisation was not
quite set up to give enough lift, Ifelt. Tapes
such as Maxell XLIS, TDK AD- Xor BASF Ferro
Super LHI would allgivebetter EHF responses,
but are more expensive. The BASF chrome
tapes gave avery extended HF response, with
or without noise reduction, whilst TDK metal
seemed to be slightly under- biased, and thus
gave arise at extreme HF on the right channel,
but just of 2dB between 10 and 20kHz. Iam
unable to explain the 3dB dip on the left
channel around 16kHz, but this could have
been aslight tape fault.
We decided to attack the Revox deck with
our new computerised measuring system.
Included in figs.4,5,6 arethe computer plots of
distortion versus level at 315 and 3150Hz, and
an input/output plot showing compression
characteristics at 10kHz on the three tape types
without Dolby processing switched in. Overall
noise levels all measured quite reasonably,
but whilst distortion characteristics at 315Hz
were excellent on ferric ( fig.4) and chrome
(fig.5) types, TDK MAR ( fig.6) was a little
disappointing. At 3.15kHz, the BASF chrome
was about 1dB short of what it should have
been, although HF saturation did measure
extremely well on all tape types. The reverse
azimuth test not only is atest of the deck, but
also of the tape mechanics, and this Revox
deck gave asuperlative performance in this
area, proving to be slightly betterthat even the
best Nakamichi. Azimuth held very well from
track to track, and this is clearly dueto Revox's
superb construction and design of the tape
transport mechanism. The computerised
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plots of stability at 315Hz and 10kHz ( fig.7)
were taken on a used sample of Maxell UD,
which is therefore quite astrict test. Plots are
shown for left and right channels at both
frequencies in each direction, the computer
taking 1,000 measurements in 30 seconds,
and thus one every 30 ms. This speed of measurement is around threetimes faster than the

16
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Rel. bias

equivalent using a normal B & K chart
recorder, and thus can expose many a sin
otherwise hidden from abad cassette or deck.
The computerised tests now include, as
routine, modulation noise sideband analysis,
this being checked on all three tape types
(figs.8,9,10). Looking in particular at the BASF
superchrom II noise sidebands produced in
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( fig.9),
the results are astonishingly good, being 2dB
better than that on avery carefully set up top
Nakamichi deck. The figures obtained by
summing the noise power both from 1kHz to
2.85kHz, and from 2.75kHz to 2.96kHz and
relating the summing to the power of the 3kHz
tone show the combination of the Revox and
the BASF chrome to give the lowest modulation noise we have yet measured on a
cassette deck in our laboratory. Noise
shoulders either side of the causatory tone can
also be seen to be well down, showing far less
scrape flutter etc than we normally see on
other decks.
The wow and flutter performance of the Mk11
deck, averaging at 0.07% peak weighted DIN,
should be considered very good indeed,
although the MkI deck sample checked early in
1982 was even better giving an astonishingly
low 0.048%. You are still not likely to hear
wow, though, on the Mk11 Revox if figures are
as good overall as from this latest one; subjectively, in general use, we did not hear any.
Speed averaged only very marginally fast at
+0.2%, the same marginal error as the MkI
machine, which seems more than a
coincidence.
Subjective tests
Our listening tests took place over quite a
long period, culminating with a session in
which two colleagues and Ilistened to the
playback of a digital orchestral recording
made in the Royal Festival Hall, copied via all
three tape types onto the Revox deck, using
both - B and - C noise reduction. The reproduced sound was always very impressive, but
the available dynamic range was barely
adequate on the BASF chrome using Dolby - B
noise reduction, and inadequateon both ferric
and metal tapes. With Dolby - C, both ferric
and chrome tapes gave astonishing results,
but whilst the metal gave avery open sound at
HF, it seemed to produce more rumble at low
frequencies than did the othertape types. The

BASF tape was always noticeably quieter than
the other types, and even just with Dolby - B,
we found it to give superb reproduction from
various BBC FM radio broadcasts, taped from
our Quad FM4 tuner. We were not able to
increase the recording level on metal tape
above that used for the other types, since IF
and lower MF distortion became apparent
when this was attempted.
With Dolby - B noise reduction, hiss slightly
masked orchestral detail on Maxell UD,
whereas chrome seemed better. We all
noticed that modulation noise appeared
to be almost absent, subjectively, with the
chrome type, whereas it was slightly noticed
on UD. The EHF response was very slightly
down on Maxell UD, which confirms the pen
chart recordings, but both chrome and metal
tapes seemed smoother andflatter. Distortion
in the presence region received a very mild
criticism on the BASF chrome tape, but avery
slight recording level reduction would put
matters completely right, and noisewould still
be very low, as the noise difference between
this tape and the other two was around 3.5dB.
Despite the 70p,s equalisation used for the
metal tape, subjectively it was not any quieter
than Maxell's new UD ferric, and it is our
opinion that metal tapes are just not worth the
extra cost, although, admittedly, the extreme
top end is a little more open and less distorted. Metal formulations will have to be alot
quieter, and give a much improved dynamic
range, in practice to be worthwhile using on
the majority of even good decks, let alone the
metal ' incapable' ones ( sarcasm intended!).
We listened very hard for any form of noise
modulation or pumping effects, but any minor
ones that did prove audible with the Revox
could almost be ignored when compared to
some that we have heard in the past, particularly from other noise reduction systems, or
bad examples of Dolby - C circuitry. At one
point we thought we heard aslight effect on
the football rattle in Richard Strauss's Till

Eulenspiegel, but this disappeared when we
switched in the mpx filter. This may surprise
readers, but one will almost hear better
record/playback Dolby tracking when an mpx
filter is switched in. There was one particular
LP, called Black Moses, which revealed the
problem very noticeably, the extended
response produced by agood pickup playing
this record feeding too much level to the tape
around 20kHz; this is not reproduced on
replay, and thus causes non- linearity between record and replay tracking. The effect is
almost eliminated when a steep cut-off is
provided above 15kHz before record Dolby
processing.
Particularly praised in the subjective test
were the very remarkable stability, stereo
positioi ling, and lack of audible dropouts.
These were all praised in the earlier review,
but Revox have clearly got matters right and
their consistency is therefore good. This is an
area where so many other decks fail, and is
certainly very important to me when playing
back pre-recorded cassettes, as well as my
own ones.
Professional engineers will be very pleased
to know that Revox also have available aprofessional version with Canon input and output
sockets as provided for the BBC. In this version,
microphone inputs are omitted, but line
in/outs are balanced, and levels are appropriate for professional use.
lam delighted that Revox have attended to a
number of the minor criticisms that 1made of
the earlier version and have also come up-todate with the inclusion of Dolby - C noise
reduction. Iam never satisfied, though, so I
must urge Revox to include Dolby HX
Professional on a Mk11 version, which would
probably extract the last ounce of performance from the Compact Cassette medium.
The present machine is now very highly
recommended, however, and it would be a
most worthwhile purchase for someone
wanting to take cassettes seriously •

Compiled by Maurice Taggart
A £5record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by January 5th.
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CLUES ACROSS
1
There's another way to present aHandel oratorio (
6)
7
Legato provided by familiar Doctor involved in crazy rules (
7)
8
(
See 2DOWN)
10 ( See22)
11
(
and 17 DOWN) Like aditto ovation possibly, only quieter? l84(
13
Coming back slowly in the ' Turandot' Nellie Melba recorded (
5)
15
Norwegian composer gets little Reginald involved with the private American initially (
5)
18
Hates kin though otherwise useful in audio set-up (4-4)
20
Verdi operatic performance in hotel lobby (
6)
22 ( and 10) Rome is ideally Right initially for arrangement of Donizetti opera (
6-61
23 ( and 24) Am certain Meg can make the speaker material with note (
7-6)
24
(
See 23)
CLUES DOWN
2
land 8ACROSS) Popular jazz composer and pianist hasJane initially in disordered cotton
slip 15-6)
3
Just aminim, American style (4-4)
4
Promise the disc will be coming back from the brink (
6)
5
Weighty little audio abbreviation spreading backwards ( 4)
6
Refer it in confusion for aerial or even speaker manufacture (
7)
9
Prestigious audio returning in the radiogram Ian bought ( 4)
12
Urgent as the latest LP from the factory? ( 8)
14
The tiny bird somehow in the middle of the untidy field produces transistor electrode (
7)
16
Pinch about nothing, it seems, for keyboard master (
6)
17 ! ISee 11 ACROSS)
19
Nasty audio production from Illinois electronics factory (
51
21
Deal somehow in audio connections ( 4)
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NOVEMBER'S WINNERS: M.J. Goldfinch, Salisbury, Wilts; C.M. Tatham, Chesham, Bucks; L.B.
Hawes, Broadstairs, Kent; J.E. Haughey, Whitleigh, Plymouth; A. Baxandall, Malvern, Worcs.
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Celestion Ditton 110
Manufacturers specification
2-way sealed enclosure. Drive units: 200mm doped pulp bass, 25mm soft fabric dome
tweeter. Crossover frequency: 2.3 kHz. Nominal Impedance: 8ohms. Power handling: 60W
programme, 10V rms continuous sinewave 40Hz to 2.3kHz, 7V from 2.3 to 20kHz.
Recommended amplifier power: 10 to 60W. Sensitivity: 90dB spi lanechoicl at 1m for 1SW
pink noise i.e. 87.5dB/W at 1m. Frequency response: 78Hz to 20kHz ± 3d8. Size: 440mm high
x250mm wide x210mm deep. Weight: 6.7kg. Finish: Walnut vinyl veneer. Price: f99 inc.
VAT. Manufacturer: Celestion International Ltd., Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P3 8JP.

K

EEPING JUST on the right side of the magic £ 100- a-pair barrier ,
the Ditton 110 is effectively the Celestion 130 system in adifferent,
and slightly smaller box, the volume reduction being about 25%. The
tweeter has lost its protective grille, but has acquired anew faceplate,
finished in matt black with black gloss stripes.
The cabinet is of 15mm chipboard, veneered on all four sides, the
back and front being painted black, the edges of the sides being visible
only at the back. The drivers are mounted vertically in I
i
ne on the front
panel, not rebated, and secured by chipboard screws passing right
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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through the wood. Interior damping comprises a loosely packed
three-fold layer of man-made fibre about 100mm thick overall. A
simple crossover network is used, consisting of five components on a
board fixed by machine screws to the rear panel, with nuts inside. The
screw heads are avisible temptation to which the buyer should not
succumb if he— or she— does not want the crossover to fall off or an
air leak to develop. Sliding spring connectors are used, and internal
connections are push-fit except on the crossover. The front grille is the
usual dark brown fabric on the customary chipboard frame, not
chamfered round the cut out, and secured by four pegs and sockets.
Although the construction is obviously biased towa rds cost-effectiveness rather than elegance, it is well executed, which is the essential
ingredient.
CELESTION DITTON 110
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(NOTE LOG SCALE)

IRTUALLY ALL common products are subject to unwritten but
V clearly identifiable consumer price ' barriers', the levels of which
are obviously dependent upon the nature of the item and the extent to
which its purchase is essential. Remember the shock, horror and
outrage engendered when milk broke the 10p apint barrier? In the
case of loudspeakers the first barrier appears to be at £100, followed
by points of reducing resistance at £50 increments thereafter. These
days many retailers of expensive loudspeakers are finding that, (to
paraphrase the poet), they stand and wait who only hope to serve.
The three loudspeakers in this set of non-comparative reviews
straddle the £ 100 mark. As in past reviews the assessment of each is
made in terms of their ability to reproduce correctly input signals of
known ( and good) quality. One does not use scaled-down measures
to determine the size of abargain-priced kitchen table, or reduced
masses to test its stability — indeed, terms such as ' bargain' or 'value
for money' can ultimately only be quantified by the individual
purchaser who weighs the value of the goods in his or her own
opinion againstthe cost. Where the latterterm appears in the text, it is
entirely vicarious — indicating the verdict that I
would expect from a
representative selection of potential buyers.
Readers may notice that the measurements included in these
reviews vary in some small respects from the customary ones. It is sad
to have reportthatJames Moir's local authority have served order on
him prohibiting the open-air testing of loudspeakers at his premises.
Anyone who has been there and seen the spaces ( not to mention the
trees) between his and other premises will doubtless form their own
opinion of the local authority concerned, though their powers to take
the action are not in doubt. Measurements for these reviews were
done by Jelgate Ltd. in Cambridgeshire. The response curves were
taken with the speakers on top of ascaffold tower 4.8m high, lying on
their backs with the microphone above. The sinewave responses
follow the previous pattern, and were taken at 90dBA at 1m. The
distortion curves are all raised by 10dB for better visibility, so that this
set of information follows the familiar pattern, and should be directly
comparable with any similar curves published previously.
Instead of the usual third-octave pink noise curve you will find a
sixth-octave curve plotted at alower pen speed than previously. This
gives a smoothed curve. Noise curves of this general type are
generally regarded as useful in showing the response trends while
suppressing the ( sometimes) irrelevant detail of the sine curve. It is a
moot point whether the third- or sixth-octave response is the more
revealing. Clearly, if we go on narrowing the bandwidth we simply
end up with asine response plotted at low pen speed, suppressing not
only irrelevant noise but also some of the transitory ' nasties' that are
important. Regrettably there is no universally accepted standard for
this measurement. It seemed agood idea to try the sixth-octave low
noise' gambit for these reviews, but we are by no means committed to
standardising on it.
Another moot point may be the use of our normal ESL-63 transfer
reference standards for comparison purposes rather than, say, an
LS3/5a. As explained in previous reviews, it doesn't matter what one
uses as atransfer standard, but something not too wildly different in
its design objectives is easierto cope with. The ESL-63 won in the end,
on the ground that although the review samples are relatively small,
they are sold as stand- mounting ' main' speakers, not as miniatures.
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For general listening the Dittons were used on sta nds about 470mm
high, and it was found, as expected, that best results were obtained at
unequal distances of about 1.25m and 0.5m from the end and side
walls respectively. The actual distances are not critical, but should, if
possible, not be equal. Those chosen are optimum in the listening
room used, and luckily fit in nicelywith the normal test arrangements.
At this stage there is no restriction on sound source, and no
comparison with other loudspeakers of any kind.
When considering these results do remember (or did you skip the
introduction?) that we are considering aspeaker costing under £ 100,
and small enough to be used as abookshelf unit (which, Isuspect, a
good many will be, despite the consequent loss in sound quality). In
aconventional design one obviousconcomitant of small size is lack of
bass, which affects the lower orchestral instruments and rather
decimates the organ. The overall impression was of a certain
thinness, in which some apparent reducion in the lower midbnd was
also a factor. Colorations, as such, were quite mild, with a little
boxiness and atouch of nasality. Removing the grille improved the topend, and is recommended for virtually any speaker with a ' solid' type
grille. The performance was considered slightly above average for
the price and size.
Comparisons against the ESL-63, used as atransfer standard, and
employing only 38cm/s original tape recordings plus afew first dubs
and ( rarely) live FM broadcasts, showed the following differences,
quoting the Dittons with respectto the ESLs in each case. In orchestral
works the violins were distinctly more prominent, and were slightly
119

more hollow and less sweet, the 'cello had somewhat less ' body' and
was more constricted in lower registers, and the double- bass was
also less full. The harp (and it is often overlooked that aharp has a
compass of six-and-a- half octaves from just above 30Hz) was
distinctlyweaker in the lowertwo octaves and alittle more enclosed in
the mid region. The horn was less bright, as was the trumpet, the latter
having abit more edge. Among wind instruments the oboe was very
comparable, the flute less clear at the top and alittle breathier, the
bassoon atrifle more nasal. Tympani had less weight, snare drums
had rather more ' rattle', while cymbals and bells were afraction more
'tinny'. Naturally the biggest difference was noted in the reproduction
of large organs, the pedal being significantly curtailed, while the
higher notes of 2' ranks were reduced relative to 4' counterparts, and
some parts of the manual 8' range were weaker. Some distortion and
intermodulation was produced in the Dittons by high-level low
frequency pedal notes. Finally, voices, both speaking and singing
tended to be a trifle harder, with slight differences in timbre
depending on the pitch involved. Considering the cost factor (the ESL63 is eleven times the price of the Ditton) the differences were neither
unduly large nor unexpected.

Mordaunt Short MS 20
Manufacturer's specification.
2-way sealed enclosure. Drivers: 208mm M-S DSB 208 impregnated pulp cone bass/mid,
12mm synthetic ferrofluid tweeter. Crossover frequency: 3.5kHz. Nominal impedance: 8
ohms. Frequency response: 40Hz to 25kHz nominal, 80Hz to 20kHz ± 3dB. Max. acoustic
output: 107dBA (peak, normal domestic listening). Input rating: 18V continuous noise with
music contour. Amplifier requirement: 10 to 80W per channel. Sensitivity: 85.5dB/W of pink
noise at 1m on axis. Size: 420mm high x254mm wide x200mm deep. Weight: 5.3kg. Finish:
Black Ash laminate and Black and Sand texture, black grille. Black standsava ilable as optiona I
extra. Price £ 39.70 per pair inc. VAT: Manufacturer: Mordaunt-Short Ltd., Durford Mill,
Petersfield, Hants. HU31 5AZ.

AMS-20 shares most of the important features of its companion,
TBARELY 70% of the price of the same company's Carnival 3, the

being similar in size and sharing the same drive units. The essential
economies are partly cosmetic, achieved by replacing the more
elaborate construction of the Carnival, with its wrap-around cloth,
contoured wood top and more complex plinth arrangement by a
conventional cabinet. This has aBlack Ash laminate finish on the four
MORDAUNT SHORT MS20
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The stereo imaging was accurate directionally and very stable, with
fair depth. A beefy output is available, amean level of 100dBA in the
listening room being reached on pop musicwithout difficulty, using a
100W amplifier to reduce the likelihood of clipping. The sensitivity by
our usual test was 93dB spl of pink noise at 1m in the listening room for
an input of 5.5V atthe speaker terminals. The anechoicsensitivity was
88dB/W at 1m, slightly above specification — these are very good
results.
The remaining measurements were discussed in the introduction,
and are shown in the accompanying graphs. It can be seen that the
sinewave response is within specification for all practical purposes
(do Celestion really mean that figure of exactly 78Hz?), with only two
insignificant deviations beyond the limits at 55Hz and 7kHz. Some
loss of lower mid ( about 200-500Hz) is conformed, and ageneral slight
droop of some 4or 5dB over the top two octaves, compared with the
more elevated presence region, may account for the 'thinness' on
some sources. Harmonic distortion is very satisfactory. The
impedance modulus follows anormal course, with aminimum value
of about 5 ohms at 7.5kHz, and should cause no amplifier drive
problems.
Although the Ditton 110 showed some coloration and was not
completely smooth in frequency response, neither of these factors
precludes a recommendation to hear a pair, since they are
undoubtedly good value for money, and individual preferences in
frequency balance do vary very widely.
120

sides, with a fine-grade sand textured all-black finish on the front
panel, which is flush with the side edges, and on the back, which is
slightly recessed. The 208mm bass driver is at the bottom of the front
panel, and is common to this whole range. The tweeter above is
common to all except the Festival 3. Interior damping is by synthetic
fibre of about 50mm effective thickness. A further slight economy is
the use of 12mm high-density chipboard for the four side walls, the
back and front being 15mm thick as in the other models ( excluding
their top caps and plinths). A 5-element crossover is securely fixed to
the rear inside wall, and connections are by recessed 4mm sockets,
the circular recess also containing aprotective fuse with aplastic cap
over the holder to keep out dust. The grille is of wood, covered with
black material and fixed by four plastic pegs, leaving 40mm of panel
visible at the bottom on which the logo is placed. The grille fixings are
symmetrical, but its cut-out is not, so care must be used when
replacing it to ensure that the bass driver is not marginally obstructed
— atrivial point, but perhaps worth an equally trivial modification.
Although the MS-20 is small enough to sit on many bookshelves, it
deserves abetter site, and was used on 470mm stands placed well
clear of walls. During the general listening tests it sounded good
initially, and actually improved on longeracquaintance—the reverse
of many loudspeakers, and an excellent augury. The reproduction
was spacious and pleasantly neutral, with only slight boxy and nasal
colorations that Ifound very unobtrusive. The bass performance,
though obviously not particularly extended, was smoothly rolled off
and firm,whilethemidrangewas alittle emphasised in part, but opensound ing, and the top followed the character of the bass in that it fell a
little, but again smoothly, and without edginess. There was little or no
overhand on transients, and auseful feature discovered during the
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normal pre- listening positioning tests was that the speakers could be
used nearer one wall than usual ( say 2-300mm) without upsetting the
low- mid balance too badly.
Continuing with the usual reference tests, using ESL-63s, gave the
following answers ( quoting the MS-20 sound as compared with that
of the Quads). Starting with voices, men had less chest sound —
among singers, tenors were slightly highlighted compared with
basses, and sopranos had atouch more sibilance, boy's voices being
marginally more hollow with less ' body'. Amongst orchestral
instruments, strings generally were a bit ' darker' in midband, the
double-bass included, but the latter sounded very similar nearer the
bottom of its compass. The french horn was similar in lower notes,
and a trifle lighter in top ones. Wind instruments were quite
comparable except in the upper mid and top region, where they were
a little less open, the oboe was similar throughout, the bassoon
acquired atouch of the Donald Duck near its low end. The greatest
differences occurred among the heavier percussion, with some loss
of weight, and this was most significant ( pretty obviously) with the
bass drum. The harpsichord was alittle lighter in the lower notes, with
more emphasis towards the top of 4' stops, and the pattern was

closerto the sidewal Is is explained bythe low-Qroll-off in the bass. On
the whole, the sixth-octave response gives abetter approximation to
the general aural impression obtained, which is no more than one
might expect. The second harmonic distortion is reasonable, the 3%
level being reached only out of band, while the third harmonic is very
low by most standards.
The impedance modulus holds no surprises, and aminimum value
of 5ohms at 200Hz should be no problem. The anechoic sensitivity for
pink noise was measured as 87.5dB/W at lm, which is 2dB betterthan
claimed, while our usual in- room measurement showed that 6.5V of
pink noise at the speaker terminals gave 93dB spl at 1m, both results
being above average.
Without doubt the MS-20 has aneutrality and smoothness that are
outstanding for aloudspeaker in this price bracket, and the equal of
many larger and very much more expensive models. Within the
context of its size and price Ican firmly recommend it, and Ishall be
surprised if Mordaunt-Short do not find themselves with awinner on
their hands in the budget stakes!

Mission 700 S
Manufacturer's spcification.
2-way set 'id enclosure. Drive units: 210mm carbon fibre based dcirne bass/mid, 19mm
polymer dome tweeter. Crossover frequency: 3.2kHz. Frequency range: 35Hz to 25kHz,
defined response 60Hz to 20 kHz ± 3dB. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Recommended amplifier; 20 to 100W/channel. Sensitivity; 86dB/W at 1m. Size 470mm high x250mm wide x
270mm deep. Weight: 5kg approx. Finish: Walnut with black grille: Price: E140 per pair, Inc.
VAT. Manufacturer: Mission Electronics Limited, Stonehill, Hu ntigdon, Cambs. PE18 6E0.

Asize, the 700S is virtually anew design. It is asealed box rather
than reflex loaded, and has anew bass/mid driver,while the construcLTHOUGH DERIVED from the original Mission 700, and of similar

tion is totally different, and even the sonic philosophy has changed in
one respect.

t
10 dB
I

On- axis response at lm, '/50ctove pink noise analysis

repeated in large pipe organs, where the low 2' and upper 4' ranks
stood out slightly, the 8' registers were warmer, and the pedal
extension necessarily more curtailed. Some compound stops were a
little sharpened. When one compares the relative sizes and costs of
thetwo loudspeakers involved, the differences were creditably small.
The stereo presentation was better than I
have heard from speakers
costing several times as much, with excellent image precision and
stability, and better than average depth. A robust volume was also
obtained, amean level of 100dBA being sustained, using pop music,
in the 83m 3 listening room. A larger amplifier than that specified was
used to avoid clipping, but the protective fuses took this happily
enough. On raising the level still higher, the fuses proved able to
protect the tweeters, but it is most unlikely that normal usage would go
that far! Spare fuses can be obta ined free of cha rge from the maker, as
for their other models.
A look at the curves shows that the sine response is fairly flat apart
from adownward spike at 5kHz and some top droop. The spike may
well be afunction of microphone position or adiffraction effect, and is
unlikelyto beaudible (which can be interpreted as 'the reviewerdidn't
hear it'!), while the slight top droop was presumably that actually
heard during thetests. There isalsoa small plateau between ( roughly)
1and 4kHz, which would agree with the relative responses observed
for different organ stops. Apart from the one spike and the extreme
top this response is within the specification. The relatively small
deterioration in sound quality noted when the speakers were placed
Hl- FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The construction appears complicated, though I
am assured that it
does reduce assembly costs. The four sides of the cabinet are folded
round in the normal manner so that grooves in the sides secure the
edges of what would normally be front and back panels. In this case
both have most of their area cut out to leave only the edges, which are
19mm wide and 9mm thick. These edges provide some reinforcement
forthecarcase, buttheirmainfunction isto provide fixing filletsforthe
actual front and rear panels. The former is made from Medite, about
28mm thick, fixed to the front fillet from the inside, and is extensively
machined at the rear on several levels to allow the drivers to be
inserted, again from the rear. These are fixed by clamping brackets,
held down by nuts on screws countersunk in the front of the Medinite,
and concealed by the grille cloth. The cloth is wrapped around the
Medinite panel and gripped as the latter is fixed in place. The
121
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REGA PLANAR 3

SO SORRY . . .

Unique approach to
turntable designs endows
the Planar 3with
performance well beyond
its price category coupled
with outstanding reliability

SIMPLY
VALHALLA!

Yes, those
dreadful LINN
people have done it again . . . FURTHER
IMPROVED THE LP12
At £375, plus arm, the price increase is
modest indeed, and is the first increase on
the LP12 for two years. Now you can own
the latest LP12 for just £419, complete with
Basik Arm and Cartridge, or £448 with the
"new" Basik LV.X

THE QUAD 34
Joins the FM4 Tuner in one of Britain's best value
and best built ranges of hi-fi

NYTECH

A&R ( CAMBRIDGE)
Why does the modesl-looking
A60 outperform imported amps of the same
price and twice the ' power'? We demonstrate
(also matching tuner)

Why do the Nytech amplifiers do
likewise — and include atuner for
such a low price? We demonstrate
the full range including the NEW
CA252 integrated amplifier.
Systems for demonstration include
the full range of Nytech amps and
crossovers with ARC active/passive
050 and 101 speakers.

HEYBROOK NB2

MISSION 700's

superb and
deserving of the
very best front
ends.

2nd model of Mission's exciting
new series — better value than
ever.

Not British — but superb

Koetsu black and Accuphase AC2.

DEMONSTRATIONS
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BY APPOINTMENT

401 Snnithdovvn Road

Liverpool

L15 3JJ

Telephone 051-733 6859
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3loudspeakers
crossover comprises four components, set in adhesive on the back of
the recessed plastic terminal board, which is on the separate back
panel — the last item to be fitted — and fixed to the rear fillet.
Connections are by terminals with 4mm integral sockets. The cabinet
walls are 9mm thick, including the rear panel, and the structure is
massively damped by asingle block of foam, 450 x220 x200mm,
which completely fills the interior space. The sides are walnut
veneered, the back being of brown and white Tortaflek finish. The
bass/mid driver is by Siare ( France), incorporating carbon fibres in its
doped pulp cone. The tweeter is by SEAS, and sits about halfway up
the case, and below the bass/mid driver, which is at the top as in the
original 700, and forthe same reasons—to minimise the effect of bass
reflections in the floor, especially if the user neglects to use stands,
and to obtain the desired listening axis. This was more of aproblem in
the old 700, with its laterally displaced drivers, than in the 700S, in
which they are vertically in line.
This form of construction does make servicing more difficult, but it
appears that the trade-off against assembly cost is in the -right
direction. Certainly the user should take reasonable care not to

damage the grille cloth, and should not try to remove the back, which
.is atightfit, and can only be removed (without almost certain damage
to the cabinet) by atechnique that will undoubtedly be known to the
mechanically minded, but will not be revealed here, lest the wrath of
the maker be incurred! One or two ambiguities arise in the Operating
Instructions supplied, which relate to the earlier models and are due
to be replaced by new ones. One example is an instruction to tighten
the fixings on the bass/mid driver occasionally. Ignore this, please!
Another anomaly in the current instructions concerns speaker
placement. Many users place their loudspeakers against a wall,
whether by choice or necessity. Mission have bowed to what they see
as the inevitable by providing a low-Q roll-off ( Q=0.5 to 0.6) and
relying on wall adjacency to lift the bass end. With atwo-way system
this can also produce acancellation in the low-mid region between
the direct radiator and its image in the wall. The instructions still
suggest keeping the speakers clear of the nearest wall, but the next .
issue will recommend placement with the back against the wall, or, in
the many cases where this is not practicable, against the side wall.
While Iwould reject this policy in favour of better all-round sound
balance, Mission think that their philosophy will be more acceptable
in the market-place at large, and they may well be proved right.
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For the first listening test the speakers were placed on stands
470mm high and tried both against and away from adjacent side
walls. The results were entirely predictable, with amore extended
bass response when near the wall, at the expense of aslightly less
smooth midrange, though the latter effect was not very pronounced,
and varied ( again rather predictably) with the source material. The
optimum position, considering awide range of sources, was found to
be near the side wall but angled inwards by about 45 to 60 degrees.
The response was rated as slightly above average, with some middy
and boxy colorations and aslightly enclosed sound. The high frequency
end produced an apparent anomaly, in that HF noise was reduced, but
the exaggerated breathiness given to some pop singers was
increased.
The following differences were heard during the usual reference
tests against the ESL-63, quoting the 700S sound with respect to that
of the transfer standard. Stringed instruments generally were alittle
less bright, and more enclosed, and abit more hollow in pizzicato
passages, the double bass being slightly less extended on its lowest
notes. Brass instruments had somewhat more ' body', and were alittle
duller in midrange, but atrifle edgier at the highest pitches (
e.g., the
trumpet clarino range). Wind instruments showed only small
differences, being marginally hollower in midband, the flute atrifle
more shrill in high notes. Heavier percussion, particularly the bass
drum, had rather lessweight,the snare drum being abit duller in body
sound but more wiry in its strings. Female speaking voices were
fractionally deeper, men's a little more hollow, but similar in
resonance. In the cases of singers, tenor were a little recessed
compared with basses, who were also slightly weaker on low notes.
High voices had less edge except on their high notes. Audience
applause was more middy, with atrifle more 'splash' at high frequencies. As must be expected, organ pedal notes were thinner and less
extended in range. Among manual stops 2' and upper 4' ranks were
reduced in level, the 8' gaining instead—the 8' harpsichord rangewas
also slightly more prominent. As has been pointed out previously
these comparisons are made to try to convey the nature of the sound
of the loudspeaker under review, and it would be crazy to consider
them in terms of an ordinary A/B test on comparable loudspeakers—
the Quad is, after all, over eight times the price of the Mission!
The stereo imaging was good but not exceptional, improving
significantly when the speakers were moved further from the walls.
It's ahard world— you still pays yer money and takes yer choice! The
700S gave aremarkably good account of itself in terms of maximum
output, providing a mean level of 104dBA on pop music in the
listening room for as long as it took me to become fed up with keeping
my hands clamped over my ears. There was no trace of apparent
damage to the drivers. The measured anechoic sensitivity was
89.5dB/W, and the in-room sensitivity by the usual test gave 93dB spl
of pink noise at 1m on axis ( one loudspeaker) for 5V input. This is well
above average and avery good result.
Response measurements were originally made on an axis perpendicular to apoint between the tweeter and bass/mid drivers. Unless a
manufacturer specifies aparticular listening axis, the one chosen is a
matter of judgement coupled with experience, and depends on the
number and arrangement of drivers, the choice in this case being
quite common. The results — not shown here — showed asinewave
response alittle outside the specification, with some small but well
defined irregularities above 1or 2kHz, confirmed by the sixth-octave
response measured on the same axis. Since the response was slightly
outside spec. the makers were informed, and queried the choice of
axis. A re-test was therefore arranged, and the results shown in the
graphs were obtained with the measuring axis slightly below the
tweeter (which, you may recall, is below the bass/mid driver), and not
aposition that we would ordinarily consider. These curves are much
better distributed about their mean level than the first set, and are
within specification. The distortion products are also very satisfactory.
It does appear that there is a 'sweet' axis which is fairly sharply
defined, and that ahigher room placement than usual might further
improve the sound quality. Time being the scarce and fleeting
commoditythat it is, not enough was availableforwhatthe politicians
would call ' meaningful' tests and ' helpful discussions'.
From the impedance modulus curve it may be seen that the three
minima in aband are 5.5 ohms at 20Hz, 5.8 ohms at 170Hz and 6.8
ohms at 8kHz. These figures, especially with ahigh sensitivity, mean
only modest amplifier current demands.
Any judgement about the value-for-money represented by the
Mission 700S must take into account the intended position that it will
occupy. This is one of the few loudspeakers in this price range that is
intended to work with its back to the wall. Since it can be rated as
somewhat above average it becomes a clear contender in this
category, and certainly worth auditioning. If mounting is not a
consideration it still merits recommendations,though perforce with a
little more reservation, if only because it breaches that first real, if
intangible, price barrier.
I
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HE TVVO LOUDSPEAKERS featured in this report share little
beyond the fact that they are both fairly large and quite ambitious
designs. To be more accurate, the AR is described by its American
manufacturer as being suitable for both floor standing or shelf
mounting use, which is almost as funny as a ' pocket' battleship. Still,
in Dwight D. Eisenhower's words, what counts is not necessarily the
size of the dog in the fight, it's the size of the fight in the dog; this test is
aimed at illuminating the latter rather than the former.
Amongst reviewers, there is aconsiderable disparity in the way the
listening tests are carried out, and in the interpretation put on the
measurement results. In my own case, the weight of effort goes in two
directions: setting up the best possible listening environment for the
loudspeakers to work in; and in trying to identify and separate the
essential from the irrelevant — or less relevant. The relationship
between the musical merit of aloudspeaker and how it measures is a
frequently misunderstood one. Whilst it is probably true that good
loudspeakers don't have lousy frequency responses, and vice versa,
there is certai nly no proof of th is assertion, and more certainly still that
sound quality cannot be inferred from the numbers. Iknow of some
people who claim to be able to describe the sound of aloudspeaker
from its measured results, but in general Idon't believe this can be
done. It might be possible from afull measured description of aloudspeaker, but no-one yet has accomplished this— not many have even
tried— and whilst it's true that some glaring faults will be represented
on the on-axis frequency plots, even this is not always the case.
So the measurements presented with this review are here partly for
completeness, partly for interest, and partly because some points
about how the loudspeakers behave in practice can certainly be seen
to result from ( or in) certain measured characteristics or anomalies.
But to make this casual relationship any less casual leads to the
danger of confusing the route signs with the destination; acommon
practice in audio.
The measu rements themselves were done on this occasion by Stan
Curtis ( see p. 119 for full details). Note, though, that the correlation
between distortion and sound quality is more than merely tenuous;
it's practically non-existent. About all that can be said is that 3rd
harmonic distortion is generated by non-linearities produced by
the coil, former, pole pieces and the general magnetic structure of the
system, and that 2nd harmonic is generally produced from the nonsymmetrical way drivers move. That is it arises when the cone behaves
differently when moving outwards than when moving back into the
cabinet. No direct conclusions about performance can be drawn from
this information beyond some thoughts about the competence or
otherwise of the designer. In the near future, though, I
hope to be able
to take this astage further by using the way distortion changes with
volume level to show how aloudspeaker compresses the music, and
to give amore useful idea of the maximum levels aloudspeaker will
achieve in practice. These things have not been covered explicitly
before in a loudspeaker review as far as Iknow, only lack of time
prevented it here.
The listening tests were done using at least two systems in each
case: abest possible one; and atypical one for each of the models.
'Best possible' in this context means the best to which Ihave access,
and here means aNaim 32/250 and Linn/Ittok/Koetsu Black system.
In contrast to many speaker reviewers, I
use records almost exclusively, and for two important reasons. The first is the obvious one:
records, I
feel, still consistently sound alot better than any other program source available to the consumer of high fidelity; the other is,
that for avariety of reasons, records stress ahigh fidelity system more
than does any other source, especially at the frequency extremes. In
general I
use no special test records, or ones which are engineered to
meet specific hi-fi requirements. I
prefer to use ordi nary commercial ly
available records, classical and popular, old and new. Tested like this,
it soon becomes obvious enough which loudspeakers can reproduce
music, and which are merely correct. Who was it who said that good
behaviour is the last refuge of mediocrity?
All the listening was done in adomestically proportioned room,
relatively lightly furnished — and, of course, without any other
loudspeakers being present in the listening room. Whether you
should do the same when listening isof cou rse amatter strictly for you
as an individual, but the confusing effects of additional loudspeakers
in the listening room would certainly have downgraded, and
therefore partly invalidated the results.
In the write-up based on these listening tests, Ihave noted the
effects of such things as frequency response anomalies in the results,
but Ihave not gone to any great detail. Apart from the fact that such
things would be modified by different turntables, arms, cartridges
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and loudspeakers, not to mention rooms and recordings, very little
useful information can be given this way. Again, there is adanger of
confusing direction signs with destinations, and concentrating on
just this one, easily quantified area means diverting attention from
the areas Ifeel are really important where loudspeakers can differ—
the way stereo is generated, for example, and the way that musical
dynamics are handled. Even more important, pitch relationships can
be confused by poor loudspeaker design — there are athousand and
one things that prevent a loudspeaker playing music properly. I
believe that minor tonal anomalies ( but not major ones) can be
learned and adapted to. This is, after all, exactly what happens in real
life when we move from one concert hall to another, and from one
listening position to another. But there are other changes that affect
the dynamic behaviour of the speaker ( Ithink of tonal quality as a
primarily static effect), and cannot be adapted to in the same way. The
result is afundamental change to the quality of amusical experience,
and not merely its quantity or tonal balance.

AR 98 LS
Manufacturer's specification: 4-way sealed box enclosure. Drive units: 300mm pulp
cone bass driver, 200mm pulp cone upper bass/mid driver, 38mm soft dome mid/HF unit,
19mm soft dome tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 200Hz, 1.1kHz, 5.5kHz. Nominal
impedance 4ohms (3ohms minimum) Peak power handling: 250 W (amplifier being
driven into clipping no more than 10% of time) Sensitivity: 87dB/W at 1m on-axis
Frequency responses: 39Hz ± 3dB Size; 749mm high x 394mm wide x 268mm deep
Weight: 29kg Finish: oiled walnut veneer Price: £600 inc. VAT ManufactUrer: Teledyne
Acoustic Research, High Street, Houghton Regis, °unstable, Beds LU5 50.1.

T

HOSE FAMILIAR with the kind of speaker design practiced
currently in this country will find the approach used by AR
unusual, if not downright foreign. There is, though, more than an
element of logic to justify what on the face of things is an overengineered design lacking that near essential element of success —
simplicity.
Simple it isn't. There are no less than four drive units in the 98, all of
different sizes, and all squeezed into avery shallow box, intended to
be used close up to a wall, the large baffle area being needed to
accommodate them — and the shallow construction to give the
required acoustic coupl i
ng between the woofer and the rear reflective
wall. In size order, there's a 300mm bass driver, a 200mm upper
bass/midrange unit, a38mm HF unit and a19mm tweeter to take over
where the 38mm one ca nnot reach. The crossover points are at 200Hz,
1.1kHz and 5.5kHz, and the speaker is said to have its — 3dB point at
about 35Hz in aroom. ( This is not an anechoic figure.)
The cabinet itself is spine-crushingly heavy, heavier than any
similarly proportioned model I
can think of. The inside iswel I
damped,
and the smaller bass unit has its own chamber, with construction
standards only being let down by somewhat thin wiring and tag connectors which may be expected to oxidise slightly over the years. The
loudspeaker terminals, on the other hand, are of good quality, and
accept both 4mm plugs and bare wires.
• Ignoring the effect of profile, there are two fundamental ways of
making drive unit cones. One is to use astiff material like polypropylene which, though having arelatively high Q, is nevertheless lossy
enough to enable it to be used up to ahigher frequency for agiven
cone size. When it does go into break-up, though, it usually goes off
with a vengeance, necessitating fast crossover filters, which may
introduce other problems. AR have, for this reason, always avoided
this kind of construction, and looked to lower Q materials which,
although tending to resonance modes at lower frequencies, do so in
such a well-damped way that they can have little effect on the
amplitude response. The two larger drivers on the 98LS use avery low
Q fibrous material for this reason, and the larger of the two HF units
has adoped fabric dome, the smaller one still being fabric, but not
doped. The relatively narrow bandwidths of the drivers used is one
reason why there are so many of them.
The snag with extra crossover points, however, is the problem of
integrating them into ahomogenous whole, and this has been tackled
by arranging for the distances between the acoustic centres of
adjacent drivers to be less than a wavelength of sound at the
crossover region, thus controlling the off-axis effects caused by interference effects between wavefronts from spaced drivers sharing the
same signal. For lateral dispersion, this is easily arranged by placing
each driver vertically above the other, but for vertical dispersion,
designers tend to place them as close as possible and leave it at that,
which often leads to the familiar lobing' of the response in the vertical
plane. AR's curious- looking double tweeter, their ' Lambda' tweeter,
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is such an attempt to place the two HF units within one wavelength at
the crossover frequency, 21
/
2in. or so. To do this, the units share the
same front plate — which is not unique — but they also share a
common magnet structure, which is. I'm told that the design of such a
magnet caused even their design computer afew headaches.
The ARs can be used directly on the floor, or on shelves, according
to the manufacturer, with arear panel switch to alter the response to
cope with the change in 'wall dip' frequency. Floor use has obvious
problems, not least that the tweeter will then be well below ear level,
and one has then to take on trust the ' Lambda' driver's vertical
dispersion. Stands work well though, and Iused both tall ones and
short ones with some success. The on ly trou ble I
can foresee is fi nding
asuitable pair of stands— most are intended for narrower but deeper
desig ns than this. Your dealershould be on the ball enough to suggest
something suitable as AR themselves don't list stands at all.
External engineering of the 98 looks elaborate, though cheapened a
little by the front baffle with its silkscreened descriptive labels. This is
clearly meantto appeal in theshowroom, and has been neatly enough
done, except thatthe baffle sheet on my ( admittedly early) sampledid
not fit properly around the edges. Woodwork on the other hand is of
good quality, fit and finish. The grilles are also nicely done, and
although the speaker sounds better without, their effect is not as bad
as with some.

On the positive side, the most obvious point is that the effective
listening window is extremely wide, both laterally and vertically. The
sound holds up well off- axis, and although there are changes with
position, they seem to be largely tied to room boundary effects, and
musically not too important. The stereo performance of the ARs, like
the Heybrook, is best characterised as solid and stable, but foreshortened in depth. There was depth imagery, but it was presented
differently from many other speakers, and needs some adaptation on
the part of the listener. Ifelt it was realistic and consistent.
Indeed, consistency is ahallmark of the 98LS, other than in those
specialised areas already mentioned. The 98s gave agood feeling of
'pitch', except perhaps at the lowest frequencies (a partly room
dependent effect it seems — Iused two different rooms of different
shapes for the listening) and the sound stayed the same even when
the volume control was wound up to very high levels. Many speakers

The measurements
The measured results are little less than excellent. The main response
curves show some fall-off at frequency extremes, although at least as
far as the low frequencies are concerned, this is exactly what is
needed for aspeaker designed to be used back up against awall. The
roll-off at HF above around 12kHz, on the other hand, is unexpected,
but not itself of great consequence. A small 19mm tweeter normally
hangs on abit further than this, but the more common 25mm units
most loudspeakers use rarely do, whatever the specifications say.
More to the point, the roll-off is, in any case small and may be partly a
measuring artifact (see also p. ).
The drive units show extremely low levels of distortion, and clearly
have well designed magneticstructures, and perhapsgo some way in
justifying AR's claim that very low CI cones will have correspondingly
low distortion. The impedance curve is free of sharp phase transitions,
but moves down towards 4ohms for much of the time. Although not
a ' difficult load in the conventional meaning of the term, the
impedance is low enough to cause problems for some amplifiers,
especially those fitted with over-enthusiastic output protection
circuits. On the other hand, efficiency is quite high at ameasured
88.5dB/watt/meter. Finally, note the excellent off axis uniformity
above 24Hz, which should be indicative of awide and flat power
response.
On audition
Maybe I'm alone in thinking of the old large ARs as being soggy, slow
sounding products, but I
don't think so. These new models speak of a
transformation, though, and much like the Heybrook to follow, they
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give aforward, explicit and powerful presentation. In my opinion, the
98LS is avastly better spea ker than anything large AR have made upto
now, although they demand agreat deal of care in picking partnering
equipment.
They're not perfect, though. They sound in away much like grownup AR18s, which is no bad thing, but they also share some of the
latter's peculiarities and colorations. There is also another factor
working againstthem: the price. At closeon £600 apair, they come up
against stiff competition from the Linn Sara which does not go as far
down in the bass, but gives nothing away on musical definition or
general ability at low frequencies or elsewhere.
This is acomparison I'll have to leave to the interested reader. Apart
from the Sara, there are not many loudspeakers which parallel the
98LS, and I
ended up the listening tests with agreat deal of respect for
its abilities. It's certainly aspeaker Icould live with, and there's no
more than ahandful Icould say this of.
The shortcomings it does have are distinctive enough. AR have not
succeeded in making the integration between the drive units quite
perfect, though by conventional standards it's pretty good. The larger
of the high frequency units ( the 38mm dome) appearsto have asomewhat dominating effect on the sound, perhaps more so on audition
than the measurements would suggest. It seems to lend aslightly
uncouth edge to the sound, and has an effect on the way the speaker
reproduces tonal colour too, leaving instruments and voices
sounding cooler and more assertive than would appear strictly
natural. The low frequency end is good, but again suffers from some
clouding of bass transients. The loss of definition was not severe but
in this respect, the Heybrook is decidedly better. The AR, though, still
clearly outperformed many of the well known large monitor class
speakers made in this country.

AR 98LS
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change character markedly under such circumstances. Dynamics,
too, were well preserved — both in the way similar sounding instruments were resolved separately, and in the more conventional sense
of producing both soft and loud sounds at the same time without the
former blurring into the latter.
Conclusion
Icannot say that the AR98LS will be to everyone's tastes but I
suspect it will suit many, especially in the context of awell sorted
system. Don't use atu rntable that feeds back at high volumes, though
—the ARs can generate high SPLs at low frequencies. They can also go
loud with alimited amount of power. What audible problems they
have are minimised by using agood amplifier. I
tried several, and got
especially good results with the Naim, but some rather messy and
untidy ones with cheaper, but still good, amplifiers of other marques.
There is some exaggeration of record surface noise and tape hiss in
some systems, and the com plete system should be auditioned before
purchase. But you would have done this anyway, wouldn't you?

HEYBROOK HB3
Manufacturer's specification: 3-way sealed box enclosure. Drive units: 250mm doped paper
bass driver, 11cm doped fabric midrange, 20mm semi- horn-loaded tweeter. Crossover
frequencies: approximately 900Hz, 6kHz Nominal impedance: 8ohms Sensitivity: 87dB/W
at one 1m on axis Size 620mm high x340mm wide x330mm deep, Price: £385 inc. VAT.
Manufacturer: Mecom (Acoustics) Ltd, Knighton Hill, Wembury, Plymouth PL9 OED

H

EYBROOK are a specialist manufacturer of loudspeakers and
turntables. Their speaker range has consisted of two models,
with third available about now. The HB3 is alargish, stand- mounting
3-way loudspeaker of considerable repute, but compared to theAR, at
least, of limited distribution. It has had agood reputation as aloudspeaker capable of asolid, dynamic sound. For over ayear Heybrook
have been working on ways of improving the speaker to produce a
smoother and more integrated response from the drive units. This
has resulted in the series II HB3 which is reviewed here.
Heybrook havegone fora design in the HB3 which should in thefirst
instance be placed against awall. Additionally they have designed
them to stand flat, parallel to the wall, without any 'angling- in'. Both
these points need to be borne in mind in studying the measured
responses. In particular acentral listenerwill be on roug hly the 30'offaxis radiation line. But Heybrook have been aiming for aspeaker
which can be enjoyed anywhere in the listening room, and the wallstanding position has been adopted not so much from considerations
of the living room environment (which, for instance, have shaped the
AR98 design philosophy) but because the designers feel that in the
living room it imparts adesirable sense of 'solidity' to the sound.
A series of modifications had to be made whilst Ihad the speakers,
mostly because on past form, Ihad found the performance of the
new models less than fully satisfactory and reported as such to Heybrook. In part, thisturned out to be due to constructional faults (wrong
crossover components, adamaged bass unit spider) but partly it was
because the speaker design was not optimum, the designer apparently
having been influenced by the characterof some unusual amplification
he was using. Eventual ly, though, the design was put to rights, and the
few models that were released with the wrong specifications should
(I'm told) have been modified to those current.
The old HB3 had three drivers, all sourced from SEAS — a25cm
doped paper bass unit, an 11cm paper or fabric doped midrange unit,
and a20mm semi-horn loaded dome tweeter. The new HB3 shares
these units with the old, but has rearranged them, with the midrange
unit at the top of the cabinet, and the tweeter below, between the other
two drivers. The midrange and tweeter units remain disposed
towards one edge of the cabinet, the cabinet pairs being produced in
handed form. The idea is to use them with the small units towards the
middle of the pair, which is sensible advice. (The speakers sound
curiously phasey when positioned the wrong way.)
To the eye, there are no other easily identifiable changes, though a
close examination shows that the terminal panel on the back is now
detachable. The reasons relate to what might be called future compatability. For those wishing to power the HB3s in active mode, apanel
with three sets of terminals can be purchased to replace the crossover/
terminal block supplied with the speaker. Heybrook are even talking
about incorporating active electronics within the cabinet; provision
has been made for this, but there is no hardware available at present.
Other changes are minor, but do include abaffle made from Medite
rather than the less dense chipboard used before. The distinctive and
attractive styling, however, remains unchanged, the central feature
strip successfully minimising the visual bulk of the design. There have
been, too, slight modifications to crossover component values.
The HB3 is intended for use close to, but not necessarily against a
rear wall. Heybrook can supply asuitable pair of reasonably solid open
framework stands for £37 apair. They were supplied with the review
pair, and are agood buy— but experiments with some othersu pporting
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types suggest that improvements could still be made. Like the AR, the
cabinets are finished inwood veneer of excellent finish, and the front
cover is atwo piece set of reticulated foam.
The measurements
The frequency responses are indicative of a loudspeaker that has
been optimised in ageneral way for use near aroom boundary, but
the tailoring is a ittle erratic. A slow but continuous roll-off with
decreasing frequency starts around 450Hz, but the output actuall‘
rises alittle near 100Hz. In practice, with the speakers afew inchr
from awall, there will be asmall bass hump ( around 100Hz) follow

by aminor depression in the octave below 450Hz. But the situation is a
little confused by the general uneveness in this region. The low
frequency response will ' hinge' downwards alittle of course, pivotting on about 500Hz, if the speaker is pulled away from the wall.
The other features worthy of note are aslight ' cottage loaf' effect of
increased output in the presence region — again, perhaps a little
overdone — and acrossover notch between the midrange unit and
tweeter. The 30° off- axis plot, however, does not show this effect, but
the other 30° off- axis plot ( not shown) shows amuch more severe dip.
This is the one taken on the other side of the listening axis, and would
only be heard from properly sited spekerswhen listening well outside
the normal listening area. This probably explains the ' phasey' effects
referred to earlier when the two speakers of the pair were switched
from their recommended places.
Distortion levels are undoubtedly high and could be the result of
incorrectly optimised magnetic circuit design in both bass and
midrange units. Audible consequences, if any, are hard to predict
though, beyond perhaps the expectation of some slight compression
effect. The impedance vs frequency curve shows some quite severe
phase transitions but the impedance never drops very low and the
HB3 constitutes a not unduly bad amplifier load. Efficiency, at an
approximate 87dB/meter/watt ( measured) is medium ( but subjectively alittle higher than this) and the HB3 can be driven quite hard to
respectably high volumes without apparent stress or compression,
notwithstanding the comments above.
On audition
The Heybrook HB3 turns out to be one of those designs that subjec
tively goes a long way to transcending its measured performance,
which is frankly mediocre.
There are some possible reasons for this. One, the bass end, which
in many speakers with that measured performance cou Id be expected
to sound boomy and untuneful, seems exceptionally well damped
and controlled. In this way, it is analogous to many much smaller
boxes in producing the ' tautness' and clarity of the latter, but with
much more power and weight. For sheer bass ability it easily betters
its Series Ipredecessor — and indeed the AR98LS too.
Second, the ' cottage loaf' effect — the plateau of output in the
presence region— though far from being severe, results in conjunction
with the dip around 300Hz in aminor modification of the perceived

tonal balance, especially in comparison to the earlier HB3. The new
model has a brighter balance; it sounds both more analytical and
forward, perhaps a shade too much so, but the effect is simply to
make the speaker sound clear and well articulated, not aggressive or
in any other way ' over the top'. Tonal colours are generally well
reproduced. There is little of what is often found, what might be called
tonal compression which occurs where the various tonal qualities of
different instruments tend to merge together. With the HB3, they
retain their distinctiveness, albeit in aslightly brighter form — almost
as though the instruments were being heard from alittle closer.
I
tried anumber of different ways of placing the HB3s in two differently shaped rooms, but ended up using them mostly about 30cm
from the wall behind. Further out than this detracted from the sense of
weight without producing any corresponding increase in that of
clarity, but this may not apply in different locations. Used this way, the
stereo produced was stable and wide, but alittle curtailed in depth —
the latter effect being typical of loudspeakers used in proximity to a
wall. The Heybrookswill not produce the stereo soundstage character
of Spendor BC1s or Quad Electrostatics ( in asuitable room) but what
they do give is not necessarily less realistic. But the ambient
information that the ear uses to reconstruct depth images is
reproduced in full, and there is asimilar but foreshortened layering of
depth information.
Where the speaker is at its most impressive though is in its newfound dynamic integrity. The old ones tended to mask instrumenteal
starting transients alittle; the new ones give better defined beginnings
and endings to notes ( incidentally, with less obvious colouration than
before — there is still some midrange colouration, but it's far from
severe). In this sense, the new HB3 is much better integrated.
The new version of the HB3 in fully sorted trim now manages to
offer arare blend of smoothness, almost sophistication, with an ability
to reproduce intact much of the dynamics structure of the music with
which it's fed. There is relatively little loss of important information,
and the HB3 has apowerful and convincing bottom end. Against that,
there is still some residual colouration, and aset of measured results
that speak of further possible improvements. Still, the HB3 rather
successfully bridges the gulf that separates models like the Mission
770 on one hand, and the Linn Sara — or even the AR98LS — on the
other. It earns astrong recommendation.
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SHURE V15/V little used £65. pair KEF 104aB
speakers with caster stands £180 ono. Also from
main system Syrinx PU2 arm £80 and JVC MCI
lovely cartridge £80. Tel 0273 728806 ( evenings).
(A)
HARMAN KARDON Citation eleven and twelve
pre and power amps. 60 w.p.c. about £200 together. AT 31E m/c cartridge plus QED Headamp. /50 together. 031 664 9595. ( A)
MERIDIAN NI.2.'s with 101 control unit. 10
months old and in immaculate condition. £875.
ono. can demonstrate. Tel. No. Tamworth 894321.
(A)
REVOX A77 4 track c/w NAB HUBS, remote
control, just overhauled by Bauch, £285. ono.
Teac an 180 Dolby unit. £85. Both £340. Will
demonstrate, phone March ( 03542) 4292. ( A)
FERROGRAPH 722 tape recorder plus intergrex
Dolby.B processor £200. Also quantity of BASF
LH Double Play Tapes £2.50 per 7 inch reel.
Derby 766792. (A)
MERIDIAN 101 pre-amp with IMCOS module
£125 TVA. 10 power amplifier £155. Both excellent condition. Whitstable 265611 evenings. Can
send if required. ( A)
ORACLE TURNTABLE £500. Dynavector Karat
17D Cartridge £235. Fidelity Research FR64FX
Arm £200. All mint condition Boxed Phone. Day
01 688 1112, evening(116512716 ask for Bob Gray.
(A)
PAIR RADFORD AUDITORIUM Speakers.
*I eak, immaculate, with purpose made stands
U20. ono. Ring Mr. Thompson 01 852 2355.
Office hours. ( A )
REVIEWER selling NAIM NAC32£DNM Power
supply £265. ASAK-T ( 9months) £115. TECHNICS AM/FM Tuner ST3200 ( immaculate) £45.
Evenings 01 586 2898. ( A)
HAFIER DH-200 inc QED speaker cables £ 160.
089582 2771 ( Middlesex area) any time. ( A)
LOGIC DNI101 ( 4 months, immaculate) £200.
Wok £ 160. Sell together or split. 034282 3154
-, venings/weekends. ( A)
RROGRAPH SERIES VI tape recorder.
condition ( 1979 factory reconditioned) For
'ffers invited. Ring Leeds ( 0532) 789374.

WANTED
'ANGE Turntable Model 1214
.11 deck in good or repairable
pray. Flat 4, The Triangle.
116 5PG.

spendor
RECORD-BAGS AND SLEEVES

Heavy-duty polythene outersleeves and polythene- lined
inner bags available by mail-order at aprice of £9.95 for a
pack of 100 of one sort or 50 of each, cash with order, inclusive of postage, packing and VAT.

Record Pak, York House, Oxford Road,
Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 1XA.
Telephone: 04946-77483

WHY DO THE THREE ( Virtually unknown)
Walco Cartridges outsell our other movingmagnet types put together? Details only from
Christchurch Cartridges, The Old Forge Tedburn
St. Mary, Exeter, Devon, England. EX6 6EH.
Exclusive UK and European Distributors
Enquiries welcome from continental distributors/
dealers as well as the general public (
A)
ATTENTION British and European Audiophiles!
We are an AMERICAN enterprise specialising in
the direct sale of JAPANESE cartridges tonearms transformers cables interconnects (
yes
BANSEI available) accessories etc. All manufacturers lowest prices. Advice your requirements we'll quote immediately. INTERSONICS,
PP Box 113, Toyohashi 440, JAPAN ( C)

SITUATION VACANT

BARNARD ELECTRONICS, LONDON SERVICE
AGENT FOR ALL SPENDOR PRODUCTS.
Specially calibrated and selected drive units stocked to
overhaul Spendor loudspeakers to the original
manufacturer's specificatiork
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, 82 PENTIRE ROAD,
LONDON E17
TEL: 01-531 8705

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings.
Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-3460033. X
Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35 years'
experience. Extensive facilities enabling High
Standards with Official Approval from QUAD,
RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and elsewhere
QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT. Restored
close to design wherever possible. 7days personal
service. Location: Woodford Essex. Tel: 01-504
5467. X

PERSONAL
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years ago,
this Society provides ameeting ground for people
who love the music of Hector Berlioz and are
interested in the highways and byways of his life
and work. Monthly meetings in London,
quarterly Bulletin. Send s.a.e. for details to: Hon
Secretary, 2nd Floor Flat. 115 Harley Street,
London WI. (
X)

LENCO
seeks exclusive distributors specialized on the sale
and in the branch of record-players, and other
appliances for the reproduction of sound. For the
market of:
Great Britain, Denmark, Norway, Austria, Greece
and France.
Write to: Lenco Italia. Via Del Guazzatore n. 207
60027 Osimo ( An.) Italy.
Tel: 071-714803/716821.
Telex: 560040
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NOBODY WAS
SORRY FOR
BUYING THE BEST

.9Xle

because people like music
Mission Electronics, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambs. Eng

Phone:(04801 57477 Telex 32,

You are looking at aunique
kind of turntable.
The revolutionary XR-Ce from
Sansui. It banishes vibration and
mechanical noise so you hear
precisely what you want to hear.
Clean, unpolluted music.
What makes it possible?
The silent Synchroter System: a
second rotor unit operating
beneath the regular drive moto/
and platter. With its contrarotating
action it eradicates torque
fluctuations before they can
1-xiild up.

Result:
no more vibrations.
And no more troublesome
'noises off What's left is asound
so perfect that Sansui challenge
you to tell it from the sound
quality of the master tape.
But Sansui didn't stop at
turning the tables on turntables
They looked at the tonearm and
placed the dynamic fulcrum
precisely at the point where no
vibration can be measured. Then
they gave it the rather high
faluting name of "Dynaoptimum

Balance".
In plain English,
it eliminates tonearm jitters
and is another substantial
contribution to better sound.
To sum up, John Borwick of
Gramophone had this to say
about the XR-07.
"Music of all types could be
reproduced at well above natural
levels clearly and steadily . . .

Sansui Electronics (UK) Ltd. Unit 10A, Lyon Way Industrial Estate. Rocicware Avenue. Greenford. Middlesex

mechanical noise is-entirely
absent during the playing of
records. Wow-and-flutter and
rumble too are so low as almost to
defy measurement by normal
methods."
Thank you John. We couldn't
have said it better.

Relax. You know
you've chosen right.

